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FOREWORD

The Fifteenth Biennial Guidance Test Symposium was held at
Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, on 24-.25-26 September 1991.
This symposium was hosted by the Central Inertial Guidance Test
The purpose of the symposium was to provide a.
Facility (CIGTF).
forum for approximately 400 people from industry, universities,
foreign governments, Department of Defense, and other Government
The forum provided an exchange of technical informaagencies.
tion and stimulation of new ideas associated with development,
testing, and evaluation of inertial components, aircraft navigation, missile guidance, and global positioning systems.
Many excellent papers were received for presentation at
but due to the time allotted to this symposium,
this meeting,
only a portion of those papers submitted could be included in
the program.
InterThe Paper Selection Committee included Darwin Abby,
BMO/MVEG; Dave Anderson, HoneyLt Col Arnie Alanis,
metrics;
Naval Avionics Center; Richard E.
Inc; Dominic Brienza,
well,
Clark, TASC; Joe Coulter, Northrop ESD; Ron Cox, Litton Guidance
Litton
Charles Evans,
Intermetrics;
& Control; Dirk DeDoes,
Inc; Samuel George,
Honeywell,
Guidance & Control; Bob Fall,
OC-ALC/LIIRN; Gaylord Green, Stanford University; Richard Greenspan, C. S. Draper Laboratory; Michael Hadfield, Honeywell, Inc;
James Hand, C. S. Draper Laboratory; Richard Voldeman, TRWOgden;
Naval Air Development
Jack Jankovitz,
TRW-Ogden;
Gene Hymas,
Center; Fred Nadeau, WRDC/AAAN; John Niemel&, U.S. Army Avionics
Synetics; Tom Sanders, Naval Air Development
Lab; Ann Orlando,
and Phil
Physical Science Laboratory;
Len Sugerman,
Center;
Ward, Texas Instruments.
In addition to those mentioned above and the contributing
a large number of people contributed to the success of
authors,
I wish to express my appreciation to each of
this symposium.
Special thanks go to our Technical
them for their efforts.
to our Technical Managers, Fred
Holland;
R.
Kenneth
Director,
and to the Symposium Coordinator,
Schreiber and Robert Kelher;
Dora Walker,
Publication of this report does not constitute approval or
published in the
It is
of the ideas or findings.
disapproval
interest of exchanging scientific and technical information.
A'oceosson For

KENNETH R. WERNLE,

Lt Col,
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SESSION I
UPDATES/STATUS

CHAIRMAN
GAYLORD GREEN
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM

(GPS)

PROGRAM STATUS

Commander Alan Burgess,

Royal Navy

NATO Deputy Program Manager
USAF Space Systems Division, Los Angeles,

California

1. ABSTRACT
The Navstar GPS program has now entered the production phase in
all three segments of the system: Space, Ground and User. The Space
Segment portion of the overall program completed launching the
developmental Block I satellites in 1986.
The first
operational
Block II satellite (PRN 14) was launched on 14 February 1989.
Program management responsibility for the Operational Control
System (OCS) transferred to Falcon AFB at Colorado Springs in 1987
and emphasis has been placed on upgrading the OCS components to
full operational status and in developing a status reporting
system. The User Equipment (UE) program for the American military
is in Limited Rate Initial Production and the decision to proceed
to full rate will be made in late 1991. This paper addresses the
current status of the GPS program as it is poised to transition
into the operational phase and considers some aspects which will
be of interest to those concerned with planning its introduction
into service.
2.

BACKGROUND

As a result of the initial efforts by 'the USN and the USAF to
develop an all weather global radio navigation system, the
multi-service GPS program was born in 1973. The Air Force, as
executive service, manages the overall program at the GPS Joint
Program Office (JPO) located at HQ Space Systems Division in Los
Angeles, California. The other US military services, as well as
representatives from the Defense Mapping Agency, Department of
Transport and NATO maintain active participation in the JPO.
The
GPS was designed to be a passive, survivable continuous space-based
system which will provide any suitably equipped user with three
dimensional position, velocity and precise time information. The
high levels of accuracy provided by the Precise Positioning Service
(PPS)
can be denied to unauthorized users, but the Standard
Positioning Service (SPS) will be made available free of charge to
any user worldwide.
The GPS comprises three segments: Space, Ground and User. The Space
segment consists of the constellation of GPS satellites and
includes the responsibilities for development, production and
launch. The operational constellation is planned to consist of 21
s;atellites with sufficient spares to ensure maximum global coverage
with 98^- ,;atellite availability. Thc Operational Control System
(OCr;) of the Ground s1egment consists of three Ground Antenna, five

Monitor Stations (MS), the prelaunch Compatibility Station (PCS)
co-located
and the Master Control Station (MCS). The MCS, with its
monitor station, are resident at the Consolidated Space Operations
Centre (CSOC) located at Falcon AFB in Colorado Springs. The OCS
is now operational and a planned upgrade to the PCS to realize.a
full MS capability will enhance the full operational capability of
the Operations Segment. The User Segment consists of the families
of UE which will provide users with precise positioning and timing
data. A limited production contract was awarded to Rockwell--Collins
in 1986 for the initial
military purchases to ensure maximum
Full-rate
a wide
range
of platforms.
across
compatibility
production to supply military equipment to all US Services will
depend on the outcome of the Defense Acquisition Boards' decision
in 1991.
3.

SPACE SEGMENT STATUS

Between 3.987 and 1990, a very comprehensive User equipment test
program was undertaken by the US military on land, sea and in the
air using the early production equipment. Signals from space were
provided by the initial
prototype Block I satellites
and the
useable satellites
were configured to give a maximum coverage over
the US.
Of the initial
eleven prototype Block I satellites,
ten
were successfully launched. Of these ten, five still
remain useable
for GPS test
and operational missions. The oldest of these,
designated NAVSTAR 3,
recently completed its
twelfth year of
service. The Block I's
form the core of the present constellation.

SV NO

PRN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

-

i10
11
TABLE I.

6
-

11
13
12
3

STATUS
Non-operational
Non-operational
Marginal operation
Non-operational
Non-.operational
Non-operational
Booster failed
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating

ILAUNCHED
Feb
May
Oct
Dec
Feb
Apr
Jun
Jun
Sep
Oct

78
78
78
78
80
80
84
84
84
85

I

Status of Block I Development Satellites

The Block II,
or operational satellite
production contract was
awarded. to Rockwell International, Seal Beach, in 1983. Due to the
tragedy of the Shuttle Challenger in 1986 and the subsequent
unavailability of the Space Transport System (STS)
for the GPS
satellite
launches, a contract was awarded to McDonald Douglas in
4

1986 for production of Delta I1 medium launch vehicles (MLV) which
into orbit. At
Block II satellite
would be used to boost the first
that stage, it was intended to retain some launches on the shuttle,
but this opti.on has now been removed although the design of the
Block II
satellites
is
such that this capability is
still
available.
On February 14, 1989, the first
Block II satellite
was launched
placement of
from Cape Canaveral on a new Delta II rocket. Initial
this and successive satellites
was to maintain and then extend the
test
"window". Such a launch and positioning policy during 1989 and
1990 has now achieved 11 operational Block II satellites
supporting
the original Block I's.
Launches will continue at
a rate of
approximately 5 per year. 3 further launches are planned to take
place before the end of 1991.

I---

____________-'

Launch Date
14
10
18
21
11

Feb
Jun
Aug
Oct
Dec

89
89
89
89
89

GPS No

PRN No

Plane

14
13
16

14
2
16
19
17
18
20
21
15
23
24

E
B
E
A
D

Is
17

24 Jan 90

18

25 Mar 90
2 Aug 90
I Sep 90
26 Nov 90
4 Jul 90

20
21
15
23
24

TABLE II.

-j--

Block II

F

B
E
D
E,
D

Satellite Status

Over the years, there has been various projections made over the
eventual number of satellites
in the constellation. The original
plan was for a constellation of 18 with 3 on-orbit spares. This
number unfortunately gave areas of degraded coverage where PDOP (a
position accuracy factor) was greater than 6 which, from a military
standpoint, was unacceptable. The Program Manager has now been
directed to achieve a 21 satellite
primary constellation as soon
as practicable.
Such a system is aimed at achieving 100% global
coverage for 95% of the time.
Spares,
be they on orbit or
ready-for-launch, are to be available. The funding for satellite
and launch vehicles, coupled with the expected satellite
life
determines that a slower build-up of the constellation will now be
achieved.
It
is
likely that full global 2D coverage will be
availablG from Block II satellites
late 1991 with full 3D coverage
in 1993. Any remaining Block I satellites
during the early build-up
will be a bonus.
GPS does not necessarily have prime launch

5

place against other missions being
priority and it must take its
launched from the Cape, which could result in a change 'to the
planned programme. Sufficient satellites
have been ordered to form
a full constellation of Block 11s with spares available. Eventually
there will be a transition to a full 24 SV constellation. During
1990, several satellites
were rophased into new positions to ensure
that a minimum degraded coverage is
seen worldwide when the
constellation

is

complete.

A contract was awarded mid 1990 for the procurement of 20 Block IIR
replenishment satellites
that
will
be launched from J.996.
These
and will
have additional features
will replace early Block Ils
(e.g. enhanced survivability
and autonomous on-orbit operations)
that
will
remove in part
the dependence of the control systex,.
4.

GROUND SEGYENT STATUS

The Ground Segment was the first

portion of GPS to undergo Program

Management Responsibility Transfer from the JPO. Transfer occurred
in 1988 and program control now rests with the Joint. Service System
Management Office (JSSMO) located at the Warner Robins Air Logistic
Centre.The JPO is still
responsible for some residual development
tasks including
System Level
Interface Compatibility
(SLIC)
testing. The first
such test
was performed at the Eastern Launch
Site (Cape Canaveral) where all
GPS satellites
are checked upon
delivery from the manufacturer.The initial
test
on the first
Block
Ii satellite
consisted of end to-end signal flow and command/con,-,..and/ control exercises using sa- e
- tsignals transmitted from
the
(TSM) IIlocated
at the Cape.
The
TSM Telecommunication
consists of rack Simulator
mounted Block
GPS satellite
components
which can implement Selectiv%,e Availability/Anti-Spoofing (SA/A-S)
in the transmitt~ed signal.. During one such test,
thle first
satellite
(Navstar 14) successfully transmitted signals from Cape.
Canaveral Centre via a roof mounted antenna. Ephemeris parameters
were adjusted so that Navstar 14 appeared to be transmitting from
a geostationary orbit. Users from many military and. civilian
communities tested their receivers for SA/A--S compatibility. During
this testing, command and control of the TSM and
Tavstar 1.4 was
performed by personnel at the MCS at Colorado Springs (Fal.con APB).
Operation of the 0-round and Space
USAF Space Command at Falcon AFB,
Space Wing assumes responsibility
operational (approximately 3 weeks

Segment is now managed by the
Colorado Springs.
The Second
as each new satellite
becomes
after launch).-

Development of the Operations Reporting and Management System
(ORMS) began in 1987 at the MCS.
ORMS will provide military
commanaders and GPS operators worldwide with information on the
status and health of the GPS constellation. Only liimited progress
has so far been made. The exact nature of .le.,able
information
hs,ý not yet been agreed, neither has the !means of transmission been
e:•tablished. In the main, it will be used for' the dissemination of
classified infox-mation to military users worldwide.
In -the Ji exim, information :i.s,paed
by mes,.ge in the fo:r.'t of a

63

NANIR
(Navigation Advisory Notice to NAVSTAR User) to US lead
commands and to a designated Military Point of Contact in each NATO
country which has s.igned the MOU with the US. For civilian users
(and
military if
they so wish)
a Bulletin Board has been
established by the US Coast Guard. Individual NATO nations are
already es;-tablishing their own information systems. Rather than be
dependent on (and therefore commrtit) the US to an extensive and
expansive reporting system, thoughts are now being given to the
inclusion of more detailed satellite
data in an expanded 50 HZ
navigation *message that can be read by all users whose equipment
interfaces with a PC through an instrumentation port on their
receiver,
Although in its
infancy, this facility
is
gaining
increased support. During the constellation build-up, users need
to have knowledge of the availability of the satellites.
A
prediction program has been developed in the US and is now being
used by Allied nations worldwide.
Similar programs are widely
available for civilian users.
5.

USER SEGMENT STArTUS

The US military is currently procuring Phase III
Rockwell-Collins
designed family of military receiversv
The current procurement
program provides funds for an initial
purchase of some 4,000 user
equipmnent (UE) spread across land, sea and air
applications. The
eventual purchase will be- for approximately 27,000 receivers, but
the numbers are growing as the capabilities of the system are
realised. The JPO aw-.arded contracts to Canadian Marconi and. SCI to
quialify them as potential second-source vendors for the 2 and 5
channel Collin-s Phase III design whilst a contract was awarded to
Texas Instruments for the production of a Non-Develop--mental Item
(NDI)
"off the shelf", manpack receiver. It soon became apparent
that not all
the US military platforms could accept the RockwellCollins size equipment whose design is limiited to 1984 technology.
NDI procurement is now considered an accepted means of procurement
for specific applications and contr-acts were awarded in late 1990
for alternate GPS Fixed Reception Pattern Antennas
(FRPAs),
Controlled Reception Pattern Antennas (CRPAs) and Control. Display
Units (CDUs) o The JPO has now awarded a contract for an NDI 3/8 ATR
5-chbannel receiver (MAAGR) . Two year.As ago, over 1000 single channel
C/A code re.eivers were pur'chased from Trixable (the. SLGR) for
demonstration, familiarnzation and ijnitial training purposes.
The
Gulf cris"es showed a shortage of mLlitary rec.,ei.vers" available for.
deploymen't and the terrain was of such a natuxre as to make
navigation devi ces a. prime requir-ement. Urgent acquisition of more
SLGRs support-ed by uni.ts from Texas Instiruaments and Magel.lan was
made and Selective Available set at zero to give the Allied Forces
navigation

s

oi

The

rest.ults

from

the

Gulf

War

ground

campaign adequately justified .GPS as a very worthy navigation
system and this has resulted in a. new acquisition of a P code
"lightweich't OpS Receiver (PL.;R).
An open competition will be run
and the specification will be issued during the Fall of 1991.
SubstantialJ nuimbers wil.1 eventtually be r-equire.ed.

over the past 2 years, UE in-plant testing has been underway for
performance, environmental and electromagnetic interface/compatibility/pulse
qualification.
Production equipments have been
delivered to the Air Force, Army and Navy for their own specific
testing within a coordinated test
program whilst other units
are provided to the prospective services for inclusion in their
integration programs.
With a limited satellite
window (some 4 hours per day) in 1987/88,
the US recognized that the qualification testing was limited, and
Rockwell-Collins equipments were leased to NATO countries. The
object was to capture more test
data using the window as it crossed
Europe and to give Research agencies the opportunities to expand
their knowledge with operational equipment. These trials
have all
been completed, and their results will support US gained evidence
at the Defence Acquisition Board (DAB).
6.

OTHER ISSUES

The foregoing describes the status of the three main components of
the system, but there are a number of aspects that concern both the
military and civilian communities to varying degrees and the
following will identify the position taken by the Pentagon, NSA and
the JPO on these contentious issues., It must be remembered that the
GPS is,
first
and foremost, a military system. GPS will provide
highly accurate position, velocity and time information on a
continuous, worldwide basis.
This information is provided at two
accuracy levels; the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) and the
Precise Positioning Service (PPS).
The SPS is a civil position/
navigation (POS/NAV) service providing a lower accuracy available
to any user. The SPS horizontal accuracy will be set at an average
100 meters 2drm. in peacetime, (The term 2drms [twice the distance
root mean square] refers to the radius of a circle that contains
95% of the data points). The PPS is the military PCS/NAV service
providing a full system accuracy of 16 meters Spherical Error
Probable (SEP - 50% of data points in a sphere of 16 meters radius)
and will be restricted to US and allied military forces and, if in
the national interest, to selected civil users. Such "authorised
users" would include Government Sponsored Geodetic or Mapping
Agencies and certain Department of Transport Services whose work
is aligned to Government or military needs. To be privileged to the
PPS, there needs to be an MOU/MOA between the nation or agency
concerned and the US Department of Defense. For the security and
key aspects of a PPS system, the agency must have a COMSEC
agreement with the National Security Agency (NSA)
7.

GPS SYSTEM SECURITY FEATUfRE

Selective Availability (SA)
is
the method whereby the MCS at
Colorado Springs is able to deny the unautnorised real time use of
full. GGPS accuracy provided by the PPS. SPS use.._
are similarly
affected by SA.
It
is
achieved by modifying the sateJllite's
transmission to introduce errors in pseudoranac measurements by
either altering the navigation message data "i.e.
ephemeris) by a

8.-
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procedure referred to as "Epsilon" or by manipulation of the
Removal of these errors within a PPS
clock - "Dither".
satellite
receiver is achieved by receiving encrypted correction data in the
navigation message which will negate the imposed errors when the
appropriate software or hardware security module has been activated
devices. An SPS user
by the use of cryptographic keys through fill
will not be able to counteract these errors directly. It is the US
Government's policy to enable S/A as soon as possible after each
is declared healthy. It will normally average
Block II satellite
lOOm (95%) in peacetime, but will be changed as defence conditions
dictate. The loom accuracy (2drms) quoted for the SPS equates to
a navigational accuracy of 76m with SA applied. Without SA, an SPS
Selected Availareceiver can expect an accuracY of at least 30m.
subsequent
was set at zero throughout the Gulf War and its
bility
"mopping-up" campaign, but it has now been restored.
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TABLE III - Positional Accuracies in
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OFF
OFF
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m
M
M
M

30
76
30
76

m

I

M
M
M

I

I

SA/A-S Environment

DIFFERENTIAL GPS

Differential. GPS (DGPS) is now a well proven means of achieving
greater position accuracy than provided by PPS, but it is not the
current intention of the US military to employ such a technique.
attributable to Selective
Induced biases and system errors are
30m),
Ionospheric Delays (up to
Availability (up to lOOm),
Ephemeris errors (up to 3m) and
Tropospheric Delays (up to 3m),
Clock errors (approx 3m) . By placing a GPS receiver at
Satellite
errors can be determined and by transa known surveyed point,
the same
utilising
mission of these errors to other receivers
be
at the same time, most of the system errors can
satellites
have been conducted in many parts of
reroved. A variety of trials
the world and the accuracy level. registered is of the order of 2
- 4 meters. The disadvantage of DGPS in military terms is that the
DGPS transmitters can only be,
no longer passive.
system is
manpower and
established on friendly territory, need maintenance,
The useris
required.
data
link
additional cost if an encrypted
equipment needs to be enhanced with reception and correlation
reference station is vulnerable in times of
and the
facilities

9/

i

tension. NATO nations are seriously considering DGPS for mine
countermeasure activities where a high and repeatable level of
military nations do recognize its
accuracy is required and all
potential in range applications. It is in use with the US Coast
sector. A chain has been established off
Guard and in the civil
Norway and the European Civil Airlines are considering its
potential as an approach and landing aid.
9.

SUMMARY

As the world community at large realises the potential of GPS, an
increasing number of electronic equipment manufacturers in the US,
Europe and the Far East will be competing for a share of the
military or commercial. The US have initially
be it
market,
committed themselves to a 1984 design of the Rockwell Collins
family of equipments but a major Source Selection exercise is now
concluding to select the next generation of smaller faster
receivers. There is considerable interest within other NATO nations
but planned decisions to purchase major outfits have been delayed
by the changing political position in Eastern Europe. Only Norway
and the Netherlands have made any significant purchases for their
military to date.
community, however, is moving rapidly to acquire this
The civil
its
potential
equipment. In the US, initiative which illustrate
have already been taten by, for example, the American railway
use in off-shore
operators and by the postal couriers, and its
explorations is already reaping dividends. The FAA and European
Marine and Air operators are now more actively discussing its
use.
GPS will revolutionise navigation and positioning activities
and
will enable countries to communicate more readily in geodetic, time
and position terms through use of reference stations. Whether
operating as a stand-alone equipment, or integrated with INS or
other navigation systems, GPS will give a navigation accuracy far
superior to any system currently in use.
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An Introduction to the GPS Guidance Package (GGP)
William C. Homer
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(619) 553-6667, Autovon 553-6667
navigation solution as well as filtered velocity,
acceleration, and orientation data needed by the host
vehicle. Major cost reduction breakthroughs are
offered by FOG sensors which employ integrated
optic chips for light wave processing along with the
polarization preserving fiter optic rotation sensing
coil and a broadband optical source. GGP host vehicle
insertion is also aided by its packing/customizing
achieved through modularity of MGR, IMU, and
navigation microprocessor subsystems. Modularity is
achieved with standardization of (1) the Kalman filter
architecture in the. navigation processor and (2) data
transfer points (ports) interfacing the MGR and IMU
sensors to the navigation processors.

Biography
William C. Homer is currently working at the Naval
Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) in San Diego,
California. He is the Program Manager for the GPS
Guidance Package (GGP) Program, that is sponsored
by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA).
Abstract
Under DARPA sponsorship, NOSC has made a dual
contract award for advanced development brassboard
models of a Global Positioning System Guidance
Package (GGP). The approximate $28 million in
contracts were awarded to the contractor teams of
Texas Instruments & Honeywell and Litton Systems
& Rockwell Collins. The existing 48 month (GGP
Phase 1) contracts provide for the advanced development of a strapdown inertial guidance package
comprised of a navigation grade Interferrometric
Fiberoptic Gyro (IFOG) tightly coupled to a
miniaturized GPS receiver (MGR). The GGP exploits
the synergisms achieved by combining inertially
sensed Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) movement
with externally sensed

CPS

Dual award contracts were issued for GGP Phase I
because each prime contractor offered a significantly
different approach to solving the technical challenges
associated with the GGP.
Introduction
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PS Guidance Packa g =(GP)
Program Overview
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goal is to produce a combined GPS/IMU navigation
grade system which will be miniaturized for easy
insertion into any host vehicle, and inexpensive for
use by expendable vehicles (weapons and platforms).
Follow-on Phase 2 contracts will develop
preproduction prototype GGP units tailored for
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The GGP effort aims to match the navigation
performance of the conventional technologies but fit

within an envelope of 10 pounds total weight, 20
watus of power, 100 cubic inches of volume, and a
per unit cost of $15,000. The brassboard units being
developed under ,he current Phase I contrac=. will fit
within an envelope of 20 pounds, 30 to 40 watts, and
300 cubic inches of volume. The GGP builds upon
the integrated cirzuit technology from the existing
DARPA mini GPS receiver program combined with
the following: (a) solid state linear accelerometers and
fiber optic rotation sensors (g;yros) for three axes
inertial sensing, and (b) a data processor and
associaled software to imploment a Kalman filter to
integiote the sensor outputs and provide the

DARPA initiated the GPS Guidance Package (GGP)
program to develop a miniature guidance package
based on a combination of a miniature CPS receiver
(MGR), a miniature inertial measurement unit
(MIMU), and control processors. The emphasis is on
developing a small, low-cost, mass producible
guidance package that will support a broad spectrum
of Department of Defense (DoD) platforms including
strike weapons, high dynamic aircraft, and unmanned
vehicles. The GGP Program is divided into several
developmental phases.
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but flight management and flight control may be

GPS Guidance Package (GGP)
Program Phases
* Phw 0 (SP 87 - Sep 88)

shared between the GGP and the host platform
subsystems.
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The Phase I GGP will meet the requirements of a
brassboard demonstration navigation package
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employing a tightly coupled MOR and MIMU, based
upon the use of advanced technologies suitable for
miniaturization and capable of low cost in high
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volume production in subsequent phases of
The Phase 2 GGP will have to
demonstrate the established miniaturization,
packaging, performance, and manufacturing goals
prior to apprval for large scale production.

Oual'mt- Phytic&dly1egmtedg!olly QaalfiedGGP

tsosr•,o.aenort,.development.

The objective of Phase I is to design, fabricate, and

test a brassboard demonstration GOP unit consisting

oPS

of a MGR, a MIMU, and the processors and software
for a tightly-coupled integrated navigation package,
meeting the medium to tipper level performance

Guid•n~ce Packag
Basic Requirements

P)

requirements established in Phase 0. Flight
management and control are not part of the Phase I

Develop Family Of Low Cost. Miniature. PS-Aided,

development model. The Full Scale Engineering
Development phase, GOP Phase 2, will provide the
miniaturized, fully qualified GGP units for rigorous

for Variety of DOI) Manned and Unmanned Platforms

Tightly Coupled NaY Packages

P

operational testing and eventual installation into DoD
platforis. Phase I is scheduled for completion in
mid-calendar year 1994, with Phase 2 commencing
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MGR positioning accuracy requirements will increase
only slightly over existing capabilities, but
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significant advances must be achieved in the design
and production of substantially smaller GPS receiver
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development of the GOP is the miniaturization and
integration of the MIMU components into smaller
and smaller packages with increasing accuracy and
ruggedness requirements. The smaller volume and
lower weight constraints should also expand the
of future vehicles for GOP use.
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components. The most difficult challenge in the
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System Components

The GOP will perform a minimum of three
functions: navigation, flight management (including
guidance), and flight control. The navigation function
provides high accuracy position, velocity, attitude,
and time. Flight management contains the mission in
the formt of a trajectory to be used in the enroute
phases of guidance and, using the navigation
information, derives guidance commands to mininize
the difference, The flight. control function will accept
the guidance; commands and formulate commands to
be applied to the vehicle control system. The
navigation functions will be performed by the GOP,

The GOP has four major components: the miniature
GPS receiver (MOR), the miniature IMIU (MIMU),
the digital processor and data base unit (DBIDBU),
and the adaptable interface unit (AIU). These
components provide the primary navigational
functions for the GGP with the following
characteristics: (a) generation and maintenance of the
estimated navigation solution by combining MGR
and MIMU sensor data, (b) autonomous GPS or IMU
operation when there is a fault in either the MOR or

-13
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ism

an increase in memory and processing speed capacity
such that with the addition of flight management and

MIMU, and (c) graceful performance degradation
during navigation sensor outages. The MGR will

I

flight control functions in future phases, the same
reserve requirements will be met. The DP/DBU will

Ouuidwic Packa.ge (00P)
systeCm Coponentsm

1MS

implement a tightly coupled integrated navigation
solution using a single Kalman estimator, with

synchronous interfaces to the MGR and the MIMU.
Propagation of the solution using inertial
measurements will provide "nominal" total state
trajectory components and aiding data to the MOR.
An extended Kalman filter shall estimate perturbation
states, reset total states, and accept as measurements
the residuals between MGR measured pseudo range
delta range in each MGR channel and
corresponding quantities based on the propagated total
state trajectory. The design of the Kalman filter and
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aiding of the MGR code/carnier tracking will deal with

j

potentially destabilizing correlations between errors in
the aiding signals and measurement errors, including
the effects of a high jamming environment. An
appropriate factorization will be used to implement
the Kalman filter to enhance numerical stability and
improve computational efficiency. The navigation
processing architecture will be capable of
incorporating other externally supplied position
and/or velocity data (e.g. barometric altimeter
altitude). The Kalman filter design for the integrated
navigation configuration shall include, as a
minimum, seventeen error states; and be subject to
additional sensor error states where required to meet
the navigational accuracy for a specific host vehicle or
mission.

determine and track the optimal combination of GPS
transmitters for maximum performance of the set.
Using both P and C/A code, the multi-channel MGR
is to provide ionospheric corrected pseudo range and
delta range measurements; and complete selective
availability and anti-spoofing (SA/AS) protection.
The GGP is to accommodate multiple antennas and
usage criteria based upon host vehicle attitude, signal
quality, GPS transmitter selection, etc.
The MGR will be an integrated chip set consisting of
microwave monolithic integrated circuits (MMICs)
and application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) to
implement the following: the RF/IF front end,
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), frequency
synthesizer, signal processor, and support/interface,

Design of the AIU is to be based on the future need to
implement flight management and flight control
functions, as well as the host vehicle and
instrumentation interfaces needed for operation and
test herein. As a minimum, the AIU shall provide a
MIL-STD-1553 host vehicle interface, a RS422 test
instrumentation interface, a control and display unit
(CDU) interface, and a data loader interface. When the
GOP is reconfigured by external command to perform
the navigation function independent of the MIMU,
the instrumentation interface will meet the standard
instrumentation port and functionality requirements of
ICD-GPS-215. A remote control and data unit will be
provided for GOP control and display of data dut ing
the test and development phases. 'TIhe data loader will
be used in support of system initialization and
startup.

The MIMU will provide inertial acceleration and
attitude rates (or delta velocity and delta angles) from
sensed motion. It will also include the
acceleration/attitude-rate sensors and associated
electronics. The inertial rate sensors are to be of the
interferometric fiber optic type and shall use a "long"
wavelength (1.3 - 1,55 micron) optical source. The
baseline accelerometers will be subminiature units of
an advanced design or development based on a
technology suitable for low cost volume production
and emphasizing solid state techniques. However,
currently available units meeting the GGP
accelerometer requirements may be used to facilitate
achievement of overall program objectives,

GGP Phase 1 Schedule

The DP/DBU will be based on either a federated or a
distributed architecture for system control and
initialization, integrated navigation, and MGR and
MIMIJ control. For each DP/DBU processor, whether
federated or distributed, at least 50 percent of the total
mcimyo and 50 percent of tile total processing speed
will be in reserve when operating at the required
capacity. The design of the DP/DBU is to provide for

The GOP Program has completed the Preliminary
Design Review stage and is enroute to Critical
Design Reviews to occur near the end of calendar year
199.. The original contracts specified a "down-select"
to a single contractor at the end of Phase IA, for the

1_4

development of the. GOP brassboard prototypes.
Recent and ongoing efforts to receive additional "nonDARPA" funding froin possible GOP users are being
conducted to preserve competition and roid GGP
units on an advanced delivecry chedule

benefits of the complimentary nature of IMU and
GPS receiver measuremenmts, wlhen combined into a
single small "black-box', overcome many of the
existing constraints to todays arsenal of weaponry.
The 6"(P will improve the survivability, increase the
flexibility, and inaprove the delivery accuracy
of weapons without increasing the vulnerability of
devices.
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CCP Applications

The design goals for die GGP are to service the broad
spectrum of DoD missions and platforms for the next
few decades. As a "next generation" navigational aid,
the GCYP will internally incorporate the functions of
existing OPS and IMUJ integrations. This will greatly
simplify the installation and integration of this
capability into operational platforms and unmanned
vehicles. The entire families of autonomous strike
weapons, unmanned vehicles, and other platforms
with stringent space requirements stand to benefit
from the successful development of the GGP.

GOP Programmuatic Payoffs
DARPA's continued development of mniii-GPS
components and miniaturized IMUs could provide the
foundation for the infusion of "next generation'
integrated navigational eqru-pment for airborne and
nautical DoD platforms. T5,- transition of this new
and innovative technology, along with the vast utility
of its usage, is one of DARPA's primary goals for
the GGP program.
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The accelerated development of GOP units, thiroaugh
the c~ooperation and funding assistance from other
Dol) progranis, can insure the rapid infusion of this
mutch needed technology into future systems, which
currently exist primarily ill a conice-Ptual slage.ý

Tile receive-only nature of' the GPS reeceiver,
combined with the reil-time positioning, accuracies
behig demonsti-ted by today's receivers antiI integrated

EMUiS provide insight into the operational Payoffs to0
GGP. Thlle long rccognized

be0 realized with the
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STRAPDOWN ASTRO-INERTIAL NAVIGATION
AS A SECURE METHOD OF SATISFYING THE TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY'S PRECISION MISSION REQUIREMENTS

ABSTRACT No. 91-32

Strapdown astro-inertial navigators provide autonomous high precision terrestrial
navigation for aircraft, ships, missiles, space and remote piloted vehicles. These
sys te....s, w.hi.. ch approach GPS accuracy, do not depend upon man-made electromagnetic radiating devices that may be intentionally shut down, destroyed or
unreliable in a hostile environment (e.g., jamming, mimicking decoys, anti-satellite
weapons, etc.). The U.S. Air Force, Navy, and SDIO, with Northr p, have embarked
upon the design and test of the first fully strapdown, low cost, astro-inertial navigation
system. The paper covers startracker signal-to-noise ratio and strapdown stellar
inertial system performance on a hyper velocity vehicle.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

For several hundred years, man has successfully utilized star positions to reset his long range
navigation systems. During his earthly journeys, the stellar augmentation subsystern, namely
the sextant, provided updates to minimize the accumulated errors in his continuous dead
reckoning (DR) navigation. As he approached his destination or wartime target, he resorted
to a relative navigation (RN) solution. His eyes took on the function of a terminal seeker.
They focused on the terminus of his mission (e.g., dock, etc.) or onto the position of his
enemy. Thus nineteenth century man had an autonomous, precision navigation suite that
utilized DR, stellar updating, and terminal seeking to achieve a circular error probable
(CEP) measured in feet.
Although the present autonomous navigation suites bear little physical resemblance to those
of their predecessors, the system elements are the same (see Table I, Autonomous
Navigation Suite Chronology). They consist of a DR continuous navigator, i.e., inertial
navigation system, (INS), periodically updated or reset by a DR reference system, such as
a stellar tracker and altimeter. Finally, after the navigation system guides the vehicle into
an operational area or basket of the terminal seeker, the seeker provides precise closure for
docking, landing, or interdiction of fixed and maneuvering targets. This autonomous suite
is free from radio aids, which may be unreliable, jammable, or unavailable during a twentyfirst century wartime encounter.
TABLE I AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION SUITE CHRONOLOGY
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From the 1950s and on, inertial systems have. been the dominant DR navigators aboard ships
and air vehicles. During the fifties, these devices were made with gyroscopes and
accelerometers mounted on one gimbal and surrourided by two or three other gimbals in
order to isolate the inertial sensors from the vehicle's angular rates, The inertial element
assembly was usually called the stabile member, or yaw gimbal. In order to provide high
precision, a narrow field of view (FOV) startracker embedded in train and elevation pointing
gimbals were mounted on top of the yaw gimbal. In this configuration, there were usually
five gimbals, multiple gimbal resolver angular readouts, se.vo-mechanism, and associated
electronics. A limited quantity of two-gimbal versions, the minimum. number of gimbals
necessary to point a telescope at any point in three-dimensional space, were also developed.
These gimballed astro-inertial navigators were successfully used as the navigation reference
for reconnaisSance, precision rendezvous, and for indirect, coordinate firing of munitions.
The applications not only used the precision position data, but also made use of the accurate
velocity and a•titud,, outputs for synthetic aperture radars (SAR). Although this complement
of hardware did achieve high accuracy autonomous navigation, its mrillion-dollar-per-copy
cost prevented it from being widely deployed. In the early 1980s, low-cost digital computers
and inertial instrument.s specifically designed to perform moderate accuracy navigation in
gimbal-less, or strapdown environments were developed. By the late 1980s, these strapdown
INS dominated the Air Force's moderate accuracy "Standard Navigator" and the Navy's
"Carrier Aircraft Inertial Navigation System" (CA1NS) procurements. These strapdown INS,
not only provided position and the roll, pitch, and heading Euler angles, but were also
capable of supplying the timely accurate angu!ar rates required for the vehicle's flight control
"a'ld -+
The,÷,,.,ar
,data, rate
flight-critical to dynamically unstable vehicle control
systems, is relatively simple to obtain in a strapdown INS, as compared to the gimballed INS
process, which required the costly and noisy differentiation of the gimbal resolver readouts.
Unfortunately, the startracker technology had not kept pace with the strapdown INS
development, and high precision autonomous strapdown navigation systems remained
,.mavailableto the hypervelocity, strategic, ballistic, and reconnaissance users.
O0 present manned aircraft. the stellar augmentation system bounds the INS gyroscopic
induced navigation errors accumulated over hours of flight during long distance missions,
In the future, Mach 10 manned hyper-velocity vehicles (HVV) will perform similar long..
distance missions in reduced flight times with stringent target CEIP requirements. These
stringent CEP requirements are driven not only be reconnaissance issues but also by the
limited search area capability of the terminal seekers. The area of search for a seeker
becomes even more critical for an HVV, due to the high Mach numbers. Stellar sensors
augmenting precision strapdown inertial navigators in high Mach, endo- and exo-atmospheric
environments will f;1ce additional technology and engineering challenges as high temperature,
plasmas, and shock waves occu'l on or near the skin of the HVV.
The Air Force's Wright Laboratory and Ballistic Missile Office and the Navy's Naval Air
Development Center eibmaiked upon a Strapdown Stellar Sensor/lnertiAl System (SS/IS)
program with Northrop to develop a highprecision Strapdown Astro-Inertial Navigator
(SAIN). The high accuracy SAIN, unlike its gimballed counterpart, provides timely accurate
angular rate data, along with enhanced reliability, smaller package si.e, at a more affordable
price ($50K to $300K per unit, dependent upon the unaided inertial sensors accuracy). The
substantial cost reduction for a strapdown vs. gimballed stellar inertial system is primarily
due to the elimination of all precision inechanicai servo-mechanisms and the concurrent
22

calibration of the strapdown inertial system and the telescope. Concurrent stxapdow.
calibration provides only a smalf increase in computation workload and test time for the
SAIN over a basic INS. The computational load, both from a processing arid a memory
point of view, has been reduced by the substantial advances in. high-speed computer
technology. This computational revolution has also reduced the size and cost of navigation
processing to less than ten percent of the total system's size and cost. Furthermore, focal
plane arrays (FPAs), which serve as the retina of the strapdown telescope, have also gone
through a similar revolution, so that now video cameras are available for a few hundreds of
dollars. Thus the stellar update option to an INS represents an affordable performance
enhancement to a navigation system.
A block diagram showing a cadre of sensors and processing functions that could be present
in an autonemous navigation system are shown in Figure 1. Since the terminal seeker may
only be utilized during the final phase of the mission, the data processing could be shared
with the stellar computation. Similarly, an autonomous velocity sensor may also have its
processing functions interwoven with stellar observations, further reducing the cost of the
stellar option. In addition, by having SAIN accuracy, the seeker acquisition, and data
processing, which will be elabora'ed upon in Section 3.0 of this paper, are also simplified.
Thus SAIN provides a synergistic catalyst that enhances the whole navigation suite. A cost
and size reduction is also taking place in the manufacture of GPS receivers. Therefore, a
radio option could be integrated into the navigation suite. The integrated precision
navigation complement would not only provide a critical level of redundancy, but would also
increase the probability of the mission's success by maintaining a surgial strike caability
during periods of radio outage.
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2.0

SYSTEM PERFORMANCEFOR AN HVV

Figure 2 is a heuristic astro-inertial navigator error model of a vertical Schuller loop. The
stellar tracker essentially observes the difference between the INS position error and the tilt
of the platform. The INS azimuth error can essentially be observed directly. This direct
observation of azimuth bounds its error and provides one of the major attributes of a stellar
inertial system.
A generic HVV mission scenario was developed for the purpose of defining the SSIIS
program performance requirements. During the 65,000 foot altitude portion of the mission,
the star visibility is high. The stellar visibility vs. altitude equation is:
WORLD WIDE AVERAGE STELLAR VISIBILITY (SV) vs. ALTITUDE (A) In FEET:
50% +10% x A/9000
SV
SV =10%

,FS
,

A-+ [

A < 45,000 FEET
A > 45,000 FEET

NOTE: Lat'laciern Operator I/s is
used for an integ;rator.

69A.
60
where:
ACCELERATION4 OF GRAVITY
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FIGURE 2 HEURISTIC STE)IJAR INERTIAL ERROR MODEL,

Figure 3 shows the position error of a 1.2,000 ft/sec (Mach 12) HVV cruising at 65,000 feet
on a strategic weapon delivery scenario. TIhe figure is a trade matrix of stellar-inertial vs.
free hiertial perfornmance for four classes of optical gyroscopes (i.e., 40 cnm, 30 cm, 20 cm,
and 10 cm) Ting laser g-yroscopes, RU's, where the low performance 10 cm RLG random
dirift characteristics are similar to those of the finest of the fiber optical gyroscopes, 17O6s,
in the present stage of their development).
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The simulations show the dramatic reduction in position error when stellar augmentation is
utilized. An expanded view of the stellar inertial error propagation (Figure 4) illustrates that
the 600-foot terminal error is almost independent of the intrinsic gyroscope performance for
20-cm or greater perimeter RLGs. The reason for independence from gyroscopic drift is
that the stellar tracker can observe the attitude error, tilt, and azimuth errors of the inertial
platform, due to gyroscopic drift, prior to its propagation into position errors (e.g., one
integrator from drift to tilt vs. three integrators from drift to position errors). The Kalman
filter utilizes the stellar tracker's observation of inertial error and optimally corrects the
platform attitude error and gyroscopic drift terms.
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A feature of the stellar inertial systems, as opposed to pure inertial systems, is their ability
to perform a precise in-air alignment when radio navigation aids, such as GPS or LORAN,
are the "only" aids available. The reason for this is that an inertial navigator travelling west
at 450 knots at 60 degrees latitude has its east-west component of horizontal earth rate
exactly equal to the vehicle's westerly velocity. Under this vehicle profile, the horizontal
component of earth rate cancels the effects of the vehicle's longitude rate and thereby
eliminates the pure INS azimuth error to vertical tilt response. Thus the vertical or position
INS channels cannot sense azimut!" errors. Therefore, even with radio navigation position
aids, there exists no gyro-compassing signal for vehicles travelling in this westerly trajectory
at a speed close to earth rate. Stellar-inertial systems, on the other hand, by virtue of their
direct azimuth stellar observations, can correct azimuth error with no restrictions on the
vehicle's flight path. This in-air alignment scenario can occur during the early phases of a
mission where radio navigation aids are only available in the Continental United States
(CONUS) or Ocean region, but not in the battle theater. SAIN thus provides a high
precision mission quick escape option for strategic vehicles with only a pre-selected segment
of radio navigation aids. By utilizing this feature, radio navigation aids can be deliberately
shut down and denied to our adversaries while a fast escape capability is maintained.
3.0

AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION IN THE TERMINAL PHASE OF AN HVV MISSION

The SAIN, with autonomous augmentation aids, can provide ultra-precision mission
accuracy. In a mission scenario, where the HVV proceeds to its target area at an altitude
with high ground visibility, it can interrogate the ground with an optical position correlator
or SAR as an update reference. The interrogator periodically recognizes pre-surveyed
salient terrain features to update the accumulated errors. Figure 5 shows the effect of four
resets spaced twenty minutes apart. Under these conditions, a 100 foot CEP is realized with
a terminal velocity error of less than a tenth of a foot per second.
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Another autonomous method of enhancing SAIN accuracy when a vehicle is operated at an
altitude with high ground visibility, is to differentiate optical or SAR terrain images or
snapshots in order to derive vehicle along track and cross track velocities. By the generation
of stereoscopic images and processing of the data along with the SAIN chronometer as a
time reference, a velocity reference with respect to the vehicle can be generated. When
these image-generated along track and cross track velocities are resolved around the SAIN
azinuth and then optimally mixed, an autonomous CEP of less than 200 feet is achieved.
Figure 6 shows the result of this optical velocity correlator augmentation system.
F'urthermore, similar results can be obtained when SAIN information is mixed with other
autonomous aids (e.g., Digital Terrain Elevation Data, DTED, etc.). An autonomous
surgical strike capability of less than ten feet on both fixed and mobile targets can be
obtained by the addition of a terminal seeker to the navigation suite. This system mimics
nature's autonomous navigation system in predatory creatures, where millions of years of
evolution have optimized their navigation into a DR and RN solution. The key to the
system is to have the DR precision of sufficient accuracy to minimize the search area
requirements for the seeker. A 0.1 nautical mile CEP SAIN requires 0.01 square miles (0.1
NM times 0.1 NM) of terminal seeker search area. This greatly reduces the pattern
recognition requirements of a seeker when compared to a High Accuracy Inertial Navigation
System (HAINS) after a four hour flight. The HAINS, with a 0.25 mile per hour capability
would have a 1 NM CEP and thus a one square mile search area. As a result, SAIN
requires one hundredth the search area and therefore substantially reduces memory and
registration time requirements. The 100 to 1 reduction in search area is only one of the
benefits of the SAIN system. The required range and power of the seeker is also greatly
1000
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reduced by the SAIN augmentation system as opposed to INS. For example, a ten to one
rcduction in seeker range requirements results in at least a 100 to one reduction in seeker
illumination power (it could be as much as a 10,000 to one reduction). This greatly
simplifies and minimizes the size, power, and cost of the terminal aid. In addition, the
seeker's pattern recognition computational algorithms could simply be added to the SAIN
processor, since during the terminal seeker portion of the mission, the stellar processing
functions are no longer utilized. By the transfer of similar processing functions from star
tracking to seeker, there is concomitant reduction in both cost and size of the autonomous
navigator. Thus SAIN provides the key element to the autonomous navigation suite.
4.0

STELLAR TRACKER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

The driving factor in the design of shipboard and airborne stellar trackers that augment
inertial systems is its capability to accurately measure star positions in daylight at sea level.
For the 1-VV missions simulated, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improves by a factor of 2.5
(one star magnitude) as the vehicle ascends from sea level to a 20,000 foot altitude. This
is primarily due to the effects of the atmosphere. As the air density decreases, the sky
darkens because of a decrease in the light scattering. Figure 7 shows the sky background
-as a function of wavelength for sea level and at a 10,000 foot altitude.
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The spectral radiance is a hundred times brighter at sea level than at the 100,000 foot
altitude. In addition, atmospheric molecular absorption degradation factors decrease at
higher altitudes. Figure 8 shows the optical atmospheric transmittance as a function of
wavelength and zenith angle. The atmospheric transmission is attenutated at wavelengths
where there is 02, 03, and H 20 molecular absorption. For an astrotracker that utilizes a
focal-plane array (FPA) as its photon detector, the SNR can be approximated by the
following expression:
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (SN
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TABLE 11 COMPARISON OF STELLAR DENSITIES FOR THE RJR&B BAND
STELLAR WAVELENGTHS
NUMBER OF STARS EQUAL TO OR BRIGHTER THAN MAGNITUDE M,
B 13AND)

0.4 t 0.049/.u

J0..70BAND)
± 0.11/4
R

DENSITY PER DEG'
1

0.0002

0.0006

2

0.0006

0.0022

3

0.0022

0.0077

4

0.0075

0.0250

5

0,0240

0.0750

6

0.0710

02300
R

Unfortunately, the tracker's SNR provides only a part of the insight necessary for the design
of a stellar inertial system. Knowledge of the stellar density is also of major importance.
For example, the number of stars brighter than a given magnitude, M,, is a function of the
spectra! contents of the stars. Stars radiate in a similar fashion to a blackbody at different
maximium temperatures based on their age and composition. Table 11 is a comparison of
thestela desitesfor the R band (red) stars and that of B band (blue) stars. A fw smle
terms dominate the astro-tracker design thought process. The SNR is proportional to the
square iroot of the tracker's aperture and the star photon integration time (stellar exposure
time). The reason for only a square-root improvement in the SNR as a function of aperture
is that the expansion of the ap~erture not only increases the star signal photon collection but
also has an associated increase in the collection of sky background noise flux. Therefore,
a 6.25 times -increase in aperture area is required in order to observe a single magnitude
increase (i.e., 2.5) in dimmer stars. Similarly, the 6.25 increase factor holds for the stellar
exposure time, since extension of the integration incre,ýases the collection of both the star
photons and the sky background noise flux. In the opposite direction, a wide FOV detracts
from the stellar observation by allowing more sky brightness background noise flux into the
optical systemn. For example, whben the FOV is very small, as when looking at thle sky from
thle bottom -of a deep mine shaft (illustrated in Figure 9), the unaided eye can observe stars
in the daytime. The sky brightness noise increases as the inverse of the square root of the.
FOV. In order to achieve satisfactory performance, a balance is struck between the benefit
of a wide FOV increasing the number of bright stars observed in the tracker at a given time
vs. the deteriorative effects of the sky brightness noise. Figure 10 summarizes some of these
con side rations for a silicon FPA and a three degree FOV optical wide-angle lens startracker
(OWLS). It is a plot of star magnitude capability vs. altitude. A space satellite startracker
with on'y a 0.72 square inch aperture and a one-millisecond exposure timne has thle same
capability as the much larger sea-level tracker with a 36 square inch aperture utilizing a 100
millisecond exposure time. Figure 11 shows a system size comparison for both gimnballed
and strapdown astro-inertial navigators that have the same daytime, sea. level tracking
capab~ility. The dramatic dispar'ity shown in Figures 10 and 11 illustrates how the tracker
technology and application dictate the physical startracker design.
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Optical navigation aids in the high Mach HVV environment are affected by the standing
bow and secondary shock waves, or Mach lines, and the plasma sheath surrounding the
vehicle. The effect of the plasma varies with the Mach number and altitude, as shown in
Figure 12, with the most severe region (within the isobar marked region) between 75,000
feet altitude at 10-15,000 feet/second (Mach 10-15) and 150,000 feet altitude at 20-22,000
feet/second (Mach 20-22).
The HVV profile used in this study remained outside the severe plasma region; however,
boundary layer and shock wave effects are still evident in the HVV profile region and must
be considered in the performance of a high accuracy stellar-inertial system. Standing shock
wave in front of the stellar sensor window causes optical refractions that vary with the
viewing angle to the celestial body, the heat flux and temperature gradients across the
window cause scintiliations in star imagery. Small refraction errors, less than one arc-second,
on such a high accuracy sensor con be intolerable. Plasma fields between the viscous
boundary layer and the shock wave also cause scintillation of the star image and cause
blurring on the FPA as well as adding to the sky background noise. The result to the
centroiding algorithm and the background noise processing can be computationally intensive.
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Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies and analyses performed by Northrop
Electronics Systems and McDonnell-Douglas under contract to Wright Laboratory have
provided validated plasma field characterizations permitting the design of compensation
algorithms for such optical sensors. Various HVV shapes have been studied. Figure 13
portrays a generic manned HVV configuration, for which a plasma flow field has been
determined using a full parabolized modified Naiver-Stokes with non-equilibrium formulation
(courtesy of McDonnell-Douglas Missile Systems Co.).
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The stellar sensor window (fused silica with potentially carbon-carbon coatings) aft of the
stagnation region (located between the shock wave and the viscous boundary layer) and
ahead of the wake region (where electron ion recombination occurs) caused in part by the
vertical fins and engine nacelles, appears to be the most suitable location to maximime stellar
system performance. As shown in Figures 14 and 15, heat flux (BTU/sq ,t-sec) at Mach 17,
135,000 feet altitude, reaches levels of 0.20 BTVU/sq ft-sec at equilibrium and surface
temperatures of 1,040-1,240 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Refraction of the star image caused by changes in densities from the viscous boundary layer
and the shock waves are shown in Figure 16 for three Mach number conditions. The values
represent the angular refraction of the starlight at the preferred or acceptable window
location on the HVV test body. Using an OWLS with three telescopes spaced 120 deg apart
in azimuth and 30 deg in elevation off the zenith yields a maximum refraction of 0.6 arc-sec
at Mach 15 and 115,000 foot altitude. Looking aft affects only one lens and is considered
inconsequential. At higher altitades, the loss from refraction produces even less effect. The
higher the altitude and the higher the viewing angle, i.e., approaching zenith position, the
less the severity of the refraction. Figure 17 illustrates the impact of plasma induced errors
on star viewing angle. Compensation algorithms can be developed for specific conditions;
however, an adaptive filter development is required to satisfy all portions of an HVV mission
profile. The diffraction and refraction problems caused by the plasma sheath are
compensated by the lack of cloud cover and reduced sky background noise at altitudes of
65,000 feet or higher. This lack of cloud cover and the low sky background irradiance
reduce the processing time necessary for centroiding a star's location after it is derived from
the stellar irradiance absorbed by the OWLS FPA.
Window thin film cooling by means of water glycol compounds is a consideration; however,
these induce turbulent flow and boundary layer separation over the stellar sensor window
and cause additional optical distortion, background noise, and refraction. Cooling the
window surface increases the heat flux, causing temperature gradients over the viewing
surface and adding to the scintillation problem. Additional studies are being conducted by
Wright Laboratory to further determine the ef.fects e-f wi.ndow coo,,ing as well aS varXious
mitigation techniques. Figures 17 and 18 illustrate primary and secondary shock waves in
a plasma field through which a stellar sensor must be capable of accurately determining star
location. The irradiance transmission losses at the stellar window station iocations for high
Mach numbers (wih rockets on) has been calculated to be nearly one decibel, or
approximately one-quarter star magnitude. The HVV OWLS can easily compensate this
transmission loss.
VEHICLE STAnTON FOR s'rELUAR WINDOW
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6.0

SAIN FAULT TOLERANCE AND SOFT DEGRADATION MODE

The stellar sensor complements the inertial sensors by providing a level of fault identification
and navigation redundancy. For example, the INS portion of SAIN, just like all basic INS
cannot detect an operator error in the initial or update of vehicle longitude. In fact, when
a potentially catastrophic erroneous initial longitude is inserted into an unaided INS, it will
produce the identical velocity, latitude, and azimuth responses as if the correct longitude
were inserted. The reason for this lack of longitude error observability is that none of the
earth rate INS compensation and driving functions are longitude dependent. This lack of
longitude dependent responses when only an unaided INS provides the vehicle's guidance,
has led to many critical problems. The stellar augmentation removes, this longitude
ambiguity, since the observed position should closely match the INS star latitude and
longitude position when they are both functioning correctly. If there is a lack of good
correlation between the INS and the OWLS position, the navigation processor can issue a
built-in-test alert.
Furthermore, during the low acceleration portion of a mission, the OWLS, with the aid of
the accelerometers, can provide a reasonable position fix. This is similar to an aircraft
sextant where the accelerometers function as high quality bubble levels. Although this
automnated strapdown sextant feature, which is not dependent on the gyroscopes, is not
presently implemented in the SS/IS program software, it remains as a future enhancement.
Thus the strapdown OWLS with accelerometer augmentation may provide a highly reliable
position reference and a soft degradation mode when gyroscopes fail.
7.0

CONCLUSIONS

Stellar-inertial capability is a precision autonomous navigation national asset. The
technology encompasses our gravity compensation techniques, stellar catalog, telescope
design, and inertial navigator capability. The U.S. is the world leader in strategic
autonomous navigation critical technology. Furthermore, besides the USSR, UK, France,
Italy, and Germany, there are no other countries that possess any capability in this area,
This unique advantage allows the U.S. to have a surgical strike capability in an area where,
for a host of reasons, radio navigation has been eliminated or temporarily denied.
The SS/IS program allows the cost, size, and reliability penalty for precision strike capability
to be reduced to an affordable option in future vehicles. When sensor fusion is taken into
account, the low cost stellar option provides in-air alignment regardless of the vehicle's flight
path or speed, and a level of navigation redundancy to enhance mission success.
Thus, as in the past, modern man should depend on the stars for navigation.
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ABSTRACT
Tiie Air Force has indicated that the goal of the next ICBM guidance system program will
be to achieve a dramatic reduction in cost without loss of accuracy. The ultimate method
for achieving this goal is a small fully strapdown system. This system would not only
reduce the complexity, which is synonymous with cost, but would also reduce weight and
power requirements. It may be achievable with today's technology. A study has been
completed that addresses the advantages of the strapdown system, the specific risks and the
direction of research and development needed to reduce or eliminate these risks. The study
assumes a stellar-inertial system using significantly lower cost instruments than the present
AIRS type systems.
This study has also shown that it is possible.to begin the design of a lower risk nonstrapdown system which can then be simplified later, if and when the sited risks are
mitigated, to the strapdown configuration with a minimum amount of redesign.
Toward the future, this study indicates that this smaller, less costly system could be a major
component in the design of a small non-nuclear intercontinental missile. This missile could
give to the Air Force an essentially instantaneous, extremely invulnerable strike capability
against high priority targets any place in the world, with truly surgical precision (i. e. zero
CEP). It could be more cost effective than the short range cruise missiles with their high
cost delivery systems. This lower cost could be realized by using lower cost instruments,
GPS, -simpler C3 and softer basing.
INTROI)UJCIION
The term "strapdown" to most guidance people brings out descriptive words like small,
inexpensive, low maintenance and inaccuracy. The thought of designing a strapdown
guidance system for an ICBM has always been a dream of both designers and their
sponsors, but the inaccuracy from the inherent inability to perform preflight instrument
calibration has kept that dream from being a reality.
The realization of an adequate strapdown would not only reduce the cost of each missile but
would open the door for broader applications of present ICBMs. Two examples come to
mind. The first is the use of boost through reentry guidance in multiple warhead missiles
allowing reentry evasion and the second, more radical application, would be the building of
inexpensive non-nuclear ICBMs for almost instantaneous use anywhere in the world.
A strapdown IMU cannot be calibrated preflight in the usual sense, as this requires
tumbling of the instrument cluster to provide observability of individual error sources. For
this reason, no current precision ICBM guidance system is strapdown, nor are any of the
developments systems proposed for the Air Force's Advanced Guidance Program, A
strapdown IMU cannot be rotated preflight, but it can be postflight along with the entire
post-boost vehicle once the booster has put the package into a nominal ballistic trajectory.
With stellar ,u6ing at this point, and the assumption of close to zero specific force on the
inertial instruments, an alternative calibration concept becomes feasible. It may be possible
to achieve Peacekeeper accuracy with a considerable savings in cost, weight and
complexity.
ADVANTAGES
The o'verall advantages were stated previolisly but it might be in order to show in more
detail the many simplifications that a strapdown design can produce.
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The first simplification that comes to mind is the elimination of gimbals, or the complication
of the floated ball concept (viz. AIRS). This eliminates not only the following mechanical
entities but also the complexity, power and size of the support electronics.
Gimbal System

AIRS

1.

Bearings

Flotation Pads.w/Pump

2.

Torquers

Jets w/Pump

3.
4.
51

Resolvers
Slip Rings
Balancing

"Belly" Bands
Two Wire I/O
Balancing

One major design problem in gimballed systems is the ability to dissipate the internal heat
while maintaining adequate temperature control. This is further complicated by the
changing heat load from the torquers and their electronics that tends to be g-sensitive. This
problem is solved in most gimballed systems by introducing forced convection with an
internal or external fan, which have relatively high failure rates and introduce added
vibrations.
Other systems rely, in varying degrees, on heat dissipation by natural
convection, which can introduce g-sensitive performance changes, while others use small
air gap mLiermal sliprings", which require close build tolerances.
As the strapdown platform is, in itself, a homogeneous mass it inherently approaches an
isothermal mass and, assuming a constant heat load, need only control the interfering
external heat flow. This can be done at the convenient interface found at the vibration and
shock isolator tie points Perhaps an adequate control concept would use passive variable
thermal resistance units built into these isolators coupled with some very small range
internal thermal controllers. This combination of inherently smaller power requirements,,
controlled thermal resistance and smaller control heat should allow, at best, the elimination
of ground coolant, and, at worst, longer non-coolant flight times.
The post boost calibration process, which replaces preflight calibration, is simpler, and
there is another advantage - the reduction in some instrument parameter stability
requirements. At present, systems are either calibrated periodically or continuously. The
periodical calibrations require instrument stabilities over the periods between calibrations,
which could be as long as 30 days. The continuous calibration method, as used in the
Peacekeeper, requires closure times of days - again requiring long term instrument
parameter stabilities. The strapdown system, on the other hand, requires that the
parameters remain stable for a very short period before flight, during boost and then for the
short post-boost calibration period - a period measured in minutes, not days. This
significantly shorter stability time requirement could allow the introduction of less
expensive instruments that were previously unacceptable.
The reduction in internal IMU power is multiplied by factors up to seven for the entire
weapon system when power conversion inefficiencies and coolant requirements are taken
into account. In other words, a reduction of one watt internally will reduce the total
wattage requirement by up to seven watts. This in turn will reduce total weight as the
batteries become smaller and with the elimination. of all coolant umbilicals, tubes and heat
exchanges.

!All types of systems require some control over their center of gravity in order not to translate linear
accelerationsm :into rotational accelerations, btt this is nxot as critical as gimbal or ball balance requirements.
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This smaller weight, both of the IMU and its flight support equipment can directly result in
heavier RVs, increased range or smaller total weight. Note, a reduction in throw weight of
100# can reduce the missile liftoff weight by approximately one ton!
The fact that the instruments will be tied to missile axes will allow the use of more
inexpensive accelerometers in the non-thrust or low acceleration plane.
The reduction in parts count and parts complexity will significantly reduce the development
and procurement costs. This reduction added to the decrease in removal and repair time
will dramatically reduce the number of pipeline units thereby reducing the number of
required spares. All of the above will result in a significant reduction in total weapon
system life cycle cost.
PROBLEMS
Before listing these problems somo assumptions need to be made. First, the goal is a
totally strapdown system with essentially no moving parts. Second, the system will be
stellar-inertial, it w'iI contain a star tracker. And third, launch point gravity is adequately
known. it will also be assumed that the guidance system cannot be used as an effective
land navigator.
This study shows that the following problems must be solved to make a feasible strapdown
system:
1. The alignment of the three gyro axes with the three accelerometer axes must, be
calibrated at the factory and be adequately stable for the field life of the system
and have either negligibeor st
accelerationsestvi
(.e. u.nbl•c•
compliances)
2. Post boost (i. e. free fall) acceleration must be negligible or known to sufficient
accuracy.
3. The cross axis accelerometers, nominally horizontal at launch, have scale
factors with long term stable within requirements.
4. The initial prelaunch alignment places the post boost attitude knowledge withir.
the acquisition range of the star tracker.
5. The system would most likely not have sufficient navigatioral accuracy for
mobile operation..5. There is sufficient proof to convince the sponsors that solutions to the above
problems have been found.
SOLUTIONS

The above problems have not all been solved, as yet, but the means to define their difficulty
and work for a solution can be outlined. The following are suggestions toward that end.
INSTRUMENT AXIS STABILITY
Reviewing data from a Peacekeeper system that has been in the field for over three years,
indicate that when properly designed the long term stability of instrument axes is. not a
problem.

I4

The compliance values of the three gyros are presently calibrated in the field but there is no
indication that they are not stable. The flight sensitivity to compliance is very much a
function of the flight environment, primarily roll rates. The missile might be required to
have some form of roli control.
This sensitivity to compliance might preclude the use of dithered RLGs, unless they can be
produced with sufficient rigidity. The sensitivity to unbalance terms will probable preclude
the use of gyroscopic gyros.
POST BOOST ACCELERATION.
There are three causes for non-zero acceleration after engine cutoff:
1. Atmospheric drag. The missile is essentially out of the atmosphere and this drag
is know to be negligible.
2. Solar pressure. This has been calculated and is negligible.
3. Attitude control jet asymmetries. This can be neglected if the jets are turned off
during accelerometer bias calibration. Shutoff leakage could be a problem.
4. PBV outgassing. There undoubtedly will be some outgassing, the quantity is yet
unknown. This should be made negligible, if not already, by PBV design.
The miss sensitivity to these unwanted accelerations, since they directly influence scale
factor calibratio.n, is approximately 92 feet per R±g.
CROSS-AXIS ACCELEROMETER SCALE FACTOR
Before a specification can be set for the required long term cross-axis accelerometer scale
factor, a miss sensitivity must be determined.
The miss sensitivity to cross-axis
accelerometer scale factors becomes a function of the following:
1. p•flightaigument to the honoLp1a1
This is a procedural problem that
should not be a major problem, except it may dramatically complicate mobile
missile application. Assume a 5 milliradian error, this will result in a knowledge of
tilt alignment error of 0.005 jtradians/ppm error in scale factor.
2. Bgtig
nLrQoh . 4.ane This becomes a mechanical tolerance
problem but its magnitude should not exceed 5 milliradians, yielding a maximum
velocity component of 120 feet/second.

3. DitenLthe__•mJrom_.pk

xiitflemagn

i

flpit_

L It is

estimated that this tangential acceleration integral should not exceed 160 feet/second
4. Th.elangketgn.na•rig..Av
patbapzt•_f1igulJ This angle of attack, or lift angle,
is a function of speed, lift coefficient and atmospheric density. Assuming 3 degrees
for 30 seconds at 5 g's will produce a total of 246 ft/sec along the "yaw" axis.
All of the above yield an RMS miss of approximately 0.68 feet/ppm error. Relatively
inexpensive instruments are presently available with long term scale factor stability in the
100 to 200 ppm region.
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INITIAL ALIGNMENT

The alignment to the vertical has been covered earlier, leaving only the azimuth aligmnent
problem. The azimuth uncertainty is determined by the bias uncertainty of the "east" gyro.
The field of view of the star tracker must be larger than 0.6 degrees per degree/hour of long
term gyro bias uncertainty. Present star tracker and gyro technology should be able to meet
these criteria,
MOBILE NAVIGATION

Perhaps the only way to solve this problem would be to have a separate navigator on board
the mobile launcher. This navigator would most likely be an off-the-shelf military avionics
unit, requiring no major development or procurement costs.
SELLING THE SPONSORS

This, perhaps, is the most difficult problem, at least the most non-technical.

Our

suggestion is the development of this system be coincident with the development of more
conventional non-strapdown system; a system that would have one or more degrees of
freedom preflight, using some form of gimballing. The strapdown development would
spin-off the main development program sometime after the preliminary design review as a
separate high payoff parallel effort. It would use the same inner member and the majority
of the development costs would have been prepaid by the parent program. This has the
advantage of early development and a late decision when the majority of the aforementioned
problems are solved.
CALIBRATION

Prior to launch the six instrument outputs are stored, this assumes a static environment.
After boost the three accelerometer outputs are read yielding their bias values, if you can
assume a zero g environment. This in turn determines the preflight vertical erection errors
and, with the knowledge of launch site gravity, the scale factor of the thrust accelerometer.
Next the PBV is aimed at the first star and information is taken on. two attitude errors. This
produces the value of two gyro biases. The PBV is now slewed about a single axis to the
second star, approximately 90 degrees away. This star tracker reading now defines the
other attitude error and the third gyro bias as well as the scale factor for the gyro whose
input axis was along the slew axis. The PBV is then rotated about its line of sight by 90

degrees and then slewed back to the original star. This star tracker reading now produces

complete information about the scale factor of the gyro on which the 90 degree rotation was
effected as well as the scale factor of the other cross-axis gyro and the alignment of the star
tracker to the gyro triad.
The system is now calibrated and sufficient information is obtained to correct the ballistic
flight trajectory.
FUTURE USES

The obvious use would be the replacement of older systems whose maintenance problems
have stated to increase. This would require some alterations in the PBV but this cost could
be easily offset by the LCC of the new units,
Perhaps the most exciting use for this system would be to give the country, specifically the
Air F. ce, a non- nuclear, nearly invulnerable, world-wide strategic alternative to the cruise
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missiles. It could use GPS aids to produce an essentially zero CEP. While it is not
suggested that this missile would cost less than a cruise missile on a one-on-one basis, but
it should compete favorably with the total weapon system costs. This would rely on the
simpler softer launch facilities and C3 as well as the reduction in design hardness
requirements. They would be less vulnerable to conventional defenses, yielding a higher
kill ratio and they would have a shorter flight time, allowing the targeting of high priority
volatile targets. All of this in contrast to the for the present cruise missiles need for
extremely expensive launch platforms (viz. large naval ships or transcontinental aircraft).
CONCLUSION
The present ICBM guidance systems are one of the most expensive units in the weapon
system, in both procurement costs, maintenance costs and missile downtime. The
successful development of a strapdown system would dramatically reduce all of these cost
factors.
The development of this system is not without risk, but we believe that these risks can be
mitigated within a period that would make its development timely and highly competitive.
As the price of guidance systems are reduced the applications will grow. The development
of a world wide strike capability that is practically instantaneous, almost invulnerable and
with the capability of having absolute accuracy could be a major deterrent to world-wide
aggression.
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ABSTRACT
System performance prediction has relied on system testing using either "brute force"
empirical methods or "validation" of a few engineering model test predictions. The former
tends to be too costly while the latter provides no quantifiable confidence over untested
conditions. Both neglect the rich source of detailed model information in each test.
Confident and cost effective system performance prediction requires the effective use of all
types of information to develop a reliable detailed model that can be extrapolated to
untested conditions. Maximum likelihood parameter identification techniques have now
been developed that will: (1) extract the maximum model information from each test, (2)
optimally combine diverse factory, subsystem, and system tests, and (3) provide an
identification uncertainty along with the identified model to numerically quantify model
confidence. This also enables test planning tradeoffs to be conducted in terms of sizing,
instrumentation requirements, and types of tests to achieve a desired numerical confidence
in system performance prediction over untested scenarios. Recent dramatic improvements
in computational efficiency and reliability have made these parameter identification tools
accessible for large scale system evaluation in a technical workstation environment.
Specific application of the technology to a simplified example of missile inertial
guidance test and evaluation will be shown. The example will illustrate how a combination
of diverse system tests (sled, special aircraft, and operational missile tests) can be combined
for confident guidance performance prediction over tactical scenarios.
1.

Introduction

System performance prediction has relied on either empirical methods based ot,
extensive repetitive system testing over the entire range of possible operational conditions
or "validating" complex engineering model predictions by a "limited" set of system tests. The
former is usually too costly and yields minimal insight into system understanding. T'he latter
gives a "warm feeling" but cannot predict system performance over untested conditions with
quantified confidence. Test planning and requirements are difficult to numerically predict
from system performance requirements. Both approaches neglect the rich source of detailed
model information provided by each system test.
For example, inertial navigation system performance requires accurate statisticak error
models that are useable over the entire operational environment. Traditionally, inertial
navigation system (INS) error models have been developed by fitting well known l,(from first
principles) structural models to factory component and subsystem test data for component
parameter estimation. These tests must be tightly controlled and repeatable so that,
hopefully, all the relevant parameters are repeatedly observed for a good statistical sample.
Operational testing on the range or in the field is used to more or !ess validate that the
factory derived model is "good" in the actual system environment. When "mismatches"
occur, attempts are made to modify the factory model to match the operational system test
data. Generally, however, no systematic approach is used to extract the error model
paraimeter information from the operational tests for comparison and/or combination with
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the factory derived model. 'the traditional methodologies could not handle the
nonrepeatable and complex nature of these tests, neglecting the rich source of model
information contained therein. Also, it was difficult to quantify the test requirements (type,
size, instrumentation) and numerically relate them to some high level system performance
requirement. Consequently, justification of test requirements was usually by the "seat of the
pants" type reasoning.
The methodology described in thi, paper provides a practical computational
technique for estimating the system model firoim all types of test data. It extracts the
maximum model information from each test and provides it'; own estinmation uncertainty to
enable quantifiable confidence statements to be attached to model predictions. This also
allows test planning requirements analyses to be conducted prior to any test program by
numerically relating system performance confidence statem-ents to specific test
characteristics. Section 2 defines the generic state space model applicable to this
methodology, Section 3 describes the overall operation of the -maximum likelihood
identification methodology. (The theoretical derivation aud the detailed algorithms are
presented in [1].) Section 4 defines the simplified missile inertial guidance test and
eval•ation oxample with Section 5 discussing the num'ierical results,. contrastinig this method
with a .ore traditional approach.
2.

Definition of the Identification Problem

The,de• adticatio•l mýthoudology presumes 'ftat the ;uodei for the system consists of
a known structure and a set of unknown parameters. The structure is a nonlinear (or
linearized) simulation that transforms the parameters into system performance such as target
accuracy, CEP, for a missile guidance svstenm. It is assumed that the structure can be known
confidently frorn first principles and laboratory subsystem testing. If the unknown
parameters are independent of scenario (i.e., ail scenario dependence is in the structure),
diverse tests can be combined for statistica! leverage in the model identification process.
Mathemnatically, the system under test is assumed to be defined by the following
discrete-time lin4ear state space model for each test (realization) j (j = 1,...,N)
x, .1 -

'x

(O)xk+w*' ; k=0,1,...,n )-I

5
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(2)

(2)

where

X. ,i whe
,viarmuulyndpd
are mutually independent
l
for all

and me(j) , respectively.

N((O), (O))

-0 -

parameter vector 0

k,j

with dimensions p(j),p(j)

WI and v4 are white noise sequences in each realization with
v - N(ORk(0))

has elements that are

and wi

-

N(O,Q L(0)) . The unknown qxl

generally common across most realizations.

Essentially, a number of realizations will be needed to estimate elements in
j(O)

p4(0)

and

but only one realization may be sufficient for elements in V,(0),Ht(0), Q/(0) and

Ri'(0) . This generality of the model description allows for multiple but dissimilar (same
system under test with different test environments and different instrumentation)tests to be
used in the identification process. Given N realizations (tests) of the random process
(system) represented by the model in (1) & (2), our objective is to determine compact and
computationally efficient algorithms for calculating the maximum likelihood estimate
(MLE),

OmL

in order to fit the form of (1) and (2). Typical INS elements in 0 will be the 1-sigma values
in

I(0)

of the accelerometer, gyro, and misalignment biases, time constants in 4,k(0)

for the markov processes, spectral density values in

Qkj(0)

for the markov and random

walk processes, and residual mean errors (in the factory calibrations) in

illo(0)

Occasionally, instrumentation measurement noise covariances may be unknown in

RI(0)

For detailed INS models one could easily expect the number of unknown elements to be in
the 30's or more (some possibly in the 100's). In other applications, such as evaluation of
aircraft aerodyn-amic characteristics, the model must be linearized about an estimated
trajectory. Here the unknown elements in 0 are stability and control coefficients along with
parameters characterizing the atmospheric turbulence.
The method of maximum likelihood essentially uses the known stiucture of the model
to calculate the analytical form of how the unknown parameters, 0, influence the probability
of observing a set of measurement data from an ensemble of N tests. When a specific set
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of measurement data is obtained from the tests, the best estimate,
that maximizes the probability of obtaining that data. Thus,

M,

is the value of 0

6,," is the. value that makes

the actual measurements "most likely." It can be shown that as more and more data are
gathered, the estimate will be unbiased with a Gaussian distribution having a computable
covariance (uncertainty) that is the inverse of the so-called Fisher Information matrix [2].
Thus, for a missile inertial system, the estimate

6,,

can be propagated to target impact

to obtain an accuracy estimate, &•P, while the inverse Fisher Information matrix, 3-, , can
be propagated to target impact to calculate confidence intervals about C&P. The maximumlikelihood method was chosen over other criteria for estimating 0 because:
I.

The most likely model (to have caused the observed
measurements) is an intuitively pleasing criterion.

2.

It is also asymptotically (as the number of test samples gets large
enough) an unbiased and minimum mean-square-error estimate.

3.

It provides a computationally practical estimate, buL , and estimation1
uncertainty,

.. ?",

test

,to calculate confidence intervals.

4.

The estimation uncertainty, .,
, is due solely to the quality
(observability) and quantity (sample size) of the test data. If needed,
apriori information based on engineering judgment can be blended in
to reduce the estimation :ncertainty.

5.

Even if the assumed model structure is wrong, the resulting estimate
yields a fitted model that is as near to the truth as possible [3].

Other criteria required more prior information about 0, were too difficult to compute, or
yielded poorer estimates (in the mearn-square-error sense).
3.

Maximum Likelihood Ildentification Algorithms
The

MLE

log L(0) a log p (Z'
function and

Z7j A

is obtained
Z, / 0)

,

where

by maximizing
p( '/0)

is the

the log likelihood

function,

conditional probability density

is the data from each realization j

Fhe traditional MLE

approach [2,3] to the above state space problem refortmilates the log likelihood function in
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terms of the Kalman filter innovations with the resulting Scoring (Gauss-Newton) algorithm
requiring a Kalman filter plus q "differentiated Kalman filters" for each realization per
iteration to calculate the log likelihood gradient and Fisher information matrix. This
exploding computational burden plus the known slow and erratic numerical convergence
character of Scoring under poor starting values [4] has limited its usage in practical
applications.
Some of these problems were alleviated in [5, 61 by reformulating the MLE around
the log likelihood of the "complete" data,
xA At X0

....

' 2nQ

and

log LC(0)a log p(ZI,X",..,,ZN, XM/O) , where

Zj , XJ is termed the "complete" data from the realization j

This resulted in an EM algorithm with the i+1

iteration given by

(3)

;)AE{logLe(O)IZI,...,Z',OI

Maximization _(M_) AP:
5iQ,
W"'

= arg

niX G(0;0')

(4)

The EM idea is to maximize the "complete" data log likelihood, log LI (0) , which
results in relatively simple solutions for the maximum. However, since the "complete" data
is not available, the next best thing is to maximize its average value, given the
measurements.

It is proved in [4] that whenever a value of

G(O;O) > G(0W;0') , then

log L(0) > log L(Oi)

0

satisfies

and the algorithm will converge to a

stationary poilnt of the log L(0) under mild regularity conditions [7]. The E step only
required a single Kalman filter and fixed interval smoother for each realization per iteration
regardless of the size of q . The M step is achieved by setting 0(G(0;0i)100 = 0 and

solving for 0 . The case where everything in constant (across

k&j ) I,, E,, Q,R, 4, H

is unknown results in simple analytical solutions for 01 , The more realistic partially
known model cases were solved in [1.. The EM algorithni has good starting characteristics
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but slows down as the iterate nears a stationary point of the log L(e) [6]. Also, no Fisher
information calculation is required.
The well known Scoring . gorithm is another numerical technique for finding the
maximum of log L(O)

and is giver.

ý

oi+' =o•+ Y o•

a log

(5)

with the Fisher information matrix given by
L(O)
•0"•
)l (a log
o)'

.,r,,,(Of) = E{( l~

01O}

(6)

It was already mentioned that the traditional approach in computing the gradient and the
Fisher Information matrix resulted in the exploding dimensionality problem of q in [2,3].
It was shown in [8] that Scoring is related to EM by Fisher's Identity,

a G (0;0 ' )

ao

log L(e)

lio

a)

(7)

lot

Thus, the same Kalman filters and fixed interval smoothers used in EM in [6] could also be
used in Scoring [8], obviating the exploding dimensionality problem of q . The practical
algorithm to accomplish this was developed in [1].
The complementary characteristics of the EM and Scoring algorithms (EM - good
starting convergence, poor finish, and no Fisher; Scoring - poor starting convergence, good
finish, with Fisher calculation) plus their common Kalman filter/fixed interval smoother
computations provided a unified algorithm that starts out with EM and finishes with Scoring,
exploiting the desirable convergence characteristics of each procedure. Consequently,
computational reliability and efficiency are dramatically improved. A block diagram of the
overall procedure is shown in Figure 1. When the algorithm is in the EM mode, the bank
of Kalman filter-smoothers provides the "E" step and the "M" step is accomplished in the
Model Identifier. The model uncertainty, .9-- , is only calculated when the algorithm is in

"

the Scoring mode. After the identification algorithm has converged, the identified model
and its uncertainty may be projected into some system performance measure estimate with
an associated confidence interval.
Figure 1 - System Identification Flow
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It must be noted that the distribution of the estimate, 0 ML -N(,-,), is an
asymptotic property. Actually, for finite data, , -' is a lower bound on the estimation error
covariance. Consequently, care must be exercised in using this quantity in data poor
situations or when the observability of a particular par-,.meter or group of parameters is poor
from the set of tests. Experience [9] has shown th"cat even if some parameters are poorly
observable, their combined projection into some higher level performance quantity such as
trajectory uncertainty or target uncertainty (CEP) may still be reasonably approximated by
the asymptotic property. In any event, the calculation of Jo"0t, (or its inverse) will indicate
which components are poorly observable so that the tests can be modifier (more data,
better instruirentation, different type of tests), Since Y'*9, can be calculated from.
covariance simulations of the tests (and not real data), this provides the basis for test
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planning and design. Required confidence intervals in a high level system performance
criterion can be translated into test requirements by iteratively simulating various
combinations of test types, test sizes, and instrumentation until the confidence interval
criterion is satisfied.
4.

Simplified Missile inertial Guidance Example

To illustrate the efficacy of the identification technique, a very simplified missile
inertial system test and evaluation problem will be considered. The performance of the
inertial system is based on its error model which is derived from first principles and factory
tests and is shown in Figure 2. This assumes the inertial instruments are on a local level
stabilized platform with vehicle motion constrained in two dimensions (north-vertical) on
a nonrotating earth using a very good altimeter and where
An,Av

=

north and vertical specific force (f/s 2)
north velocity (f/s)

Vn
R

=

earth radius

g

=

earth gravity magnitude

ie

=

errors in north velocity (f/s) and position (ft)
"computer to platform" misalignment about east (gRrad)

de

=

east gyro drift random walk (mrad/hr)

fde

=

east gyro drift rate white noise

an

=

east gyro torque scale factor bias (ppm)
north accelerometer offset markov process (Itg)

fan

=

Vn,bRn

sde

1=

north accelerometer offset rate white noise
north accelerometer offset markov time constant (see)

san

north accelerometer scale factor bias (ppm)

It is desired to estimate the statistical parameters in this inertial model from system test
data to validate the predicted performance from the manufacturer. The initial errors 6Vn
and 8Rn are assumed to be zero with no uncertainty since the missile is to be launched
from a fixed and surveyed land site. The unknowns in the system model are the initial
mealrs and variances of de, sde, san, an; the spectral amplitude of the white noises fde and
fan; and the time constant i/. The initial vah'e in fe will be assumed to be -an/g due to
ibe 1eveWl ii prorees, prior to launch.
The tactical raissile scerario is a 8000 nm flight with a 150 sec constant 5.5g boost
at a thrust angle of 29' from the local horizon. The inertial system is used to control a

L

5-

Figure 2 - Simplified Inertial System Error Model
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hbody deployment (negligible deployment error) at 600 see. This tactical scenario can

never be tested so a combination of other system tests will be used to extract the scenario
independent parameters (the unknowns described above) which will then be projected via
a covariance simulation of the tactical scenario into an estimate of tactical system
performance (impact error RMS). Three types of system tests will be used: (1) sled testing
with ±5g horizontal thrusts for 10 sec each and sampled measurements of position error at
.1 sec intervals with .01 ft (1-Y) uncorrelated measurement noise. (2) high performance
aircraft testing of thie missile INS on a test pallet using a GPS precision post flight track
(integrated doppler) of sampled measurements of position error at 10 sec intervals for 1/4
hr with equivalent .1 ft (1-a) uncorrelated measurement noise. The assumed trajectory of
the aircraft is a horizontal figure eight in the north-vertical plane with 25 nm between foci
and each turn of radius 30 kft at a constant speed of 1000 kts. (3) missile flight tests over
a 6000 nm range with a 150 sec constant 5.5g boost at a thrust angle of 42'. A GPS
precision post flight track of the same quality and sample rate as in the aircraft tests is
assumed for 600 sec worth of tracking.
The model in Figure 2 for each test and the tactical scenario can be expressed as a
linear continuous dynamics state space model, given by (suppressing j superscript)
;

,1 =Aýtx+o,
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•t•tW

(8)

WA,

/

- 1

-

I .

with o, a 7 dimensional white noise vector with spectral density matrix QL. Tle
measurements from the system tests are discrete time as in (2). The appropriate EM and
Scoring algorithms can be easily obtained by running the discrete time Kalman filter and
smoother at a high enough recursion rite (possibly higher than the measurement rate) so
that
00It W+AtA tt
Q,- a

(9)

q

(10)

In this case

,he

xt =de
sde

;At

0

0

0

1

-VnfR
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-g/R

0

0
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0
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0

0
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(13)

0

2
=J

with the associated discrete time measurement given by (2) where
H,= [0

0

1

0 (

0

(14)

0]

and Rk = (.01)2 for sled testing and

(.1)2

for aircraft and missile testing.

In this example, 0 is the vector of unknown parameters.
2
1L.. 0'a e
bd, Vd,• ým •s•

2

2
e

0

an

a2
says

(15)

2,

P

aide ofanl

The true values of 0, shown in Table 1, are such as to cause a tactical impact error of 1200
feet RMS. The objective is to process combinations of sled, aircraft, and missile test flights
to estimate 0 and project the model in (8) - (1-3) with

6 ,ML

into tactical impact RkMS along

with a confidence interval derived from. the asymptotic distribution of 6,,, . The nominal
values of 0 (our best guess from factory tests and other information) are also shown in
Table ! and cause a tactical impact error of 1900 feet RMS.
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5.

Numerical Results

First of all, a "test planning" analysis was conducted to determine the appropriate
combinations and sizes of different tests to achieve a required confidence requirement. The
requiremena was that the true tactical RMS was to be within ± 15% of the estimated
tactical RTMS with 90% confidence, To achieve this confidence by only impact scoring of
test trajectories (not a tactical estimate) would require about 35 repeatable test flights with
perfect impact location instrumentation. Obviously, we hope to require a significantly less
number of missile tests by extracting more information per test and by using information
from other test types such as aircraft or sled tests. The test planning analysis follows from
Figure 1 where a Kalman filter smoother covariance analysis is run for each generic type
of test with 0 set to the nominal model (our best guess). The model identifier is then run
in a "covariance oP.lY" mode to produce a Fisher Information matrix for each type of test.
Various combinations and numbers of tests can be combined by Simply adding the
appropriate Fisher Information matrices. The inverse of the combined Fisher matrix along
with the norrinal 0 define a Gaussian distribution from which sampled values of 6 can
be propagated into impact means and covariances via a tactical inertial model covariance
simulation. A distribution of RMS's is then obtained from the distribution of impact means
and covariances yielding the appropriate confidence intervals.
The analysis showed that 29 test missiles would be needed to achieve the tactical
,ohftence ntnreniernt if th. model was truly ai the ,,mit al values. The aircraft tests
provided more information per test as only '8 tests yieided acceptable confidence intervals.
Sled tests provided much less information than either of the etler two types except for the
accelerometer scale factor temts js, and osa. Since there was virtually no information on
i.y and 02 UP,,sled testing alone could not provide a confident tactical model. However,
combining 16 sled and 15 aircraft tests satisfied the requirement, so that 16 sled tests
essentially made up for the loss of 3 aircraft tests. Combining all three types of tests and
recognizing the relatively high cost of missi!e testing, a test program of 4 missile tests (to
exercise and test other missile subsystems) plus 13 aircraft tests plus 13 sled tests was found
to satisfy the tactical requirement. Obviously many other combinations could be used to
satisfy the test requirements. In fact, the test.s themselves could be modified to produce
more information per test. For example, by lengthening the aircraft tests to 1 hour, a
combination of 4 missile plus 4 aircraft plus 13 sled tests satisfied the requirement.
In test planning analysis, one hars to literally guess at the range of possible "true"
values that the model could take on so as to provide enouigh tests of adequate information.
As the "true" values get smaller with constant test instrumelntation quality and number of
tests; the percentage confidence intervals will grow. In other words, athieving the
confidence requirement on a better guidance system will require mote or better test
resources. a this case, we chose a conservative test program of 4 missile tests, 16 aircraft
tests (1/4 hr long) and 16 sled tests whi:ni would have produced -±13% confidence intervals
at the nominal model. This test program was then simulated to exercise the parameter
estimation software shown in Figure 1. 'The resuilts are shown in Tab~e I with 0 (nominal)
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Table 1 - Test and Evaluation Results for Missile Guidance Example
90% Confidence

O(nominal)

0(true)

6mL

Int About 01,,,

mrad/hr

0

.4

.46

+.1

Psde

ppm

0

0

153

Ian

g

0

0

.32

±+158
±3.5

Iz•,l

ppm

0

0

-.30

±1.3

.16

.09

.069

±.04

40000

90000

142700

±95290

(ptg) 2

400

100

85.1

±48.4

or2 n

(ppm) 2

50

16

21.5

±8.76

P

1/sec

.001

.0025

.004

±.0013

a fde

(mrad/hr) 2 /sec

W009

.0001
.25

.00005
.29

±.000024
±.07

!200

1186

0

Units

Ide

(inrad/hr)2
* 2sdC
San

(ppm) 2

C1a

"Tactical
Impact
RMS

feet

1900

±192

(± 16.2%)

being the starting value in the parameter estimation iterative process and

6NL being the

final estimate of the 0 (true). The 90% confidence intervals were generated from the Fisher
Information matrix inverse evaluated at

#m..

Note that the 90% confidence intervals

2
cover the true values for all parameters except for A and oU
,. Here, the asymptotic
distribution is somewhat optimistic at the individual component level. The overall RMS
estimate for the tactical traJectory is very good and well within the confidence intervals.
Note that the % confidence intervals are slightly outside the requirement due to the fairly

drastic improvement of the model from nominal to ý.L . An extra 3 aircraft tests would
have brought the % confidence intervals within specificatioins.
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The example presented here is illustrative but not truly representative of the potential
of this methodology. Realistic guidance models are much more complex with more dynamic
acceleration profiles. This should enable more detailed model information to be extracted
per test, producing an even wider disparity between traditional impact scoring and this
methodology.
6.

Conclusions

A new approach to system test and evaluation has been presented and demonstrated
that utilizes detailed test data to estimate the underlying ensemble system model which can
then be extrapolated to untested scenarios for tactical system performance estimates. In
addition, it provides its own estimation error distribution which allows confidence statements
to be made for the model estimates and extrapolations. Furthermore, this also enables test
planning analysis to be conducted prior to the test program for more efficient utilization of
test facilities,
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ABSTRACT
In the summer of 1990, the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories (USAETL) took delivery of three
Global Positioning System Azimuth Determining Systerms (GPS ADS). This paper is an introduction to the GPS
ADS research and development efforts currently undcrway at ETL, and a presentation of the results of testing
completed thus far.

INTRODUCTION
Contracts funded largely by the Army Space Technology Research Organization were issued by the Engineer
Topographic Laboratories (ETL) to investigate the technical feasibility of GPS derived azimuth. Except for the
specifications outlined below, the contractors were permitted to pursue any method they chose for an Azimuth
Determining System (ADS).
To determine an azimuth, the phase difference of the GPS signal between two antennas is measured. However,
this always results in a number of phase ambiguities. The methods of resolving the phase ambiguities differ
between the three contractors.
The requirements for the ADS are that it be a portable field system capable of real time azimuth
determination, The system must be capable of acquiring an azimuth within 10 minutes of turn on, and 30
seconds after moving the ADS. The receiver must retain its positioning capability, and deliver an accuracy of 3.0
mils (0.17 degree), with a goal of 0.5 rail (0.03 degree). (The mil is the unit of measure, of an angle used by
artillery. 360 degrees - 6283 milliradians = 6400 artillery mils, a 1.862 % difference.)
A demonstration of the three systems was given at the U.S. Army Field Artillery School (USAFAS) at Fort
Sill, Oklahoma, in September 1990, All three receivers performed within the goals stated below. Results of this

DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS
1. Magnavox
Two dual frequency microstrip antennas with preamplifiers are mounted on a baseline of one meter. A test
signal generator inside the antenna assembly is used to calibrate the receivers and remove differential phase
shifts. The user sights on distant targets with a telescope mounted under the antenna baseline.
Two Wild/Magnavox (WM) 102 receivers are used. The receivers share the same reference oscillator and
local oscillator (LO). Each receiver contain; five Li channels and a LI /L2 channel pair. "[lie test signal
generator s(ends a low level L-band signal into two antenna feed lines for phase calibration. Receivors are kept
phase coherent by using a conunon reference oscillator and common LO frequency synthesizer.
Both receivers have two intermediate fituuency (IF) signal processor modules: one for t!hs five Li Course
Acquisition (C/A) code channels, and one for the one L2 C/A and L2 P code channel. The six channel module
is used for initial phasei
measurements, The I/L2 channel is for LI.L2 "widelane" phase measurements [1].
In the wide lane approach, the longer L1 -L2 wavelength (84 cm) provides a very rough solution, but with few
ambiguities. Then, the L1 carrier is usedl to obtain the precise azimuth. Hatch [1 explains that with a LI
wavelength of 19 ecntimeters, there are 11 differeA.t possible solutions for an azimuth. With a one meter
baseline, this problem is equivaletit to locating one antenna with respect to the other on a sphere of one meter
radius.
6M

Phase ambiguities are resolved by evaluating the phase residuals of all possible solutions. A minimum of three
snitellites are needed; five are desired for quicker ambiguity resolution, The ADS is operated through a Grid
laptop computer connected to the receiver. Azimuths and the ctatus of the ADS are displayed on the computer's
screen. Data is recorded to a file on a floppy disk.

2. Texas Instruments (T.I.)
The T.I. ADS employs a one meter baseline of two antennas. The Li carrier phase received at each antenna
is mixed with the LO frequency at the antenna, creating the IF signal which is sent to the RF board of the
receiver,
One T.I. ADS uses a 420 GPS receiver. The standard 420 includes the T.I. developed "channel on a chip"
(COAC) technology, whereby a single channel is placed on each of five chips, with the capability of adding
another channel to each chip, The modification made was to dedicate: one channel to antenna A and the other
channel on the chip to antenna B, each chip tracking the same satellite. The receiver can therefore track no
more than five satellites.
An azimuth is calculated by first taking the single path difference between the baseline and each satellite,
resulting in four single difference calculations if four satellites are tracked. Double path differences are then
computed from the single differences. This results in three equations in three unknowns, from which the vector
of the baseline can be calculated [2]. Like the Magnavox ADS, all software for the computation of azimuth is
executed on a Grid laptop computer, and data is written to a file on disk.

3. Adroit

"Th1Adrof

ADIS uses -aOa.,,,Ot,,

thre antenna base!i,.
Antennas A and B are 0.14meter apart, and
antennas A and C are 0.84meter apart. Antennas are coiincar microstrip. The software calculates a double
difference of the phase measurements from the AB and AC baselines. First, the receiver computes an azimuth
from the short baseline. This is a rough starting point from which to calculate the more accurate final solution.
Preamplifiers attached to each antenna and a telescope complete the antenna array.
Adroit sub.-contracted to Ashtech, Inc. for the receiver part of the ADS. It is a modified L-XII commercial
receiver. Ashtech placed two 12 channel boards into one box, and divided the 24 channels into three RF sections
of eight channels each (i.e. one RE section for each antenna). The receiver requires 12 volts to operate.
A satellite must be tracked by all three, RF sections to be used in the azimuth determination. All RF sections
use a common local "oscillator. The software for determining azimuth is inside the receiver. Position and
azimuth is giver on the receiver display. However, the data recording capabilities of the Ashtech XI1 were not
modified to record the azimuth solutions in a (data file,

ADS DEMONSTRATION

DATA

Upon delivery of all systems, a demonstration was given at the U.S. Army Field Artillery School. Each ADS
was set up over a surveyed point, and data collected for about a three hour period. Contractor personnel
operated the equipment, with an ET.l representative acting as data recorder and witness.
Delta is the difference between the averaged ADS azinuths and the known surveycd azimuth. Sigma is the
standard deviation for that group c f data. Befbre comparing data between systems, consideration should be given
as to how the data was collected.
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With the Magnavox and T.I. systems, the ADS was pointed at a target and an average azimuth was recorded
after about 15 minutes. This was only repeated about twice for each target. With the Adroit ADS, however,
at least 10 azimuths were recorded for each target, recorded over a period of 3 hours. Therefore, when
averaging together a group of data for each target, much atmospheric and multipath effects are averaged out.
The Magnavox and T.I. data were averaged over a much shorter period of time.

[MAGNAVOX

-

____

Target

Delta

Sigma

MB-4

-2.15

1.87

MB-2

-4.22

2.69

ART

-0.56

2.18

SIGNAL

-7.38

2.95

WATER
TOWER

-5.36

1.72

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Sigma

Target

Delta

MB-4

3.43

2.96

MB-2

2.20

9.10

ART

-12.10

5.82

SIGNAL

0.54

6.49

WATER
TOWER

No Measurement

LAD OIT
Target

Delta

Sigma

MB-4

0.93

4.61

MB-2

0.83

4.93

ART

0.05

7.19

4.39

5.35

SIGNAL

-

5.52
-0.08
WATER
TOWER
Table 1, ADScdemonstration data.

Additional data was recorded with the Adroit ADS in October 1990. A test range was established by surveying
in azimuths with a ring laser gyro inertial navigation system. The data presented is for a HDOP of less than 2.0.
Table 2 shows the results of what is called the "single azimuth" test. The ADS is pointed at a target and one
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number is recorded. Then the ADS is moved to a new target and the process repeated. The Adroit displays
both a "quickazimuth" updated every second, and an average of 25 azimuths. This average is also updated every
second, as a new quick azimuth is calculated. The average is the number that was recorded.
The Delta figure is the difference between the average of all 22 data samples recorded and the reference
azimuth. The RMS value is the root mean square error of all data samples for that target. RMS and standard
deviation are calculated as follows:

A(Eq1 )
N

where q

- data sample, qr

reference azimuth, and N

-x

number of samples.

Target

Oelta

Std Dev

1

-0.23

2.65.

2.65

2

-1.10

4.15

4.30

3

.0,55

4.50

4.53

4

5.06

5.34

7.35

5
3.94
1.82
Table 2. Single azimuth data' (mils). ..

RMS

4.34

To see how the Adroit ADS azimuths vary over a short time period on a single target, thi average azimuth
was recorded every 30 seconds for ten minutes. (A total of 20 somples were recorded for each target.) This
data is presented in Table 3.
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RMS

Delta

Std Dev

1

0.17

3.60

3.60

2

1.49

2.21

2 66

3

3.31

4.39

5.50

7.48

3.14

8.11

6.48

1.50

6.47

Target

5

Table 3. Data over 10 nin. (mils).

Note that in both cases, the data for the first three targets appears much better than the last two. Targets 4
and 5 were very close to the instrument; only a few hundred yards. The first three were about 2 to 3 miles away.
Such errors as parallax would have less effect at these longer distances. (The scope on the Adroit and T.I.
systems is mounted on the side of the antenna assembly.)
The data is presented in this manner to make an important point. The Delta figure shown is simply a
difference of all average azimuths (recorded over a five day period) to the reference azimuth. But the RMS is
calculated from a difference of each data point and the reference azimuth.
The Delta is almost always a more impressive figure than the RMS. These systems perform best when single
azimuths over a large time frame are averaged, thereby eliminating most multipath and atmospheric effects. If
one has three hours to determine an azimuth, a good figure can be attained.
Also of interest is how the data varies over an extended period of time. The graphs below (Figures Athrough
3) are plots covering a one hour period, while pointed in an arbitrary direction. The azimuths are plotted as a
difference from the mean azimuth over the whole data collection time.
The high peaks in the Magnavox ADS data occurred at a timec when the satellite constellation was changing.
The gaps. in this graph correspond to fewer than four satellites. In general, both the T.I. and Magnavox systerm
show more stability in their data.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Pir as are underway to mount the Adroit ADS onto the top of a Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS).
T'I short baseline will be kept the same, but the long baseline can be varied to find an optimal length. The
azimuth data will be compared to the azimuths reported by the inertial navigation system of the MLRS. Static
performance tests will be conducted at a variety of launcher elevations. Also to be investigated will be multipath
reflections from the vehicle.
The next generation of GPS ADS will probably incorporate multiple baselines and require a 1 niul accuracy.
Multipath and antenna phase center migration may be the largest problems to be overcome in the search for
this high accuracy.
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CONCLUSIONS
The GPS ADS "proof of technical feasibility" study resulted in a successful demonstration of the
interferometric approach to azimuth determination. As a result, there is interest within the U.S. Army toward
using GPS for attitude determination. Finally, these contracts have led to the arrival of new receivers
incorporating these concepts.
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GPS FREQUENCY TRANSLATOR
TRACKING
USED FOR ERIS TSPI
By
E.
Hoefener
Carl
Interstate Electronics Corporation

The Exoatmospheric Reentry-Vehicle Irtercept Subsystem (ERIS) program presented some
interesting guidance system evaluation problems. A unique tracking system was required to verify
system performance. This paper defines the tracking requirements and the system developed to
satisfy these severe tracking requirements.
WEAPON SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) program is dedicated to the defense of the United States
during a ballistic missile attack. The intent of the program is to detect and destroy enemy missiles
or reentry bodies in the boost, midcourse, or terminal phase of flight. The two techniques selected
for the destruction of these incoming vehicles are directed energy weapons and kinetic energy
weapons. The kinetic energy weapons will be both space based and ground based. The Air Force is
responsible for developing space-based weapons while the Army develops ground.-based kinetic
energy weapons. rIhis paper deals with the flighti test tracking requirements of the ERIS, a
ground-based kinetic energy interceptor being_developed by the U.S. Arrmy Strategic Defense
Command. The ERIS is designed to destroy vehicles during the .idcourse portion of flight while
still outside the atmosphere. It depends upon kinetic energy to destroy its target rather than
conventional or nuclear warheads and must make a direct hit on the target.

THE SYSTEM T•ST SCENAR.I
The system test involves the launching of a targ et from VandenbergAFE, California. Tihe target is
a reentriy vehicle launched on a Minuteman I missile and is aimed for Kwaj -ile Missile Range in
the mid-Pacific. The ERIS is launched from Mock Island in the Kwajaiein Atoil. It is targeted to
intercept the reentry-vehicle target before it. re-'enters the atmosphere opproaching Kwajalein.
This test scenario presents some interesting time and space-positin information (TSPI)
problems. The reentry vehizle must be tracked from the time it passes over Hawai, about 2,500
miles out frlom KwAjalein. The ERIS interceptor must be tracked from launch to inte-rcept. The
intercept takes place at an altitude of about 60 miles over the K)vajalein area before the reentry
vehicle enters the atmosphere.
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TRACKING PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED
Because of the large area over which the test takes place and the severe dynamics of the
interceptor, many serious tracking problems are experienced. Also, because o Fthe extreme range at
which the reentry vehicle must be precisely tracked, conventional tracking techniques such as
radars or ground-based trilateration systems are not effective. Therefore, a GPS system was
selected for target tracking. Tracking of the interceptor presented a whole new set of problems
because of its ,•evere dynamics. Not only does the vehicle experience 16 g acceleration during its
boost phase, it experiences jerk of about 50 g/sec during staging. Precise tracking is required
throughout the entire flight of the interceptor for range safety and guidance syst•em evaluation
purposes. Even though GPS tracking technology was selected for the test tracking technique,
normal GPS receivers are incapable of maintaining lock throughout the dynamics of these
magnitudes. In addition, because of the size constraints of both the reentry vehicle end the ERIS
interceptor, space was not available for GPS instrumentation receiver installation. The tracking
solution clearly called for the use of a GPS frequency translator, both on the target, and the
interceptor.
A GPS frequency translator tracking system requires a broadband frequency translator located in
the vehicle to be tracked. This frequency translator receives the broadband L1 GPS signal,
translates the entire spectrum to S-band, and relransmits it to a ground-based translator
processing system (TPS). The TPS contains a GPS reference receiver, which is a multichannel
P-code receiver used to locate the TPS and provide initialization and aiding for the translator
receivers. The mission control rack, besides containing the reference receiver, also contains a
computer to provide control for the entire TPS. The translator receivers are GPS C/A-code
receivers with an S--band RF front end. Because the received signal strength of the translators is
relatively low, particularly at extended ranges frlom the target, directional dish antennas are
generally used. Polarization diversity combiners are, therefore, required as part of the translator
receivers. Each translator receiving system occupies a single equipment rack. A block diagram of a
GPS frequency translator tracking system is shown in figure 1.
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Although the GPS frequency translator is much smaller than a GPS instrumentation receiver, the
size difference alone is not the major advantage of its use for this application. The two major
advantages of the GPS frequency translator are the 6-dB signal tracking advantage of the
translator over a GPS receiver, and most important that all signal processing takes place at ,e
ground station. Because of the extreme dynamics of the interceptor, normal GPS instrumentation
receivers cannot track through the severe changes in rate of acceleration owing to the
characteristics of their tracking filters. Special filters using fast Fourier tracking technology have
been developed that are capable of tracking the translated GPS signals even though the translator
on the interceptor is experiencing jerk up to 50 g/sec. These special translator tracking receivers
are relatively large. The size of the special filters they contain makes it impractical to incorporate
them in an airborne GPS instrumentation receiver. Therefore the only practical approach to the
ERIS tracking problems was the use of a GPS frequency translator tracking system. This was not
the first application of a tracking system of this type. The GPS frequency translator tracking
concept was proven in the testing of the U.S. Navy's Trident ballistic missile program.
THE GPS FREQUENCY TRANSLATOR TRACKING SYSTEM USED
Although the tracking concept had been proven, a whole new system design was required for the
ERI3 program because of its unique characteristics. A smaller GPS frequency translator was
required than that used on the Trident prog'am. Special high-dynamics GPS frequency translator
tracking receivers were required. This tracking system was developed by Interstate Electronics
under contract to the U.S. Air Force, who in turn provided the system to the U.S. Army Strategic
Defense Command. The system has been installed and tested and is in operation at the U.S. Army's
Kwajalein Missile Range (USAKA).
Since the only translators in use were the 180--cubic-inch dual-channel translators used on the
Trident program, a new translator development program was needed for the ERIS program. A
40-cubic-inch single-channel C/A-code unit was developed and is in use on the ERIS program for
both the target and interceptor. See figure 2. The ground-based TPS was also developed for the
program. The TPS required two translator receivers and a reference receiver. (Actually four
2
co

/

Figulre 2. GPS Frequency Tii anshator
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translator receivers were provided tar redundancy and future growth.) In addition a signal
simulator was available for preinission sys•com test, and a two-channel predetect, recording system
was on hand to accommodate postflight mission analysis. Figure 3 shows the entire ERIS TPS,
.
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ADVANCES IV GPS ATTITUDE DETER.MINING TECHNOLOGY AS DEVELOPED
FOR THE STRATEGIC DEFENSE COMMAND
Richard Jurgens
Charles Rodgers
Adroit Systems, Inc.
809 N. Royal. St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
ABSTRACT
Under a contract from the Strategic Defense Command (SDC),
Adroit Systems,
Inc.
has developed and -tested an Attitude
Determining
System
(ADS)
based
on
GPS
satellite
signal
interferometry. The relative phase difference of the GPS carrier is
measured between a pair of antennas spaced about 1 meter apart to
determine the antenna baseline pointing vector.
The system
requires only three satellites
to operate once the position of the
an'cenna is ascertained.
Double differencing is used to eliminate
-RF bias and drift
between antennas.
The original SDC ADS used only two antennas and a single
baseline.
To solve the integer cycle ambiguity problem more
e:fficiently, Adroit has impleinented a method to use three antennas
to form -two baselines.
This modified system uses a GPS receiver
t rat has o-ly tii an.tenn-.a p ort
a n, only t.wo antna po.rts
avoids the expense of adding a third RF module to the roceiver.
The three antennas form a short and a long baseline.
The short
baseline is used to obtain a rough baseline pointing vector. This
i:ough vector is then refined using the long baseline measurements
-:o obtain an accurate baseline vector.
The second generation of this ADS was designed and delivered
in 1990 to the US Arrmy's Engineer Topographic Laboratories (ETL)
for eval.uation along side two other systems submitted by other
contractors.
Test results are presentied for all systems.
The
Adroit ADS can calculate and update pointing information each
second. Accuracy was demonstrated to appr-)ximately 10 milliradians
in one second, and bel.ow 1 milliradian with a 300 second sample
time.
INTRODUCTION

Adroit Systems,
Inc.,
the first
company to produce a
successful GPS ADS,
is working under a new contract from the
Strategic Defense Init.iative Organization (SDIO) to further enhance
the performance of the system. This paper will briefly reecap the
theory, history, and present performance of the GPS ADS. Then it
wi.1
di-cuss some of the methods we are using to improve the
system.
Test resulrts for these new methods are not yet available.

_:.
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However, we anticipate some results will be available for the oral
presentation of this paper.
ADS THEORY

The ADS is an instrument that is used to measure azimuth and
elevation of a desired baseline for pointing or navigation
The instrument is a type of electronic compass and
applications.
theodolite that is immune to local variations of magnetism and
gravity.
Its attitude solution does not drift as inertial sensors
do.
It measures azimuth and elevation from the point of the
instrument to a point that the instrument is sighted to.
It uses
Global Positioning System (GPS) C/A signals to determine position,
azimuth and elevation.
The system is comprised of three GPS antennas that are mounted
Two of the
on a baseline whose length is about a meter (Fig. 1).
antennas are mounted at each end of the baseline, the third is
mounted about 1.4 centimeters from one of the first two.
These
antennas feed into a 'modified GPS receiver that has enough RF
sections to measure simultaneously carrier phase received on each
antenna.
A normal GPS receiver has only one antenna and one RF
section.
The receiver also contains the real-time software to

A13S Rec'eivca

2LJ
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Figui'e 1: System Dosi•n
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process the phase measurements into an attitude solution, as well
as the standard GPS positioning software.
The carrier phase measurement made at each antenna includes
the effects of receiver measurement error, antenna phase center
migration, and multipath errors. The receiver uses the difference
between the carrier phase measurement made at each antenna to
This phase
determine an angle to each satellite (Fig. 2).
although
above,
mentioned
errors
difference retains some of phase
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Figure 2: Software Design

the common components of the errors are eliminated.
The receiver
can only measure the truncated fractional part of the fu)l carrier
phase difference, not the number of full carrier cycles between the
antennas. This unmeasured integer is called the cycle ambiguity,
and it was the most difficult and time consuming calculation.
the cycle
Adroit has developed software to determine
and has configured the hardware to speed up the
ambiguity,
determination process.
The three antenna configuration, first
developed by Adroit, allows the system to take advantage of dual
baselines,
The antenna pair A-B is spaced less than a wavelength
apart, and constitutes the short baseline.
Antenna pair A-C
The long baseline solut:i.on is
constitutes the long baseline.
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desirable because the accuracy of the attitude measurement is
proportional to the baseline length.
The system is capable of
calculating the attitude of both baselines. However, the algorithm
first
determines the attitude of the short baseline because it has
no integer carrier cycle ambiguity.
This coarse attitude solution
provides an initial
attitude approximation for the long baseline.
This approximate attitude limits the possible solution space of
integer cycles between the antennas on the long baseline.
ývith
fewer integer cycle possibilities, the software rapidly converges
to the actual integer count.
When the cycle ambiguity integer is added to the measured
fractional phase, this total phase difference can be used with the
known baseline length to calculate a satellite
pointing angle.
This satellite
pointing angle is calculated in the local reference
frame of the antenna baseline.
Using three of these satellite
pointing angles and the known satellite
positions, we can transform
from the baseline reference frame to the Earth Centered Earth Fixed
(ECEF) reference frame. This transformation results in the azimuth
and elevation, or attitude, of the baseline in the ECEF reference
frame.
Knowledge of the user's position can be used to transform
the attitude results into any local reference frame..
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND TEST
Adroit Systems began development of a GPS ADS in 1988 under a
contract with SDIO. Our initial
laboratory prototype used a TI-420
receiver modified to have two RF sections to process the phase
measurements from two antennas.
This prototype used a personal
computer (PC) for data processing, and was not a real-time system.
However, it did prove the feasibility of the concept.
Adroit built
on the knowledge gained under that contract to develop a second
generation ADS for the ETL.
The ETL system was designed to be used a free standing
instrument to point artillery
(Fig. 1).
The system uses a receiver
with three RF sections to process the signal from the three
antennas.
All the software is resident in the receiver, and the
solution is
indicated on the receiver display.
The system
operation is very simple.
Turn the receiver on, let it lock on to
four satellites,
point the baseline, and then read the baseline
attitude.
This ADS works in real-time with attitude updates each
second.
The system has demonstrated azimuth accuracy to about 1
mil (I nil = 0.982 mrad).
Table 1 summarizes the performance of
Adroit's ADS system, and gives its design specifications.
(TI)

The ADS was delivered to ETL in June 1990.
and Magnavox also built systems for ETL.

Texas Instruments

A comparative demonstration of all three systems was held on
September 27, 1990 at the U.S. Army Field Artillery School at Ft.
Sill. The participants were to use their ADS to find the azimuths
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Table 1: System Performance
EA•tM
AZIMUTH
accuracy:
80% avg (360 seconds)
100%avg(360seconds)
1 sigma (30 seconds)
1 second sample

.-.ERFO1RMANC,•

0.5 mils
1.2 mile
5.7 mils
10.0 mils

nra
n/a
+/-3 mils
n/a

10.0 mils

+/-3 mils

ELEVATION
accuracy:
1 sigma (30 seconds)
RESPONSE TIME
Initialization time
realignment recovery

EEFIOATION

120.0 seconds
1.0 second

300 secs
30 secs

-8.1 metors
-3.5 meters
0.0 motors

10 meters
10 meters
10 meters

POSITION
I)TM coordinate offsets
North
Eas
Altitude

from a central point to five previously surveyed targets.
The
participants were given approximately one hour of operating time to
The Adroit system was operational
arrive at their final azimuths.
in less than two minutes. The operator pointed the baseline at the
first
target, waited 30 seconds for the averaged azimuth reading,
and recorded the data.
He then took data similarly for the other
four targets.
This procedure was repeated until the allhtted time
expired.
The operator was able to take 68 measurements in 53
minutes.
The readings for each target were then averaged to arrive
at the final azimuths.
Table 2 contains Adroit's results.
Tables
3 and 4 contain Magnavox's and TI's results.
The Adroit ADS's average error for all
five targets combined
was 1.2 mils, with a standard deviation of 5.7 mils. The error for
the Signal Mountain target was the worst at 4.4 mils.
The next
highest azimuth error for one target was 0.9 mils at target MB-4.
The lowest average error for one target was 0.08 mils at the post
water tank. Note that all three systems measured Signal Mountain's
azimuth
poorly.
If
the Signal
Mountain
measurements
are
disregarded, the average error for the remaining four targets is
0.52 mils.
Adroit's average azimuth error was three times better than the
next best system.
One factor in that result is that Adroit was
able to take and average nearly twice as many measurements as the
other twq systems.
We achieved this efficiency because our three
antenna systen allowed us to solve the integer cycle ambiguity
faster than tl.e other two antenna systems.
Also, our system is
simple to operate.
The Adroit ADS required no operator
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Table 2: Ft. Sill Data Summary

ADROIT
DAVINS

~- STATION

AZIMUTw{1iL)

TARGET
MB-4

TRUE
6323.009

MB-2

1000.269

ART

501467

SIGNAl. MTN

4733.951

WATER TOWER

2431.887

A

(5

0.93

4,61

999.44

0.83

4.93

5014.12

0.05

7..

4729.56

4.37

5,35

2431.97

-0.08

5.52

MEASUrED
6322.08

AVLRAGE ERROR

1.2

POSITION
N

TRUE
553065.711

E
ELEV

3837262.031
363.955

DELTA

MEASURED
553057.6

-8.11

3037258.5

-3.53
0.05

364.0

A =TRUE AZIMUTH - MEASURED AZIMUTH

6.7

U - STANDARD DEVIATION ABOUT THE MFAN

Table 3: Ft. Sill Data Summary

"STATION
TARGET '---

I-

MAGNAVOX
DAVIS -I
.AZIMUTH
TRUE

MD-4

WMIL)
MEASURED

6294.142

MB-2

972.41

A

(5

8296.29

.2.15

.1.87

976.63

.4.22

2.69

ART

5022.815

5023.38

-0.56

2.18

SIGNAL MTN

4736.629

4744.01

-7.38

2.95

WATER TOWER

2434.569

2429.42

-.5.36

1.72

3.9

3.0

AVERAGE ERROR

POSITION
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Table 4: Ft. Sill Data Summary
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
DAVIS - 2
AZIMUTH (MIL)
MEASURE!)

"STATION
TARGETi7

A

TRUE
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6340.992

6337.56

3.43
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NO MEASUREMENT
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a
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553044.40
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3837235.46
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= TRUE AZIMUTH - MEASURED AZIMUTH
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Magnavox's syste),n.
This is probably due to the way the two teams
1'took data . Magnavox -took a set of data ca-t each target during a
short period.
Adroit spread out 1-he data c~oll]ection at each target-=
over the full
test
time.. By taking the data for each target all
at
once, Magnavox did not get the measurement variation caused by the
changing satellite
geometry.
Adroit's data collection method
allowed the measurements to be taken under a variety of satellite
geometries.
This variation can cause geometrical biases to be
averaged out improvwing the average error but giving us a larger
deviation.
We will discuss satellite
geometry's contribution to
attitude error later in this paper.
SYSTEM IMPROVEMEWTS
As stated earlier, Adroit is under contract to SDIO to develop
methods to improve the ADS.
Figure 3 gives some idea of the
accuracy improvement we expect if all our methods are implemented.
The figure also lists
factors that affect the attitude accuracy.
As the contract is not complete, we will not discuss all our new
methods in this article.
One of the improvements we are
,rking on for the next
generation ADS is satellite
selection al•,uri.hms.
The satellite,
selection algurithms will reduce the errors due to less than
optimum satellite
geometry.
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Figure 3: ADS Accuracy
1 Meter Baseline
In addition,
we have developed a simple way to get the
benefits of a three antenna ADS from a receiver that has only two
RF modules. These benefits include faster solution convergence and
fewer attitude errors.
Also, a receiver that has only two RF
sections is less expensive than a three RF section receiver.
SATELLITE SELECTION
As in GPS positioning, satellite
geometry plays a significant
role in determining the accuracy of the measurement.
During the
Ft. Sill tests,
Adroit ADS's measurements made with the best
satellite
constellations were twice as accurate as the overall
average.
They were seven times as accurate as the measurements
made during the worst satellite
geometry periods.
To get an intuitive grasp of the satellite
geometry problem,
we can simplify the problem by looking at it in two dimensions.
It
can be shown that, in two dimensions, the relationship between the
angle of the vector to the satellite
and the measured differential
phase is described by the equation:
AO = L * sin(c)

where
AO = the differential phase between the baseline antennas
L = the baseline length [mm]
a = the angle to the satellite
as defined in Figure 4
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Figure 5: Measured Differential Phase
vs.
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This sine relationship causes greater errors in calculating the
angle to the satellite
when the satellites
angle a is large.
This
can be seen from Figure 5 which shows the sine relationship. There
is
always a few millimeters worth of uncertainty in the phase
measurement due to the receiver and antenna errors.
This
uncertainty means there is
always a range of alphas that are
possible solutions.
For satellites
with an alpha angle near 0, the
small
measurement uncertainty yields an equally small alpha
uncertainty

because

the

slope

is

nearly

one.

However,

for

satellites
at alpha angles near 90 degrees this small measurement
uncertainty causes a large angular uncertainty because the slope
approaches
zero in
that region.
Therefore,
the closer the
satellites
are to being lined 'up with the axis of measurement the
l ess accurate the attitude can be determined.
The problem is
how do we evaluate the "goodness" of a
satellite
constellation's geometry.
In normal GPS positioning,
satellite
geometry is rated by the standard figures of merit GDOP,
HDOP and VDOP.
GDOP,
HDOP,
and VDOP stand for Geometric,
Horizontal and Vertical Dilution of Precision.
All three of these
figures of merit are based on the same method of rating satellite
geonetry for positioning accuracy. Adroit has found that, although
there is some correlation between good positioning geometry and
good attitude geometry, GDOP is not the best method of choosing the
satellite
constellation for attitude measurement.
To demonstrate this, Adroit has run simulations in which the
attitude solution was determined from satellites
chosen accordinq
to HDOP. We have then run the same simulations again, but with the
satellites
chosen according AZDOP.
AZDOP (azimuthal dilution of
precision) is Adroit's figure of merit (modified from earlier
work') that considers the positions of the satellites
relative to
the baseline vector.
AZDOP is determined from the following
formula:
2
AZDOP=(-7-S2 (AZ) *Di, +SIN
(AZ) *D122

where the matrix
.D= (1?ATA 1'AR) -1

and
az

=

azimuth angle

Dii = the iith
element of the D matrix
A - double difference matrix operator which ensures
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independence in R
R = matrix of receiver to satellite

vectors.

Figure 6 shows the results of these simulations.
If AZDOP is an
indicator of good attitude geometry, as Adroit believes, it can be
seen from this plot that HDOP is not an optimum method of selecting
constellations for attitude measurement. Although it is cut off in
figure, selecting by HDOP son).et-imes yields an attitude dilution of
precision 35 times worse than selecting by AZDOP.

AZDOR COMPARISON
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The overall accuracy of the azimuth measurement can be
predicted by using AZDOP combined with baseline length and carrier
phase measurement noise.
The equation for the azimuthal. accuracy
is:
AZIMUTHACCURACY=AZDOP* L *PE
where

L = length of the baseline and PE

=

phase error.

Similar equations can be defined to predict elevation and roll
accuracy from their DOP figures of merit.
Note that the optimum
set of satellites
will be different for roll, elevation,
and
azimuth measurements.
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The next generation ADS will incorporate software that selects
satellite
constellation according to AZDOP.
The coarse attitude
solution from the short baseline will. be used as the baseline
vector to choose the satellites.
The software will then use that
The system
constellation to solve for the long baseline attitude.
will check to see if the best constellation was used for that
attitude.
If not, a new constellation will be chosen, and the
The algorithms for this enhancement have
process will be repeated.
been written, and are now being tested.
ALTERNATE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Adroit has discovered a simple way to reduce the ADS system
cost for static
applications.
Adroit's first
ADS prototype was a
TI-420 receiver with only two RF sections.
With two antennas, it.
was enough to demonstrate the system's potential. to SD.
However,
two antenna systems have s}ower solution convergence,
and the
solution integrity is much poorer.
The system that uses the rI-420 requires a PC to process the
data the receiver collects.
We have been using a com-mercial
digital Input/Output (I/O) expansion board in the PC f.e data
transfer. As this is a serial transfer, there are exti
, lines
on the board that are not used.
We determined we coui, Luse these
lines to control a two state mechanical microwave switch.
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~

Figure 7: 2 RF Section System Configuration
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Therefore, we connected the three antenna leads for our dual
baseline system to the switch.
We then modified the ETL dual
baseline software to control the switch through the I/(
board.
The
modified system first
connects the short baseline antenna leads to
the PC, collects phase data, and solves for the coarse attitude.
Then it switches to the long baseline and solves for the precise
attitude.
Figure 7 is a schematic of the design.
The modification works well.
Solution integrity is as good as
the ETL system.
However, the time to solution is longer, mainly
due to delays in the transfer of the serial data.
Also, the PC we
are using in this prototype is slower than the processor in the ETL
ADS receiver.
Whereas a single attitude solution takes about one
second on the ETL machine, it takes 8 to 12 seconds on the modified
prototype.
It takes 3 - 5 seconds to get each baseline's attitude
solution because of the slow transfer of phase data. The switching
takes about 2 seconds.
This time includes a period during which
the data coming to the PC is intentionally disregarded.
The system
is programmed to do this
because of the data errors caused by the
bounce of the mechanical switch.
We intend to speed up the system by either implementing a
debouncing circuit or using a solid state switch. Also,
a faster
PC would speed up the processing.
Unfortunately, because of the
data format of the present TI-420 receiver, there is no way to
speed up the data transfer.
However, if a receiver manufacturer
were desi.,in- an &A
ADS receiver, they could incorporate the faster
processor and solid state switch into the new design. The receiver
could then use the dual baseline system with two RF sections.
The
time to solution for such a system shor[]d be as good as our ETL ADS
because there would be no data transfer bottleneck.
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Abstract
Current inertial navigation and guidance systems use relatively mature technologies.
These systems depend on the availability of pre-mapped gravity information and they
require periodic external updates to account for instrument drift. Our goal for the
twenty-first century is a compact, autonomous, non-jammable and virtually drift-free
inertial system for precise navigation, guidance and pointing. This goal demands
revolutionary rather than evolutionary inertial technologies. A lopg range research
program is investigating such technologies, with an emphasis on highly promising
cryogenic techniques that exploit unique properties of superconductors and superfluids.
The Air Force and NASA are supporting the development of a family of niobium based
superconducting instruments at the University of Maryland. The superconducting sixaxis accelerometer senses the rigid body motion in all six degrees-of-freedom of a single
levitated niobium proof mass, and constitutes a complete inertial measurement unit by
itself. Superconducting tensor and linear gravity gradiometers are being developed to
support a space mission to obtain dense, precise, and direct global measurements of
gravity. These gradiometers also have application as real time gravity measurement
aids for autonomous inertial navigation. In another effort, the Air Force and NOAA are
supporting development of a superfluid helium gyroscope at the University of California
at Berkeley. This development is in the very early stages and poses several practical
limitations. However it does promise unprecedented sensitivity to rotation and may find
application in attitude determination and control of large Earth-based platforms. Status
and projected performance of the superconducting six-axis accelerometer and the
superfluid helium interference gyro will be discussed.
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Cryogenic Inertial Instruments
LtCol Gerald L. Shaw
Phillips Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, MA
The Earth Sciences Division of the Phillips Laboratory performs research in seismology,
geodynamics, geology, geodesy and gravity. The aims of the geodesy and gravity programs include
improving the fundamental knowledge of the earth's size, shape and gravity field and improving the
techniques used for determining position, distance and direction on the earth's surface. To help
achieve these goals part of the program is devoted to develop new instrumentation to measure
geophysical phenomena at ever increasing levels of accuracy and precision. Since geodetic and
gravimetric parameters for the earth are fundamental inputs for inertial guidance systems, this
instrumentation ha, direct application to guidance navigation and control.
Two such instruments are the Superconducting Six-axis Accelerometer (SSA), under development
at the University of Maryland and the Superfluid Helium Interference Gyroscope (SHIG) being
developed by the University of California at Berkeley. The SSA grew out of geophysics requirements
to develop moving base gravity gradiometers and fundamental physics research efforts to perform a
test of the Gravitational Inverse Square Law. This test is first to be performed in the laboratory and
then on a polar orbiting spacecraft using a spaceborne gravity gradiometer. The SHIG grew out of
geophysics requirements to measure the rotation vector of the solid earth to better than 0.1 milliarc second with a temporal frequency of at least several cycles per day, and scientific efforts to
investigate both the general relativistic effect associated with the earth's rotation (i.e. the Lens-

"Thirring effect) and the fundamental physics of macroscopic quantum phase coherence in superfluid
helium, In both development efforts, to imneet science and applications requirements, a revolutionary
improvement in performance over conventional inertial sensing technologies was demanded.
Superconducting technologies afford several unique advantages, which, when exploited properly,
offset the complications associated with cryogenic technology.

In particular, beyond the obvious

reduction in thermal noise, superconductivity affords the opportunity for near perfect magnetic
shielding (Meissner effect), a high degree of mechanical and electrical stability, virtual elimination
of thermal gradients and unprecedented measurement sensitivity using SQUIDs (Superconducting
Quantum Interference Devices). For these reasons the Earth Sciences Division has been pursuing a
program to develop superconducting inertial instruments since 1985.
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SUPERCONDUCTING SIX-AXIS ACCELEROMETER (SSA)
DESCRIPTION

1

An exploded view of the SSA is shown in Figure 1. The proof mass is constructed from four plates
of pure niobium to form an inverted cube, 2.784 cm on a side.

These plates are polished to a

thickness of 2.39 mm with orthogonality and flatness maintained to a part in 103.

Eight titanium

alloy, (Ti-6AI-4V), cubic coil forms surround the proof mass. The three cube surfaces that face the
proof mass contain a recessed flat circular region which holds the Nb-48Ti levitation/sensing coils.
The three opposite faces are held in place by a set of six cylindrical niobium coil form holders which
come together to form a niobium cube inside the titanium cube. The resulting gap between the coil
The 10.16 cm precision titanium cube, which houses the SSA,
has surfaces machined and polished flat and mutually orthogonal to better than 2 parts in 105, The

forms and the proof mass is 0.15mm.

entire assembly weighs less than 5 kg.

LEVITATION
The proof mass is suspended in quantized magnetic flux generated by persistent supercurrents in
the levitation coils.

Being superconducting itself, the proof mass excludes magnetic flux and thus its

motion within the cavity forces the magnetic flux to redistribute within the superconducting
the magnetic flux -,duces reaction fwo•ces opposing
c.ircuLitry The transfer of energy to redistribKut•
the change which in effect act as "magnetic springs" having stiffnesses proportional to the
corresponding levitation supercurrents.

The ability to adjust these supercurrents allows each degree

of freedom (three translational and three rotational) to be constrained and controlled by an
independent superconducting circuit made up of four levitation coils. Levitation in the x axis is
accomplished by the four coils beneath the yz plane (Figure 2).

Three letter subscripts uniquely

specify the position of each coil. The first two refer to the plane and the third to the normal axis.
Bars over the subscripts indicate the negative direction.

Thus LjzR is the coil in the yz plane

(negative y, positive z quadrant) facing the negative x side of the proof mass. The superconducting
circuit is shown in Figure 3.

The resistive element indicated is a shieled heat switch made from a

1/8 watt, 500 ohm carbon resistor.
the levitation circuit.
iterations.

When the device is initially cooled tl'ere is no current flow in

To store the desired persistent supercurrent in the loop requires several

First the circuit is driven witn a constant current I. from an external source.

Then the

heat switch is pulsed on, driving the path between the superconducting joints normal and forcing the
current to flow through the four superconducting coils in the direction indicated.

When the heat

switch is turned off the short path becomes superconducting, trapping the current I, in the
levitation/feedback loop.

This procedure is repeated with successively larger currents until the

desired levitation force is obtained.

Also included in the loop is a feedback transformer which
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permits a feedback controller to adjust the persistent current.
Rotational levitation about the x axis is accomplished with four coils above the xy plane (Figure
4). The circuitry to accomplish this is shown in Figure 5. Here two external current sources and
two heat switches are required. The procedure is to first input 12 with hs 3 on and hs 2 cycled storing
identical currents, 12, in all the coils and putting a force on the proof mass in the negative z
direction. Next, with 13 on and hs 3 cycled the effect is to add 13/2 to the right half branch and to
subtract 13/2 from the left half branch. The resulting current difference produces a torque about the
x axis.
SENSING
Another consequence of the redistribution of flux allows detection of the motion.

Each degree of

freedom is monitored by four coils connected together to form a superconducting bridge. In the latest
model these are the same coils used to constrain and control the corresponding motion. Detection is
possible due to the fact that the coil inductance will change in proportion to the displacement of the
2
superconducting proof mass.
Figure 6 depicts a simplified version of the detection scheme for a single degree of freedom. As the
proof mass is displaced in the positive xdirection, the sensing inductances L2 and L4 decrease while
u,*,
•;•tebrd
ea
d
e eae
anao,,•,g
,.,r,,,,+
,,,ho , ""*n.",
i
L1 and L3 increase. This unbalances 'the bridge arnd gerate an oscillating ce
coil,

This current is converted to a voltage by the SQUID amplifier. Figure 7 shows how this is
actually implemented to sense x axis translation in the SSA. Here L2 and L.4 correspond to Lyzx and
Lzx and L1 and L3 correspond to Ly•- and L~zj. Clearly rotation about xor translation along either

the y or z will not alter any of the gaps. A careful look will aiso reveal that, while rotations about
y and z change the gaps, the inductances are altered such that adjacent arms of the bridge change
together and the bridge is indeed only sensitive to translation along the x axis. Figure 8 depicts the
sensing circuit for a rotation about x. Similar strategies are employed to detect the remaining
translational and rotational motions.
TEST RESULTS

3

Extensive tests were run on the Model I SSA to verify parameters, measure transfer functions
and determine noise levels. All of these tests were run in an open loop mode, with small DC current
sources connected to the feedback lines. Calibration inputs were supplied by a shaker which can
translate in three degrees of freedom and rotate about a single axis. The amplitude of the rotation was
measured optically and the linear motions were monitored by a triad of Sundstrand Q-flex 1000
accelerometers. In this manner the scale factors for each of the six degrees of freedom were
determined. These are shown in Table 1 in terms of fluxoids at the SQUID loop per unit input. Also
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shown is the calculated total acceleration white noise.
AXIS

MEASURED RESPONSE

ACCELERATION WHITE

-

NOISE
2

X

3.1x10 5

4o1g

4.0x10-10

Y

9.9x10 3

4o/g

1.6x10-

8

g/Hz

Z

1.6x10

5

4)0 /g

5.9x10-

1 0

g/Hz 1 /2

ox

2.1 x1 03

Do/rad/sec 2

6.7x 1 0- 8

g/Hzll

112

rad/sec 2 /Hllz

/2

2

ey

6.0xl 02

%l/rad/sec2

2.2x1 0- 7

rad/sec /Hzl /2

[Oz

4.7x1 02

4/rad/sec 2

3 .Sx 1 "

rad/sec 2 /Hz

1

/2

Table 1. Test results for Model I SSA
This first test of the SSA successfully verified performance in agreement with predictions and
demonstrated good sensitivity. However it also pointed to some areas where immediate and substantial
improvements could be realized. Thus the Model 11 SSA has incorporated several changes. First of all
the dual coil scheme (one levitation, one sensing) was redesigned such that a single coil serves both
functions. This requires six SQUIDs versus only one for Model 1, but that i.s.
re than offset bll the
increased reliability, better coil matching capability and betir coupling of the sensing circuits to the
SQUIDs.
The new coils are made of pure niobium, which allows operation in the Type-I
superconducting region, reducing flux creep and hence low frequency noise. Use of high quality DC
SQUIDs will even further reduce the inherent instrument noise.

The Model II SSA is in test at the

time of this writing and is expected to show two orders of magnitude improvement in noise level. The
Model . instrument will also be upgraded to the Model 11 design.
SUPERFLUID HELIUM INTERFERENCE GYRO (SHIG)

DESCRIPTION

4

The second cryogenic instrument being developed is the SHIG. The particular device described here
is based on superfluid
investigated.

3

3

He although an alternative implementation based on

4

He is also being

He, when cooled below 2mK, condenses to a state characterized by a macroscopic

wavefunction, the phase of which is directly related to the velocity flow of the liquid. The phase of the
superfluid wavefunction cart be treated like that of a deBroglie matter wave.

Thus a velocity field

produces a gradient in the quantum phase, and for a uniform velocity in the z direction the phase 4 is
given by
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where m* is twice the mass of the 3 He atom (i.e. the Cooper pair mass). To see how this phenomenon
can be exploited to develop a rotation sensor consider the case of a blocked torus (Figure 9). The
phase shift across the blockage can be determined by integrating the gradient around the torus,

(2)

Y dl = 2nRr-n*

=AA*

-R'

The similarity to the Sagnac interferometer can be seen from rewriting equation (2) as
(3)

2m*A W

"h1'
then, making use of the deBroglie wavelength relation
(4)

47=4A

Xc

)

which is tme equivalent of the Sagnac equation. The important feature here is that since the UJeBuolie
wavelength of the

3

He pairs is 109 times shorter than that of a photon, the potential sensitivity of

the device is much greater. However, the inability to detect this phase difference has, until recently,
frustrated all attempts to develop a rotation sensor based on this principle. Experiments by Avenel
and Varoquaux 5 in France have shown that the 3 He supercurrent I through a small orifice is related
to the phase difference across the orifice by a relation analagous to the DC Josephson equation,
(5)

1 = 1, siiS .

Now if one modifies the blocked torus such that there are orifices obstructing each leg, Equation (5)
shows that the total supercurrent It through the torus is

(6)

It = lc sinl

1

+ I1sin8 2 = Imnax sin in4+
2

"

Since the magnitude of the macroscopic wavefunction must be single valued, the maximum
supercurrent can be shown to be a simple cosine function of the rotation,
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(7) Imx = 2licoSrI,

R2 Q )- ,

Small changes in rotation of the torus will produce large changes in lmax, The challenge now becomes
developing a technique to precisely measure I'nax Packard 4 has proposed coupling the torus to a
chamber containing a metalized diaphragm (Figure 11). The diaphragm can be moved by applying an
The impedance of the orifices to the flow of normal 3 11e is so large as to guarantee the
flow to be imax even when a finite pressure is applied across the orifice. Thus if a step voltage is
applied to the diaphragm and the subsequent displacement of the diaphragm is monitored (e.g. with a
electric field.

SQUID) the velocity of the diaphragm can be related to the rotation by

(81) V'1 = (2(P-s V4-)a

c(2

I~~

where a is the orifice area, Ad is the diaphragm area, ps/p

is the superfluid fraction, and vc is the

average superfluid velocity corresponding to Ic through the orifice.

Analyses of noise limitations in

this device (R = 4 cm) indicates a potential to detect variations of as little as one part per billion of
earth rate (<10-13 rad/sec) with a 100 second integration time.
STATUS
The SHIG, in its second year of development at Berkeley, has passed several milestones.
First of all a number of critical components have been fabricated, including a 250 mK refrigerator, a
DC SQUID detected displacement transducer, a vibration isolation stage, a rotating dewar and a variety
of micro-slits and holes.

A phase slip (Helmholtz) oscillator was constructed and operated,

demonstrating the ability to produce good superfluid weak links (micro-orifices) and demonstrating
the displacement noise in the diaphragm to be less than 10-12 m RMS. 6 The noise level appears to
be environmental rather than intrinsic SQUID noise. The SHIG component development will continue
as more is learned about the behavior of superfluid helium flow through micro-orifices.
CONCLUSION
Of the two projects described the SSA is by far the more advanced. As a low Tc instrument it
is the baseline inertial measurement unit for integration with the NASA Superconducting Gravity
Gradiometer (SGG) for a potential gravity mission post 2000. It is also a candidate sensor for
integration with GPS to demonstrate a moving base gravity gradiometery on a balloon or an aircraft as
part of a Phillips Lab in-house program. The SSA has been integrated with the NASA SGG for testing
and will be used this year to perform a laboratory null test of the Gravitational Inverse Square Law.
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There are no aspects of the SSA d'sign that would preclude its implementation in high Tc technology.
This would sacrifice thermal noise and mechanical stability but still provide a means of fabricating a
single device inertial measurement unit that could be attractive from both size and performance
points of view.

The Josephson Junction Gyro (JJG), under development by the Navy, is the only high

Tc analog to the SHIG. In this case however the sacrifice involves more than thermal noise and
mechanical stability. Since the superfluid for the JJG is Cooper pairs of electrons, the ni* is twice
the mass of an electron and the respective deBroglie wavelength is correspondingly larger. Thus it is
not yet clear that the SHIG will have any practical applications in inertial navigation systems.
However the low TO SSA as well as the SHIG, in addition to serving a role as geophysical and scientific
sensors, should serve as excellent sensors for stabilizing large
testing of other precision inertial instruments.
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platforms for precision pointing or
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SYMBOLS
A,a
c
hi

area
velocity of light
9Earth's gravitational acceleration
Planck's constant

I
IC

b./2electrical current
superfluid supercurrent
critical superfluid supercurrent

L.
m*

inductance

"fTO

twice the mass of 3 He atom
radius
critical temperature

v

superfluid velocity

8, A.

superfluid wavefunction phase shift
displacement angle of proof
axes respectively
deBroglie wavelength
density

R

Gx,0yIOz
X,
p
q10
*•
0)

mass

fluxoid (flux quantum), 2.07x10"7 gauss-cm
phase of the superfluid wavefunction (rad)
angular rate (rad/sec)

about

x,y and z
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ABSTRACT: Consulting records of a past flight, 1 HZ trajectory and (roll,pitch,yaw) motion
profiles were adopted for a simulated 7.5 hour balloon flight over New Mexico. The assumed
payload of the balloon was an inertial ring laser strapdown system and a GPS receiver. The
adopted trajectory was assumed to be GPS-determined and interferometric in nature reflecting a
second, ground-fixed receiver. Due to the strapdown INS, a corresponding 1 HZ profile of
accelerometer specific force outputs [ total (GPS sensitve) inertially referenced accelerations less
gravitational accelerations present] was also required to conduct an error analysis. The
gravitational accelerations were computed by a spherical harmonic expansion through n=m=360.
A 36 state, 40 noise process, open-loop Kalman filter integrating GPS and INS data was
constructed. A fu!l constellation of 18 GPS satellites was simulated. Related to the two
receivers, external GPS updating observation types used were pseudorange differences, single
differenced carrier phases and single differenced phase rates. A fourth type of updating
observation used was the error in the INS's estimation of phase differences between GPS
antenna pairs (a three antenna equilateral triangle balloon-borne configuration was assumed with
1 meter baselines). The filter cycle and and update frequency were bo-th set at 1 HZ. A post
mission covariance analysis based Kalman filter mechanization was simulated, taking into
account the major initial INS and GPS error sources. Hybrid alignment errors were reduced to
0.4 arc sees about the north and east axes (levelling errors) and to 0.7 arc secs about the down
axis (heading error). Hybrid positioning and velocity errors were held to the 1 to 2 cm and 1 to 2
mm/s range respectively and were highly correlated to the corresponding PDOP satellite
geometry. The benign motions of the balloon allowed for a smooth time behavior of the states.
Assuming the accelerometer errors are essentially bias states that can be calibrated in-flight based
on very accurate GPS observations, the levelling uncertainties are the main error sources in
obtaining the 3 components of the balloon-borne gravity vector. The filter's alignment errors
mentioned above contribute a 2.5 mGal error to the computed horizontal components and a 0.05
mGal error to the vertical. Limiting the misalignment contributions to the deflection-error budgets
to 1 mral will require levelling errors of 0.2 arc secs. The Air Force is planning an actual
balloon launch in 1992. Gravity components obtained friom a hybrid system can be compared to
upward continued (from extensive ground gravity data) components to validate continuation
models and to establish instrumental proof of concept. A successful balloon experiment would
be a strong argument for a "high-low" satellite to satellite tracking mission involving the GPS
constellation and a dedicated, polar orbit, low satellite [ altitude e (160 kin, 300 km) I possessing
the same payload. Such a spaceborne mission would allow for a downward continued gravity
mapping over all heretofore inaccessible earth surface regions.
1. INTRODUCTION.
Well-established gravitational potential theories, and approximations thereof, allow for upward
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and downward continuations (to any desired altitude) of the information content inherent to
measured horizontal and/or vertical gravity vector components. Such continuations allow for
the estimation of any subset of the three components of the gravity disturbance vector, i.e.,
gobserved(at P) - 2computed(at P) per ellipsoidal gravity formula' at altitudes of interest (cf.
Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967). Thus if densely gridded and accurate data sets of vertical (e.g.)
disturbance components were available everywhere on the earth's surface, then one could
straight-forwardly and efficiently (due to the applicablity of flat earth 2D and 3D Fast Fourier
Transform methods) estimate grids of all three disturbance components at selected altitudes.
Possessing accurate and pre-determined grids of airborne deflections of the vertical (i.e. the
horizontal disturbances) would greatly assist passive or autonomous inertial navigation systems
(cf., Jordan and Center, 1986).
Due to unfavorable political and environmental conditions, gravity data is lacking over large areas
of the Earth's surface. Global digital terrain elevation models however do exist at resolutions as
fine as 2 arc secs (=-60 m). Employing available density models (even one as crude as a nominal
value of p = 2.67 g cm"3 ) to all masses above some adopted reference surface, such as the
ellipsoid, allow for similar FFT implementations of the classical potential theories. The
elevation/density based estimations clearly will not be as accurate as the gravity data based
predictions due to imperfections in the density modelling. Regardless of the type of regional
input data used, the estimation process accounts for long wavelength gravitational effects with a
truncated set of low harmonic degree geopotential coefficients (e.g. WGS84) and attempts to
account for the middle to short wavelength effects with the data itself.
For scientific and navigational reasons it would be most interesting to compare such
mathematically estimated gravity disturbance components to actual and accurate at-altitude
measurements. Agreement at the 5 reGal level (1 mGal = 10- ms"•) would result in two
meaningful accomplishments: a) validation of the continuation models and b) establishment of
"proof of concept" for the hardware devices yielding the gravity measurements. If these two
goals can be met with measuring devices that can also be used on a low orbiting satellite, then
one opens the door to a downward continued gravity mapping over all heretofore inaccessible
regions of the Earth, A hybrid system consisting of a GPS receiver and an inertial measuring
unit contains such devices. GPS-determined accelerations are sensitive to all inertially referenced
accelerations while the specific force outputs of an INS reflect such accelerations less the
gravitational accelerations present. The benign motions of a helium-filled balloon make it an ideal
vehicle to perform a gravity vector measurement experiment on, using a GPS/INS payload.
This paper will describe, and detail the results of, a feasiblility study wherein a post mission
Kalman mechanization en-or analysis was performed under the assumption that a ring laser gyro
_sr..down INS accompanied a dual frquency GPS receiver on a simulated balloon flight. It was
further assumed that a second GPS receiver was at a centrally located fixed position on the
ground. One is intuitively tempted to avoid modelling the gravity disturbances as state variables
and instead concentrate on minimizing the body frame to local (n,e,d) navigation frame
orientation errors and on performing in-flight calibration of the accelerometers and gyros. A final
simple difference between GPS-detennined navigation frame acceleration components and the
corresponding INS values would thus yield the gravity vector components from which the
desired gravity disturbances are obtained using the ellipsoidal formulae. As will be shown in a
later section, the horizontal gravity disturbances (i.e. the deflections of the vertical) unfortunately
cross couple into the two levelling navigation error states. Thus the total abscence of gravity
disturbance state variables leads to unjustified, overly optimistic orientation error estimates. For
this initial error analysis, the gravity disturbance components are modelled as simple bias states.
While such modelling is well-suited for a hovering type of vehicle or for flights over a region
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possessing a benign gravity field, a more elaborate model will be required for flights over rugged
terrain and/or over areas containing significant crustal density variations. A second ordered
Gauss-Markov process is presented by Knickmeyer (1990) but it is unable to adjust for vehicle
azimuth changes.
2. OBTAINING ALL REQUIRED INPUT DATA TO PERFORM AN ERROR ANALYSIS
FOR A GPS/STRAPDOWN INS PAYLOAD.
Since the, .sors of a strapdown inertial system are mounted directly on the vehicle, the sensor
outputs now represent specific force and angular rate with respect to inertial space
coordinitized in the vehicle's (blrOll,b 2 Pitch,b 3 yaw) body frame axes. As presented by
Eissfeller and Spietz (1989), the signal flow in a ring laser gyro strapdown system can essentially
be described as a three step process. In the first step the sensor outputs (data rates = 50 to 250
Hz) are usually compensated by calibration models. In the second step, a digitally computed (at
50 to 150 Hz) [Cbn] body frame to local (n,e,d) navigation frame transformation matrix is
obtained. In the final step, the specific force components, measured in the vehicle's body
coordinates, are transformed to the local navigation frame (at 25 to 100 Hz).
The planned balloon experiment's trajectory would be differentially (or interferonietrically)
determined at 1 Hz with the two GPS receivers involved. Such a tracking should be accurate to
a decimeter (cf. Goad, (1990)). Eissfeller and Spietz (ibid) show that a hybrid
GPS/INS(strapdown) navigation approach can provide high fi'equency position and velocity
signals (at 8 to 50 Hz) between the 1 Hz GPS updates without degrading accuracies. They also
show how this high frequency navigation data can be used to detect OPS cycle slips and to
bo-und- Cycle slip -iAUCed posito rrrrte o:
e minut-e of loss of lock An to r-uc
them to 10 cm after the OPS signal returns. The INS based velocity and position signals are of
course obtained by integrating (wit tine) the navigation frame components of the specific force
outputs (after they've been compensated for ellipsoidal gravity field, centrifical force and Coriolis
effects, cf. Britting (1971), p. 113).
Now the [CbnI transformation matrix clearly depends on the vehicle's motion and can not be
specified in advance. Thus to conduct any Kahnan filter error analysis involving a strapdown
INS, vehicler trajectory agnd (roll,pitch,yaw) attitude profiles must be supplied at the filter's cycle
(which will equal the GPS external updating frequency of 1 Hz in this study). As will be shown
in the next section, navigation-frame [local (n,e,d)] and body-frame (roll,pitch,yaw) 1 Hz
profiles of the accelerometer specific force outputs are also required to build the stystem
dynamics [F] and disturbance input [G] matrices.
Lazarewicz et al (1985) describe an actual 7.5 hour balloon flight which was flown over
southeastern New Mexico. The trajectory of the flight was determined by a network of ground
radar stations with the frequency of the raw tracking data being 20 Hz. Figures 1 and 2 plot
smoothed ground and altitude profiles [in geodetic (•,X,h) coordinates] of the flight. Altitude
control was maintained through remote gas valving commands and ballast pouring. Balloon
velocities ranged from 30 to 100 kn/hr, depending on ascending, floating or descending stages
as well as on local wind conditions. A separable gondola-parachute recovery train was used to
insure a soft payload landing with low g impact. Consulting these records, 1 Hz (,,.,h),
(Ahb) and (•,X,h) profiles were adopted (the velocities and accelerations were obtained by
numerical differentiations). Using well-known procedures, the (•,X,h) based profiles were then
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transformed to global Earth-fixe4d (x,y,z), (x,,) and,(x,y,z) profiles which in tutn were
transformed to inertially-referenced (X,Y,Z), (X,Y,Z) and (X,Y,Z) profiles (again
compensating for Coriolis-type effects).
As shown in an exaggerated (for visual effects) Figure 3, taken from Lazarewicz et al (ibid), the
kinematic motions of a balloon are largely accounted for by fairly benign rotations (typical period
of 2 hours), bobbings and pendulum-like swayings (typical period of 15 secs and maximum
angular distance around 0.010). Movements of this type can be easily modelled as simple
harmnonic motions (SHM). Attitudinal 1 Hz (roll,pitch,yaw) profiles were obtained from such
SHM modelling. Inertial ly. referenced gravitational acceleration components were next
computed at the 1 Hz (X,Y,Z) balloon positions through a spherical harmonic expansion through
degree and order n=m=360, using the OSU86F geopotential coefficient set. Specific force
components, in the inertial (X,Y,Z) system, were obtained by subtracting the gravitational
accelerations from the (X,Y,Z) accelerations related to the radar ground tracking records. Again
using well-known procedures, the inertially-referenced specific force components were
transformed to local (n,e,d) components which, in turn, were transformed to body-frame
components via [Cnb] = [Cbn]- 1 = [Cbn]T due to the orthogonality properties of [Cbn].
NOTE: As shown in Stieler and Winter (1982), at each time epoch t
(1)

[Cbn(t)] = [R3 (yawt)]T [R2 (pitcht)]T [R l(rollt)]T
where

/J"dCenotes the 3 by 3 orthogonal

rostatio

aAM

0 ed

to, otk

LCL,

h

by an angle

of 0 about the ith axis (cf. Mueller, 1969).
The final type of simulated information needed to perform the error analysis is a 1 Hz set of
global earth-fixed state vectors of all GPS satellites "in view" from the balloon. This data is used
to construct the [ H I (external) measurement matrix in the Kalman filter. Using Hamming's
predictor/corrector multi-step method [see chapter 6 of Carnahan et al (1969) for a thorough
description], 1 second stepsize inertially-referenced orbits were generated for a full constellation
of 18 GPS satellites. To minimize CPU concerns, the orbit determinations allowed only for the
J2 gravimetric perturbations. Considering the high altitude of the GPS satellites (-=20,O00 km),
such a simplification is acceptable for this study's needs. The inertial (X,Y,Z,X,Y,Z) state
vectors were then transformed to their earth-fixed (x,y,z,k,ý,ý) counterparts. For each time
epoch tk, the state vectors of all satellites "in view" from the balloon were time-tagged for use in
subsequent processing.
3. PRESENTING THE 36 STATE, 40 NOISE PROC(.ESS, OPEN-LOOP KALMAN FILTER
DESIGN.
The discrete form Kalman algorithm used in the covariance analysis of this paper is presented in
Gelb (1974). A listing of the covariance propagation equations follow. The well-known discrete
Kalman recursive equations are of the form
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where (hereafter the number of states is denoted by NSTATES, the number of noise disturbing
processes by NDISTS and the number of external updating observations by NOBS)
[ Pi] is the NSTATES by NSTATES variancelcovariance matrix of the predicted error states,
A/

[ P 1is tjhe NSTATES by NSTATES variance/covariance matrix of the updated error states
(initial [ P0 I matrix to be defined below),
[ D] is the NSTATES by NSTATES transition matrix,
[F ] is the NSTATES by NDISTS discrete disturbance (noise) input matrix,
[Q I is the NDISTS by NDISTS covariance matrix of the discrete input noise processes (to be
defined below)
[ K ] is the NSTATES by NOBS Kalman gain matrix,
[ R ] is the NOBS by NOBS covariance matrix of the external GPS observational noise (to be
defined below),
[ H] is the NOBS by NSTATES measurement matrix (to be defined below),
[ F] is the NSTATES by NSTATES system dynamics matrix (to be defined below),

[G is the NSTATES by NDISTS disturbance (noise) input matrix (to be defined below) and
At = 1 second = time between successive external GPS updates (and also the filter's cycle).
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A 30 state linear GPS/strapdown INS integrated navigational model, which constitutes the
foundation of the 36 state model used in this study, is admirably developed by Eissfeller and
Spietz (ibid). Due to the meticulous nature of the subject matter and the presence of a few
typographical errors in the Eissfeller et al paper, their model is summarized here. An added
emphasis is placed on clarity in presenting both the 30 and 36 state models to allow for immediate
implementations by any reader so disposed. The Eissfeller and Spietz model possesses the
familiar x = [ F ]"x + [ G ]I u fonn, where the vector x contains 30 error states and L contains
43 input noise processes, and is given by
[Fbia ]
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(7)

, 8?, •h,80,8%, 8h)T contains the orientation,
EN,E SED, 84D
where the 9 by I vector x1I
velocity and position navigation-frame errors,
yaw T
1roll pitch
1
,erw 'esw )

the 3 by I vector x2 = (erw

contains the gyro random walk body-frame errrs,

the 12 by I vector X3 = (droll, dpitch, dyaw, xroll, Kpitch, Kyaw, broil, bPitch, byaw,

F0 pitch,

C

0 yaw)A

60 roll,

contains the body-frame • fixed gyro bias drift errors, x gyro scale factor

errors, b accelerometer bias errors and the c accelerometer scale factor errors and
the 6 by 1 vector 2j4 = (110 , T1 1, ml,

2,

1233'm, 4

contains the Ti0 balloon-borne GPS

receiver clock offset, the TJ I balloon-borne GPS receiver clock drift and the m integer valued
ambiguities of the GPS phase data observations related to the aissumed four satellites "in view"
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from the balloon (in actuality > 4 satellites are possible).
The 43 noise forcing inputs are contained in tu1, M2 and N4 where

the 39 by 1 vector Aul = (At roll, Ar pitch, Ar yaw, hroll, hPitch, hyaw, p1 P '2, 133P'34, 135' P36'
e r oll, ,lpitc h , ,,y aw , e2 ro 'l 2-p itch , F2 yaw
r oll3 ,F3p itchr C3 y aw ,• 1' ° C2
' C4
3' N
4 (X
5'
c 6 , croll, cpitch, cyaw, wroll, wpitch, wYaW, efroll, .fpitch, fyaw, agnorth, 5geast,5gdown)T
contains the Ar temperature uncertainties, the h magnetic field uncertainties, the six 3 gyro axes
misalignments (see section 3.8 of Britting (ibid) for detailed account), the g 12 and g3
accelerometer asymmetry, quadratic and cubic scale factor errors, the six c accelerometer axes
misalignments (again see section 3.8 of Britting), the e accelerometer cross-coupling errors, the
wL accelerometer crossrate sensitivities (wrt products of input gyro angular rates), the gf
acceleration white noise levels and the _g gravity field uncertainties;
11 o pitch

the 3 by I vector q2 =

r(e',

yaw

e ya) again contains the gyro random walk errors

and the scalar u4 denotes the 11 GPS receiver clock drift error.
The four non-zero sub-matrices contained in the overall 30 by 39 [ F I system dynamics matrix in
(7) are 1) the 9 by 9 navigational error dynamics matrix [ Ftree] which is listed in detail by
Schmidt ('978), 2) the 9 by 3 matrix [ Fr ] whose upper 3 by 3 section is given by (-1/t)[ Cbn ]
where t denotes the time elapsed since the initial time epoch to and whose remaining elements are
zero, 3) the 9 by 12 matrix [ Fbias ] given by

].[ WK
C Cn
[pbias]

[D].[Cn]

[c][i
0

[1]

[0]

[o]

r0
[D]. [Cn].[-F

()

[o1]

and 4) the 6 by 6 matrix [ FGPS ] whose only non-zero element is given by F22GPS =

-1/T1

where Tq1 I = 72000 seconds = the correlation time of the u4 = q 1 GPS receiver clock drift
which, as described below, will be. modelled as a 1 st order Gauss-Markov random process.
) where the gyroscopically measured
In (8) the 3 by 3 matrix [ Wt ] = Diag(cob, ob 2 , 3_,b
angular rate vector of the body-frame with respect to the inertial frame, is given by (cf.
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Britting (ibid)
.cosc,
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-

-AsinO

3-

X=+ the Earth's spin rate (7.2921...x10" 5 ) and the W'bnb
where the inertial longitude rate
angular rate vector of the body-frame with respect to the navigation frame is given by (see
Stieler and Winter (ibid), p. 143)
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where (k,O,oit = (roll,pitch,yaw)t. Also appearing in (8) is the 3 by 3 matrix relating linear
velocity errors to latitude and longitude radian rate errors, viz, [ D ] = Diag( l/r, 1/(rcosý), -1 )
and the 3 by 3 matrix ( Fe I = Diag(fro'l, fpitch, fyaw) which contain the three body-frame
components of the inertially-referenced specific force outputs of the accelerometers.
The three non-zero submatrices contained in the overall 30 by 43 disturbance input [ G] matrix in
(7) are 1) the 9 by 39 [G 1 given by
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2) the 3 by 3 [ G2 ] = [I] and 3) the 6 by 1 matrix [ G4 ] = (0,1,0,0, 0 0 )T,
In (11) the 3 by 3 [ Dr I is a diagonal matrix containing the 3 body-frame gyro bias drift
temperature sensitivities ["=0.002 0/(hr 0 C) per Stieler and Winter (ibid)], the 3 by.-3 [Dh ] is a
diagonal matrix containing the 3 gyro magnetic field sensitivities [-_0.025°/(hr Gauss)], [WpI
is a 3 by 6 roatiix, related to the six

P3
gyro misalignment angles, and is given by
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[ Fx ] is the a accelerometer misalignment counterpart, also 3 by 6, and is given by
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[Fc ] is a 3 by 3 matrix given by Diag( froll. fyaw, fpitch, fyaw, fyaw. froll ) accounting for
accelerometer crosscoupling errors and [Wf] is a 3 by 3 matrix given by Diag( 0 ) 1b. ( ) 3 b,
W2
2 b. (1)3 b, (03 b. w1 b ) which reflects accelerometer sensitivities related to products of the input
gyro rates.
The only mauices still to be defined to implement equations (2) - (6) for the 30 state model are
[ Q ], [ HI] and [ R ]. With the exception of the qr1 GPS receiver clock drift error, all input
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disturbing forces will be treated as white noise. Thus the 43 by 43 [Q I will be diagonal and
denote the covariance matrix of discrete white noise processes. Under this treatment, Moritz and
Wei (1987) show the covariance qii = (PSD of ith noise process) At = 2o02 (At) 2 where 0,2 =
the variance of the ith disturbing process and again At = tk - tk.-1 = 1 second in this simulation.
The l 1 clock drift error is modelled as a first order Gauss-Markov process and its diagonal
element in [ Q ] is given by (cf. Gelb (ibid) ) q43,43 = 2(0 2 111/Th 1 )At where again T,1 1 = 72000
seconds.
The well-known linear external (GPS) observation model possesses the form
&t(t)= 0~'s(t) - _L•(t) = [ H (t) l._(t) + f°PS(t)
GndPS

PS YINS

whrGhecos8,L

(12,)

where the vectors L LOPS, _INS and .GPS are all 3 NSATS by I (NSATS denotes the
number of satellites "in view") with LOPS denoting the observational values related to external
GPS data, LINS the same values related to the INS; and .§GPS the error in the (PS
measurements. Eissfeller and Spietz (ibid) linked each satellite j "in view" to three external OPS
observations: 1) ASj range differences, 2) AMIj single phase differences and 3) Aij single phase
difference rates. All three observation types refer to both the GPS receiver on the balloon and a
ground-fixed receiver. Assuming NSATS = 4, the non-zero elements of the overall 12 by 30
[ H(t) I matrix related to satellite j can be taken straight from the LGPS - LINS equations (cf.
Cannon et al (1986))
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where, _Q3 and 114 are 3 by I and 4 by 1 zero vectors,

ebl

an

e-f

geocentric position vectors of the balloon and OPS satellite j, Si = 11e- teballoon 11(i.e. the
scalar magnitude range between the balloon and satellite j),
ýSj --rballon
11
1
-11 E groundfxd1 is the range difference observation,
Sj Ur - rbal loon
j tballoon)] / S~j, 14 is a 4 by 1 vector containing the OPS carrier
wave lengths for the assumed 4 satellites "in view", ý4t-tj) is a 4 by 1 Dirac delta function
vector where tj denotes a time when a cycle-slip occurs with satellite j, and tie navigation frame
to global earth-fixed transformation matrix is given by
-
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Again assuming NSATS =4, the 12 by 12 covariance matrix [ R Iof the external GPS
observational noise is assumed to be diagonal. The standard deviations related to iRI are given

in, rawle t.

Table 1.
Standard deviations related to the [ RI matrix.

range difference
single phase
difference
Single, Phase
diffeience rate

± I tin
± 2cm

Aggarwal (1987)
Hein et al (1988)

±2 cm/sec

Wells et al (1987)

12:1

Table 2 lists the initial [ P0 ] diagonal covariance matrix adopted along with some pertinent
comments. Not only will it be assumed that all GPS cycle slips are fixed and removed prior to
the balloon's liftoff but also that they remain fixed for the duration of the simulation. All angular
quantities must be converted to radians, all linear quantities to meters and all time references to
seconds in the actual computer execution. The 8, 8X, 4 and Sk states must be converted to
radian/second and radian units to insure compatibility with the [ Ffree ] elements given by
Schmidt (ibid).
Recall the diagonal elements of [ Q I are given by qii = 2oyi 2 At2 . Table 3 lists the ai standard
deviations adopted for this study. For the random walk-related diagonal elements of [ Q ], Stieler
and Winter (ibid) show that (PSDrw) 1 / 2 is typically 0.0030 / Ahr. Thus one has q40,40
q4 1 ,41 = q42,42 = (PSDrw) At which again will be converted to radian units.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS.
Since the chief priority of the simulation was to minimize the body frame to navigation frame
orientation errors and to perform in-flight calibrations of the gyro and accrerometer sensor biases
and scale factor errors, both the INS and GPS devices were activated (and t.is the Kalman filtur
as well) a full eight hours before the balloon's liftoff. This warmup period commenced aftýr the
assumed INS analytical alignments and pre-filter GPS solutions, referred to in Table 2, were
complete. Such a warmup period impressively reduces the north and east (levelling) alignment
errors prior to liftoff and aporeciably lowers the down (heading) misalignment. Once flight has
begun, tile heading errors drop much faster if a warmup period is used, allowing for a greater
portion of the flight to possess accurate heading orientations.
It was decided to classify a GPS satellite as "in view" if its zenith angle with respect to the
balloon's position was < 800. Using the simulated full constellation of 18 satellites, the number
of satellites "in view" at any given epoch ranged from 4 to 8. Executions of the Kalman filter
described in the previous section led to numerical instability problems, viz. round-off errors, if
five or more satellites were utilized whenever NSATS > 4. The round-off errors inevitably led to
the filter's collapse by generating negative diagonal elements in [ P ]. Such unwanted behavior is
well chronicled in Brown (1983). This author was able to significantly delay the filter's collapse
by switching from FORTRAN double precision to quadruple precision but was never able to
reach the balloon's touchdown epoch (even if the preflight warmup period was omitted). Brown
(ibid) suggests using the Joseph-form update equation for [ P I for added stability but it had no
effect in this simulation. One can also raise the [ Q I input noise process levels to help stabilize
such a situation (albeit at a cost in optimality). It was determined that limiting the number of
selected satellites at each epoch to four, viz. the quartet possessing the minimum PDOP (position
dilution of precision) value from all possible combinations of four "in view" satellites,
suppressed all round-off concerns (even if extended warmup periods are used). In addition,
except for periods of high four-satellite PDOP values, the error state outputs of the filter were
more or less comparable in magnitude to those obtained using more than four satellites before the
(>4) filter collapsed. Finding remedies for
i,.SATS > 4 round-off l)roblem is left for future
numerical investigations. Figure 4 is a plot ot the (best 4 t;atellite) PDOP curve. Recall the liftoff
epoch occurs at t = 8 hr 28800 seconds.
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'Fable 2,
Initial [ P0] matrix adopted.

(8&n,&cd)
(&,8k,8h)
(48%,,8h)
•rw
d
Xg
b

(±8",8"± 130")
(±3 mm/s,±3 mm/s,±3 mn/s)
(±3 cm,±3 cm,±3 cm)
0
± 0.0070/ hr
±5ppm
+ 3.5g.g (± 3.4 mGals)

An initial 1 hr. analytical alignment is assumed.
Assuming a static differential GPS solution
performed during analytical alignment of INS.
Reference: Stieler and Winter (ibid)
"
"
....
"

10 ppm

,±

TI0

10 m

]1
m

2.5 m/s
±0 cycles

I

Assumed GPS Pseudo-range solution performed
during the INS's analytical alignment period.
As determined by Wong et al (1987).
Assumed that a static differential GPS solution
performed during analytical alignment of INS
fixing the values of the ambiguities.

Table I
Standard deviations adopted in the construction of the [Q ] matrix.
reference

JULff

n-U
__

t±

£1

+ 0.5 0 C
+0.2 Gauss

Eissfeller and Spietz (ibid)
$1

5 arc sees
10 ppm"

Stieler and Winter (ibid)

F,2
9•3

10 ppm/g
10 ppm/g 2

_Q
c
A
Kf

6.5 arc secs
10 ppm/g
4 mm
0.1 ptg ( 0.1 rCial)

Sundstrand memo.

,15 mGal (= 5E-.5m/s 2 )

Ei'-sfeller and Spietz
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Figure 5 is a plot of the GPS/INS hybrid 1 (1 position errors as determined by the 30 state filter.
As expected, a high correlation exists between Figures 4.and 5. One can note that the general
position error seems to stay in the 1 to 2 cm range. Figure 6 is a plot of the hybrid velocity
errors. The spike occurs at the t = 28800 second liftoff epoch. Although less exaggerated, there
still exists visible correlations between the satellite PDOP geometry and the velocity errors.
Figure 7 plots all 3 hybrid alignment errors during the entire 15 1/2 hour period while Figure 8
plots only the levelling errors. By the liftoff epoch the levelling errors had been reduced from 8
arc secs to = 1 arc sec. During flight the levelling errors take on a cyclical behavior = 2 hours
which is the simulated yaw rotation rate. During the 8 hour warmup period the heading errors
were reduced from 130 arc secs to =- 90 are secs. At the liftoff epoch the balloon's azimuth
heading changes and thus the orientation of the gyro and accelerometer sensors changes with
respeect to the navigation axes. As described in Schmidt (1978), changes in vehicle heading
introduce observable acceleration errors in a strapdown INS. This fact, in conjunction with the
external GPS updates, allow for in-flight calibrations of the sensor biases and scale factor errors
as well as dramatic improvement in the heading alignment. As the flight progresses, the heading
errors decline more gradually, reaching a level of around 2.8 arc sees at the landing epoch. As
alluded to earlier, if one does not adopt the 8 hour warmup period, then the launch drop in
heading errors is less dramatic [one also has to wait for the more important (for the purpose of
recovering gravity vector components... see applicable remarks below) levelling errors to drop to
the 1 arc sec level]. The appearance and magnitudes of Figures 5, 6 and 7 generally agree with
corresponding plots in Eissfeller and Spietz (ibid). The latter plots refer to a simulation involving
a Ferranti Inertial Land Surveyor. The main difference between the two plot sets is the smoother
time behavior of the balloon-related states. This is clearly due to the fact that the body-frame
motions of the balloon were much more benign than those of the land vehicle.
Close examination of the navigation state-related dynamics submatrix f Ffree 1, of. Schmidt
(ibid), reveals cross couplings between the levelling error &N and the fE east component of the
specific force and also between 8CE and fN" Thus Eissfeller and Spietz' treatment of the (6g9N,
6gE, 8gD) gravity disturbances as (non-state) white noise processes is too crude, Their 30 state,
43 noise process model was transformed into the 33 state, 40 noise process model given by

F

x

30 by 30

ed
w

[F

x2

30 by3

=

X3

-

L

'

0

1
[1G9by36
0 1

+

]3by30

[0 1 9by3
G2 1

[

01

J

4

1

[ 0 19by
[10 ]

- 1 (36 by 1)

[01

[01

[01

[0]

[(0)

[0 4 1

[0 1 3by3

10

0 13 by36

3by3

+

[3

u2

byI

1.24

4

(16)

where [ Fold] is the overall [ F ] dynamics matrix listed in (7), [01*

] is the left-most 9 by 36

portion of the 9 by 39 [ GI ] given by (11), _Ul* is the previous _u less the three 8g's and

'013 by
D13
][ by 3

[0124 by 3

Therefore, the Sg's are now in x and out of u and are treated as bias states. The 15 regal
standard deviations for the three gravity disturbances were taken out of [ Q ] (now reduced to
dimension 40 by 40) and inserted into [ P0 ] (now extended to 33 by 33). As alluded to above,
including the three gravity disturbances as bias states appreciably changed the behavior of only 3
original states: the two levelling errors and the yaw (ý "down" for a balloon flight) accelerometer
scale factor error (a, ummarizing Table 4 appears below). Figure 9 is the 33 state counterpart to
Figure 8. Figure 10 dlots the estimated errors of the gravity disturbances. The aforementioned
cross couplings can be seen by comparing Figures 9 and 10 (1 arc sec = 5 mGal ) and the
necessity of including the 8g's as states (even if modelled only as biases) is confirmed. To bring
the levelling errors back to sub arc second levels (and thus the error estimates of the horizontal
gravity disturbances to under 5 mOals) a fourth type of external observation, related to a three
GPS antenna balloon-borne configuration, will be employed. The configuration assumed is an
equilateral triangle having baselines ArI, Arii and Arli of 1 meter.
Brown (1981.) shows that such a multi-antenna OPS receiver measures the S(A&)
=
AYFTRUE - AYIESTIMATED BY INS error in the INS's estimate of the AYP phase difference
between any two antennae. Such a measuremnet, corresponding e.g. to baseline ArI and satellite
j, is related to the (&N, &CE, &8D)
attitude (recall they reside in xl) and (the new)
AS= Ar iI, 11ITRUE - Ar jIjIIPRE-FLIGHT ESTIMATED baseline length errors by (cf.
Brown (1981))

5(A't')
where X

[

.(,A

A

Xln1

T

1

+

g

A

1- )

0

0]45

(17)

.19m is the GPS carrier wavelength, A-n' = [Cnb(t)]A Aybi contains the "A"

INS-estimated navigation frame components of the J-I baseline vector, Ilnj is the unitized
navigation frame balloon tQ satellite j line-of-sight vector and IYnI is the unitized version of Ai.
Again assuming NSATS = 4, the merger of the 12 possible 8(AY) combirnations with the
previous 8(AS), 6(A-qt) and 5(AiV) raises the number of external updating measurements (NOBS)
at each epoch tk. to 24. Adding the x5 baseline length uncertainties to the overall state vector thus
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raises the dimensions of [ H ] to 24 by 36. The new [ R ] matrix will be 24 by 24 and is given
by
[R

[0]

]12 by1 2

[0]

[R

112 by 12

[R0_1

[0]

[0]

[

where

[o1 1

R.=01

[01

[0]

J0

001

[01

-I

where each 3 by 3 [Rj I denotes the covariance matrix for the three baseline phase difference
measurements from a single satellite j and is given by

lrcc
rcl

[Ri] =
c

where the measurements are not independent of each other as thermal noise from each antenna
corrupts two measurements. The numerical values used forr and c were (cf. Brown (1981) ) qr
= 13 mrads or 0.75' and 'c.=_ 9 mrads or 0.50. The 36 state, 40 noise process model is finally
given by

13

I--.
Fe

-4

[0

'133 by 33
13by33

[1 0 133by3

1-3

10

N

]3by3

x5

[G e 1633
6 by 40
[0 13 by 40

.3b4
u_.2
U4
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(18)

wherein the x5 baseline length uncertainties have been modelled as simple biases. The initial 25error estimates in the [ P0 ] covariance matrix were set at 1 mm• each.
Figure 11 plots the 36 state/ 3 antennae alignment errors. Comparing Figures 9 and 11 reveals
the dramatic contributions of the 8(AP) updates. Moreover, the heading errors now plummet to
roughly the same values as the levelling errors during the warmup period. Figure 12 plots the 36
state! 3 antenna estimated errors of the gravity disturbances. Table 4 summarizes the final 1 a
accuracies of all the states for the three models presented herein.

.hlU 4.
Final 1 ti error estimates for the three models studied.
&2at e

Model
30 state

(86N, 86E, SeD)
(&,,8)" 81)
(.,
8, 8h)
ý1,4VALWL.,,,

(0.5, 0.5, 2.8) arc sec

(1.7, 1.5, 1.5) mm/s
(1.2,0.8, 1.6) cm
V.•rw,• v-*.,&, "*--, -,~at.
z- arc sec
i"

(dr,dP,dy)
(,r,,p,,Y)
(br,bP,by)
(r 0 ,P 0 ,Y 0 )

33 state

36 state 3 antennae

(3.0, 1.8, 3.3) arc sec

(0.4, 0.4, 0.7) arc see

(1.6, 1.4, 1.2) mm/s
(1.1, 0.8, 1.5) cm
k ., 4z2,, 4",)
42 acse
~~~~~-z
arc

(1.6, 1.4, 1.2) mm/s
(1.1, 0.8, 1.5) cm
-2,-, 42,42an
42'.) arc sec
(4ck-2,

(9E-4, 9E-4, 12E-4) °,rqu (8E-4, 8E-4, 12E-4) °/hr (8E-4, 8E-4, 12E-4) °/hr
(4.43, 4.46, 4.96) ppm
(4.69, 4.70, 4.96) ppm
(4.38, 4.43, 4.96) ppm
(2.0, 2.1, 3.2) mGal
(2.0, 2.1, 3.4 ) mGal
(0.9, 0.9, 3.4) mGal
(9.94, 9.85, 3.31) ppm
(9.93, 9.83, 7.98) ppm
(9.93, 9.83, 7.98) ppm

(7.8, 13.6, 8.1) mnGal
(8gN, 8 gE,8gD) ---------------------------(baseline lengths) ---------------------------------------------------------------

(0.9, 0.9, 8.1) mGal
(IE-3,lE-3,lE-3) mm

Table 4 reveals that the inclusion of the 3 GPS antennae significanty reduced the broll and bPitch
accelerometer bias errors. Unfortunately, the e(yaw accelerometer scale factor error still
remained at a troublesome 7.98 ppm level. This translates into an error of around 8 mGaI in the
strong yaw (= "down") balloon-borne specific force signal of approximately 970,000 mGal. For
an actual flight, highly accurate astrogeodetic measurements vwill be taken at the launch site and
the initial error estjinates for all three gravity disturbances will be 1 mGal or less. Changing the
initial entries in [ PO ] from 15 mgal to 1 mGal reduced the final b accelerometer bias error
estimates from (0.9, 0.9, 3.4) to (0.8, 0.8, 3.2) mGal, the critical yaw accelerometer s.f. error
from 7.98 to 3.41 ppm and the error estimates in the final bg's from (0.9, 0.9, 8.1) to
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(0.7, 0.7, 1.0) mGal. All other final state values were unchanged (including the attitude errors).
Figure 13 plots the error estimates of the gravity disturbance using initial 1 reGal uncertainties.
One could of course supplement a GPS/INS payload with a single axis airborne gravimeter
possessing a much lower scale factor error to further insure accurate determinations of the vertical
gravity components. The reader is strongly reminded that it is assumed that no cycle slips
occurred during the entire 15 1/2 hour period. Again, the detection and fixing of cycle slips from
integrated GPS/INS data is discussed in Eissfeller and Spietz (ibid).
Modelling the gravity disturbances as first order Gauss-Markov processes requires mimimum
editing of equation (18). Adopting a correlation distance of 40 km and a representative balloon
speed of 70 km/hr yields a corresponding correlation time Tg of 2057 seconds. Since the three
8g states are in positions 31,32 and 33 in the overall 36 by 1 state vectorx. in (18), one edits
[ F ]eqn 18 by setting the elements f 3 1 ,3 1 = f 3 2 , 3 2 = f 3 3 , 3 3 = -I/Tg. For a first order
Gauss-Markov process, the driving white noise processes in an extended 43 by 43 [ Q ] matrix
(recall the dimension of [ Q I was reduced to 40 by 40 when the gravity disturbances were
modelled as bias states) are given by q 4 1 ,41 = q 4 2 ,42 = q 4 3 ,43 = 25 2 /
where it is assumed
that
= 900 mGal 2 . The edits to [ G J]qn 18 are limited to setting g 3 1 ,41 = g 3 2 ,4 2 = 933,43
-2g
= 1. Figure 14 plots error estimates of the gravity disturbances when they are modelled as bias
states during the 8 hour warmup period and as first order G-M processes during flight. After the
launch epoch the error estimates jump to the 6 to 8 mGal level but thereafter hold more or less
steady with 8(8gD) strongly correlated to the 1Aprofile of Figure 6. Figure 15 plots the
corresponding alignment errors. Figures 13 and 14 yield strikingly different estimates of the
errors in the gravity disturbances. It is strongly emphasized here that neither a bias nor 1 st
ordr GM odell
ue for the,,g's is verycaiistic fo1 an actual f'ight. By conasI, FirgueS 1111
and
15 both yield alignment error estimates well below I arc sec. If one can bound (e.g. using an nth
order Gauss Markov model ..... recall as n --4 - one reaches the bias state model) the actual
alignment cirors in an actual flight to under 1 arc sec and successfully calibrate the
accelerometer errors "in-flight" to under I mGal, then a final simple difference between OPS and
INS determined acceleration components (in the navigation frame) would back out the gravity
disturbance components to an accuracy near the desired 5 mGal level. The simulation results
herein reveal the necessity to include the 8g's as states even if they are not modelled optimally. It
is hoped for an actual flight that the other states can be estimated to an accuracy level allowing
for the ultimate determination of the gravity disturbances through the aforementioned
differencing.
5. FROM BALLOON-BORNE TO SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS.
A successful balloon mission would be a strong argument for a "high-low" satellite to satellite
tracking experiment wherein a single "low" [polar orbiting, altitude e (160 km,300km)] satellite
possessing a GPS/IMU payload would be tracked by the multiple "high" GPS constellation
(altitude =. 20189 km). The fundamental observable would be gravitational intersatellite
line-of-sight (l.o.s.) accelerations. Non-gravitational accelerations of the GPS satellites can be
accurately modelled while those of the "low" satellite would be measured by an IMU. Jekeli and
Upadhyay (1990), citing current GPS receiver, orbit determination and IMU capabilities, report
that the expected accuracy of "arc mean" (over some averaging time period -c) L.o.s. gravitational
accelerations is between 0.1 and 0.3 mGals. New generation GPS receivers are being developed
which should yield such accuracies at 1 Hz. Gleason (1991) shows that the gravity information
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obtained from simulated 1 Hz, a = 0.1 m~al, intersatellite l.o.s. acceleration data, related to a
"low" satellite with an altitude of 300 kin, can be downward continued to the Earth's surface at a
resolution of 100 km to an accuracy of about 6 reGals. This essentially matches the anticipated
accuracies of the more costly spaceborne gradiometry proposal known as ARISTOTELES (see
Benz et al (1988) for description) which would fly at an altitude of-=_ 200 kin. If one is willing to
digest the added satellite design cost to lower a GPS/IMU payload down to 200 kin, the
aforementioned 6 mGal accuracies would be significantly enhanced. Thus a spaceborne
GPS/INS data integration project would allow for an accurate gravity mapping of all heretofore
inaccessible areas of the Earth's surface.
CONCLUDING REMARKS. The results of this simulation suggest one can recover the three
components of balloon-borne gravity vectors, to an accuracy of 5 mGal or better, if the balloon is
flown over an area where the gravity disturbances can adequately be modelled as simple biases.
For flights over rugged terrain or over areas containing significant crustal density variations, the
big challenge is to develop an optimal (quite possibly non-linear) gravity disturbance model. A
possible alternative is to adopt a non-optimal (possibly involving higher order Gauss-Markov
processes) linear 8g model which can limit the actual levelling errors to 1 arc sec (= 5 reGal) or
better. An ultimate, simple subtraction could then take place between corresponding GPS and
INS determined acceleration components. Hehl et al (1990) demonstrate that 20 second mean
GPS-determined accelerations can be determined to accuracies of 0.5 mGals. Clearly before an
ultimate subtraction occurs, care must be taken to insure that 1) proper GPS/INS time
synchronization is established and 2) compatible GPS/INS bandwidths and sampling rates are
employed. The bounding of the misalignmelt-induced errors in the horizontal & components is
the main task at hand since the computed [bn ] and true [ Cbn I transformation matrices are
related by (cf. Britting (ibid))

b

1

and the approximate magnitude of the (n,e,d) components of the sensed accelerometer signals
(from typical balloon-borne Coriolis, centrifical force and g values) are (fn, fe, fd) =-(4500, 200,
970,000) mOals. This paper has demonstrated the ability to satisfactorily calibrate in-flight
accelerometer bias and scale factor errors. The gyro and accelerometer related initial error
estimates adopted for this simulation's [ P0 ] and [ Q ] matrees were taken from references that
are nearly 10 years old. Using state of the art accuracies may well enhance the results of the
Kalman filter presented herein- In the same vein, new generation GPS receivers should make the
data integration even more appealing. It is hoped that a successful balloon experiment will
stimulate serious interest in a subsequent spaceborne mission possessing the same payload
possibly augmented with a startracker. Such a project would yield gravity information over
heretofore inaccessible regions.
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Ground profile of 7.5 hour balloon flight of Lazwuewicz et al (1985).
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Figure 14.
Gravity disturbances modelled as biases during the warmup period and as first order
Gauss-Markov processes during flight.
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Evolution of Miniature Quartz Vibrating
Beam Accelerometer Technology
for Navigation and Flight Centrol
at Sundstrand Data Control
ABSTRACT
Over the years, a number of techniques for designing vibrating beams in accelerometers have been developed in the industry. .As these accelerometers have evolved, they have
begun to contribute to the state-of-the-art in acceleration measurements. Some of the
advantages offered by vibrating beam technology include the inherently digital output, ease of
signal processing and the ability to digitally remove errors using supplier-furnished algorithms and calibration constants. Vibrating beam accelerometers also offer the small size,
lower power and high-g ranges necessary for navigational and flight control applications in
today's aircraft and missiles.
Sundstrand Data Control has been developing its Accelerex® vibrating beam accelerometer technology since 1981. Its designs utilize a dual-tine quartz crystal resonator similar
to a double-ended tuning fork. This configuration has the advantage of providing dynamic
balance which results in the elimination of coupling and energy loss to the crystal support
structure. C...rystalline quartz•is used faor the resonator miaterial because o it inherent
stability. The no-load frequency is dependent almost entirely on the beam dimensions and the
physical properties of the quartz, which are very stable.
Sundstrand has developed a series of vibrating beam accelerometers that utilize a
flexure constrained proofmass which converts the input acceleration into applied force on the
quartz crystals. Two crystals are used in each accelerometer and are configured in a "pushpull" orientation. For a given input acceleration, one crystal is placed in tension with a

resultant increase in the frequency, and the other crystal is placed in compression with a
corresponding decrease in frequency. The acceleration output signal is derived from the
difference in frequency of the two crystal frequencies. The "push-pull" crystal configuration
errors that would be present in a single crystal
cancels
design. out many of the common mode
This paper provides an overview of vibrating beam
accelerometer theory; a discussion

of evolution and maturity of different designs and performance; the system implementation
for the use of the accelerometer; and test data for the different configurations.
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INTRODUCTION
Quartz resonators have been used to control frequency for communication equipment
since the 1920s. During World War II, quartz resonators were used to measure physical
quantities when they were applied for use in sonar. More recently, quartz resonators have
been used as sensing elements for measuring other physical parameters, such as pressure,
temperature and acceleration. Quartz sensing elements used in accelerometers have been
developed using two different operating principles.
The first type uses the piezoelectric charge producing capabilities of quartz to produce
an output that Is a function of input acceleration. Because these accelerometers have limited
capability to measure DC or steady state acceleration, they are used mostly for dynamic
measuremnents.
The other type of accelerometer uses quartz vibrating beams to measure acceleration.
In these devices, the piezoelectric qualities of quartz are used to drive the beam and pick off
the signal of the resonating beam. The beam operates at its resonant frequency which
changes as a function of acceleration, as a result of the internal mechanism of the beam to
proofrnass structure. This allows the accelerometer to measure not only dynamic acceleration, but also DC and steady state acceleration, because the beam is providing an output
signal at its no load resonant frequency when no acceleration forces are acting on it.
Although the use of quartz vibrating beams in accelerometers is not necessarily new,
lower cost, medium to higher accuracy accelerometers are. Crystalline quartz is used for the
resonator material because of its ability to carry both compression and tension loads, its
inherent stability and the fact that the no load frequency is almost entirely dependent on the
beam dimensions and the physical properties of quartz.
The accelerometers being discussed both use dual tine quartz resonators which have
virtually eliminated the larger isolators used in single tine beam resonators. This results in a
smaller, simpler design which assists in smaller, lower-cost accelerometers.
Some of the :1dvantages offered by vibrating beam technology include the inherently
digital output which eliminates the costs and inaccuracies of A to D conversion. It also
allows for signal processing using supplier-supplied algorithms and the on-board storage of
accelerometer unique correction coefficients that can be used for error corrections.
Dual-tine quartz resonators, used in a number of accelerometer designs at Sundstrand,
support performance requirements from low to high accuracies. This paper discusses two
models of Accelerex vibrating beam accelerometers developed by Sundstrand Data Control.
These accelerometers are called the Resonating Beam Accelerometer (RBA) Model RBA-500,
and Precision RBA, respectively. The RBA-500 is designed for tactical missile, flight
control, and AHRS navigation requirements. The PRBA is designed for precision inertial
navigation on future digital syste:i, . It is exceptionally good for skewed axis navigation
ývstemns because of the inherent excellence of scale factor in RBAs.
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The performiance specifications for the two accelerometers are shown in Table 1.
TAflLE 1: PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

Input Range
Bias (Composite Error)
Scale Factor (F 1 - F2)
Scale Factor (Composite Error)
Axis Misalignment (Initial)
AA (Composite Error)
Linearity (to full scale)
VRC
Input Voltage (VDC
Input Current
Weight
Volume
Integral TIemperature Sensor
Integral E2PROM

RBA-500
+70g's
<5 mg
-- 75 Hz/g
< 350 ppm
< 12 mradian
< 400 Iradian
<65 p.g/g 2
50 ytg/g 2
+9 to 16
<5 mA
< 10 grams
< 2cm 3

PRBA
+25g's
< 150 jsg
- 140 Hz/g
< 50 ppm
<7 mradian
< 50 iradian
<20 pg/g 2
32 •g/gg2

No
No

Yes
Yes

+ 15
<20
< 59
< II

-5%
mA
grams
cm 3

THEORY OF OPERATION

Both designs discussed are open loop accelerometers which have the proofmass
constrained by a pendulum with a pair of dual beani crystalline quartz force crystals mounted
in a pmsh-pull orientation, The flexure constrainment of the proofmass provides a single
degree of freedom and a single axis sensitive to input acceleration. The quartz crystals are
motinted so that (for a given input acceleration) one crystal is placed in tension with a
resultant increase in its resonant frequency, and the other is placed in compression with a
corresponding decrease in its resonant frequency. Each force crystal operates with an
integral hybrid electronics oscillator, where the oscillator frequency is dependent on the
resonant frequency of the force crystal. The frequency outputs, as a function of acceleration,
are a pair of buffered square wave frequencies suitable for signal processing. The RBA-500
furnishes no integral temperature signal and shares a single block mounted temp)erature
sens;or, whereas the PRBA (Precision Resonating Beam Accelerometer) has an internal
lemi)erature sensor, The temperature sensor output is also a frequency signal developed from
a vibrating beam temperature sensor.
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Other important features of quartz vibrating beam acceierometers are:
*
0
*
*
*
*
•
*

Small Size
Low Power Consumption-independent of input gs
Low Cost
High Reliability
Fast Turn-on
Frequency Outputs suitable for digital signal processing
Correction Coefficients furnished ftr thermal modeling
High Scale Factor Frequency
Change: 4_.10% of nominal frequency

VIBRATING BEAM CRYSTALS
Each accelerometer uses two quartz vibrating beam force crystals. The crystals
constrain the flexure proofmass and provide the mechanism to convert the acceleration force
to an output frequency. The crystals are. the frequency determining elements for the internal
hybrid oscillators. The frequency of oscillation of each crystal is a nominal 35 KHz when
there are no acceleration forces applied.
The choice of quartz vibrating beams for the force crystals is twofold. First, the
mechanical and physical properties of quartz are very stable, as demonstrated by it use over
the years as a precision frequency standard. Secondly, quartz is piezoelectric, which allows
the implementation of the closed loop hybrid oscillator and frequency determining quartz
force crystal.
In operation, the quartz crystal behaves like a string in tension. As the tension
increases the frequency of a vibrating string will also increase. However, unlike a string, the
quartz crystal also works well in compression which makes it ideal for bidirectional acceleromneters.
Sundstrand's proprietary beam geometry allows for a wide operating frequency
change as a function of input acceleration, up to 10% of the nominal no load frequency. The
geometry of the crystal, as shown in Figure 1 is a double-ended tuning fork which has the
advantage of dynamic balance which negates the use of large isolator masses. The tines of
tuning forks vibrate 180' out of phase. The dynamic forces of the resonating tines are equal
and opposite, and cancel one another at the mounting base, This typ-e of crystal design with
its inherently low energy loss to its mounting structure provides for high crystal "Q"
without operating in a vacuum.
The vibrating beam force crystals are etched from crystalline quartz wafers using
semiconductor industry photolithographic processes. Many force crystals are etched from the
same wafer because of the crystal's small size. The orientation of the crystalographic axis is
controlled to give the least sensitivity to temperatures, and the best piezoelectric properties.
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The piezoelectric drive and pi-c1koff of t

beam resonance are controlled by pveciseý conduc-,

tive patterns that are locate d on the crystal tines. Batch iabficati.on in the wafer resulto in low
cost crystals, which match each other extremely well for rejection of common mode errors,
FIGURE 1: VIBRATING FORCE CRYSTAL

T1

MECHANISM CONFIGURATION
Both accelerometers discussed are similar in design features, but slightly different mn
size. Figure 2 shows the internal mechanism of the accelerometers which consists of a single
pendulum which is used as a seismic mass. It is pendulously constrained by a single flexure
to provide a single degree-of-freedom motion resulting in a single axis sensitive to input
acceleration. The pendulum assembly is mounted between two damping plates which
establish the damping gaps above and below the pendulum to provide squeeze finm damping.
Shock caging is also provided to prevent the pendulum from over.-travel during over-range
shock events.
The pendulum is constrained by the force crystals. The constraint and the damping
are the same for both the powered and unpowered conditions of the accelerometer; unlike a
servo constrained accelerometer, which allows the pendulum to travel completely to the stops
when it is unpowered. When stored in a ig position, the pendulum displaces a very small
percentage of the total travel which lends to the low stress on the flexure and overall bias
stability.
The force crystal constrainment of the pendulum is shown schematically in Figure 3,
which provides the push-pull operation of the force crystals. For any input acceleration, one
crystal is placed in tension and one is placed in compression, producing one increasing and
one decreasing output frequency.

:1.52

I_____
_--__

_____

The difference between the increasing and decreasing frequencies is proportional. to
input acceleration. The benefits of doing this are the common mode rejection of the effects of
temperature sensitivities, reference clock variations, aging, and even order nonlinearities.
FIGURE 2: ACCELEROMETER MECHANISM
SQUEIEZE SLM DAMPING GAP
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FIGURE 3: PUSH-PULL CONSTRAINMENT
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Crystalin#2
Compression]

-.
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PACKAGING
The outline drawings of the RBA-.500 and the PRBA accelerometers are shown in
Figures 4 and 5. Both designs utilize welded seams and glass insulated header pins that
provide a hermetic package. The RBA-500 header has the same pin configuration as a 16-pin
TO--8 header, so standard connectors can be used for testing. The stainless steel case and
concentric mounting flange provide corrosion resistance. Internally, the sensor assembly is
welded to the mounting flange, thus providing good axis alignment stability and mounting
repeatability. The PRBA is packaged in a slightly larger hermetic package, and has a
traditional three-point mounting flange. The header pins are in a circular configuration
suitable for a connector or soldered connections. The internal construction of the PRBA is
similar to the RBA-500.
FIGURE 4: RBA-500 OUTLINE
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Both accelerometer designs have the hybrid electronics mounted inside the hermetic
housing. They are mounted against the underside of the header to furnish a heat transfer path
from the hybrid to the outside environment. Both hybrid electronics utilize CMOS circuitry
to provide low power consumption to minimize any thermal effects, The RBA-500 accelerometer hybrid contains two oscillators: one for each force crystal. The PRBA hybrid contains
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three oscillators: two for the force crystals, and one for an internal vibrating beam temperature sensor. In addition, the PRBA hybr" I contains a memory for the storage and readout of
the modeled compensation coefficients used for error correction.
FIGURE 5: PI3A OUTLINE
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RBA-500 PERFORMANCE TES.. RESULTS
The RBA-500 Accelerometer, which is currently in production at Ziindstrand, was
initially designed in 1988. Design verification testing was performed on eight accelerometers
in 1989, and qualification testing was completed in August 1991.
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PERFORMANCE OVER TEMPERATURE
The RBA-500 is designed to operate over the temperature range of'-54°C to + 105'C.
Each accelerometer receives a preconditioning which includes temperature cycling and burn.
in. Then the units are temperature tested and modeled over the operating temperature range.
At each of eleven temperature points, bias and scale factor are derived from two-point
± lg tumbles on a dividing head. During the temperature testing, a complete thermal loop is
made by starting at room temperature, stepping up to + 105'C, then down to -54°C, and
returning to room temperature. From these measurements a third order compensation model
is derived, and the residual errors between the model. and actual data are calculated.
Misalignment data is developed by rotating the input axis in a zero "g" position and
taking data with the pendulous and output axis positioned at various angular positions on a
dividing head. This test is performed over the same temperature range and steps that the t:as
and scale factor performance are determined.
Figure 6 shows the composite bias, scale factor, and misalignment errors of a group
of production RBA-500 accelerometers, approximately thirty units. Maximum compensated
bias and scale factor residuals over the entire temperature range are well within the 3cr
performance specifications of 2 miilig's for bias and 125 ppm for scale factor. The initial
misalignment of the accelerometer as built is also well within the 3or specification of 12
milliradians. Axis misalignment stability over temperature is very good because of the
welded internal construction of the accelerometer and the force crystal constraints of the
pendulum. Total misalignment (output and pendulous) error as a function of temperature ;s
specified to be less than 350/t radians, and test results show values to be one.third of that: 120-150 pradians.
FIGURE 6: PRODUCTION STATISTICS FOR CRITICAL PARAMETERS

Max Bias Modeling Residual from Thermal
Model, -54°C to +105'C
Max Scale Factor Residual from Thermal
Model, -54°C to +4105'C
Absolute Axis Misalignment

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

SPEC .}.•

.93

.57 mg

2 mg

22 PPM

22 iipm

125 ppm

3.4 mRad

2.0 mRad

12 mRad

LONG-TERM REPEAT"1AULITY
Long-term repeatability data taken on the design verification units over a period of
610 days show excellent stability for seismic and thermal environments. Six (6) units were
tested. During the first 420 days, the units were subjected to 260g shock, 20g sine vibration,
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more than 30 thermal cycles between -61 °C to + 121 C, and a 7-day thermal soak at 105 0 C.
Since that time, they have been in a benign environment. Figure 7 shows that, of the six
units, the worst case bias nonrepeatability was 0.3 mg. Figure 8 shows that, of the six units,
the worst case scale factor nonrepeatability was -9 ppm.
FIGURE 7: RBA-500 LONG-TERM BIAS REPEATABILITY

BIAS (mg)
S/N

AT LAST
MEASUREMENT

CHANGE FROM
420 DAYS

la DEVIATION OVER 610
DAYS

101

.5

A = .2

.7

103

2.2

A = .0

1.1

104

2.9

A =A-.3

1.5

107
108
113

.6
1.0
.4

A = -. 1
A = -. 1
A = .2

.5
.6
.2

J

FIGURE 8:RBA-500 LONG-TERM SCALE FACTOR REPEATABILITY
SCALE FACTOR ERROR (ppm)
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CHANGE FROM 1l DEVIATION
S/N IMEASUREMENT
420 DAYS
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1

101J
103
104

2
4
9

A =-3
A = -6
A - 2

19
20
50

107

20

A =5

1.7

108
113

1
18

A =-9
A =0

18
11

LONG-TERM STABILITY
The DVT test ueits were subjected to various seismic and thermal tests earlier in the
development program, includhig 250 g's shock, more than 30 thermal cycles between -61°C
to 121 'C, 20 g sine vibration, 7-,-iy high temperature soak at 105'C, and multiple temperawure tumble tests between -55TC to -,.1r,.c. In between tests, they are stored in a Ig
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position. Looking at S/N 113, which has the best repeatability during the testing for longterm stability, the bias arid scale factor stabilities are shown in Figures 9 and 10, The overall
bias stability over a period of 610 days is within +400 jxg's, and the scale factor stability is

within ±30 ppm.
FIGURE 9: SIN 113 BIAS STABILITY
AVERAGE = -.85 S.D. = 202
Data File: STABTG113
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FIGURE 10: SIN 113 SCALE FACTOR STABILITY
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ERRORS DUE TO TEMPERATURE RATE.OF-CHANGE
The RBA-500 is constructed to minimize the effects of external temperature inputs.
Heat conduction into the internal sensor assembly is designed to produce the minimum
possible errors by isolating the sensor assembly from uneven temperature effects. Figure 11
shows the input temperature ramp starting at 30'C, ramping at 50 C/inin. to 70'C. it then
soaks at 70'C before decreasing back to 30°C.
FIGURE 11: INPUT TEMPERATURE RAMP
ADS9O PLOT
5DEGC/MIN, 1HR DWELL, 30 SEC SAMPLE FILE
"= Datapoint, Line connects the data points
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FIGURE 12: ACCELEROMETER RESPONSE TO TiERMAL RAMP
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Figure 12 shows the response of the accelerometer, which is mounted in a mounting
block in a 1g orientation, to the temperature ramp. On the increasing ramp, the output of the
accelerometer decreases 300 tAgs, then returns to within 200/ig's of the initial reading during
the temperature soak. When the temperature ramp starts to decrease, the accelerometer
output increases 300tAg's, and then returns to the original reading. The total excursion is
800m~g's.
TURN-ON/WARM-UP TEST
The RBA-500 is designed for rapid turn-on and warm-up after periods of prolonged
storage. The hybrid electronics and resonating force crystal starts and provides a stabilized
output in less than one second.
The amount of power dissipated in the hybrid electronics is less than 100MW, and
this heat is directed into the header and mounting ring. As a result, the warm-up error, due
to the electronics, is smiaii (see Figure 13). A large portion of the warm-up error is due to
the fact that the RBA-500 does riot have an internal temperature sensor, and uses an external
block mounted sensor, which causes a small temperature gradient.
Warm-up error is less than 50/ig's, and equilibrium is achieved in approximately one
minute.
FIGURE 13: RBA-500 WARM-UP, TURN-ON RESP3ONSE
15 VDC 'rURN-ON WARM-UP TEST
S/N TG101
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PRECISION RESONATING BEAM ACCELEROMETER (PRBA)
PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS
The PRBA Accelerometer was started in development midyear J990, with the first
development units becoming available in early 1991. Because it was designed to use many of
thte design features of the RBA-500, the development time was quite short. The major
differences between the RBA-500 and the PRBA are shown in Table I on page 4.
The PRBA has an internal vibrating beam temperature sensor. The hybrid contains tile
additional oscillator for the temperature sensor, and it also contains the E 2PROM which is
used for compensation coefficient storage. Seven development units have been built and are
still being tested. Some additional units are currently being fabricated for testing; and they
will incorporate design improvements suggested by the initial testing.
PERFORMANCE OVER TEMPERATURE
The PRBA is designed to operate over the temperature range of -540 C to + 105 0 C.
Prior to testing, each accelerometer received a preconditioning, including temperature cycling
and burn-in. The units are then temperature tested and modeled over the operating temperature range.
At each of eleven temperature points, bias and scale factors are derived from 2-point
± Ig tumbles on a dividing head. The eleven temperatures are run so a complete thermal
loop is completed. A third order compensation model is derived, and the residual errors
calculated.
Figure 14 shows the composite bias for the seven test units. As can be seen, all but
one of these units meets the specification limit of 150ptg's over the temperature range tested.
FIGURE 14: PRBA BIAS PERFORMANCE
OVER TEMPERATURE -54°c TO 105'C
PRBA BIAS (lAg)

8

MAXIMUM
RESIDUAL
- 80
121
-218
-.71
- 98
.- 28
84

SPEC

150

S/N
I
2
3
4
5
17

STANDARD
DEVIATION
42
68
115
47
46
18
51
---

BTC MAX
-573
-221
-192
152
157
.217
143

Figure 15 shows the bias performance of SIN 8 PRBA over a more narrow temperature range of -15*C to +75°C. As would be expected, the bias residual performance shows
improvement proportional to the temperature range reduction. The residual bias on S/N 8 is a
maximum of + 10 to -20/Ag's. The hysteresis is 5j~g's; and the repeatability is 4jgg's, which
also includes the repeatability of the temperature points in the chamber, and the
accelerometer's internal temperature sensor. An accelerometer with this compensated
performance is well suited for 1 NMPH or less navigational and flight control applications.

FIGURE 15: BIAS RESIDUAL ERRORS
S/N #MB008 Dual Bias Residuals
Test Date May 22, 1991
Square Model (Modeled against Ft)

s
10

Residuals -s

/

"*10

.20

Temperature, 'C

Figure 16 shows the excellent scale factor performance of the seven test units. Scale
factor performance with temperature and time is controlled to a large extent by the stable
physical properties of the quartz resonating beam. As can be seen, all but one of these units
meets the specification limit of 50ppm over the temperature range tested.
Figure 17 shows the scale factor performance of S/N 3 PRBA over a narrower
temperature range. Again, as one might expect, the residual scale factor error shows
improvement proportional for the reduced temperature range. The residual scale factor on
SIN 3 is a maximum of 4 12 to -8ppm with almost no hysteresis or repeatability errors.
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FIGURE 16: PRBA SCALE FACTOR PERFORMANCE
OVER TEMPERATURE 54 0 C TO + 105 0 C
PRBA SCALE FACTOR (ppmn)
S/N

MAXIMUM
RESIDUAL

1
2
3
4
5
7
8

-49
-I1
39
54
14
12
34
50 MAX

SFTC
MAX

STANDARD
DEVIATION
21
6
17
24
6
7
12
--

9
11
11
11
10
11
12
-

---

FIGURE 17: SCALE FACTOR RESIDUAL ERRORS
S/N #M1B003 Dual Scale Factor Residuals
Test Date May 22, 1991
Square Model (modeled against Ft)
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Figure 18 shows the misaligrment errors on three of
the seven test units over the
temperature range of -54°C to -1-105 'C.One of the units had an as-' i'ilt axis misalignment
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greater than the 7 milliradians allowed, That particular unit also had a pendulous axis
residual error greater than the 50 (tradians allowed. The other two units showed excellent
misalignment l)erformance. In fact, the average temperatwe sensitivity of all three units
showed less than .25pradian per TC change, and the two showed less than 0. 1/trad/°C.
FIGURE 18: PRBA AXIS ALIGNMENT

L-/14

"-Output Axis
Max Residual
Initial Axis
(/ARad)
Misalignm~ent

Output Axis
Std Deviation

Pendulous
Axis Max
Residual

Pendulous
Axis Std
Deviation

Avg. Temp.
Sensitivity

(lkad)

(pRad)

(#ARad)

(ARad)

0
(/ARad /C)

4,.53

8

-7

9PkC

1.
5

-17
-9

0,86
9.61

3
7

MAX

-22

13

50 MAX

---

-18
66

11
29

50 MAX

--...

.05
.24

3

5

.09

Figure ).9 'hows a plot versus temperature of the residual composite axis alignment
error lor PIJ3A s/N 3 over the temperature range -55°C to + 105'C. The overall composite
error of 25 jradimas is well within the 50 ta'adians allowed. The hysteresis is approximately
5 p.radians and the repeatability of the measurement including the test equipment is approximately I I ,.iradians. This type of performance can be attributed to the all-welded construction
of the accel)c'ormeter and the pendulum/qýiartz crystal mounting construction. "Mq the PRBA
)rder
testing, the misalignment errors are modeled against temperature using a thi
e~j'nation, and the compensation coefficients are calculated and available to bo stored in the
IPROM lbr use for error correction by the accelerometer user.
FIGUIUE 19: PiRBA S/N 3 COMPOSITE AXIS MISALIGNMENT RESIDUAL
M13003 Composite Axis Aligmuent Residual
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VIBRATION TESTING
To date, the PRBAs have been tested in vibration up to 10g's sine. This testing is
ongoing and, thus far, no problems have developed. Vibration rectification is, of course, a
key parameter of interest. By using a single pendulum constrained by dual quartz force
-rystais, certain benefits are realized. The crystals are selected from a common wafer which
assures a high degree of matched properties. As an individual crystal has second order
nonlinearities, by using a matched pair in Sundstrand's push-pull configuration, the evenordered nonlinearities cancel. 'the single pendulum produces almost identical performance in
both crystals. Figure 20 shows the vibration rectification of three of the test units when te ted
at lOg's sine. All three units demonstrated VRCs less than the 32 pzgs/g 2 allowed by our
specification.
FIGURE 20: VIBRATION
RECTIFICATION COEFFICIENT
VRC @50Hz
SIN
3

___g/_g2

20

7

25

SPEC

32

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The pendulum of the PRBA is constrained by the high spring rate of the quartz
resonating beam crystals, and thý., damping is achieved by squeeze film gas damping. Similar
to the RBA-500, this results in a second order dynamic frequency response. This is shown in
Figures 21 and 22. Figure 2 1 shows the frequency response and transmissibility of three of
the test units. The response r'esonance is approximately at 780Hz, with the output flat at
100I-Hz to within .15db. FigiUI 22 shows the plotted frequency response of S/N 3 Accelerometer i, the two individual force crystals, with their responses being almost identica1.
FIGURE 21: VRC SUMMARY FOR 3 PIBA TEST UNITS
RESONANT
TRANSMISSIBILITY
DB AT 100 Hz
D13
SIN
FREQUENCY
3
'7

785.90
778.61.

27.31
27.3

8

773.46

27.3
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/

.138
.104
138

FIGURE 22". SiN 3 FREQUENCY RESPONSE
@ Ig/10 Hz - 200011z

SIWl-VflllllllI

----

1

5.770V @ 715,9 lz

.254V

0

100 llz

5.770V @ 7805611 lIz

IFRIEQUEN( Y CIROSSOVER.
Using a (lual crystal, push-pull difference frequency configuration for tihe accelerome--ter results in a point where th~e two crystal frequencies will match each other. This is usually
p~icled to be at a high enough g range (outside thle -F-lg range) where the effect is not notice.253
Q
100
[i
able or detectable because the ambient dlynamic vibradon and g levels are high andl varied
enough thait the two crystals cannot acquire thle same frequency and stay at that point. Only
by using a precision dividing head isolated from seismic inputs, and moving it thr~ough very
small increments of angle could the crossover frequency on the IPR8A be found. The error

associated. with this crossover was found to be 46 pg's. This information is shown in Figure
23.
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FIGURE 23: CROSSOVER FREQUENCY PLOT
Angle vs. dual g's

108.66
108.64
Dividing 108.62
Head
Angle

108.6

P

108. 58

108.56
10I8.54

4

-0.3248

-0.3246

-0.3244 -0.3242 -0.324

-0.3238

-0.3236

-0.3234 -0.3232 -0.323

Dual g's

SENSITIVITY TO OTHER EXTERNAL INPUTS
Other tests have been performed thus far on the PRBAs. The effects of other external
inputs have been evaluated in terms of performance errors, and nothing adverse has been
found, The following tests and limits are shown below:
PARAMETER

SPECIFICA.TIQN

TEST RESULTS

Magnetic Sensitivity
Voltage Sensitivity

< 10 Ag/gauss for fields up to 5 gauss
<5 #g/volt for ±+5% of input voltage

< 5 /g for 5 gauss
No effect measured

Mounting Sensitivity

< 50 lg

< 10 Pg

---

SUMMAR'Y
With the introduction of the RBA-500 accelerometer and the development of the
Precision Resonating Beam Accelerometer (PRBA), new technology alternatives are now
available for flight control and navigational systems. The advantages of a frequency output,
digitally compatible signal with self-contained compensation correction coefficients to further
improve the overall accuracy are readily apparent. Vibrating Beamrn Accelerominter technology
is a major advance in the state-of-the-art in accelerometer measurements, and will continue to
impact the navigation, guidance, and control industry in the years to come.
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INS ALIGNMENT USING THE RCVR 3A COMPUTED CORRECTIONS
Prasun K. Sinha, Dirk deDoes, Kendall Barckley
Intermstrics, Inc.
Huntington Beach, California

ABSTRACT
Phase III Global Position System
(GPS) user equipment (RCVR 3A) is being
integrated into Host Vehicle (HV) platforms
whose avionics suites include a Mission
Computer (MC) and an Inertial Navigation
System (INS). In those platforms where
memory and through-put constraints prohibit
the mechanization of a Kalman filter in the
MC to estimate INS corrections, INS errors
estimated by the RCVR 3A provide an
alternate means of jerforming INS
alignment. This paper presents navigation
results obtained from
performance
laboratory simulations (with hardware in the
loop), and flight tests to demonstrate the
utility of the RCVR 3A computed corrections
in performing INS alignment,
INTRODUCTION
The Phase III airborne GPS receiver
(RCVR3A), implements a Kalman filter to
estimate errors in the INS position, velocity,
and attitude. These estimates are provided
in the UE 1553 G-7 message [1]. The
design and tuning of the filter was
constrained by a number of factors such as
the requirement to accommodate a variety
of INSs, and computer through-put and
memory limitations which restrict the number
of INS errors that can be modelled.
Because of these constraints the tuning
parameters were selected to produce a filter
generally tuned to the worst case. Consequently, the performance of this filter will not
171

be as good as that of a filter tuned to a
given INS, particularly with regard to the
accuracy of the velocity and alignment error
estimates. The question thus arose as to
whether or not the quality of the corrections
- and in particular that of the attitude
corrections - was adequate to provide an
alternative means of performing INS alignment. Laboratory and flight tests were
conducted to address this issue. This paper
describes the test program and discusses
the results.
The laboratory test was conducted on
a 003 version of the RCVR3A using the
Nav -Central Engineering Activity (CEA) test
facility at the Navy Air Development Center
(NADC). This test represented the case of
an INS that had undergone an initial
alignment procedure which resulted in
alignment errors of 2 arc-minutes about
each horizontal axis, and 8.5 arc-minutes
about azimuth, prior to the start of alignment
refinement using the RCVH3A computed
corrections.
The flight tests were conducted onboard the T-39 avionics test platform
operated by the USAF Instrument Flight
Center at Randolf AFB, Texas. Results are
presented for the case where in-flight
alignment was conducted following a
degraded gyro-compass alignment,

LABORATOR Y TEST
EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION
The CEA consists of facilities
developed by the NADC to provide a test
and evaluation environment for GPS UE [2].
This environment permits GPS UE to be
exercised dynamically under laboratory
conditions by a real time simulation of both
GPS satellite signals and HV communications.
A functional block diagram of the
equipment configuration used is shown in
Figure 1. Simulated satellite RF signals
were provided to the UE Under Test (UEUT)
by the Satellite Signal Simulator (SSS)
hardware in the Integrated Satellite Signal
Generator (ISSG).
The ISSG also
computed platform motion parameters and
provided them to the User Equipment Test
Facility (UETF) via the Shared Memory Unit
(SMU). The UETF in turn used these data
to derive HV navigation subsystem sensor
data which was sent to the UEUT via the
Host Vehicle Interface Emulator (HVIE).

Data was logged on two tapes: one
recorded data collected by the Smart Buffer
Box (SBB) from the UE instrumentation port,
while the other recorded data from the
UETF and ISSG.
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
The scenario consisted of a 5 minute
stationary period, followed by a 3 minute
take-off sequence, followed by 8.5 laps of a
medium dynamics race track profile. The
race track was comprised of east-west and
west-east straight segments of 300s
duration, and flat 2g turns. The scenario
was traversed at a constant speed of
350m/s and a constant altitude of 100m.
The duration of the scenario was 2.5 hours.
Four Space Vehicle (SV), State 5 tracking
obtained for the first 2 hours of the scenario.
Tracking of all SVs was suspended during
the last 15 minutes to permit assessment of
the inertial navigation extrapolation capability
of the RCVR3A.
The PDOP for the
optimum 4 SV group ranged between 2.4
and 3.2.
Iwe
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INS MODEL

INS error budget

The inertial navigation system model
contained in the UETF software was used to
produce the INS error profiles used in this
study, The INS modelled was a three-axes,
gimballed, wander azimuth platform which
produced outputs of three dimensional
position, velocity, and tilts in the local level,
wander azimuth (UVZ) frame shown in
Figure 2.

The INS errors used in this study are
presented in Table 2. The initial errors were
representative of a nominal I nmi/hr INS
which had been operating for a period of
time necessary to produce the initial position
errors shown in Table 2.

NORTH

V

U

INS resets were simulated by
reinitializing the errors at 30, 60, and 90
minutes into the scenario. The values of the
errors following the resets at 30 and 60
minutes are shown in Table 2, At 90
minutes, all INS errors were set to 0.
TABLE 2.

INS RP.A6S8s
R992TS

1eEro
Units
"

= Wander

Figure 2.

EAST

angle

Definition of Wander Azimuth Frame

state

State

Defi1nition

61lu
6Rv

Pocsition orror along U3a.ia
Po ition error along V axis

6
6Vu

1.0

0.1

6kv
6R.
6Vu

a
a/s

-10.0
~
121.92
-0.:3

1.0
100
1.0

6Vy

M5
-.'

0.1
10.0
0.1

-.

1.0

0.1

WEV
du
4V
ft
CAU
•Av

K/a
rad
Cad
r~qd
149
Ptq

0.0027
1,35
35i -2.144
i o0"
2.45is
x 10"
so
50

0.6,
51
10"
5.018 x 10"
5.$16
x
10o1
so
50

0.6
2.^09 ; 10-:
2.909 x 10"
2.909
x 10"
50

'G.

radfs
rid/a
l
-ad/a

3,636 v 10"3.63, a 10":
7.272 . 10"

3.636 x 10"
3:6,6 a I0"
7.272 x 10"

3.63f X 10.1
3.636 x 101
7.272 , 10"

6VZ

erre

1long Vx41

Velocity error along Z

'W
(DU

Ittit,,,
Alt•Ituda

0iZ

A t itude error atbout Z axis
V a .ais ,-' c '1
om.• e'r bias

liv

CV
CAy

.ror
:bout V axis
axis
eror
about
Mtjitudeeor about V axis

cOz

2 axis acceal•rometter bias
2 axis gyro drl
t bias

CGV

v axis gyro drift

cGZ

Z axis gyro drift bias

so

so

s0

The value reset policy was
implemented to report the INS resets to the
RCVR3A. The values of the resets were
provided to the UE over the 1553 data bus
via the 1-9 message [1].

siate histories

Figures 3 to 7 show the true INS
position and attitude errors produced by the
Ixis
INS error budgets defined in Table 2. The
resets are
r evident in these figures as the
step discontinuities at 17:24:00, 17:54:00,
and 18:24:00 hours.

axis

,

so

True INS error

,o

.,

P

S

'ition
ro o &long z
Velocity error along U Axis

Vel

1. Min.

-9.142B

'Gj

Err•or

3.0 N .

km

IGv

TBE
E F I.D FINIT T•0N
OF I us ',ROR T

!ausrolloving Resets

Initial
value

LAR

AM

Fifteen INS error states were
modelled. These are defined in Table 1.
The accelerometer and gyro errors were
modelled as constant bias; and gravity
deflection and gravity anomaly errors were
not included,

INITYAL VJLUZS ANDVALUES FOLLOWIN4G

bias
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ACCURACY OF THE G-7 TILT
ESTIMATES

converged to virtually 0 following the reset
at 18:24:00 hours, the azimuth component
displayed a bias error of about 25 arc-secs.

The true INS tilt errors shown in
Figures 5, 6, and 7 were compared with
their RCVR3A estimated counterparts,
derived from the data provided in the G-7
message.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 are the plots of
the differences between the RCVR3A
estimated tilts about east, north and vertical
and their truth counterparts shown in
Figures 5, 6, and 7.
Figures 8 and 9 show that during
steady flight conditions, the error in the
estimate of east component of tilt was about
10 arc-secs, and that in the north
component was about -17 arc-secs. These
errors were
consistent with the
accelerometer biases of 50 micro-gs along
the platform's U and V axes. Manoeuvres
caused transient shifts away from these

steady state error values.

Figures 8 and 9 also show that the
estimates of east and north components of
tilt error underwent large transients at each
of the resets. These transients were the
result of misreporting to the UE, via the (1-9)
INS reset message, the amounts by which
the east and north components of tilt were
reset. Figure 10, on the other hand, shows
that the azimuth component did not undergo
similar transients. The spikes in the plot of
azimuth error at the reset times are artifacts
of the difference computations during post
test data processing.
Spikes due to
difference computations are also evident in
Figures 8 and 9.
FLIGHT TEST
AIRBORNE TEST FACILITY

The largest

transient peak errors during a turn were 85
arc-second,: for the east component and -65
arc-seconds for the north component, and
occurred when the true platform azimuth
error was largest (510 arc-sec). Figures 8
and 9 also show that the RCVR3A tilt
estimates were virtual' 7ero following the
reset at 18:24:00 hours, when all INS errors
were set to 0.
Figure 10 shows that prior to the
linear acceleration at 16:59:00 hours, the
RCVR3A was unable to estimate the INS tilt
error about the Z (vertical) axis, However,
following the linear acceleration which
provided observability of the INS azimuth
error, the RCVR3A was able to rapidly
estimate this component. The horizontal
turns caused shifts in the estimate of
azimuth attitude error, but the error was
generally less than 45 arc-secs. Unlike the
east and north tilt error estimates which
175

The airborne testbed for evaluating
use of the RCVR3A G-7 block for INS inflight alignment is a T-39 aircraft operated
by the USAF Instrument Flight Center,
Randolph AFB, TX. This T-39 has been
specially modified with an advanced avionics
system and is engaged in a flight test
program to develop procedures for and
evaluate use of GPS for flying in the
Natiorn!
Airspace System.
The T-39
Advanced Avionics System (AAS) is shown
in Figure 11.
The T-39 software integration was
performed by Intermetrics. The Canadian
Marconi Company (CMC) CMA-882 control
display unit (CDU) functions as the bus
controller for the MIL-STD-1553 multiplex
data bus that interconnects the systems
shown. Intermetrics developed the CDU
software to control and manage each of the
subsystems, perform the INS in-flight
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with Satellite Reference Station data to
obtain TSPI of the same order of accuracy
laser tracking.

S-4as
INS

FI-,6w UX IllUs
L__7

The IFA-related data transfers are
shown in Figure 12.
The IFA process

j

begins with the CDU commanding the INS

RCVRWA

SCADC

F:jur* 11.

CMA-U2

Cou

T-39 Advanced AvIonles System

alignment, control mux bus data transfers
and integrate it with core CDU software from
CMC. The INS is a Honeywell H-423 laser
strapdown system built to SNU 84-1, the
LJSAF srecification for a moderate accuracy
inertial navigation system [3]. The GPS
receiver is a Rockwell-Collins R-2332/AR,
the five channel high dynamic receiver
familiarly referred to as a RCVR3A. The
Standard Central Air Data Computer
(SCADC) is produced by GEC and is
specially prograrnmed with the specific T-39
static source error corrections. A prototype
Sundstrand data transfer system (DTS)
consisting of a ruggedized 3 1/2 inch floppy
disk drive with a MIL-STD-1553 interface
completes the system. The DTS is used to
load mission flight plans along with
navigation waypoint and GPS satellite
almanac databases.
The avionics suite is instrumented by
an Intermetrics developed
Personal
Computer Buffer Box (PCBB) that interfaces
with the RCVR3A instrumentation port (IP).
The PCBB provides a real-time display of IF
data and records the data in a disk file.
Data recorded includes the INS state vector
(101 block) supplied to the RCVR3A, the
GPS state vector (G-e block), and SV
measurement data that is post-processed
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to the air align mode (automatic updates)
via the D01 data block. A position update
based on the GPS G-6 and INS 101 blocks
is computed and supplied to the INS via the
F02 message.
Five seconds later, a
position and velocity update is computed
(also based on 101 and G-6) and the second
F02 reset is sent. A third F02 reset,
correcting platform azimuth based on
manual inputs or GPS ground track, is sent
if the INS has not previously completed a
full gyrocompass or degraded navigation
alignment. After the INS Nav Data Valid bit
is set with the last F02 message the
RCVR3A will begin using the INS aiding
data and estimating the INS error for the
G-7 output message, The first F02 reset
with position, velocity and tilt corrections
based on the RCVR3A G-7 estimates is
sent 200 seconds after the INS data is set
valid and then every 240 seconds thereafter.
The INS resets are indicated to the
RCVR3A using the "default reset" technique
described in ICD-GPS-059 whereby the INS
data is briefly indicated to be invalid so as to
force the receiver to re-estimate the INS
error when the INS data becomes valid.
IFA-2 Navigation Performance Results
This section presents INS navigation
performance that resulted following a
degraded navigation alignment (IFA-2). The
INS was placed in the Gyro-compass (GC)
align mode for about 45 seconds when a
steady "NAV READY" message was
displayed on the CDU indicating that a valid,
albeit degraded, navigation solution is
available. The INS was then placed in the
NAV mode. A normal taxi, take off, and

The error in the horizontal
components of the INS indicated velocity
are shown in Figure 14, In the 27 minute
interval following the degraded navigation
alignment, the RSS horizontal velocity grew
to about 2 rn/s. By contrast it remained
below 0.25 m/s in the one hour following the
end of IFA.

1-6

101

NG$

(GPS

INS

1G
DOI

/G-7

D1
F02
CDU

Figure 12.

SUMMARY
Laboratory and flight tests were

IFA-Related Data Transfe,4

departure sequence was then conducted,
To allow comparison of navigation
performance following degraded navigation
alignment with that following IFA, the INS
was allowed to run autonomously for about
27 minutes before IFA resets using GPS
data were applied. The resets described in
the previous section were applied for a
period of about 30 minutes, following which
the INS again navigated autonomously for
about an hour, and 10 minutes until the end
of the flight.
Figure 13 shows the error in the
horizontal components of the INS indicated
position. Following the degraded navigation
alignment, the Root Sum Square (RSS)
horizontal position error grew to about
1900m in about 27 minutes. The first reset
occurred at about 20:03 hrs, and the IFA
was terminated at about 20:34 hours. The
INS then ran autonomously for
approximately 1 hour and 10 minutes. The
plots show that the growth rate of the INS
position error following IFA was significantly
lower than that following the degraded
navigation alignment.
The hoi.zontal
position error 1 hour after IFA was
terminated was about 300m,
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conducted to assess INS alignment and
navigation performance following alignment
using error estimates provided in the G-7
message.
Results from the laboratory test
showed that for an INS with medium
accuracy instrument characteristics, the
level axes tilt components were estimated to
an accuracy of better than 20 arc-secs
during steady flight conditions. The azimuth
component was estimated to an accuracy of
better than 45 .rc-secs.
Manoeuvres caused transients in the
estimates of the level axes components,
with the size of the transient depending on
the size of the true platform azimuth error
existing at the time and the acceleration
level. Two-g turns coupled with a true INS
azimuth error of 510 arc-seconds caused
transient errors of 85 and 63 arc-seconds,
respectively, in the estimates of the east
and north components of tilt.
The results from the flight test
showed that INS navigation performance
following a degraded navigation alignment
can be substantially improved by performing
in-fflght alignment using GPS data. RSS
horizontal position and velocity errors at the
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end of one hour following the end of in-flight
alignment were less than 300 m and 0.25
m/s, respectively.
In summary, the results presented in
this paper have demonstrated that the
RCVR3A is properly able to estimate INS
alignment errors, and that the G-7 message
provides a viable option for performing INS
alignment.
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ABSTRACT:
GPS/INS open loop integration is subject to cascaded filter
problems, such as increased time correlation, when the GPS receiver
provides pre-filtered navigation data,
If the GPS receiver provides raw
pseudorange and pseudorange-rate data, a tightly coupled open loop
integra-lon is made possible.
The tight coupling design reported in
this paper details an extended suboptimal Kalman filter which processes
the difference between the GPS and INS information.
The Kalman filter
processes an eleven state error vector which includes position,
velocity, tilts,
GPS clock phase, arid GPS clock frequency errors.
Simulation 'results for a low dynamic and high dynamic trajectory
are provided in this paper which suggest that position and velocity
errors are bounded even when pseudorange and pseudorange.- rate data is
available from only two satellites,
The simulation utilized model.s of
the Honeywell H-423 INS and the Magnavox M1X4400 GPS receiver,
Introduction
Since the advent of the Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver,
various integration schemes [1,2,3,4,5] have been developed for
integrating CPS with Inertial Navigation System (INS) data using a
Kalman Filter [6,7,8),
Most of the integration schemes invoLve updating
the INS position and velocity measurements with the corresponding GPS
estimates in the geodetic coordinate frame (see Figures i and 2.)
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Their is problem with using CPS updates in the geodetic coordinate
frame in that the CPS -receiver must be tracking at least four satellites
to provide a complete navigation solution for position and velocity.
D.A, Tazartes and J.G. Mark [i1 suggest that this problem may be limited
if the raw data is available from the GPS receiver.
The raw data from a
("PS receiver are tihe measurements of range and range-rate to each of the
satellites it is tracking,
When range and range-rate data are available
from four different satellites, the CPS receiver uses its knowledge of

the satellite orbital ephemeris data to compute position in the ECEF
coordinate system [9),
The data is no=mally converted to and output
in geodetic coordinates, This paper investigates a 0,PS/INS integration
technique for optimally using the raw data from the CPS receiver so that
GPS updates can be provided to the integration filter even when only
three or two satellites are being tracked,

G0PSINS Integration Technique
Tho imethod of simulation suggested by 'TrzarLtes and Mark involves
procesring Kazian filter error ostimates in h•e ECI; coordinate fr:ame
(aee Figure 3) and processing tile error ineasurement, In the G0'S Line of
Sight (LOS) referennce frime (goo F'igur• 4,) A CPS LOS frame position
measur.monc j.s a scidlar estimate of the dis•tance fr)om the user to One of
the four oiatellites being tracked,
The OPS LOS frame volocity
toa the t ione rote of change o' the die:t'0ce frol
tho uselr to
uach satel]i. to.
A position er'or monn1uromont for Uhe In(te0gr-atHon
.
fteo
L,)
ImIeaULsure,0menWt

i;c founId by t

Lug thu
Ck

dlfforEfint!

ho twoun Lthe CP'S rfculiur

t]hIS(IllliIlli

and the INS estimate of the range to a
of the range to a satellite
ephemeris
The INS estimate is calculated using the satellite
satellite,
The UPS LOS velocity error
data provided by the UPS receiver.
measurement is the time rate of change of the difference between the CPS
estimates.
and INS range to satellite
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The GPS/INS ihtegration technique involves converting the INS
velocity, and tilt
estimates into the UPS LOG frame so that
the INS data can be differenced with the CPS receiver position and
velocity estimates to provide measurements of INS error to the
integration Kalman filter. The first nine states of the Kalman filter
:irc the error estimates of the INS data based on CPS receiver
measurements.
The remaining two states are the estimates of the CPS
receiver clock phase and clock frequency errors. The Kalnan filter
INS
error estimates can be used to correct the INS data.
position,

The Kalman filter
implemented in this study was designed to process
the measurements of the INS error estimates of the range and range-rate
to the four satellites sequentially (one satellite at a time.)
Processing the measurements sequentially allows the implementer to
easily neglect information from one or more satellites to simulate a
condition where the GPS receiver is unable to provide measurement data
from one or two of the four satellites normally tracked.
Simulation Characteristics
In order to evaluate the GPS/INS simulation, a low dynamic and high

dynamic trajectory was generated using a profile generator.

The low

dynamic trajectory simulates a land vehicle class of maneuvers while the
high dynamic trajectory simulates an aircraft class of maneuvers.
The
low dynamic trajectory information is provided in Table I while the high
dynamic trajectory information is given in Table 2.

Table 1,

Low Dynamic Trajectory Information.
INITIAL CONDITIONS

VELOCITY

0.0

[lEADING

45.0

degrees from North

PITCH
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
ALTITUDE

0,0
31.15
86.15
5,2

degrees
degrees North of equator
degrees West of Greenwich Meridian
me ters

meters/sec

TRAJECTORY INFORMATION

1i Accelerate to 9.2 metcrs/,ec in 20 seconds.
2, Maintain velocity and heading for 45 seconds.,
3, Change heading 39 degrees ih 10 seconds,
4. Reduce velocity to 0,97 maters/sec in 20 seconds.
5.

Change heading 45 degrees In 5 seconds.

6.

Increase velocity to 6,2 metero/sec

7

.

Maintain velocity fCor 590

,eond.

In 10 second,'.J,
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Table 2.

High Dynamic Trajectory Information,

INITIAL

CONDITIONS

VELOCITY

183.0

meters/see

LATITUDE

31.15

degrees North of the equator

HEADING
PITCH
LONGITUDE

45.0
0.0
86.15

degrees
degrees
degrees West of the Greenwich Meridian

ALTITUDE

9144.0

meters above reference ellipsoid

TRAJECTORY MANEUVERS

1- Maintain velocity and beading for 120 seconds.
2.

Change heading 45.0 degrees in 20 seconds.

3,

Maintain velocity and beading for 320 seconds.

4. Change heading 45 degrees in 5 seconds.
5.

Change pitch -45 degrees in 5 seconds.

6.

Maintain velocity and heading for 30 seconds.

7. Change pitch 45 degrees in 5 seconds.
8. Maintain velocity and heading for 300 seconds.

The two trajectories were simulated using a generalized covariance
analysis software package [10] called "INERCA" (pronounced inertia.)
The software was used to generate trajectory data files, error histories
for the INS, and satellite trajectory files for CPS modeling,
The position, velocity, and tilt
errors, generated through
covariance analysis, were added to the generated trajectory data to
simulate INS measurements,
The CPS measurements were simulated by first
generating the range to each of the four satellites through differencing
user position (from the vehic-le trajectory file) and satellite position
(from a generated satellite trajectory file,)
Once the range had been
calculated, simulated white noise with a normal distribution was addled
to the range to simulate a CPS pseudorange measurement.
The GPS
psoudorange-rate measurements were obtained by simply taking the
derivative of the range measurements and adding an appropriate amount of
norma]lly distzrJibuted white noi;o,
Aftero generating simulated CPS and INS measurements, the 1NS
measurements were transformed into the CS'S LOS frame, In the LOS Frame,
the INS data could be differenced with the CIPS pseudorange and
pseutdor'ang.e-rate; measur'ementsz to pro'vide the input measurements to the
Kalman filter, The Kalman filter was designed to process those
measurelflelln.s and estimate the INS erro-- state vector in t1he ECEF
coordinate frame.

Finally,

the data was; transformed back into the

00opt

navigation frame for output.
A block diagram of the simulation process
is given in Figure 5.
The blocks with the shaded background region were
functions performed using INERCA software.
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Simulation Block Diagram.

Low lnamic LError Estimate Res.ults

Figureg 6 through 8 illustrate the filter's performance in
estimating the INS position errors for the low dynamic trajectory, The
solid lines represent the actual INS error's generated by the covarience
simulation. The dashed lines are the filter estimates using
ineasureme'nts from all four of the simulated] satellites.

The

dash-dot..dash lines represent the filter estimate using three satellites
and the dotted lines represent the filter estimates using only two
satelli.es. The legend for all the simulation graphs is given in Figure
6.
Figure 7 and 8 are the graphs of t:he north and esrut posLcion error
estimates for the low dynamic simul.ation. The four and three satellite
error estimates track the actual error within eight mecters.
It is
inte resting to note that no significant degradation res.;ults from
0gn)oring i nform.at ion flyoi one of the four ;atell i tes
The
'r
two satellite
sillu]alion error esti mates appears to be unable to track the 111S errorrs
:0.9

until approximately 300 seoc ,ds when it begins to track the errors
The INS down
within 80 meters for the north and east error estimates.
position error showrn in Figure 9 is bounded to five meters due to
Since the GPS data is not as
baro-altimeter updates to the INS.
does not observe the
accurate as the baro-altimeter updates, the filter
errors.
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700.

estimates of the north,
Figures 10, 11, and 12 illustrate the filter's
The four and three satellite error
east, and down velocity errors.
estimates track the INS velocity errors within 0.1 meters/sec (one
The two
sigma) of the north, east, and down error estimates.
satellite estimate degrades marginally for the north and east estimates
while the down error estimate is corrupted to a maximum of 0.35
meters/sec deviation.
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700.

High Dynamic Error Estimate Results
Figures 16 through 18 present the extended Kalman filter's
ability
to estimate INS position error for a trajectory with a high dynamic
profile.
The north, east, and down error estimation data is very

similar to the low dynamic profile results.

The only significant

difference is seen in the down position INS error shown in Figure 18,
juip in the data occurs at 460 seconds which is the result of a rapid
change in the altitude trajectory occurring at that time.
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error estimates for the high dynamic
The north, east, and down tilt
The north tilt
error
profile are given in Figures 22, 23, and 24.
error
estimate is almost identical to the low dynamics north tilt
error estimate exhibits large excursions at
estimate while the east tilt
The excursions are
the 120 and 460 second points due to the maneuvers.
estimates and the north
due to the coupling between the east tilt
velocity error estimates.
Figure 24 shows how the filter gains
observability on the down tilt-error estimate when the high dynamic
error estimate is
The filter's
down tilt
maneuvers are performed.
reduced from six milliradians to less than one milliradian after the
second maneuver,
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700.

Conclusions
Based on the results provided on the previous pages, if a GPS/INS
integration is being designed for an environment in which data is not
available from the four satellites normally used for GPS navigation,
then the integration scheme investigated in this paper is a possible
design for obtaining bounded measurements from the raw GPS data even
More work is necessary, however, to further
under degraded conditions.
verify the potential benefits of the design. First, a more detailed
simulation should be performed to better characterize GPS measurement
Second, a hardware simulation should be performed to validate
errors.
the robustness of the design and whether or not the design is
implementable using todays INSs and GPS receivers.
The Kalman Filter Deign Parameters and Equations
equations used to generate the
The primary discrete Kalman filter
implemented is an
The filter
data in this paper are given in Table 3.
extended Kalman filter due to the time varying nature of the system
dynamics matrix which is given by equations 1 through 9.
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Table 3.

Recursive Discrete Kalman Filter Equations.

STATE ESTIMATE

k (-)

k-l k -(1

PROPAGATION
IT

ERROR COVARIANCE

P

=k-iPk-l(+)k-T

+ Qk-i

PROPAGATION

KALMAN GAIN MATRIX

Kk

P k(-)HkT [Hk Pk(-)HkT + Rk '-

STATE ESTIMATE

- "

+ Kk[Zk - Hk-(-)]

UPDATE

ERROR COVARIANCE

Pk(+)

-

MATRIX UPDATE

APPROXIMATION

(I - KkHk]Pk(-)[I

-

+ KRKT

4

k

-

I + FAt

where,

9k(-)

=

State estimate vector before an update

9k(+)

State estimate vector after an update

Itk

State propagation matrix approximation

Q

Process noise of the system

R

Measurement noise

Kk

Kalman gain matrix

F

State dynamics matrix

I

=

Identity matrix
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KkHk]T

The state dynamics matrix,

given in equation 1.

F, is

Ml3x3
M23x3

13x3
M33x3

03x3
M43x3

03x2
03x2

03x3

03x3

M53x3

03x2

02x3

02x3

02x3

M62x3

The individual element sub-matrices Ml through M6 are unique and
The 03x3 matrix is simply a 3x3 matrix of
require separate discussions.
all zeros.

The I3x3 matrix is

a 3x3 identity matrix.

Matrix Ml is

given by

where k

is

(2)

= -k IH

M1

a vertical state aiding parameter which is

introduced to

dampen transient conditions in the vertical states which are a problem
The 11 symbol is a 3x3 matrix given by
in a typical INS [5,7,and 8].

(3)

H = (e)(e)T
where. e is
4.

a unit position vector in

e -

x u
u x

+

yuu
y

42

2

u

m2
where (o is

=

+

y

+

x2

Matrix M2 is

+

u

ECEF coordinates given by equation

z u
u z

(4)

2

z

u

given by

-s13x3

-

(k

2

- 3w2s) x ff

(5)

approximately 84 minutes, that

the Schuler period ,which is

takes into account the pendulous nature of accelerometer based data that
The parameter k 2 is another vertical
is influenced by earth gravity.
state damping coefficient.

m3

=

Matrix M3 is

given in equation 6.

0.0

2f0

0.0

-202

0.0

0.0,1

0.0

0.0

0.0
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(6)

The parameter Q is the angular velocity of the earth which is
approximately 15 degrees per hour.
Matrix M4 couples in the specific
force vector through the influence of the tilt
angles and is given by
0.0
m4 -

where

(fxt

-f

f

Z

y

f

0.0

-f

-f

f

0.0

fyP f )are the components of gravity in

(7)

the ECEF coordinate

frame.
Matrix M5 is the matrix which couples earth rate (data into the
tilt
states and is given by equation 8.

0

0.0

M5

0.0

0.0

0 0.0
0.0

0.0

--

(8)

0.0

Sub-matrices Ml, M2, and M4 are time varying and contain variables
that introduce non-linearities into the filter
equations.
The effects
of non-linearities are due to rapid changes in the states.
The final matrix, M6, is the matrix which relates the clock phase
and clock frequency errors and is given by equation 9.

M6

=

0.0

0.0

0.0

(9)

The state dynamics matrix is used to calculate the discrete state
transition matrix using a truncated Taylor Series expansion given in
equation 10.
The state transition matrix is used to propagate the
covariance matrix and the state matrix.
I + FAt

S=(10)

The eleven states estimated in the Kalman filter
along with the
initial values are given in Table 4.
All states are referenced in the
ECEF coordinate frame.
The initial
diagonal values of the covariance
matrix are given in Table 5.
The off-diagonal elements are all.
initially set to zero.
The initial
measurement noise matrix diagonal
elements are given in Table 6.
Finally, the process noise matrix is
given in Table 7.
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Table 4.

Filter States and Initial Values.

Filter State

Units

X Position Error

meters

3.0

Y Position Error

meters

3.0

Z Position Error

meters

3.0

X Velocity Error

meters/sec

0.1

Y Velocity Error

meters/sec

0.1

Z Velocity Error

meters/sec

0.1

X Tilt Error

radians

0.007

Y Tilt Error

radians

0.002

Z Tilt Error

radians

0.00284

Clock Phase Error

seconds

2.032e-11

CIK Frequency Error

seconds

1.02e-13

II
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Initial Value
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INS Error Model.

Porformance Parameter

Units

I Sigma Value

D ias

Deg/fIr

0.0035

Temperature karkov
ias

Deg/Hr

0.002 (1 Hr time

Giyro

constant)

Scale Facto):
Unco i. t.a inty

PPM

2.0

Orthogonality

Arc-Sec

1.0

Random Noise

Deg/ý-Hr

0.002

Muolignmcint

Arc-Sec

1.0

Turn-on ''ransivent

pg

7 (7 Min. time
constant)

Bias

pg

30.0

Scale Factor
Uncerita.IntLy

PPM

1.75.0

Aoymrnctry

PPM

20.0

Orthogonality

Arc-Sec

5.0

Accelerometer

Scale Factor

Random Noise

PS/f 'r

5

(25nxn correlation

distance)
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AN INEXPENSIVE PC BAED GUP BATELLXTE SIGNAL SX•RULATOM
Charles )Rodgers
Adroit Systems, Inc.
809 H. Royal St.

Alexandria, VA 22314

ABSTRACT
Under a contract with the Strategic Defenae Command, Adroit
Systems, Inc. has developed and prototypod an inexpenwiv§. GPO
satellite signal simulator.
The signal simulator produces the Li
C/A code signal.
GPS sidgnal simulators are used in GOP aquipment
testing, and for GPS applications riesearh.
The .ignal s@ iMulator
is designed foor use with the user"'s personal computer (PC).
Tho PC
is used to generate the 50 HIz. navigation data and to program tha
C/A code generating microchip.
Generating the navigation data ill
the PC allows for complete flexibility in oetting diff•r•nt
constellation scenarios, unlike other low pricad simulator-, that.
use a fixed navigation message contained on a nOw,
Tho VC
accomplishes its tasks through a digital I/0 board and with
proprietary software.
The C/A code is geie•rated by a C/A coder
microchip. This chip also p,)rovides the timing signal that controle
the computer outnut.
Tihe coder, mixer, carrier oncillator r.0nd
support chips are located externally.
Thi
prototypo h
Jo *een
tested with several GPS receiver.,
Adroit Systems has also writ'ten additionna]
proprit r1y
software for thee simulator that aidts in the pos:i.ttioning of
simulated GPS constellations and in scaling and encoding trhg
navigation data.

INTRODUCTION
Thee are numerous GPS satellite signall f,imu]atorms on the
market.
They range in price from about $10,"000 to $00,000,
Tho
most expensive systems can simulate simultaneously 1,ocmt of the
satellites that are curren.tly active. 'They produce, b)oth I, 'Lnid c/iA
code, and both the LW and L2 carrier freque-o;lesi.
uhe navi.gtatiJ on
message can be modified to position the conintelaitIon am the u0ser:
desires.
It also can be progremmed to have built in ephomeri1s
er'rors. The carrier frequency's doppler •h.ift can h ,ocontroll-.d to
simulate not only the satellites'

movement rerat i've to thhe earth,

but to -simulate a receiver's dynamics
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Figure 1: C/A Code GCnernlion-Satellite #2
yMAjt l's4

The difference in the codes
are the same for all the C/A codes.
from satellite to satellite is determined by the way G2 is tapped
to produce the bit that is binary added to the last register of G1
The G2 taps are different for each
to produce the C/A code bit.
satellite. The complete set of taps for all the CPS satellites can
be found in the OPS Interface Control Document-200 (ICD-GPS-200).
The navigation message consists of a 50 bps, 1500 bit binary
data stream. The navigation message contains information about the
The orbital parameters are
satellite time, position, and health.
The details of
scaled, and the entire message is parity encoded.
Before it can
the mevsage format can be found in the ICD-GPS-200.
calculate its own position, the receiver must decode this message
to calculate the satellites' positions accurately.
The Ll carrier is split into two signals, orthogonal in phase.
Each orthogonal version of the carrier is modulated by one of the
codes, and both versions have the navigation message. To determine
the dirstance to a satellite, a GPS receiver compares an internally
The offset between
generated code to the actual received code.
these two ve(siAos of the code is a measure of the time it takes
The
for the signal to travel from the satellite to the receiver.
receiver then multiplies the time by the speed of light to obtain
the distance.
Figure 2 shows the spectra of the complete L.
equation for the complete L. signal is,
(t)

-

signal2 .

XXP(t)D(t)cos(wt + b) + X+(t)D(t)sin(wb ± b)

Wlhe re
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Figure 2: Spectra of Li Signal
VJU79tiist

XP(t) = the P code
XG(t) = the C/A code
D(t) = the navigation data

w
= Li carrier frequency (radians/sec)
b
= phase noise.
The GPS receivers we were using for our ADS development were
Li C/A code receivers. They do not utilize the P code. Therefore,
the equation for the signal we would be simulating could be
simplified to:
S(t) = XG(t)D(t)sin(wt + b).

HARDWARE DESIGN
Figure 3 is a functional diagram of the prototype GPS signal
simulator.
The Numerically Controlled oscillator (NCO) is
programmed- to produce the master clock signal for the C/A coder.
An alternate, lower priced, design uses a fixed frequency source in
place of this NCO.
This is the design used in the testing we have
done to date. The C/A coder generates the selected C/A code, the
computer outputs the navigation data.
The two data streams are
synchronized, then combined in an exclusive-or gate.
A phase
modulator uses the data stream to modulate the Li carrier.
The
major components are discussed in the sections that follow.
The PC and the Digital I/O Board
The key to keeping the hardware costs down and still
maintaining the desired flexibility over the test scenarios was our
laboratory personal computer (PC).
It was used to generate the
navigation data and to control the other components.
To do this,
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I equipped it with a commercially available, digital input/output
(1/0) expansion board.
The board was a MetraByte PI012 24 bit
parallel interface.
This board has three separately addressable,
eight bit ports that can be configured for either input or output.
In additioni it contains a line for handshaking the data transfer
with an external timing signal. The data exchange is controlled by
programs written in C, resident on the PC.
To program the NCO, six eight bit data registers are
sequentially filled. The address of the active register requires
three other bits, and the write enable, reset, and load data lines
require three more.
A single eight bit port was configured for
output, and used to program the iCO data registers. Another port
was used to manipulate the control lines.
In the prototype, the
NCO programming was done before the simulator began producing the
OPS signal.
The 1/0 board ports are then reconfigured
coder chip and to output the navigation data.
six six bit data registers, three address lines,
line. Two ports are used for this.
The last
available for the navigation data.

to program the C/A
The coder chip has
and a write enable
eight bit port is

The navigation data is stored in a data file on the PC's hard
drive.
The data in the file is generated and encoded before the
simulation begins by proprietary software. The 1/0 board has an
interrupt circuit that, upon receiving an activating pulse. from the
C/A code chip, addresses the PC interrupt handler. Unless the PC
is executing a higher priority interrupt, it immediately stops what
it was doing and goes to the real-time program designated by the
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interrupt handler.
This program accesses the data file
and
outputsthe appropriate data bits.
A single port of the i/O board
data
for
eight
can,
potentially,
generate
the
navigation
satellites.
C/A CODER
Neither the board nor an 80286 equipped PC is fast enough to
output the C/A code because of its
1.023 MHz chip rate.
The STEL
1023 C/A coder chip was located to generate the C/A code and to
provide the timing signals for synchronizing the two data streams.
The coder requires a master clock frequency double the C/A code
chip rate.
It can be programmed to produce any of the planned
satellites'
code.
It also provides timing outputs at the chip
rate, the C/A epoch rate (1 KHz), the navigation data rate (50 Hz),
In the simulator design, the 50 Hz
and the XI epoch rate (2/3 Hz).
timing signal is used to initiate
the navigation data interrupt.
It also controls the state change of the flip-flops that make up
the shift
register.
Cl ocking Circuits
Another major component of the simulator was an accurate,
stable clocking circuit to provide the precise timing necessary.
The heart of this circuit was a 48 bit
numerically controlled
oscillator. The 48 bit resolution over the 15 MHz oscillator range
gave us the microradian accuracy necessary to match the code chip
rate to the simulated carrier doppler shifts.
A 30 MHz crystal is
used as the master oscillator for the NCO.
The PC utilizes
an
interactive program written by Adroit to program the NCO for the
desired clocking frequency.
The normal clocking frequency without
doppler is 2.046 MHz.
The alternate design that uses the fixed frequency source is
not as flexible as the NCO design.
The C/A coder master clock
frequency can not be adjusted to match the doppler of the carrier.
See the test
results
This causes problems for some receivers.
section for a more complete discussion.
Svnchronization

and Signal Conditioning Circuits

The computer navigation data signal had an intolerable jitter
of several microseconds due to the variable processing steps in the
computer.
To alleviate this problem the navigation data is stored
in a clocked shift
register after leaving the computer. This shift
register is just a clocked flip-flop stage, controlled by the
timing signal from the C/A coder.
The 20 millisecond delay allows
ample time for the bit to become stable before it was passed to the
ex-or gate.
It does not matter that the data is delayed one bit
because during that 20 milliseconds the C/A code repeats 20 times.
The important thing is if the beginning bit of the C/A code starts
at the beginning edge of the navigation bit.
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The C/A code bit and the timing signal that releases the
However, the
navigation data leave the chip at the same time.
delays in the lines and shift register cause the two data streams
The period of a C/A code bit is
to be out of synchronization.
about 977 nanoseconds. Therefore, we wanted the data streams to be
synchronized to a maximum of 10 nanoseconds difference between the
beginning of the bits for each data stream. To do this, active tap
delay lines were used.
an exclusiveThe synchronized data streams are combined in
The signal is then conditioned through a level shifting
orgate.
This level shifting circuit provides variable
circuit (Fig. 4).
signal levels and DC offset to produce the optimum signal for phase
modulating the carrier.
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Figure 4: Level Shifting Circuit
!he

Phase Iodulator and L1 Freqency Source

The data stream is used to phase modulate the carrier. For
our laboratory prototype, a HP 8660C signal generator and plug in
In place of
phase modulator was used for the carrier modulation.
a separate frequency source and
that in future generations,
Preliminary investigation of these
modulator will be used.
additions has indicated that even after these components
less than half of the lowest priced
are added, the cost is still
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commercial model.

SOFTWARE
To make the simulator work some custom programs had to be
written. All programs were written in Microsoft C except Satpos.
It was written in Microsoft Fortran.
A list
of the programs and
a brief synopsis of each follows.
Bintio

-

This program sets up the PC interrupt handler to output
the navigation data. It also configures the digital I/O
board. After each bit of the message is transferred, it
clears the interrupt, and resets the computer to its
previous state.

Cacode

-

This program reconfigures the digital I/O board, then
programs the C/A coder chip by writing sequentially to
six data registers of six bits each.
Cacode is
interactive and prompts the user for the desired
satellite.

Cagen

Cagen generates the complete C/A code for all satellites.
It was used to locate C/A code strings during simulator
testing.
For the method see figure 1.

-

Clk -

This program controls the output of a variable frequency
simulated clock signal from the PC.
It was used in
testing.

Nco -

This program first reconfigures the digital I/O board.
Then it pror'pts for the master oscillator frequency and
the desired output frequency. The NCO is then programmed
by filling six eight-bit data registers on the NCO board.

Parity

-

Parity takes raw navigation data, already in two's
compliment form and then parity encodes it for the GPS
navigation message.
This program prompts the user for
the blocks of binary data.

Constel - This program uses GPS almanac data to calculate the
orbital movement of a GPS satellite.
This program is
used to position the desired simulated GPS constellation.
Ephcalc - Ephcalc uses GPS ephemeris data to calculate a
satellite's position in three dimensional, fixed, earth
centered coordinates (x, y, z).
It is useful in setting
up test scenarios.
Satpos -

Satpos is the only program written in Fortran.
It was
written in Fortran because it
calls another routine
written for Fortran calls only.
It converts an orbit
specified in one of four coordinate systems to the other
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The coordinate systems used
three coordinate system parameters.
are geocentric classical, cartesian, spherical, or geographic. In
addition, the user may center the output coordinate systems about
the user's position. As it is used in positioning the simulator's
satellites, it scales the classical parameters
scale factors used in the navigation message.
them to binary two's complement form.

according to the
It then converts

TEST RESULTS
During this testing the NCO was replaced by a fixed
The data stream production for the
frequency source at 2.046 MHz.
A data analyzer confirmed that the
satellite signal worked well.
navigation data and the C/A code were consistently synchronized to
The Analyzer was also used to compare
less than 10 nanoseconds.
the C/A code being generated by the simulator to the C/A code
The simulator was able to
produced by the software routine Cagen.
produce all 32 satellite C/A codes. The pulse shape and level out
To determine the optimum
of the ex-or gate were nearly optimum.
voltage and polarity level of the data being used to drive the
phase modulator, we experimented with shifting a positive voltage
We found
data stream to bipolar, and then negative voltage data.
that the best phase modulation could be obtained with a signal of
about 1.25 volts peak to peak, and a "0" level of -0.25 volts.
Using this signal level and a square wave to calibrate the
modulator, we achieved greater than -40 dBs of carrier suppression.
The greater the carrier suppression, the closer to a perfect :9degree phase reversal there is from a "1" to a "0," or vice versa.
The resultant simulated signal was tested on three GPS
receivers, two different versions of the Ashtech XII and one TIThe signal was both radiated from an antenna, and fed by
420.
The Ashtech machine
cable directly into the antenna ports.
immediately locked on to the signal and recognized the C/A code as
belonging to the satellite we had selected for simulation. It then
to reset its
decoded the navigation message, which caused it
internal time to match the time we had implanted in the navigation
Finally, the Ashtech receiver began making differential
message.
Numerous subsequent
phase measurements between the split signal.
tests demonstrated that the Ashtech receiver worked 3.00% of the
time with the simulated signal.
The TI-420 receiver only was able to lock to the simulated
signal twice during these tests. At those times it did decode the
Adroit is
on board time.
navigation message, and change its
convinced that the problem is due to the different tracking loops
The TI machine emplcyF a dual aided tracking
in the two machines.
The
loop, the Ashtech machine uses a single input tracking loop.
TI machine attempts to track both the C/A code and the carrier
It uses a code tracking loop and a carrier tracking
separately.
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loop that issue separate error corrections
to the tracking
electronics.
If the code chip frequency does not exactly match the
carrier doppler
frequency,
the two
loops issue conflicting
instructions to the tracking electronics.
This causes oscillation
in the tracking loop, and as a result the machine cannot lock onto
the signal.
The Ashtech machine does not have this problem
becauseit only tracks the C/A code to lock onto the signal.
This difference between the code and carrier doppler could
have been eliminated if the NCO had been available as the design
called for.
The NCO could have been adjusted to microradian
accuracy to match the C/A code rate to the carrier doppler.
In summary,
the low cost GPS satellite
signal simulator
performs as it was designed.
Many GPS receivers have the single
tracking loop design so they can use the simulator even without the
NCO.
The design with the NCO will work with all
receivers.
Without the NCO, our hardware cost for the simulator, excluding the
lab PC and signal generator, was about $350.00.
If the NCO had
been included in that version, the cost would be $700 more, still
much less than commercial simulators.
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ABSTRACT
A Practical Three Axis Autobalance Mechanism
f'or Precision Centrifuge Applications
R.D. Marquess
Applied Motion Technology, Inc.
Concord, California
Rex B. Peters,
Sundstrand Data Control, Inc.
Redmond, Washington

Laboratory test centrifuges are large rotating machines in which balanced operation
preents special problems. They are normally operated with large user supplied masses
at!qncshdi,•.t'jg.kaing if last ,!e1ms, fixture, ovens, cables, etc. Manual balancing techniques
are inprecise, time consuming, and often bypassed. This situation commonly results in
orroncous dala, but can easily lead even to destruction of the centrifuge and portions of the
laboratory, The effect is subtle, A centrifuge which is used to calibrate accelerometers canr
produce large errors in apparent linearity due to imbalanced shaking which is imperceptible
to most operators, Imbalance forces also increase rapidly with increasing rotational speed,
aand can re(ach destructive levels surprisingly quickly.
The paper describas a practical solution to these problems. It is a three axis mechanlism capable of canceling dynamic imbalance, as well as balancing errors along and across
the arm, It use, a closed loop servo to position three sets of balance masses in response to
two Sundstrand Q-FLEXO accelerometers mounted on. the frame, The accelerometers provide
a highl signal-to-noise ratio motion reference which requires no external attachments,
Synchronous demodulation of the two signals with appropriate phase and weighting functions
oividt.s. Si,,nasN for all three degrew.s of freedom, Nulling of this motion assures that the
tmbalanced forcing function has been nulled.
Operation is automnatic and occurs under comnputer control during the centrifuge's
acccleration time, Automatic shut..down occurs if' the initial imbalance is out of range. The
proces:3 of balancing to null during acceleration to speed in unique, and not only saves time,
1ut also minimizeti the effect of changes in the dynamics of the centrifuge as a result of
-SAlation
or the, way it is loade(.
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The paper describes the initial application of this mechanism, to a large centrifuge
delivered to Kelly Air Force Base in Texas. This centrifuge is designed to test a 150 pound
package at a nominal radius of 48 inches up to 150g, and will autobalance mismatches up to
2 inches vertically, 1 inch horizontally, and 10 pounds end to end. The mechanism itself is
described in detail: the hardware, the theory of operation, the performance expected, and
experimental data to support the performance actually achieved.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Precision Centrifuge System (PCS) which was delivered to Kelly AFB in San
Antonio, Texas in April, 1990, was designed to test a wide variety of test packages to a wide
variety of requirements. Its payloads range from relatively fragile components with acceleration limits as low as 10 g, to 150 pound packages which must be tested at 150 g. Many of
these packages contain inertial components which require greater precision than would be
required for purely environmental testing.
Accurate balancing is necessary for the safe operation of a high g-pound centrifuge,
and it is crucial to the accurate operation of a precision centrifuge. Maintenance of accurate
static and dynamic balance on a centrifuge is best guaranteed by always testing with
symmetrical loads. The logistics of the items to be tested on the PCS, as well as the expected
diversity of test instrumentation, make that approach impractical. Accordingly, a key
requirement was that the PCS should contain an automatic system for nulling out the effects
of test item imbalance. Applied Motion Technology, Inc., had already developed a system
which senses and servo balances centrifuge arm imbalance in three degrees of freedom: end
to end, side to side, and up and down. This system was adapted to the needs of the Air
Force.
With test loads not to exceed 150 pounds located at a nominal 48 inch test radius, the
PCS has been designed to servo balance mismatches in excess of 1 inch side to side CG mismatch, 2 inch up and down CG mismatch, and 10 pounds end to end weight mismatch. A
unique balancing sequence which autobalances continually as the centrifuge is accelerated
from rest allows the centrifuge to balance a worst case load without tripping the 10 millig fail
safe imbalance shut-down system.
After completion of the autobalance routine at 10 g, the centrifugt. will not exceed 3
millig shake at 150 g. This limit corresponds to a linearity error less than 0.13 microg/ij
squared, and the PCS routinely balances to better than 0.10 microg/g 2 . This performance
meets the needs of the Air Force, but does not yet represent the full performance potential of
the system.
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2.0

SYSTEM DESCRIPIION

The Centrifuge consists of a Test Stand which encloses the rotating Arm, spindle, test
connectors and slip rings, 50 HP DC motor and mechanical drive, A separate Control
Console is used to operate/control all aspects of the Precision Centrifuge System (PCS),
including the door latches, The rotating Arm houses the three motor driven moving mass
mechanisms used to dynamically balance the Arm and test objects. Cables are used to
connect the Control Console to the Test Stand and via a second set of slip rings, to the Arm,
The principal part of the PCS discussed in this paper is the AUTOBALANCE System: tihe
MOI)EL AMT. I1,0-SP-1-SSAB Automatic Balancing System,
Functionally, the system can be separated into two sections, Acceleration Profile
Generation and the Moving Mass Servos, The Moving Mass servoes are in turn composed of
the moving masses themselves, the motion sensing devices, and the analog leetro-rechanical system which connects them, The moving masses provide the means to physically
reconfigure an unbalanced arm, while the motion sensing devices provide the means to
measure the physical motion that is being controlled,
2.1

Moving Masses

The general configuration of the moving balance weights is shown in Figure 1, The
weights are in pairs so that the center of tile arm is left open for the slip ring assembly, Tho
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FIGURE 1: t.alvioe We1lg~ht Condfiguration
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2.3

Aiotobahatice Profile

The Centrifuge generated acceleration is a low level (nominally 10 g peak) profile
which is computer controlled. As previouIsly described, the accelerometer scaling allows this
mild environment in which to accomplish the dynaific balance. This is a tradeoff area, if the
balancing routine were raised to say 40 g, the increased imbalance motion would provide a
larger signal to noise ratio and increased performance might result. Balancing at 10g
provides better performance than is required for most applications, and is compatible with
thle testing of instruments that will not tolerate higher accelerations.
2.4

Control Console

The Control Console includes the low level accelerometer signal processing circuitry.
The outputs from this section are the inputs to three linear amplifiers (Blectrocraft LA 5600
D)C Motor Drives), Also located in the Control Console are the main Computer (IBM PS/2
Model 60), the "watchdog" computer (Microsys ECX-188), and all other necessary electronic
hardware for operation of the Centrifuge.
The system operating software CENTCON was developed initially in 1985 by Applied
Motion Technology and has been continuously upgraded. The AUTOBALANCE sequence is
anr option on the MAIN MENU of CENTCON. When this routine is selected, the computer
operates the machine and the acceleration profile is of 120 seconds duration. The 10 g peak
level of the profile is based on the nominal 48 inch Test Radius. This profile is used
rega'idielss of the Test iHadius specified by thle operator when entering the data in the
CHECKLIST,
2.5

Signall Processing

The signals from the two accelerometerI' are demodulated v ith respect to the position
of the motatimg Arm by u,,ng a one pulse per revolution output signal to determine the
'refe'rnce end", By -ounting pulses from a 600 pulse per revolution output, the signals are
sampled synchronously with the motion of the Test Stand due to an Arm imbalance. These
signals will track, one 90 degrees later than the other, if the motion is caused by the center
of Ihe rotating mass being located off center toward's either end or side.
If the Arm including the test fixtures and device being tested was very thin, a
rciasonablu degree of balance would be obtained with only end to end and side to side
compensation, Centrifuge Arms that are relatively thin have another problem however, that is
very (letrnlmental when precision testing is required, the phnomenon is known as "arm
droop",
The, real world of Centrifuige Testing usually involves qUite substantial fixtures,
especially whenl te.sting lbarger assemblies at higher g levels. Many times the center of mass
of the tent object (fixture, unit under test and cables) is up to 12 inches above the mounting
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platform surface. It is also a fairly rare occurrence to find a dummy unit with a matching
fixture being used as a counterweight. All these facts of life cause the vertical displacement
of the centers of mass to differ considerably.
To accommodate this problem, the Applied Motion Technology AUTOBALANCE
System also incorporates another degree of mass movement, that being the "up/down"
compensation. The demodulation process for this axis involves the properly phased and
tailored difference of the two accelerometer signals. The "end to end" mass servo uses the
sum of the two signals also properly phased and weighted. The "side to side" only requires
the properly processed signal from one of the accelerometers. The level of performance
required of this system does not require an "up/down" compensation along the cross or "side
to side" axis, but some improvement could probably be made in performance if this capability was included.
A block diagram of the present 3 degree of freedom system is shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3: Autobalance Block Diagram

2.6

Servo Amplifiers

The outputs of the demodulation process are inputs to the DC motor drive amplifiers.
These three units are capable of a continuous 22 Amp output, and with feedback from the
tachometers, are set to control the maximum speed of the servo motors. We limit the motor
speed to 1800 RPM due to worm gear manufacturer recommendations.
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The other input signals to the servo amplifiers come from D/A converters in the IBM
when "preset" positions are used.
2.7

Weight Position Readouts and Storage

There are three panel meters labeled SIDE TO SIDE, END TO END and UP /
DOWN on the Equipment Rack on the right side of the Control Console. These meters are
configured to be centered when the movable masses are at the centers of their respective
travel. The CHECKLIST subroutine in CENTCON asks for and must receive an affirmative
answer that the operator has completed "gross balancing". In this context, "gross balancing
would mean a difference of not more than 5 lb. end to end at the nominal 48 inch radius. If
this is the case, the needle on the"end to end" weight meter will not indicate more than 50%
of scale in either direction from center at the completion of the AUTOBALANCE routine. If
in fact, any meter moves to beyond 60% of scale, the setup was not "gross balanced"
carefully and the Operator's Manual suggests the routine be repeated. This involves performing a "fine tune" by using the positions of the weights at the end of the first routine as an
indication of the magnitude and direction of the gross imbalance. If this procedure is
followed, the System will properly balance a 10 lb. difference end to end at the nominal
radius.
At the completion of the AUTOBALANCE routine, the position of the three mass sets
is shown on the panel meters. This information can also be stored in the computer's memory
as "presets". If the same setup is to be used at a later date, 'these stored positons can bne
called up to pre-position the weights without actually running the AUTOBALANCE routine.
Each channel utilizes an 8 bit A/D with corresponding D/A for position storage and prepositioning. The travel limits are also controlled by the computer since limit switches are
thought to be an unreliable complication.
2.8

Interconnections

The electrical connections between the accelerometers and the Control Console are
through cables (with shielded leads) between the two assemblies. The connections between
the servo amplifiers and the DC Motor-tachometers and Position Readout Potentiometer are
also through shielded cables and, within the Test Stand, slip rings are required. There are
also spare rings on the lower set to allow Arm temperature monitoring.
2.9

Rotating Ann Configuration

The design of the Arm was driven by two main requirements. First, the stress margin
would be at least 4:1 under any worst case condition imagined. With this design, that margin
is exceeded with a test object weight of 150 lbs. and the effective center of mass 18 inches
above the mounting platform with a Centrifugal Acceleration of 150 g. This condition also
assumes a fixture that has a zero area footprint or none inboard from the 48 inch radius.
Under more realistic conditions, the stress margin is in excess of 60:1. This was not a safety
requirement, rather the lower limit necessary to maintain an "Arm stretch coefficient" of less
than 0.5 ppm/g @ 22,500 g lbs.
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The second in house requirement of the Arm design was that it must incorporate the
AUTOBALANCE mechanisms within and as a part of the structure. Since our customers
want their individual requirements incorporated in the Centrifuge, considerable effort was
expended to include provisions for RF and liquid rotary joints, plumbing capability for
Temperature Chambers and in general a versatile design with good access for service.
One of the main requirements our customers usually have is a high "onset rate". This
machine will attain 150 g within 13 seconds from a dead stop with 150 lbs. on each end of
the Arm. We therefore use high strength Aluminum Alloy for the Arm material. Applied
Motion Technology does not use any welding on any part of the Arm. Material properties
after welding are difficult to be certain about and the risks are thought to be unacceptably
high. The construction techniques utilized are that of dowel pins and threaded fasteners (all
with certs). This allows a structure that exhibits the same sort of rigidity as a weldment and
it can be disassembled for service.
The general configuration of the Arm interior is that of a full length platform with an
"11"Section resting on the top surface, both of which are directly mounted to the drive hub.
The hub is mounted on the Spindle and keyed in place. The "H" Section is comprised of two
bulkheads (the vertical members) with a horizontal center plate connecting the two. All
centrifugal loads of the AUTOBALANCE mechanisms and masses are born by the "H"
Section itself, which requires substantial gussetting and bracketry. The "H" Section and the
mounting platform are both dowel pinned to full length and full height (25.5 inch) sideplates
to form an extremely stiff structure. Sheet Aluminum covers close the interior "box section"
and provide a barrier to keep personnel from coming in contact with the gears or any high
voltages that may be present during a test. The covers also make a slight reduction in the air
drag during high g testing. 8 Horsepower is expended in aerodynamic drag at 150 g at the 48
inch radius.

3.0

AUTOBALANCE MECHANISM DETAILS

The mechanisms are all three similar in that they use the same DC motor-tachometer,
position feedback potentiometer and all operate worm gear and wheel driven threaded shafts
to position the weights. Worm gear drives and threaded shafts are used to prevent the
possibility of "back driving" any of the moveable masses.
3.1

Motor-tachometers & Feedback Potentiometer

The AUTOBALANCE mechanisms all utilize Electrocraft Model 0588-33-500 motortach assemblies. The continuous torque rating for these motors is 13 inch lbs. With the ratio
chosen for the worm drives and the pitch of the leadscrews, 1800 turns each way from center
are required for full travel in either direction. Thirty turn potentiometers are used to provide
position information for each of the three axes.
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3.2

Mechanism details

The basic form of the "End to End" and the "Side to Side" moving masses are two
each 40 lb. weights with internal threads per axis. The two weights in each set are located on
opposite sides of the Spindle Axis. For both of these mechanisms, the threaded shafts are
geared to turn in parallel which results in the weights moving in tandem.
The "End to End" set travel is limited to 6 inches either way from center which
results in the capability to compensate for 10 lbs. at the nominal 48 inch Test Radius.
The "Side to Side" set has effectively 2 inches travel either way from center. This
allows a generous horizontal difference in e.g. location. The ratio of the Arm width (25
inches) to length (120 inches) results in a lesser mass-length requirement for this axis.
The "Up-Down" weight set is similar only in that the two weights are again 40 lbs.
each with internal threads. For this set, rollers are required to carry the centrifugal load and
the leadscrews are only used to move the weights up and down. The motor driven worm gear
mechanism in this case drives a differential which results in opposite rotation of the two
output shafts. These shafts drive another set of worm gears with the leadscrews attached. The
travel limit of the two weights is 6 inches either up or down from center.
The capacity to compensate for vertical displacement of the centers of mass of the test
objects is not as straight forward as it might at first seem. The overall weight of the bare
Arm becomes an important consideration. The ratio of the weight of the test objects to that
of the bare Arm (1200 lbs.) is proportional to the effect of the couple produced by a vertical
separation of the centers of mass of the two objects. This system will achieve the listed
performance with a 2.5 inch vertical difference in the location of the c.g. of two nominally
150 lb. objects. This is not exclusive of the 10 lb. difference (one weighing 140 lbs. and the
other 150 lbs.) that can be simultaneously compensated for by the "End to End" set.

4.0

PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED

4.1

Performance to the Present Specification

The system described was delivered to Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas in
April 1990. The "summarized" specifications for the AUTOBALANCE System were that the
Test Stand motion would be limited to 3 milli-g peak acceleration when at 150 g using the
nominal 48 inch test radius with a 10 lb. difference (150 lbs. on one mounting platform and
140 lbs. on the other). This specification was met and the ability to compensate for asymnmetry in the vertical and horizontal locations of the centers of mass was demonstrated. The
means of verification was visual inspection of Test Stand motion as evidenced by placing a
dial indicator on an isolated stand and reading the total indicated runout (T.I.R.) 6f the Test
Stand enclosure at Arm height. The peak to peak displacement was within 0.002 inches
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under the above mentioned conditions at a rotational rate of 331.70 RPM. This appears to be
about the limit for this configuration and can be considered a 3 sigma value. The range of
actual peak to peak displacement readings in a series of five AUTOBALANCE routines
started with the weights centered was from less than 0.001 inch to 0.002 inches.
The PCS was operated manually with the Arm at the limit of compensation capacity
without performing the AUTOBALANCE routine. There was excellent correlation between
the 10 milli-g IMBALANCE SHUTDOWN and the observed peak to peak displacement dial
indicator readings.
The AUTOBALANCE routine requires 120 seconds to complete and the Test Stand
motion is reduced to on the order of tens of micro-g during the profile in order to result in
the degree of balance required at the 150 g PCS limit. This level was not determined by
using the dial indicator but instead was measured by Oscilloscope voltage readings and the
known scale factor of the accelerometers.
During all operations of the Centrifuge System, the IMBALANCE SHUTDOWN
function is active. This Shutdown will occur if the output from the accelerometer in the most
sensitive position exceeds 10 milli--g. The attack time of the Imbalance Switch comparator is
about 5 seconds. The outputs from the two accelerometers are also continuously monitored
for relative amplitude comparison to result in a means to detect a possible sensor fault. Both
accelerometers would have to fail simultaneously in order to defeat this safety devi :e. The
probability of that happening is considered to be very remote.
4.2

Projected Perfotmance for Other Applications

For a high precision centrifuge, the definitive application is modeling of the nonlinear coefficients of a high performance accelerometer. For rotational speeds smaller than
the lowest structural resonance of the mounted centrifuge, the foundation deflections caused
by imbalance produce an error in applied acceleration which approximates the effect of a
quadratic non-linearity (K2 ). See references 2 and 3. The PCS balances to .003 g, 3 sigma,
at 150g. That corresponds to a quadratic nonlinearity equal to 0. 13 microg/g 2 . This level of
performance is near state of the art, even with final balancing taking place at only 10g. The
implieA balancing accuracy at l0g is 4 microg rms.
If the present system is noise limited, raising the final balancing speed to 40g would
improve this error by 16 to 1, to less than 10 nanog/g2. If side to side dynamic imbalance is
significant, smaller gains would occur without the addition of a fourth axis of balancing, as
noted in 2.5; but even a factor of 2 to 4 improvement would yield balancing compatible with
the best centrifuges now operating.
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5.0

SUMMARY

High acceleration testing requirements of the Air Force at Kelly Air Force Base have
defined a need for a large centrifuge with an unprecedented combination of capacity (up to
22,500 g-pounds), accuracy, and operating convenience. The answer to those requirements
was an automatic balancing system developed by Applied Motion Technology, Inc., using
low noise accelerometers as imbalance sensors, to make a robust, self-contained system. In
operation the system has proved itself reliable and convenient to use. A bonus may be
expected in operating safety, since its convenience eliminates most incentives to short-cut
procedures or bypass built-in safeguards.
Applications of this new technology to environmental testing are obvious; but the
level of precision obtained suggests many other applications, as well. The Sundstrand QFlex accelerometers selected as monitors are operated in their quietest frequency range, and
permit balancing down to several microg in the presence of normal operating vibration,
Imbalance can be reduced to a negligible error even in very high precision installations. This
is not an inexpensive way to build a centrifuge; but the system costs, including development
costs, have been defined now by actual operating experience. It should be considered as a
cost-effective component of new centrifuge designs.
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ABSTRACT
Determination of Nonlinear Coefficients in a
Dry Accelerometer by Vibration Testing
R. Peters, S. Foote
Sundstrand Data Control, Inc.
Redmond, Washington
The traditional technique for determining non-linear coefficients in high performance
accelerometers is by means of a precision centrifuge. Centrifuges capable of precision in the
area of several parts per million are costly to procure and time consuming to maintain and
operate, and consequently are found in only a few key installations. With the introduction of
the Q-FLEX® Model QA3000 accelerometer used on Advanced Centaur, Sundstrand finds
itself in the position of having to run such tests on an accelerometer which may be produced
at the rate of a few hundred per month. Apart from the obvious cost and time lag of
precision centrifuge testing, it is clearly undesirable to have an entire production line
dependent ont he status of a single test apparatus. Sundstrand has, therefore, been motivated
to find an alternate means to perform these tests.
The paper describes a technique which has been developed to evaluate K2 within 0.2
pigfg" one sigma and K3 within less than 0.1 Aglg 2 , one sigma, using a vibration exciter. It is
more than a factor of ten less time consuming than testing to comparable accuracy on a
centrifuge, and uses widely available test equipment. It also can be used to evaluate crosscoupling coefficients, such as K1 p, with similar advantages.
The paper provides background information on the physical sources of non-linearity in
force-balance accelerometers. It uses this brief study both as part of an error analysis and to
provide a rule of thumb for identifying accelerometer designs which may not be suitable for
testing by vibration methods. The background theory of the vibration test itself is developed
to the point of providing algorithms for its application, including compensation for temperature effect. A thorough error study of effects from both accelerometer physics and shaker
dynamics provides an estimate of accuracy to be expected, and also suggests methods of
validating the use of a specific shaker.
The paper concludes with the presentation of data taken on a total of thirteen
accelerometers at two different shaker installations and on two different centrifuges. The
shakers are two Unholtz-Dickie models of different mechanical design, rated 6000 and 7000
force pounds, respectively, both located at Sundstrand. The centrifuge data were mostly
taken on the 260 inch centrifuge at CIGTF, but some accelerometers were also run on the
100 inch CIGTF centrifuge. The test data were consistent with the error estimates presented,
and validate this new technique as a means of production nonlinearity testing. Excellent
agreement between two different shaker installations indicates that it may have other uses, as
well.
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Clecarly, in this relationship
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"
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1K2 -- flML
If a ia not truly constant, but varies a small amount with 1, (not uncommon with
manentic materials), it is easy to see how an additional term representing K3 could arise.
The ooneiuwion commonly drawn from this analysis is that the only way to get a small
K2 with voice. coil torquers is to use two coils and two magnetic assemblies facing each
otho', Ho that torquo coll), cuirent iner'caes the field on one side and d -ases it on the other,
ilving a flrot-order canaollation of the two changes.

FIGURE 1: Coil Interaction with wagnetic structure.
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Theom is anlotheor way of viewing the phenomenon though, Also in Figure 1 is shown a
typical flconid quttdrant demagnetization curve for a permanent magnet. The variation in B
for small varlationsj Il H as shown by the minor loop inside the rmajor loop. It is generally
obaervod th11 these minor loops or "recoil" loops are very narrow and essentially parallel to
ihe upper pu'1't of Ihe "14 curve and tha. they have a slope not much larger than unity (in
COS unit;). Por purposes of small field variations, therefore, the structure can be considered
ni it 'oil inthe middle of ýihigh p)ermcability structure (the return path) havisg a large air
gap hI ith cowere' Sioce current carrying coil are known to exhibit a square law attraction to
high pci nmeablllty mnatcrlklds the hwis torqmler l'orce.sl will be sulpplemented by a small current
h(plmreod contrl!)utioii:
Torque - KTO(Icr + Ole"i
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If
BKTO, this is clearly the same phenomenon as source 1, but with cause and
A
effect interchanged. The important conceptual difference is that the coil, viewed from the
point of view of source 2 will always be drawn toward a point near the center of the
magnetic gap, so that even with a single coil and magnet it is possible for K2 to be positive,
negative, or nearly zero, depending on its nominal position in the gap. This possibility has
been verified experimentally, showing that symmetric structures are not essential for good
linearity, though they do make that achievement significantly easier.
Figure 2 shows a typical plot of scale factor vs. coil position in the magnetic field.
The torque constant, and hence, the scale factor varies a little because the magnetic field is
not quite perfectly uniform. If the coil moves a bit under acceleration, which it typically will
due to finite loop gain and elastic compliances in the constraint structure, the torque constant
will be modulated in a manner quite similar to source 1. For a given stiffness, the modulation will be large or small depending on the slope of the scale factor curve near the point of
operation. The apparent K2 is proportional to the slope of the curve, and the apparent K3 to
the curvature. Nonlinearity due to source 1 and 2 can be excited by torquer currents only;
e.g., by ac current torquing, but source 3 requires a true acceleration input.
FIGURE 2: Scale factor modulation due to magnetic gradient
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Self heating produces apparent nonlinearity primarily because of the scale factor
temperature coefficient, which is of the order of 100 ppm/0 C for Alnico IX magnets, and
may be 300-400 ppm/ 0 C for undoped SmCo magnets. If the dominant heat source is coil
dissipation, then:
A

g = g (1 + abT)
where

a
5T

scale factor TC
=temperature change
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If, in addition:

6T = jlcl

-"

RT
= coil current
= coil resistance
= thermal resistance

IC
Re
RT

where

03T ="RC K12g2
RT
A

g .

g + (aRecKI 2) 83
RT

The effect, if not corrected, is an apparent K,3.
2.2

Dynamic Sources

The classic and obvious source of rectification error in a squeeze film damper,
applicable to either gas or liquid damping, is the Bernoulli effect, In 1838 Daniel Bernoulli
observed that pressure had and velocity in an ideal fluid are related by:
P + V2

pg
where

=

constant

2g
P

= pressure

p
V

= density
- velocity

This result can be derived from consideration of potential and kinetic energy, or by
noting that a pressure gradient is required to accelerate a fluid particle to velocity V. lither
way, we are led to the conclusion that an increase in mean square velocity must be accompanied by a decrease in pressure.
In Figure 3, a balanced squeeze film danmper is shown in schematic cross tection.
When the center plate moves upward, fluid is forced out of the upper cavity and drawn into
the lower one. The volumetric flow rate is determined by the center plate area and velooliy
arid is the same for both cavities, but if the height of the upper cavity is Jess than tie hleght
of the lower one, then the fluid will traverse that cavity with a smaller cross section al area
, so
and so at hi'gher velocity. Higher mean square velocity produces lower average lI.esuC5
that the middle plate is pushed toward the upper one. In the prelentce of vibration, the
damping force averages to zero over each cycle, but the Bernoulli effect produces it net force
tending to move the center plate toward the nearer side plate. For sinutsoidal vibration, the
effect is proportional to velocity squared, so that the vibration rcotificatj.on coefichnt (VRC)
takes the form:
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FIGURE 4: Dompur model
with compri'ciibllity.

m
1< I

havo little effect if thle dashpot daping coefficient. were truly constant, but in a squeeze film
dlamper, the value of C varies as 1/h3, When the moving plate is moving away from a fixed
plate and the C value, is (decreasing, the- lag reduces the average value of C slightly. Conversely, when tile plates are, moving closer together, the lag increases the average C value
slightly, The net result is an average force which tends to push the center plate away from
whichever side plate is nearer. This force can be related directly to the magnitude of the
damping and to the phase shift, both of which are calculable. For two damping gaps as
81hown in Figul'e 3:"
C
1 f!
Al2 8stai,*c 6.s
This equation has exactly the same form as the one for the Bernoulli effect, but has a
different magnltude and opposite sign.
2.3

Statlc, vs, Dynaimic K., aid K3

Clearly, there are n)any sources of K2 and K3 nonlinearity present in real acceleromelers, with different effects at different frequencies, For navigational purposes, the static
values are the ones of greatest interest, and so clmssical. y they t1ive b
men
asul'red by means
of static instrumentation, 1)rlmarily precision centrifuges, Since high precision centrifuges are
few in number and difficult in operation, an alternate technique is desirable. This paper
proposes that the alternate technique be a vibration test. A prerequisite for such an alternate
to be viable is that the K2 aod K3 of the instrunments to be tested be the same or nearly the
same at some easily accessible vibration frequency as they are at de.
For (try senor's in which the damping is prircipally by phase lead in the servo
clectroilics an•d only partially due to gas squeeze filn dainping, this criterion is easily met.
Shakers are realdily available which operate in the range of 20 Hz to a few hundred Hz with
only one or two localized problem frequencies due to suspension resonances. At these low
fre•tuencies the true dy'ainic sources can be n~eglected. The Bernoulli effect tends to be small
with )pIs dam1ping because, thie, gas density is low, and both dynamic effects are small at
fr'equencies much less than the useful bandwidth of the sensor because of the 012 frequency
charlcterlstle, The sta"Itic magnetic sources are theoretically and experimentally seen to be
usefully quasi-static in that they are essentially constant to at least several hundred Hz in
typical sensors, The effect of magnetic gradients combined with coil deflection could be a
problem in some dry accelerometers, but the total effect is typically less than one pgig2n
well designed torquers, and remains essentially constant up to the first zero in the servo loop
o0, the first mechanical resonance. In Q-Flex accelerometers, both of these frequencies are
•a)bovr 200 Hz,

In liquid filled sensors, the Bernoulli effect is potentially quite large due to the high
density of tile fill (:rid, and mechanical effects may be appreciable at low frequencies due to
the generally limited bandwidth for which these sensors are designed. Vibration testing for
slatic coefficients of liquid filled sensors must be ca•refully evaluated on a case by case basis,
and is not gnerally reconvuendcl(l .

_----:-

Self heating effects pose a difficult problem in any nonlinearity test since thermal time
constants tend to fall in a critical area: shorter than the times required for high precision
centrifuge measurements; longer than the cycle time associated with vibration testing; and
often right in the middle of the actual use spectrum. This error source is probably best
handled by use of temperature modeling, as used in all high performance models of the
Q-Flex. Vibration testing may have a useful edge in such a case, since the temperature
corrections are only one third as large as in a comparable centrifuge test.

3.0

CENTRIFUGE METHOD AND ERROR SOURCES

3.1

Basic Technique and Simplified Data Analysis

A typical precision centrifuge installation is shown diag-rami-itticaliy in Figure 5. In
concept, the test is fairly simple. A test accejeromcter is attached near the end of the arm,
with its input axis alignment radially (forK2 and K3 ... other orientations may be used for
other coefficients). See reference 1. The output of the test accelerometer is measured with
th.'. cent-ifiuge stationary and at several rotational speeds corresponding to points in the g
range of interest. The applied centripetal acceleration is calculated at each point from the
2R. Coefficients are calculated by making a least squares polynosimple relationship ac = 12
mial fit to the array of input vs. output data. Negative inputs are obtained by reversing the
test accelerometer on the arm and repeating the test sequence.
A complication arises because of the fact that U2 is measurable to great precision, but
R is not. Errors in R introduce errors in each centrifuge run individually, and the unknown
change in R when the test accelerometer is reversed introduces an even order error
which makes it difficult to separate even order coefficients from odd order coefficients. This
error is minimized by using t~ie test accelerometer's scale factor as determined from a ±1 g
tumble to estimate the radius. For medium precision testing (e.g., when K2 must be known
to within ±-20 percent) this method may take the form of establishing a reference baseline
which passes through the zero speed point and a reference point in the low g part of the
curve. For high precision testing, more rigorous statistical techniques are used to estimate the
radius for each polarity from all of the data taken. See reference 2.
3.2

Error Sources

The basic technique describes an idealized situation in which rotational speeds are
constant and arm length may be unknown but can be estimated accurately because it doesn't
change. The centrifuge geometry is fixed for each test. In reality, numerous subtle error
sources arise from speed variations, elastic compliances, and so on, Compensation for these
error sources is crucial to the determination of nonlinear coefficients since they are obtained
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FIGURE 5: Typrdal Precision Centrifuge
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by examining the difference between the ideal accelerometer output and the actual output;
i.e., by looking at small differences between large numbers. The principal error sources are:
*

Radius uncertainties
- Arm stretch (elasticity)
- Imbalance (changes in center of rotation)
- Thermal expansion
- Rotation of tall fixtures

*

Rate uncertainties
- Revolution to revolution drift
- Wow and flutter (periodic variations)
- Measurement simultaneity

*

Alignment uncertainties
- Fixture rotation
Centrifuge leveling

*

Temperature effects including sensor and load resistor
self-heating
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These error sources must be measured and corrected for to avoid introducing errors in
the determination of coefficients. Uncompensated elastic arm stretch, for example, mimics
K2 in a single polarity test, though it appears mostly as an odd quadratic in dual polarity
testing. Imbalance effects which cause the center of rotation to change by as little as a few
thousandths of an inch can introduce errors in K2, erroneous odd quadratic coefficients, and
errors in K3 . Periodic speed variations ("wow") that would not show in measurements that
average speed over a revolution have been observed to cause errors in K3 if the data are
mostly at low g; e.g., 1-10 g. Speed variations and tilts can cause errors that may take many
forms if the speed measurements and the output measurements are not accurately synchronized. Many of these errors are discussed in Reference 3.
3.3

Error Compensation

Organizations that engage in high-pre,' *i centrifuge testing typically have test beds
,,tte for all of the errors listed above. Onwhich are instrumented to measure and con.
to
measure
arm stretch and fixture rotations at a point
are
used
interferometers
board laser
near the test accelerometers. Enclosure wall-mounted proximity detectors provide a back-up
measurement. Speed stability is checked both by analysis of the built-in rate measurement
signals and by means of tangentially mounted accelerometers which are synchronously
demodulated to characterize wow and flutter by measuring angular acceleration. Motion
sensors mounted on the frame are monitored for signals which could indicate an out--ofaccelerometers are
an additional increment of accuracy, test
balance condition. Finally, for
,
as illustrated in Figure 6 io
pairs and tested in parall/ antipaa!!,,rale, configub.,m.o-unted
separate common mode signals that can be attributed to residual test bed errors. This method
does an excellent job of separating even order test accelerometer coefficients, such as K2,
from even order test bed errors, such as 6K0 Q, and has revealed previously unsuspected
errors of the order of 1 lxg/g 2 in carefully instrumented installations even after best effort
compensation. Unfortunately, dual sensor testing cannot separate odd order errors such as
K3.
FIGURE 6: Dual sensor test configurations

27AC
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4.0

SHAKER METHOD AND ERROR SOURCES

4.1

Basic Technique and Simplified Data Reduction

The shaker method of K2 and K3 determination is based on the phenomenon of
rectification during sine vibration. When the transfer function of the accelerometer under test
exhibits a net curvature over the range of input acceleration, the average output will be
biased; i.e.,'a zero mean input acceleration will produce a non-zero mean output current.
The test is conducted by mounting a test accelerometer so that it will be vibrated
along its input axis (IA) and then orienting the IA upward so that the accelerometer also
experiences I g along its input axis. DC measurements are taken with and without vibration
applied, and the dc offset due to vibration recorded. The test is then repeated with the
accelerometer inverted. The nonlinearity represented by K2 has a constant curvature over the
accelerometer range, so it produces the same offset in either position. The non-linearity
represented by K3 , on the other hand, has no net curvature when the average acceleration
input is zero, but it adds to K2 , on the average, near + 1 g and subtracts near -1 g. By
combining suitable sums and differences of the outputs, it is possible to separate the K2 and
K3 . The dc measurements taken represent the nonlinear terms directly, with the linear
compcnents removed by low pass filtering, so measurement precision is much less critical
than centrifuge testing.
FIGURE 7: Shaker test configurations

To be more specific, consider the case of an accelerometer with the following transfer
function:
Aind=

I = K0 + a + K2 a2 + K3 a3
KI

where a
I
K1

=

input acceleration in g
= output current in mA
= scale factor in mA/g
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Assume now case 1 in which a = +1 g

= Ko + I + K2 +

Aindl

K3

Then case 2 in which a = + 1 g + Asin~t
K0 + 1 + Asin1lt + K2 (1 + 2Asingt + A2sin 211t)

Aind2 =

+ K3 (1 + 3Asinilt + 3A2sin 2(2t + A3 sin 3Ut)
By trigonometric expansion the average value of Aind2 can be found to be:
2 ) + K (1 + 3A
2 )
K 0 + 1 + K2 (1 + A
3
2
2

Aind2

Similarly, for the negative 1 g measurements,
Aind3 = K0 -1 + K2 -K

3

2
2
A;nd4 = K0 - 1 + K 2 (1 + A 2) + K 3 (- - A )

2

2

It can then be seen that
K2 =

I

K3 =

._L.1(Aind2 - Aindl - (Aind 4 - Aind3))

(Aind 2 - Aindl + (Aind4 - Aind3))

3A 2

4.2

Error Sources

This measurement technique is subject to subtle error sources too, but the list is shorter than
for the centrifuge and the effects generally less critical. The principal error sources are:
"*

Motional irregularities
-

"•
"*

Waveform distortion
Cross axis motion
Sculling error

Magnetic field effects
Self-heating effects
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Waveform distortion is not a significant problem. There can be no first-order effect,
since the input acceleration must be identically zero mean. The second-order effects on which
this measurement is based are proportional to the square of vibration amplitude, so the
effects of harmonics simple RSS in the same way that the harmonics themselves RSS to
contribute to the mean square value of applied vibration, as long as the rectification coefficient at the higher frequency is comparable to the one being measured at the fundamental.
Swept sine VRC test of Q-Flex accelerometers show that for waveform distortion of several
percent, there is no significant error.
Cross axis motion due to misalignment or to elliptical motion of the shaker head can
also be neglected, as long as the test is not conducted at a shaker resonance point. When the
accelerometer is inverted by rotation about the hinge axis, misalignment effects coupled
through K1p will contribute to an error in K2 :
6K2

= UKjp1

where Kip

= cross coupling coefficient

a

-= misalignment or normalized cross-g

For K1p, typically 10 jLglg 2 or less and Y = 0.005

(a reasonable nonresonant value),
SK 2 < (0.005)(1 x 10-5) = 0.05 Ag/g2
FIGURE 8: Shaker
sculling motion

Elliptical motion produces accelerations which are in
quadrature and produce no rectification errors.
Sculling errors can occur only near a shaker resonance,
since they require a synchronous oscillation of the input
axis combined with elliptical motion, as ilhistrated in
Figure 8. Such a combination can contribute directly to an
error in K3 , but its magnitude will typically be small:
WK3

-

0e

3A
where 0

=

peak angular motion

For nonresonant operation, reasonable limits are 0
0.001 and a = 0.001 at 12 g peak:
3

=

L0.001)(0.001) = 0.03 l~g/g

(3)(12)
These estimates are compatible with the observed repeatability of the test from setup to setup.
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Magnetic effects could contribute to K2 and K 3 error if the ac magnetic field from the
shaker were able to modulate the test sensor scale factor. Static magnetic sensitivity measurements show coefficients of' less that lppm/gauss for axial fields. The ac magnetic field in the
vicinity of the test sensor has been measured as 25 gauss (peak) with a vertical gradient of 5
gauss/inch. If these combined directly, the result would be an error of 1 lpg/g 2 in K2 and
0.02 i~glg 3 in K3. Analysis of the test data in the next section indicates that the error in K2
does not exceed 20 percent of that value. In fact; the calculated skin depth of Invar at the test
frequency of 85Hz is less than 15%, which is 1/a of the return structure wall thickness, and
about equal to the thickness of the belly band that covers the only gap. Twenty percent
should be a highly conservative estimate for magnetic leakage.
Self heating effects are significant in this testing, as they are in centrifuge testing, and
require compensation for accurate results, but the correction required for K3 is only one third
as large for the same peak g input. For example, if temperature rise is assumed proportional
to power dissipated in the torque coil; i.e., Ic 2 Rc, then the rise is proportional to acceleration squared. If the proportionality constant, in °C/g 2, is P, then the uncompensated
algorithms will yield.
A

K2 = K2 + OP

by centrifuge

A

K3 = K3 + up
A

K2

K2 + r)P
by shaker

A

K3

=

K3 + aP

3

where

4.3

01

= scale factor temperature coefficient

B

= bias temperature coefficient

Data Reduction With Error Correction

The only error that needs correction in this test is temperature error due to selfheating effects or due to environmental changes during the test. Magnetic effects are well
shielded and motional effects can be made vanishingly small by identifying shaker resonances
and choosing a test frequency safely removed from them.
Temperature compensation can be cast in the notation of the ATP (reference 5), as
follows, with temperature compensation:
Aindl =

N+ (1

-

uT 1 ) - 86T 1

KI
Ain12 =

D1Ž1

(-

'1r2 ) - 83T 2

K,
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K1
Ai11d4

122 (I1 vT)

0T

K1

Skibstituting the notation of tho ATP,

B. C,

1. &K
1

K)

K, i)
T
2

6'1,2

•T2
2

61,4

JT5

2
R
B1
C,

"d

Load risistancc,, KUi
modol 5bhoo
fivat-order bias coefficient from Iho trnpermurett
fil3t-order •0c10 factor cooffilont from tho tompornturu modul fihamt
il" .6'r

.t- Ti-' bl3
4fT'

1/2(2'112

-TIf

K32

,,.

A

'.'ll)

I - (Iji''- tr,)

iT2
M

=roI --t-+

1/2 (2T 2
K2

T3 + 2T1 -

-

N.)

r,

TO)

ID, + D2 , .q,

N. RCT

!

+ 4 , *R-I"T'j
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Txr¢ations, In three stubsequent tests, something seemed to go progressively out
h(Jorctical
of control, with the staudard error of measurement growing progressively to 100 times
Prcator than It was in the initial test, CIGIT chose not to use the data in reporting its results,
which ig the o',sorvatlve approach, The atuthors of this paper felt that the results of the first
tost wore rignificant and .hould be considered, The resuh of applying this correction was to
roduce tho avonige difference between the K3 values from the 260 inch centrifuge and those
from thI vibration tost by 40%, and also to bring the 260-inch test results substantially in
i1n1 with tho 00-1rich test results.
TOiWob I and 2 •how tie KX2 and K3 coefficients, respectively, obtained by the
$mundstra•d (i uginheerhin shaker with Vishay resistor, then the change in coefficients for the
production Rhaker with Vishay resistor, both shakers with the most recently used high T.C.
ropltor, then the 260-1nch centrifuge, and finally the 100-inch centrifuge,
Tho K7 values show little variation with test method employed, which is consistent
will] plyYlyqc! modols of the Q-FIjOx aceolerometer3 and of the tests themselves. The average
valucs for all th• meothods agree with one another within 0. 1 microg/g2 , except for the 260Inch centrifuge results which differ friom the others by 0,?7tg/g2 , If the 100-inch data ag-eed
with tho 260-high1 data, this might bi evidence of a small AC field sensitivity; the fact that it
dogs not, supports thleishielding calculation, In tile worst case, the effect on K3 would still be
nglflblo,
l
comarilsons ahow excellent agreement between the two different shakers,
Tho 11%,,
with Oci)y ,0-3 ,nuri'Oglg"-' oem sigma scatter ovor cleven accelerometers, and an average
V,

diffrornca that is not ,ignfincantly (lifferent from zero, The tests with an RN55C resistor
"'how that up to :L0,25 llicrog/g" orror' can be introduced by not paying careful attention to
that Orror -oo'rc, and that the result is not exclusively self hoating, since that would be the
hffl-l-w

for all shakor•,

Thue diffewerico between the average of the shaker K3 values and the 260cinch
Uc01r1f0uAe K3 value is 0,12 IAg,' with an average correction of 0,07 pg/g 3 for load resistor
fltIf heating. The 100-inch centrifuge providk, a small additional samlple, but one which
agrees with the corrected 260-inch data,
4.,0

)IMIiOiR D(.D)G., FOR rTHE VIBR__ATION METHOD

Theo prbicip'd error sources for the vibrationt method are summarized in Table 3. All
oiumiberu' listed are one ig:,a. i~rro:'s listed a,' •yst atic, may b)e fixed for a particular
(i'l "St Cot'I3iliOn, but are otherlwlyfe random,
-lncc:-ciroetu otf
heomr sigma eractcy Tlt,,h~d for' i½ IS .).3 PicrOg/g and for K:3 0.05
111o( co(tiORfp tlh
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CONCLUSIONS

Vibration testirn for K2 and Kj has been established as a viable and advantageous
alternative to centrifuge testing. For analog acceleroineters, the accuracies achieved in this

coi~jarplli'rjf appe.ar Com parable, but a test that cart be run in an afternoon by vibration may
require four to Mix week~s on a preciiion oentrifugo.
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INTRODUCTION

Characterization of navigation grade accelerometers is highly dependent on the accuracy of
the test instrumentation. This would be a simple task if the output of the test device were perfectly
linear, that is, if its transfer function was y=mx and the test equipment faithfully measured it as such.
Similarly, an offset due to bias which by definition is an output with no input, or y=mx+b, is also a
linear transfer function with the constant 'b' being the offset due to bias. A real device, however,
never exhibits these linear responses. Its output over a range of acceleration is likely to be a nonlinear curve which can be approximated by a polynominal of high order terms.
If the measured output is non-linear, the question immediately arises, how much of the nonlinearity is due to the test specimen and how much is induced by the test equipment?
A simplified model of accelerometer output is:
a. = E/Kt = K0 + ai + K2a 2 i + K3 a 3 i + higher order terms
where; a. = indicated output (output units)
ai = acceleration along the input axis
Ko = bias (g)

K1 = scale factor (output units/g)
,-, = second order non-linearity coefficient (gig 2 )
K3 = third order non-linearity coefficient (g/g 3 )
The accuracy of this approximation in representing the output of the test device depends on
the determination of the coefficients (K's).
The centrifuge acceleration source is prone to errors by virtue of arm stretch, bending
moments, fixture height, wow and flutter,variations in speed control, imbalance, radius uncertainty,
thermal expansion and leveling. The determination of the non-linearity coefficients (K2 and K3 ) are
subject to variances in these parameters. Consequently, if error sources could be controlled or
minimized, a better determination of non-linearity coefficients would be realized.
Vibration shakers which generate sinusoidal inputs are not subjected to the same errors as
the centrifuge. Although the shaker indeed has its own list of errors which cause non-linear motion,
namely, waveform distortion, cross-axis motion, sculling, together with magnetic field and heating
effects, the list is shorter than that of the centrifuge and more manageable. If a shaker system were
designed to minimize those errors unique to the vibratory input acceleration, it may be possible to
measure the non-linear coefficients as accurately as those made using a centrifuge, but in a much
shorter timeframe.1
The vibration test station design objective was to produce a linear motion in a single plane
v•ith minimal roll, pitch and yaw about the desired line of motion. A vibration system with a shaker
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coupled to a slip-plate may produce cross-axis movement up to 15%. Reaction from the shaker and
slip-plate movement also induces a rolling, pitching, and or yawing motion to the entire test bed.
This motion is superpositioned on top of the forementioned non-linear motion. Causes of each of
these problems were aaalyzed, and a station design was developed to minimize their effects.
INITIAL DESIGN IDEAS

The first order of action was the determination of the features of precision shaker systems
which minimize the cross-axis movement, pitching, rolling, and yawing normally associated with a slipplate arrangement. Shaker systems at facilities which perform work similar to Sundstrand were
researched, and complete system solutions from various vendors were evaluated. While touring
Charles S. Draper Labs, Boston, Mass., Sundstrand Eingineers observed a precision shaker system in
operation. Further meetings were held to analyze the design of this shaker. The Draper shaker
incorporates the use of a Team Corporation 3-beam hydrostatic table, with the shaker pot coupled to
a large reaction mass. The design locates the center of gravity of the entire system coincident with
the shaker ipot trunnion axis. This minimizes pitching moments.
Complete solutions from several vendors were additionally reviewed. Several of these
concepts weie very similar to the design of the Draper system. One design involved the use of
multiple Team tables, which, in theory, absolutely minimizes any pitching moment induced about the
reaction mmas. These complete solutions were expensive, when compared to the total of the
individual part costs.
""..use

of a ,,y,.ostatic table was ......

a aa., sy.m

"s......
Ir

,-

of +",,ab has .. ,

precisely machined beams and ways, and uses pressurized hydraulic fluid both as a lubricant and for
bearing pre-load. The Team table uses two "T' shaped sections, which control vertical movements,
and one "V"shaped section, which constrains motion to a straight. line. The linear tolerance provided
for the bearings is on the order of a couple tenths per inch, which makes for a very linear motion. A
check with shaker head manufaicturers confirmed that a Team 3-beam table would be the optimum
solution for producing linear motion.
The basic concept behind the Draper design is very sound. The use of a large reaction mass,
whose centroid is located coincident to the shaker trunnion, and the use of a hydrostatic table is an
excellent approach. Sundstrand engineers believed that system enhancements could improve the
total system accuracy. The Draper system has a fixed trunnion, which is rigidly mounted in the
reaction mass (see Figure 1). Since the shaker pot is directly coupled to the reaction mass any
translational forces produced by the shaker will induce an equal and opposite reaction force through
the trunnion mount to the entire reaction base. The magnitude of the movement caused by these
forces will be very small, but it will exist, causing the entire system to oscillate about the air bag
suspension system. Since the air bags handle loads in all directions equally, there is the likelihood of
not only a translational motion, but eventually a combined pitching, rolling, and yawing motion as
well. Although not obvious, a kinematic model of the system confirmed this hypothesis. The system
was modeled using SDRC Ideas software, simulating the approximate mass, shape, and rigidity of the
reaction base. To simulate the behavior of the air bags, orthogonal spring elements were used, with
the spring rate coefficients matching the air bag manufacturers applications engineer's
recommendation. A forced response element was used to simulate the reactive force which occurs
during a low frequency shaker test. A modal analysis run was conducted and the results reviewed.
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Several modes of oscillation at different frequencies resulted, including translation, pitching, rolling,
and yawing.

N.

Figure 1. Draper Labs Short Stroke Precision Vibration Station.
It was desired to minimize any of these extraneous movements. Discussion with the UnholtzDickie Company, who supplied Sundstrand with the Shaker pot, led to the use of an isolation system
Unholtz-Dickie calls "Align-Lock". This system incorporates the use of four leaf-type springs, which
are composed of alternating laminations of beryllium copper spring material and rubber, which is
used as a dampener. This system is common on some of Unholtz-Dikkie's larger shakers, but had
never been used on a 6000 lb-force shaker. As illustrated in Figure 2, the align-lock system permits
motion in the XY plane (see Figure 1 notation), with a small amount of resistance offered in the X
direction, and a much larger amount of resistance in the Y direction. The resistance offered is large
enough to enable the shaker to induce adequate g levels at the test specimen, and since the closedloop accelerometer is mounted at the specimen the control of g-level and frequency is unaltered.
Another model of the system was created using the previous components and then adding a
dampened spring connection at each of the leaf spring locations. The results from this model
revealed a significant reduction in the extraneous oscillations. Another advantage of this system is
that it adds another smallcr four air-bag isolation system when the shaker is operated in the vertical
direction, effectively double isolating the shaker pot from the surrounding lab area, by using two
independent air bag isolation systems.
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UNHOLTZ-DICKIE 6000 LB-FORCE SHAKERR-

DRIVE BAR

LAMINATED PLATE

TEAM TABLE

AIR BAGS
USED FOR VERTICAL OPERATION

TRUNNION MOUNT ASSEMBLY

---.....

ALIGN-LOCK LEAF SPRINGS

Figure 2. Align-Lock System on Sundstrand Precision Vibration System.
DESIGN OF THE SUNDSTRAND REACTION MASS

The first objective in designing the teaction mass for the Sundstrand precision vibration
station was to determine vital parameters, including mass, overall size, and wall thicknesses. The
ultimate solution would be to couple a shaker head to a Team table, with both of these components
mounted to an infinite mass. Since this is not possible, the next best thing is to design in a reaction
mass that weighs as much as practical. A total system weight of approximately 36,000 lbs. was chosen,
combined
and the reaction base for such a system was calculated to be about 28,000 lbs. The
drive bar,
table,
Team
centroid location of the primary subassembly components (the shaker pot,
using
and common test fixturing), was calculated. The initial reaction mass design was completed
allows
but
modeling,
solid
SDRC Ideas solid modeling software. Ideas not only performs accurate
design
the user to enter material properties for each part that is used in the system design. The
changes
design
any
as
soon
as
engineer was able to calculate the overall mass and centroid location
were made. The design could then easily be modified to locate the center of mass of the combined
the
assembly at the desired location. It was decided to locate the system centroid coincident with
the
centroid of the combined moving parts during a vibration test. To determine the location of
of
moving parts another solid model was created which included just the moving parts. After a series
the
to
design modifications the initial design was completed. This design had some similarities
two
requirement,
centroid
the
facilitate
Draper system, but also had some substantial differences. To
upward,
large masses were added to the top of the structure. In addition to moving the centroid
these steel slabs greatly increased the rigidity of the structure.
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The second phase of the design process involved running an FEA model of the initial design.
A finite element model composed of more than 4000 brick elements was created. An analysis was
conducted using SDRC Supertab to determine the modal response of the system. From this analysis
the designer determined areas of high stress, and the natural frequency response of the system. The
first run revealed areas of stress, which the designers wanted to minimize. From this information,
gusset plates were added in strategic locations to stiffen the struction. A second finite element model
incorporated the changes, and new results were obtained. The modal response data for the reaction
mass indicated the system would have a natural frequency at 82 hz. Testing on the actual station
indicates that the natural frequency resides at 67.5 hz.
The final layout of the reaction base design was constructed using AutoCAD software. A
detailed layout of the entire system was completed. A final design of the reaction base was sent out
for manufacture. Proper alignment of the assembled components is critical, especially the alignment
between the shaker pot drive bar and the Team table. To facilitate this effort, the Team table is
mounted on eight adjustable precision leveling blocks, which can easily be positioned to align the two
components to the required accuracy.
The final assembly of the major components was conducted at the facility which
manufactured the reaction base. This involved lowering the shaker pot into the reaction base and
putting the Team table onto the leveling blocks, with the help of a forklift. The drive bar was
attached to the shaker head and the Team table was aligned and attached to the drive bar. The
shaker pot was welded in place with all pieces properly aligned.
Additional steps were taken to further isolate the shaker base from the outside environment.
The reaction base rests on four Barry Controls STABL-LEVL pneumatic spring mounts (air bags),
with an automatic leveling valve located at three of the mounts to maintain a level system over time.
The air bags are mounted on four large steel bases, which are located on an 83 ton concrete slab,
with dimensions of 16 feet long by 10 feet long by 9 feet deep. A large pit was dug, with the bottom
filled with sand three feet deep. The top foot of the sides of the pit were lined with a felt vibration
dampening material, and the concrete slab was then poured.
Figure 3 contains an illustration of the complete system. In addition to the layout shown, an
oven on rails has been added near the top of the reaction base to enable vertical vibration testing
under variable temperature conditions.
SYSTEM CONTROLS

The shaker pot is controlled through an amplifier and software control system developed by
Unholtz-Dickie Corp. This system allows for pre-programmed vibration sequences, and also permits
manual control of frequency and g level. Ramping, and random vibration are additional built-in
options. The system provides a real-time graphic display of control parameters, and the vibration
profile itself. The system can also provide a hard-copy output of the screen information.
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conducted at various frequency and g levels, indicated significant extraneous motions only occur at

frequencies below 40 hz. Even at these frequencies, acceleration levels measured at several locations
onl the station are at worst case less than 1%of acceleration provided to the test specimen. Effects
ahsociated with specific higher frequencies warrant investigation.
The natural frequency of the
26sto3
station appears to he 67.5 hz. Harmonics are noticeable at 135 and 270 hz, respectively. Effects at

higher harm--fonlics are much less noticeable. fluid pumped through the hydrostatic table also creates
an undesire-d vibration at 230hiz, which is related to motor speed and the pump impellers.
The automatic leveling system onl the air bags that keeps the shaker base level provides an
inladequate response to small air bag height deviations. There appears to be too much play in the
valves before they direct air in or out of each air bag. This means an individual air )ag could lose air
(ad thus height) before the valve adjusts the height back. A more sensitive, faster resp)onding

leveling sys~ern. such as on mnade by Barry Controls is under consideration.
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CONCLUSION

Sundstrand has designed and constructed a state-of-the-art vibration test station. Preliminary
test results indicate that several design goals were achieved, including the reduction of extraneous
cross-axis motions to a fractional percentage of the desired linear motion. Results closely tracked
kinematic and finite element modal analyses. Further system enhancements have been studied,
including the use of an improved airbag leveling system, which would provide better test
repeatability. The shaker system will help facilitate more accurate modeling of accelerometer
coefficients, enabling Sundstrand's customers to deliver higher precision navigation systems. This
station will be used in the near future for evaluation test of extremely accurate accelerometers under
development at Sundstrand for the U.S. Air Force.
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A'7STRACT

The design and development approach to a diagnostic application-independent expert system
shell is presented. The shell will be used by all Peacekeeper Missile Guidance and Control
associate contractors to build knowledge bases of expert diagnostic strategies that will
increase the efficiency of the maintenance function at the repair depot.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND AND MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
The Aerospace Guidance and Metrology Center (AGMC) in Newark, Ohio, is responsible
for diagnosing and repairing faults in the Guidance and Control (G&C) equipment used in
the Peacekeeper Missile. Diagnostic and repair support are provided to AGMC by four major
G&C associate contractors (ASCONs): Northrop Corporation (Inertial Measurement Unit
and gyros), Rockwell International (Guidance Computer and Ordinance), Honeywell Inc.
(gyros and accelerometers), and Litton Industris (accelerometers). The support provided to
AGMC by the ASCONs includes custom-designed software programs to diagnose faults in
both airborne and ground support equipment. These programs are uniquely designed and
maintained for different levels of diagnostic support from the major assembly to the circuit
card.
Two fundamental problems are being experienced with this approach to the G&C
maintenance task. The first problem is the high ongoing cost of maintaining the variety of
diagnostic software that has been developed by the ASCONs using conventional software
development methods. Different high-level languages, diagnostic architecture, and user
interfaces have required extensive involvement of experienced computer programming
personnel to improve software diagnostic accuracy and coverage and to make it more user
friendly to AGMC personnel. The second problem is the continuing involvement of ASCON
experts who are still required to help AGMC to diagnose the causes of G&C equipment
faults, It has become evident that the troubleshooting methods employed by the experts have
not been sufficiently mechanized within the presently deployed diagnostic software
programs. This overdependence on the experts has resulted in higher costs to the USAF and
potentially longer repair cycle times when key experts are unavailable.
POTENTIAL SOLUTION AND OBJECTIVES
Expert-system solutions to these problems are being pursued. At the core of the solutions is
ART-IM (Automatic Reasoning Tool for Information Management), an expert-system shell
that has been developed by Inference Corporation of El Segundo, California. An
application-independent program of ART-IM is being developed with the goal of resolving
the problems that have been identified with the present ASCON approach to providing
diagnostic support to AGMC. This program is GCESS (Guidance and Control Expert System
Shell). It will enable nonprogramming personnel from each ASCON to enter a knowledge
base of expert-derived diagnostic strategy into a PC platform. The project was started with
the development of a prototype GCESS that used the Velocity Subsystem of the Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) as a diagnostic test case. The main prototype objective was to
develop a paradigm suitable for IMU diagnostics (the most difficult G&C diagnostic task)
and to demonstrate paradigm operation to the other ASCONs to determine general
applicability.
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The project's next phase is to build GCESS to accommodate all ASCON requirements that
may have differed from the prototype capabilities and to incorporate a diagnostic knowledge
base for all IMU subsystems. 'rhe remainder of this paper describes the design and
development approach to the prototype GCESS and provides a synopsis of the follow-on
effort in progress at Northrop and Inference Corporation.
SHELL1 SELECTION CRITERIA AND FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
ART-IM was chosen as the expert-system shell upon which to build GCESS because it
provides a number of integrated facilities that were believed to be important to GCESS, as
well as containing a rich development environment. It provides a powerful pattern-matching
rule language that uses both facts and scheiras, a procedural language component that can
define functions to be used on the right side of rules, and a facility for imlaoting arbitrary C
functions and packaging them as ART-IM procedural language functions. The rule system
provides logical dependency, which can be used to implement truth maintenance systems.
ART-IM provides procedural access to the schema system for rapid processing when pattern
matching is unnecessary. Its graphical schema browser could be easily incorporated into
GCESS, and its user-defined hypertext system and User Interface Toolkit could be used in the
development of GCESS. GCESS was to be designed to accommodate a large number of
diagnostic rules, but many rule systems will experience almost exponential degradation as the
number of rules and/or facts grow. APT--IM, however, typically experiences only sublinear
degradation.
ART--IM isalso available in both development and deployment versions on the PC platform.
The development version provides an incremental compilation environment facilitating rapid
development, as well as many other browsing and debugging features, while the deployment
version produces executables that are both efficient and not capable of modifying their rules.
While the development version was to be used to support maintainability by the diagnostic
engineer, the deployed executable helps ensure that the AGMC technician will not be able to
modify the production version of the diagnostic system. Figure 1 identifies the integrated
facili',;s of ART-IM and the relationship to GCESS as an application program.
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Figu~re 1. Shell Building Blocks
VELOCITY SUBSYSTEM PROTOTYPE APPROACH
A 22-week prototype development effort was started with-a one-week training course, given
by Inference Corporation to Northrop personnel, in the use and capabilities of ART-IM's
features. During the course, a basic design approach to the prototype GCýESS was selected
based upon an evaluation of ART--M capabilities and the features needed to diagnose
Velocity Subsystem faults derived from Northrop's design source contractor experience. The
first basic approach selected was to use schemas to represent the basic objects germane to the
IMU diagnostic process. Schemas and the slots they each contain allow procedural access and
easy object modification and facilitate parent-child relationships within a symptom-driven
fault tree. The second basic approach selected was to use an explicit agenda, often referred to
in the expert-systemn community as a Blackboard, to implement diagnostic steps, facilitate
top-level rule-based control, and support multiple paradigms (as needed by the Peacekeeper
ASCONs). A data preprocessor to provide a G&C equipment data server interface with
OCESS was the third basic approach selected.
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FUNCTIONAL BUILDING BLOCKS
A. consideration of these basic approaches led to the functional building blocks, identified in
Figure 2, that became the principal design drivers for GCESS. Four modes of operation were
believed to be necessary:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Single Step - To support development debugging
Automatic - The principal end-use mode at AGMC
Automatic For Symptom - An option to AGMC to diagnose a single selected
symptom.
Tutorial - To support training of AGMC personnel

DATA PREPROCESSOR
The Data Preprocessor's role was envisioned to consist of organizing and formatting the IMU
data containing the failure symptoms in a manner precoordinated with the design of the
GCESS shell. An IEEE-488 communications link was selected to brihg in the IMU data from
the test station's mainframe computer (a SEL/Encore 6780). IMU symptoms were grouped
and prioritized into four major categories: (1) Test Aborts, (2) Power Down Automatic
(PDA), (3) Functional Test Failures, and (4) Calibration and Alignment Failures. The
prototype would be limited to Velocity Subsystem faults within these four groups. A data
server would provide the necessary intrinsic functions to enable GCESS to measure, test,
categorize, and perform prespecified operations on the data that was organized and
formatted by the Data Preprocessor. The initial intrinsic functions established to
accommodate the Velocity Subsystem were the following:

1. GET .- Measurements
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

GETGET GET GET GET-

Symptoms
Peak to Peak
Rate of Change
Minimum Value
Maximum Value

Both the Data Preprocessor and Data Server would reside in memory outside of GCESS since
it was believed these functions would be slightly different for each G&C ASCON; they would
therefore be responsible for tailoring these functions to accommodate the GCESS
capabilities and characteristics.
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DIAGNOSTIC STRATEGY
With the modes of operation, Data Preprocessor function, and Data Server function roughly
defined, detailed discussions ensued with Inference Corporation relative to tile diagnostic
strategy to be employed in identifying the cause of IMU failure symptoms.
It was believed that the first step in this process should be to identify any catastrophic failure
that m;ght have occurred that would preclude operating on any specific IMU symptom since it
might be a secondary or tertiary symptom resulting from the catastrophic failure.
"Communications, Power, and Test Equipment tests were placed in this category. This first
step w"- stubbed for the prototype.
The second step in any IMU diagnostic strategy was believed to be the identification of
possible failed assemblies within the IMU that t3uld be the cause of the current symptom that
GCESS was processing. Possible failed assemblies (e.g., an accelerometer) were identified as
hypotheses which would be classified as most probable to least probable based upon IMU
failure mode history in the operational iilos and the opinions of Northrop's Subsystem
experts.
The third step in the diagnostic strategy, to be structured within GCESS, would be to validate
,thtOe or, more ofte,, hypothes wasorrect; this would lead -,,,:a recommendation that one
or more assemblies within the IMIJ should be replaced to clear the failure symptom(s).
Thiti hypothesis validation was structured in the form of an isolation equation that could
contain one or more of the following elements:
I, I)emand Processing
,.' Qucstiol to Operator
3. IMU Operational History File Results
4. IMU Parameter Relatioewhilps
5. Additional DIg!,oStic lest' Requested and their results
6, Diagnostic Grapb Ws
7, Tess passeld in the mot recent malfunction verification session at, AGMC.

I1Iihe isola.t,;i

cquatit(t wer.. satisfied, a repair recominnendation would be made (the
priincipal output of GCESS',, amd the logic behind why it was made would also be available to
dhe te.,t opetmaor i ACGM C. This explanation would also be supplemented with text and
graphic,, dcscribinag how tIhe repair should bu pei formned.

I

...
..........
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FAULT TREE PARADIGM

From these initial design approaches and desire'd building block eharactu'htrlcs, a fault tru
paradigm was developed consisting of' the following major Cenle'mnt:
1. Each IMU symptom will be mapped to an initial fitult Clams.
2. A Fault Class will be deflned as a diagnostic rule that may hypotheuizu othwr f1lt
classes or make either a repair recommendation or IIadditional twit
recoi mendation.

3. The diagnostic fault classes; may be viewed ag, a Fault 'IUce where the linkii arc the
hypotheses,
4. The nodes in tile Fault 11e' will all be- uniquely definjed with an ART-IM aluiu!iiu,
5. The tree will be searched in a depth-first, loft-to-right 11111,1flei'
Figure 3 is a graphic representation of a small quotiot
of a fault troo, A Voloit-y Subsystum
symptom is Shown mapped to an initial fault clahs which ima Power lDown Automatic (PDA)
class that becomes the top node in the tree, T"' nodu ig linked by ARI'-IM clhummao to till
possible IMU parameters that could cause the IMU to be powered off duo to the dtmetilon •if
an tnsafe condition related to failure of a critical Comaponent. Three of thi parttmotforb In the
Velocity Subsystem that could cause an IMU
L DA vretemperatturets Il elly ono of thu
accelerometers (SFIR iln Figure 3) excucding prc.establighed mafety linimi,
'[hune
temperatur.s become tile intermediate nodes of thig treu subs•cdon; OC.SS will valldato, vii
a request to the Dat, Servemr, which instrument temperaturms v',- "dud nafuty Ilmimt
Hlypotheses have been ptiI'et•.tablshed for thle illmost p'oml obite! e'i u
11..........
i 1 MtI 1zuin0ni
.. ..
temperatures, In the Figure 3 exalple, it is the SHR itself as iost probadle cusetmnd tie
clectronics stack of circuit cards ass;ociated with the SPIR as th'i
I (,, I moot probollu cmvie,
This is the terminal mode in the example, A repair recommendation will be made by GC!,FSS
if tile isolation equation associated with the SFIR, its electronics, or both ateo mitisfet~d.
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There was one exception, Rockwell fInternational said the fault tree paradigm would satisfy
theii requirements to diagnose problems in the Guidance Computer but would not be
suitable to troubleshoot their test equipment that interfaces with all airborne equipment in
tlhe lPeacekeeper G&C drawer (Computer, IMIU, and Ordnance), Rockwell propoetd that
GCEJSS should have the capability to utilize a circuit diagnois paradigm in aaddition to the
fault tree paradigm, This proposal was adopted by the 'USAl and the circult diagnoge
paradigm is now uindew development at Rockwell; Inference Corporation Is devwloping the
OCESS features iwcessary to implement it,

FUILIL-SCALE GCESS
Northrop is working under a USAF contract to design and develop O¢*CFSS to provide the
cap)ability to diagnose faults in all IMU sublystemrs, This development Is being coordinatud
with the other Peacekeeper G&C ASCONs to ensure that the final GCE3S product , '1
accommodate their diagnostic application requirements as well as those for the IMU, Sewvo
design changes to the prototype OCESS are now in the processi of being implemented, Tile
G&C community believes they will enhance the quality of the final OCESS product,
scheduled for delivery to AGMC and the other G&C ASCONs InJune of 1992. The following
is a list of the major enhancements:
1, The Prototype User Interface, which was built with the UI 1bolkit features of
ART-IM, will be replaced with an interface designed to use the Windowg 3,0
elivironinmeit, Windows has not only that common user feel but also the capabillity
to run concurrent programs that will significantly enhance efficiency In diagnosilng
IMU calibration and alignment problems: ie,, an application program oxternal to
GCFSS and desigied to evaluate iMU perlornmance data can be runlnig whilo
OCESS is processing the fault tree paradigm,
2. The capability to add weighting factors to each element of an iolation equation
will be provided. Flernents will be further classified am required or optional to
accommod"ate a Variable confidence factor approach to tile repair recommendation
based on IMU signal behavior and the relative imporiance to the fault isolation
strategy.
3. The capability to enable each ASCON to tailor an output report at the wid of a
diagnostic session will be provided,
4. Links to Hypertext files outside of GCESS will be added to incorporate IMU
theory of op•cration and diagnostic and repair inf'ormaltion that should be useful to
AGMC test personnel,
5. The slow display of I'CX filet; problem will be resolved with the selection of a new
graphics package interface compatible with the Windows environm t.,
6. The capability for GCITSS to uRee Cither the faulI lree
t
al'aCigm or the circuit
diagnose paradigm will be provided,
28(

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The prototype GCESS was developed by a three-nian team (two Northrop and one Inference)
overn 22-week period, It provided th(e mea,.; to emlt' each (Peacekeeper G&C) ASCON to
Ovaluatu its suitability to .qatisfy ind!ividual diagnotic application 'equit'rements, and to fulfill

Contractual commitments to support the G&C Imaintw nance functions at AGMC,
The final OCESS product 18 under development at Northrop and Inference Corporation,
which ig a subcontractor to Northrop. It is believed that OCESS will provide AGMC test
laboratory personmni with one diagnostic taoftware package containing the strategies devised
by experts to diagnose all Peacekeeper G&C equipment faults, The maintenance of the
CCESS knI)owledge bases can I)e performed by nonprogrammi ng personnel.
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Test Report for GPS

(Prototype) Antenna on the Cylindrical

Construction
By
Akiyoshi Yamamotot
Japan Radio Co., Ltd.
Tokyo Japan
1.

Introduction
The test report describes the prototype antenna for C/A code
differential GPS position measurement system proposed, trially
manufactured and measured to be mounted on the cylindrical
construction.

2. Purpos.e
The structure is

of cylindrical construction shown in Fig.

1,

and the directivity in the roll direction and in the pitch
direction in

case the microstrip antenna is mounted to this was

mneasureC.
While the antenna is
the plane-plate,

in

normally mounted on the ground plane of
case this is mounted on the cylindrical
that's why there is

ground plane of relatively small diameter,

a fear that the radiation pattern on the hemisphere is

deformed.

3. Outline of Microstrip Antenna
3.1 Basic Construction of Back-Feed Type Circularly-Polarized
Microstrip Disk Antenna by one Point Feed
T'he basic construction is

shown in Fig.
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•"P(R.-0, )

0

h

x

Ground ptane

E r : 2.6
F : Feed point

DieLectric (TefLon)

h : 1.6

(a) Disk

Antenna

AS : Seperation of gerterate modes

FT
Feed point

x
(b)

(c)

Disk shape

Fig. 2 Back-feed

Feeding

type microstrip disk

antenna by one-point feed
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This antenna is
circuit board,

fed by one point from the antenna section
utilizes the amplitude characteristic

the dipole mode that o.-thogonalizes

phase characteristic in
in

and

the form of two spaces to remove and to geneaerate in

direction of ýi=+135o,

42=-45o,

Fig. 3

shown in

in

by adding the sep-ra't..on of

etc.

generate modes As like slit,

to the disk eleiient as

the direction of ýi=+1350,

releasing the degeneracy of dipole mode T\M
double,

resulting in

lthe

11

ý2;::-45-,

and

dege.nerated

operating as the circularly-polarized

antenna.
The shape of the separation of generate modes As can be considered in

various ways,

element in

Fig.

and in

3 was used.
a Teflon circuit board of er =2.6

As the sample circuit board,
was used,

the sample machine the disk

and as the sample antenna the disk antenna of

2a = 67 mm of disk diameter was used.
3.2 Radiation Characteristic
The back-feed type circularly-polarized microstrip disk antenna
by one point feed is

to generate circularly-polarized waves by

loading the seperation of generate modes As by the slit,
in the direction of

pi=135'

or

P2=-45 0

etc.

to the disk element of

linearly polarized wave disk antenna fed to the position being
F (CO , 00)

in

Fig. 3, releasing the degeneracy of dipole mode

TM1 3. degenerated double,

and utilizing the amplitude

294

i4i
Fy
As :Separation of generate
modes
A

1=1:55"
F(pooF)

02=-45"
,F=O"

Fig. 3 Back-feed circutarLy potarized
microstrir
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*sk antenna

characteristic and phase characteristic
and q'llb which orhhogonalize
remove and to generate in

in

in

dipole modes

the form of two spaces to

the direction of

1i=+1350,

42=-450.

The resonance frequency for of disk antenna was determined by
taking into account the equivalent radius 2 and employing
1.N
for for~~
= 1.841
x 2v7r ~
C

Where,

a= a + Lw and Aw

(/,ir)

c is

the velocity of light.

2 Pn 2.

The feeding point is

determined by obtaining the position where the matching can
be taken by the experiment.
in

4.

attached Fig.

The directional pattern is

shown

5

Experimental Method

4.1 Cylindrical ground plane
An aluminum cylinder of 350 mm of diamLeter and 1,280 mm of
l.ength is

manufactured as shown in

antenna mounting is
center section.

installed in

Fig.

4,

and a hole for

the shell plate of this

The antenna shall be of construction that

the radiator can be installed in

the position of 25 rmm and

15 mm of depth from the shell. plate of T:he cylinder.
antenna of 25 mm of depth for the radiator in
an opening of 110 mm in

7ig.

5

The
(a)

has

the circumferential direction.

4.2 Pattern Measuring Equipment
The pattern measurement was performed in

a unechoic chamtber

for 1.5 GHz band of 4 in >, 7 in of floor area and 2.5 m of

296

640

640

Antenna

I

IK
ý1461__

CYLINDRICAL GROUND PLANE

Fig. 4

SheLl plate

110

-

-- ±241
Radiator

130
(a)

(b) depths of 15mm

depths of 2bi5rnr

Fi74i

5 Antenna insta U.ation
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ceiling height.
Fig.

in

the pattern measuring equipment shown

In this,

6 has been installed,

and the distance between the

transmitting antenna and the sample antenna is
mitting antenna is

a dipole with passive reflector,

at the speed of approximately 180 RPM,

The trans-

3 m.

this rotates

has been designed

and it

that the axial ratio of sample pattern can simultaneously be
measured with the directivity pattern.
4.3 Measuring Procedure
(1) The directivity in

measured by placing

the direction of roll is

the sample mounted with the antenna to the mock-up in
standing state to the pedestal as shown in
in
(2)

the direction of AZ

the

Photo 1 and rotating

(azimuth).

conducted for that of 25 mm from the shell plate

This test is

of the radiator position of sample antenna

(Photo 3)

and that

of 15 mmn (Photo 4).
(3)

The directivity in

the direction of pitch is

measued by

electrically floating on the pedestal and horizontally placing
as shown in

Photo 2,

and measuring the directivity rotating in

the direction of AZ (azimuth).
(4)

Also in

relation to this,

those of 25 mm of depth and of 15 mm

are measured.

5.

Experimental Result

5.1 The measurement result is

as per Table 1 and attached Figures 1
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PHOTo 2,

PHOTO .,,
ROLL DIR\ECTIVITY MEASUREMENT

3 's)(9

PITCH DIRECTIVITY MEASUREMENT

through 4.

In

this regard,

since the axial ratio in

the

direction of attenuation of 10 dB comes to that right and left
patterns have different values,
Table 1

Attached Radiator
figure

depth

1

Axial ratio
of Direction of
Directivity beam width Direction
00°0d
attenuation
Roll

1600

4 dB

5dB/7dB

Pitch

1500

3 dB

8dB/12dB

Roll

1780

3 dB

4dB/ 7dB

Pitch

171'

3 dS

13dB/13dB

Roll/Pitch

1960

1.2dB

4dB/4dB

2
15 mm

4
5

0

without
C.P.

Measurement Result

10 dB

25 mm

3

5.2 To receive the GPS satellite
elevation,

two numerals have been entered.

since it

more than 1700,

is

Absolute
(Direction
of 0°)
o
6 dBi

"'

of more than 50 of angle of

required that the 10 dB beam width is

the mounting of radiator cannot be satisfied

at the depth of 25 mm from the shell plate, but made at 15 mm,
and it

is

considered to be possible to carry out this.

5.3 The axial ratio is
maximum 13 dB in
this case,

deteriorated in

the direction of 900, being

the direction of attenuation of 10 dB,

and in

the receiving power comes to be the lower value by

3 dB than the peak value of pattern.
In this regard,

the 10 dB beam width has been obtained includ-

ing the portion of lowering by this.
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6.

Considerations

6.1 It

is

known from attached Figures 1 through 4 that the axial

ratio of 15 mmu of depth and 25 mm of depth has been deteriorated in
in

comparison with the axial ratio of single antenna,

this case the depth of the radiator is

radiation level in
is

to say,

This is

the lateral

deep,

and

the more the

(pitch) direction is

lower,

that

the beam has come to be sharp.

considered deriving from the fact that radiated waves

from the radiator are scattered at edges of the shell plate
and the shell olate forms cavities in
6.2 From attached Figures
direction of roll,

1 through 4,

in

a certain sense.
comparision with the

for the directivity in

the direction of

pitch the ripple comes to remarkably appear.

This is

consider-

ed as an influence of scattered waves from both ends of
aluminum cylinder

Re ferences
T : Engineering manager
2nd Defence Equipment Engineering Department
Mitaka Plant
Japan Radio Co.,

Ltd.

1-1 Shimorenjaku 5 Chome Mitaka city
Tokyo 181 Japan
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USE OF AIRCRAFT FACET MODELS IN
DETERMINING GPS SIGNAL AVAILABILITY
ABSTRACT

Office (RAJPO), ,also located at Eglin. While the
RAJPO fmnily of equipment can be employed either internally within the test vehicle (e.g., a high
performance test aircraft) or on a wing-mounted
pod, the ACMI training ranges envision the use of
wigontdpdtocytiepaepsio
wing-mounted. pods to carry tune space position
information (TSPI) equipment. In addition, the
locations of the pods will be, dictated by tactical/
training needs (i.e., they need flexibility to position the pods anywhere on the airframe).

TASC is supporting Egliri Air Force Base
in the deve
p
ortin CEgof
Air bManeuverig
in the development of Air Combat Maneuver
Instrumentation (ACMI) system designs for the
year2000andbeyod. AMI ses est ods
year 2000 and beyond. ACMI uses test pods
which mount and have snisiar shape to an AIM-9
missile and they envision the use of GPS equipmnent within the pod for position det.onnination.
an aircraft
Since the ACMI pod is mounted under
wing, GPS signal availability is a major concern.
An obscuration matrix software tool was developed and used to evaluate GPS signal availability
using government-supplied aircraft facet models,
The output of the obscuration matrix software
program is an aircraft coordinate system-based
obscuration matrix. This obscuration matrix was
coupled with TASC's Test Range User Mission
Planner (TRUMP) software and signal availability statistics were gathered. Relative measures of
performance were collected for representative
ACMI missions. This paper discusses the issues,
facet models, and describes the software implementation employed in this study. Aircraft-induced blockage ,esults are presented and discussed including various F- 15 and F- 16 obscuration plots and perfonnmance met-ics.

TASC was asked to investigate the effect
of body (fuselage and wing) masking on GPS sig.nat availability and resulting impacts on dilution
of precision (DOP). If sufficient TSPi accuracy
could not be established due to the effects of body
masking, then consideration would be given to
employment of ground transmitters (GTs) to provide additional signal sources and improved ge..
ometry. However, GTis are relatively expensive
and there are certain operational impacts and constraints in their use. This study projected the expected level of body masking and the resultant effects upon navigation accuracy in order to make
an informed decision on employing GTs.

BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION
TASC is under contact with the ACMI
2000 program office located at Eglin Air Force
Base, Florida to assist in the specification and development of ACMI training ranges. Ore of the
key technologies to be used at future ACMI
ranges will be the Global Positioning System
(GPS). A similar development, also supported by
TASC, is ongoing for the test range community
through the Range Applications Joint Program

The success of the Air Force and the Navy
in the recent mideast air war was in part a reflection on the excellence of our air combat training
ranges in the U.S. Pilots from both of the services
gave high praise to our air combat training ranges
in preparing them for their trial by fire. A mrovement is underway already to increase the utility of
these ranges in both USAF and USN to take advantage of the lessons learned from this mideast
conflict. Systems Operating Requirements Documents (SORDS) have been modified to reflect
these findings and a top down systems conceptual
study is currently underway to develop a system
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specification for a Joint Air Combat Training Systern (JACT"S) for the next generation training
ranges. This single system specification for many
ranges will ensure commonality and interoperability between them. Our pilots want to fly on
other service ranges, they want increased precision, more indepth postflight debriefings and a
large increase in the size of the training exercises
both in terms of number of participants and the
physical airspace used.
One of our national assets, the Global Positioning System (GPS) with its many satellites,
has already been identified as a potential major
contributor to greatly increased precision where
time, space, and position information for a large
number of aircraft is readily available. Additionally, a greatly increased size of the training ranges
themselves can be easily accommodated by use of
GPS. Secondary but equally important advantage
to the use of GPS is the minimization of ground
support equipment and radar altimeters for low altitude operations and the elimination of additional
"in,,tlaterat1011 measurement sites with an increase in size of the ranges.

lage and wing masking effects either reducing the
available satellite geometry or by lowering the
available number of visible GPS satellites below
the minhnum of four needed for a solution. This
will result in a degradation of accuracy. GPS user
antenna location and masking of the GPS satellites by aircraft components, therefore, will have
significant impact on how the design effort should
proceed. If there is insufficient GPS signal availability from the GPS satellite constellation, the
use of Ground Transmitters (GTs) to supplement
the GPS constellation might be required. An analysis was therefore conducted to examine the extent of signal blockage due to aircraft components.

FACET MODELS

The JACTS conceptual study currently
underway-will address the application of GPS as a
major component of the next generation air combat training systems for both the USAF and the
USN. Capabilities for handling tactical and strategic aircraft as well as helicopter operations will be
included, Upon completion of the study in early
GFY92, work will commence on full scale development of systems for four Air Force and Navy
ranges. The initial operating capability (IOC) for
these system is in the mid 90's. Follow on efforts
to upgrade additional ranges will then be initiated,

The selected approach was to consider the
GPS signal to be not available if optical line of
sight was obstructed from the phase center of the
GPS antenna (assumed to be located within the
nose cone of the ACGMI 2000 instrumentation
pod). A single isotropic GPS antenna was modeled with a stationary phase center located on axis
within the pod. No consideration of multipath effects were included in the analysis and therefore
fades and nulls were not addressed. Multipath
from aircraft parts rapidly change as the geornetry
changes causing nulls and increased gains. D)iffraction and aircraft movement will "average" the
effects of gain variations. Yn many instances, the
antenna will "see" the GPS signal source even
when optically blocked due to diffraction and
multipath effects. Therefore, the results should be
more conservative than "real-life" signal. availability on actial aircraft.

A key parameter in the utilization of the
GPS system as the TSPI source on air combat
training ranges is the ability of the participating
aircraft to "see" the satellite constellation. For a
three dimensional soirthivn (and time), four satellites in good geometry are required to be in view.
GPS signal availability can be d&graded by fuse-

To minimize cost for the study, existing
Air Force provided facet models were considered.
Eglin Air Force Base provided two facet models;
(1) an F-46, and (2) an F-15 aircraft model. 'he
F-. 15 and F..- 6 aircraft were chosen as the most
likely participants for an Air Force training range.
The models were received on a nine--track
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VAX-compatible tape and read and transferred to
an IBM-equivalent personal computer (PC). A PC
was chosen to minimize cost and for ease of po,'abii•ty to other PC stations. The two files were analyzed and converted into ASCII compatible files.
The ASCII files were read by custom soft-ware developed by TAS, to compute the upper anrd lower
hemispheric visibilities as observed by .a
tenma located at a user-defined location.

F 16 converted on 1/02/91
* PARTS
POINTS
60
1019
*

Table I
MODEL

jOF
PARTS

a

NUMBER

NUMBER

OF POINTS

OF FACETS

60

1019

1•O3

END
16
48
80

4
5
76
8

81
113
145
177
209

112
144
176
208
218

9
10
11
12
13

219
229
254
279
299

228
253
278
298
316

FACET

POINT

POINT

1

'1

2

3

3

4

2

5

6

2

-7

2

!,

___-__
F-is

START
1
17
49

Exhibit 1 Part Definition Portion of the F- 16
Facet Model

Facet Model Structure
HIMrSWR

AIRCRAFT

PART1
2
2

PS an-

The Eglin-provided facet maodels consisted of a number of "pans" that together defined
the surface stractire of the aircraft. These "'pans"
referenced facets numbers and the facet numbers
were assigned locations in three dimensional
space. Table 1 defines the ntumber of parts, points,
and facets 'used to define the F- 15 and F- 16 aixcraft models.

-5

Additional "parts" or collections of tri.n-gular facets were. included to 'define store shapes
and locations. Exhibit I shows the first part of the
facet model file fi)r the F-16 aircraft. Thre file de..
scribes the type of aircraft arid the date the ASCII
file was converted from the unfonnatted file received frem Eglin AFB. The nurmber of parts,
points, and facets are listed for the model. The ex-hibit also shows the first 13 parts and the facet
numbers included in the definition of each part.
Exhibit 2 shows the mapping of facet
numlers to points defining the facet. Since these
are triangular facets, three points define each fac-et.
T'he location of each point is defined, within the file. EIxhibit 3 illustrates a portion of the file
for points 1 through 20. The three columns of

FACETS
1932

3

2

POINT

4

6
7
2
8
9
2
8
7
10
9
2
F3
9
10
2
11i
Exhibit 2 Facet Definition Structure,

nunbeis are in scientific notation in the aircraft
coordinate system. All, units are in inches. From
left to right, the columns represents the x, y, and z
coordinates of a Cartesian system.
In 'thi' marner, the facets defining an aircraft model are constructed. A custom program
reads the facet model and stores the pari, point,
and facet information for construction of the facet
model and. computation of visibility. An example
of the F- 16 model i.s, shown in. Fig. 1. As described
above, the use of triangular facets to represent the
surface of the aircraft model can readily be seen.
Likewis.,, the stores mounted on the edge of the
wing tip are similarly constructed from triangular
facets. Our software makesino distinction of RF
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Figure 1

Hidden Line View of an F-16 Aircraft

1 -1.25000E+01

-6.65000E+00

8.45500E+01

2
3

0.00000E+00
-1.25000E401

0.OOOOE+00

8.51000E+01

4

-1.25000E+01

8.00300E+01

5

-1.25000E.01

-4.08000E+00
-2.04000E+00

8

-1.250rM0E÷01

10

-12,00-E401

2.04000E+00
4.08000E+00
5.570002+00
6.55000E+00

8.99300E+01
8.90300E+01
0.76200E+01
8.45500E+01

11

-1.25000r+01

6.34000r=+00

8.31400E2401

5.07000E+00
3.31000E+00
0.00000E+00
-3.33000E+00
-5.07000E+00
-6.34000E+00
-1.10500E+01
-1.05900E+01
-8.62000E+00

8,11100E+01
7.99200r+01
7.93000E+01

6 -1.2o000S01
7 -1,25000E+01

9 -1.25000E+01
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

-1.25000E+01
-1,?5000E+01
-1.26000E+01
-1.25000E+01
-1,25000E+01
-1.250GO+01
-2.500002401
-2.50000E+01
-2.50000E+01

-5.57000E+00
0.00000E+00

tained about 1/2 the number of "parts" compared
to the F-15 model. Also, because the wing tip

8.76200E+01

mounting was known to produce excellent visibil-

8.99300E401

ity, this airframe was selected to help validate the
model and to gain confidence with the software

9.01 o000+01

tool.
After the success with the F-16 aircraft
facet model, we considered the F-IS model. This
model was more challenging because of the in-

7.99200E+01
8.11100E+01
8.31400E+01

creased number of "parts" within the model. The
'aigher number caused the program to exceed the

8.50100E+01
8.860002+01
9.15900E+01

b 3and
Exhibit 3 Facet Point Location Definition

DOS limitation of 640 Kbytes of memory access
the program was converted to run under a
DOS extender. The F- 15 model is important because of possible additional obscuration from pod
mounting locations directly adjacent to the fuselage and under the wing. If sufficient GPS signal
availability could not be obtained, then alternative
mounting restrictions might be imposed or the use
of GTs might be required. Figure 3 shows a hidden line presentation of the F-1 5 model.

transparent surfaces (such as the canopy versus
RF-.opaque surfaces). This will not significantly
alter the expected actual results.

"Thecustom software program developed
by TASC, called "Shadow," computes the line-of.sight visibility from a user specified point (in aircraft coordinates) for all azimuth and elevation
angles consistent with VGA graphics resolution
...- about 1/2 degree. The visibility results for an
F-16 are shown in Fig. 2. Because the pod is located on the right wirng tip, the visibility (as would
be expected) is excellent. The F-16 aircraft was
initially considered because the facet model con-
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Stores were defined for the mounting
points on the aircraft model and added to the model. Shadow was run for eight pod mount locations
and statistics were gathered for each pod location.
Figure 4 shows the amount of upper hemispheric,
lower hemispheric, and totl (spheric) percent of
visibility for each of the mounting locations. The
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percentage visibility:
Figure 2

top

--309.000

starboard

y and z axes are inverted
187.900

bottom

94.1,

af t

95.6,

-90.000
overall

94.9

F-16 Pod Visibility (Mounted on Right Wing Tip)
the effect of various GPS pod mounting locations
for an F-15 aircraft and their corresponding
PDOPs. Because PDOP is a function of satellite
location and launch schedule, certain approxima-,
tions were made to characterize the problem.

decrease in visibility as the pods are moved inboard are clearly seen.
Figure 5 shows a typical polar presentation for station number 8a on the F- 15 aircraft. The

First, a nominal almanac (week 595) was used and
the portion of the day was chosen when relatively
good geometry was available. This was assumed
to be representative of a typical day when the entire constellation would be in place. Second, be-

shape of the F-15 and various stores can be seen,
although in a highly distorted way.

SIGNAL AVAILABILITY

cause the orientation of the aircraft couples with
The effect of aircraft masking on GPS signal availability can be characterized by investigating its contribution to geometric dilution of
precision (GDOP). One of the components of
GDOP is PDOP or position dilution of precision.
PDOP was selected as the metric because ACMI
has a positional requirement of 25 feet in each diinension. An analysis was conducted to determine

the satellite geometry to determine signal avail-

ability, we modeled the "trajectory" of the F-15
aircraft as a stationary pohit in the Gulf of Mexico
at 100 meters above sea level and rotation +6 degrees in azimuth in 5 seconds. This was repeated
continuously during the majority of the day.
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An azimuth and elevation matrix was gen..
erated from the SHADOW program and coupled

Figure 3

Hidden Line View of an F-15 Aircraft

with TASC's TRUMP GPS mission planner software. PDOP files were generated for each of the
right side wing stations (8a through 9b) and also
for the case of no aircraft masking. The left side
was not considered because the visibility matrices
are only a mirror image of those for the right side.
The PDOP files were then examined and the
means and standard deviations were computed.
The results are shown in Table 2.

sumed to ignore satellites below the +5 degree
masking angle. It was therefore concluded that
ACMI could use GPS to meet their positional accuracy requirements without the need to incorporate ground transmitters. Either C/A-code or Pcode sets may be used except at the inner wing station (i.e., station #8a), wbere P-code receivers
would be needed to counter the increased PDOP
while still meeting the ACMI positional accuracy
requirements.

EFFECTS ON DOP
SUMMARY
The effects on DOP are consistent with expectations - as the GPS pod is located closer to
the fusel>ge center, PDOP becomes larger. The
lack of •
tc,>ifthe
J
outboard wing stations can be
attributed tu. the GPS satellite masking angle of
+5 degrees. &Snce
•v.e assumed a "level" flight, fuselage inaskiriZ, below a +5 degree angle would
have no effect o) the GIPS receiver because it is as-

The use of aircraft facet models to quantify (PS signal availability is a useful technique.
Use of existing aircraft models saves valuable
manpower and produces higher confidence resuits. The coupling of aircraft masking with OPS
analysis tools provides an automated mechanism
to explore GPS performance issues.
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Visibility vs. Mounting Location

Future work might include incorporation
of aircraft masking models with GPS mission
planning tools to more accurately predict mission
navigation performance. To properly accomplish
this, a "library" of aircraft masking matrices
would need to be developed and integrated with a
GPS mission planning system such as TRUMP.
Addition models, such as the A-.0, B-l, and B-52
are also available.

led the engineering team that developed the technical requirements fortheJoint AirCombatTraining System. A wealth of experience in the design
and development of aircraft as well as weapons
brings a background well suited to the development of next generation air combat training systems that will meet the mark of excellence.
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Abstract
A method for real-time, 3-dimensional attitude determination (heading, pitch, roll) has been developed using state-ofthe-art GPS technology. This method is based on differential
carrierphase measurements between fourantennas which are
connected to one 24-channel receiver. (The 24 channels are
divided into four banks of six channels each.) Key advantages of this method over existing methods include the
following: the initial phase ambiguity is detenmined with one
epoch of data, the attitude is updated once per epoch, and
cycle-slip detection and repair are achieved instantaneously.

The differential phase measurements are processed using
double-differencing techniques, which have already been
proven successful in real-time kinematic applications. The
attitude angles calculated can be as accurate as one milliradian (3.5 arc-minutes) for antenna spacings on the order of
one meter. Since such accurate attitude measurements may
be achieved in real-time, numerous applications for the
Ashtech Three-dimensional Direction Finding (3DF) system
will arise. One obvious application is the integration of 3DF
with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for aircraft control
and navigation.
In this paper, we describe the basic system architecture of the
3DF system, the initial relative antenna position calibration
procedure, as well as a description of the phase ambiguity
resolution technique used. Also shown are results illustrating
the accuracy of the 3DF system in both static and dynamic
conditions.
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Introduction

Proper layout of the 24-channel board and isolation of die

The following is a quote from a paper presented by the U.S.
Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories at a recent confer.

fourRFsectionsarerequired to preventcrosstalk between the
four banks of channels. The RF section isolation is one of the
keys to a successful implementation of the 31)F receiver,
along with the software algorithm. The size, weight and
power requirements of the receiver are 8.5" x 3.6" x 8",

ence:
"The GPS Azirnuth Determination System 'proof
of technical feasibility' study resulted in a successful demonstration of the interferometric approach
to azimuth determination. ...these contracts have
led to the arrival of new receivers incorporating
these concepts." [I1]
One of these new receivers (not discussed in the paper) is the
Ashtech Three-dimensional Direction Finding system (3DF).

9 pounds and 12 watts, respectively.
The first bank of six channels is designated as the "primary"
bank - position and velocity are computed
using this bank.
The other three banks are designated as "secondary" banks
a arc used for attitude determination based on the ditferenan~d

The Ashtech 3DF provides attitude information at a one
second update rate using a single 24-channel receiver. The 24
channelsare divided between fourantennas (six channels for
each antenna). The four antennas may be mounted anywhere
on a vehicle or platform and as long as the relative antenna
positions are known, attitude information is computed.

tial phase measurements made relative to the primary bank.

System Architecture

Relative Antenna Position
Determination

independent
In the 3DF 4x6 configuration, there are four
channel banks, each bank having six CPS LI frequency
channels and its own RF section. Figure 1 depicts a block
diagram of the receiver hardware configuration,

The two RS-232 ports provide real-time data output at rates
uip to 115,200 BAIuJ. This feature is very useful for applications requiring integration of 3DF position and attitude information with other systems.

After installation of the four antennas and prior to commencing attitudedetermination,an initial reference framemustbe
determined. This initial reference frame is defined by three
vectors, 12, 13, 14, and their relationship to the Body-fixed

ReferenceFrame, see Figure 2.
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The relative antenna positions can be determined while the
vehicle is stationary or moving, so long as the antennas do not
move with respect to each other, When tde vehicle is
stationary, the relative antenna positions can be determined
by collecting about one hour of data from at least four
satellites and using the Ashtech Geodectic Post-Processing
Software (GPPS) package. For applications where it is not
feasible to use the static technique, a "dynamic calibration"
software package has been developed.

Double-Difference Ambiguity
Search Method

The dynamic calibration software requires at least 45 minutes
of data from at least five satellites with good geometry (low
PDOP). The data should be collected under normal vehicle
motion. The calibration software will not work as well with
data collected from stationary vehicles - motion actually
helps the algorithm. On the other hand, high dynamic motion
should be avoided as much as possible. This will help
maintain lock on all the satellites visible,

nature, each possible integer value forms a plane orthogonal
to the double-difference range over short distances. Figure 3
shows a cross-section of three double-difference planes
forming possible solutions for the antenna pair (1,2). The
viewshownistheintersectionofonedouble-differenceplane
with the other two sets of double-difference planes. These
other two sets of planes form the grid shown. Note that four
different combinations exist which "fit" the correct solution

The technique used by both static and dynamic methods is to
first determine the differential phase ambiguities using the
double-difference carrier phase. After these ambiguities are
fixed, they are used along with thecarrier phase measurements
to determine the relative antenna positions."j

in terms of vector 1-magnitude.

In order to compute attitude, the initial differential phase
ambiguities must be resolved. This is accomplished using an
integer search technique developed for the 3DF system. 'This
integer search technique exploits double-differenced phapse
observables and die pre-surveyed spatial distances between
the antennas.
Because the double-difference ambiguities are of an integer

"

..

"•

'N

Once the relative antenna positions have been found in the
initial reference frame, their coordinates are rotated to a
Body-fixed Reference Frame (BRF). The BRF is defined as
the relative antenna positions when the vehicle's heading,
pitch, and roll are 0.0. Since it may not be feasible to
determine the relative antenna posidikns when the vehicle is
atzero pitch and zero roll,offset angles need to bedetermined
inorder to rotate the computed vectors to the BRF. For a more
detailed description, refer to [2].

-

.

...........

Figure 3. Double -Difference Plane Intersections

For each 3DF installation, the relative antenna positions and
offsetanglesneedtobestirveyedonlyonce. Thesevaluesare
then provided to the 3DF software and are used in determining attitude.

An orderedl list of possible solutions is generated for each
antenna pair. Each list of solutions can then be searched to
find those solutions which match the entire platform, i.e., all
four relative antenna positions. Additional satellites reduce
the number of possible solutions. Also, note that only three
antennas are needed for attitude determination. The fourth
antenna is the key to fast ambiguity resolution. See reference
[2] for a more complete description of the ambiguity resolution technique used.
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Once the ambiguities have been determined, they are used to
solve the. antenna positions for each epoch until a cycle-slip
occurs. As long as carrier lock is maintained on at least four
s..ellites from epoch to epoch, cycle-slips can be detected
and repaired. When a cycle-slip occurs such that the foursatollite criterion is not met, the phase ambiguities must be
resolved. With tie help of the Kalman filter prediction, this
usually takes less than two seconds, when four satellites are
reacquired a few seconds after a cycle-slip occurs.
A
......
.".'..'.....................'.:
."-"Over
the past several months, the 3DF has been tested in a

For large antenna separations (greater than two meters), a
codephase estimate of attitude is used to narrow down tie
ambiguity search region, see Figure 4. The codephase
attitude estimate is arrived at by using smoothed, doubledifferenced codephase measurements as described in reference [3].

number of different configurations in a wide range of envi-

2

..........

S......

S:.:.•

........B .........

Short Baseline Static Test Results

CODEPHASE ESTIMATF_
OF ANTENNA 2POSI~iON

I-

A one meter square antenna array, shown in Figure 5, has
been designed to readily demonstrate the capabilities of the
3DF system on top of a ground vehicle
such as a van.

AAND BNOW DEFINE THE
SE:ARCH REGION

~ATtiTUDE

F

Figure 4. Long Baseline Attitude Determination
Three two-state Kalman filters have been implemented in the
3DF software to help predict an approximate attitude of the
vehicle at the current epoch. They are a heading and heading
rate filter; a pitch and pitch rate filter; and a roll and roll rate
filter. The Kalman filter variables for heading, pitch, and rollI
are the system correlation time, T,the system oscillation period, To, the process noise power spectral density matrix, Q,
and the measurement noise scale faictor, R. These variables,
may be adjusted to the characteristics of the vehicle dynamics
(Kalman filter "tuning"). When set properly, the Kalman
filters give a good overall estimate of atti;ude for the current
epoch using both past and present codephase measurements
and previous carrier phase measurements. This attitude
estimate significantly narrows down the ambiguity search
region.
Real-time solving of the ambiguities normally takes less than
1-2 seconds fbr antenna separations of 1-2 meters ("short
baselines"). Forlargerantenna separnations ("long baselines"),
there is an initial Kalman filter"stabilizing period" before the
initial ambiguities are resolved. Thereafter, whenever tie
ambiguities must be redetermined, it takes only 1-3 seconds.

ronments. The next four sections describe both static and
dynamic test results while tracking at least four satellites with
PDOP at less than 6. Also, note that attitude information is
computed every second.

I Meter

I Meter

Meter

Meter

Figure 5. Antenna Array - 1 Meter Square
The heading, pitch, aud roll of a parked van are shown in
Figure 6 for a one hour period on Day 173 in Sunnyvale, CA.
The slow oscillations in these plots, which were found to be
the same for three straight days, show that multipath is the
dominant error source. f :m 'til)ath effects were eliminated
from these plots, the st '..J deviations in heading, pitch,
and roll would reduce to 0.08,0.16 and 0.16 degrees, respectively.
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If the antennasare separated a greater distance, more accurate,

STANDARD D1VA'N17ON
-0,1.36

106.81

attitude measurements are achieved. To show this, four
antennas were mounted on the root corners of Ashtech in
Sunnyvale, CA. These antenna separations were on the order
of 30 meters square. Figures 7 shows the results of heading,
pitch, and roll for a one hour period on Day 123.
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0

Note that there art two curves in these figures. The solid
curve is the "raw" attitude measurements that are outp)ut
every second, The (dashed curve is the smoothed attitude
MeaSurements using a 50-sample moving average window,
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Figure 7. Day 123
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19.5

19.6

19.7

19.8

The best attitude precision obtained so far has been with

Again, note the two curves inFigure 7 and 8. The solid curve

baseline lengths of 110 meters. The four antennas were
placed in a square configuration at Shoreline Park in Moun-

represents the "raw" attitude computed and the dashed curve
represents the smoothed atotlu•.

lain View, CA on Day 171.

Attitudeaccuracy versusbaseline length is depicted in Figure

Figure 8 show the attiltde

measurements collected for a one hour period.

9 below. This figure excludes multipath-type errors, which
a beenrnrntnnnnr
may
mitigated through proper antenna design and appropriate antenna location on the vehicle.
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Short Baseline Dynamic Test Results
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Dynamic attitude results of the one meter square antenna
array mounted on a vpn is shown in Figure 10. The data was

-

collected on Day 199 in Houston, TX.
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15.1

15.2

15.3

r
15.4

15.5

15.6

of the vehicle, a heading offset angle was conriputed. It was
. .. _YIIC VAN•sr (DAY

19 2ous__oNT._

to be 9.5 degrees for the motor home installation.

•..found

Figure 11 shows the vehicle attitude results while driving the
same track repeatedly at Shoreline Park in Mountain View,
CA on Day 170.
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Note the 15 second gap in the daita during turn at 15.2 hours.
Thisgap wascaused by tle van travelling underneath a bridge
for about 12 seconds). This part of the plot shows the quick
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recovery of attitude infoimation after a complole cycle-slip

occurs. For short antenna separations, attitude inlormation is
computedl

17.4

4

within one second of the first computed position

after at least four satellites have been reacquired. (This takes
no more than three seconds). The o(thor "gaps" in tho plot are
due to heading passing between ,and 360 degrees.
Long Baseline Dynamic Test Results

I

,
d

(1) Motor Home Testing:
. ..

-KU._g. .

"T'ho four antennas of the 3D F system were placed at various
locations on ther(w)f ofa 10-meterlong motor home. Because
flsrME(h,,
none of the antennas could be mourited along the centerline
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(2) DC-3 Aircraft Testing:
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Figure 12. Day 142
(3) Blue and Gold Fleet Ferry Testing:
A two-hour test employing a ferry from the Blue and Gold
Pleet was conducted on the San Francisco Bay on Day 172.
In this test it was necessary to calibrate the antenna array in
a dynamic environment. The test proceeded as follows:
The fourantennas were mounted in asquareconfigurationon
the ferry about five meters apat along the railings. A 45minute data set from six satellites was then recorded. In less

,

than 30 minutes, the dynamic calibration software deterthe relative antenna positions. Attitude was then
successfully computed as shown in Figure 13. The gap at the
end of the data set was due to the ferry passing underneath the

.mined

3W

..

DAY 142

10

software is that the wings form a non-rigid platform (i.e., the
wing tips move during flight). Therefore, two sets of input
vectors have beendetermined -one set for aircraft taxiing and
takeoff operations and one set for aircraft flying arid landing
operations. The ground input vectors were determined by a
static survey and the air input vectors were determined by the
dynamic calibration software.
Figure 12 shows the attitude results of the third flight test on

.FLIOtTOs r.

T...

DC-

4

1"

3

apart. One major problem for the 3DF attitude determination

350..C

..

~J2

Three flight tests were conducted with a DC-3 at Ohio
University in Athens, OH. Antenna location was as follows:
two antennas were mounted on the fuselage along the
centerline of the vehicle about 7 meters apart and two antennas were mounted on each of the wing tips about 30 meters

Day 142. A more complete description of the flight test
results is found in reference [3].

.

.

In Figure l Ithe dotted line is "raw" attitude data, the solid
line is smoothed attitude data using a 5-sample or 7-sample
moving average window.
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Oakland Bay Bridge.
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the two systems. This offset was measured to be -

cbetween

0.38degrees. When the gyro was last calibrated at dockside,
the gyro offset from truth was measured to be -0.34 degrees.
the difference in offsets measured for this particu[Therefore,
lar data set was less than 0.05 degrees. Several other data sets
were collected which confinned this result.

I

0.,

Attitude data was collected by the 3DF receiver for three
straight days and matched up with the ship's gyro data at the
appropriate time tag. Because the current constellation of
GPS satellites is riot complete, attitude data was only collected for about 14 hours of each day. This was because four
or more satellites were above a 10 degrees mask angle and
PDOP was below 6 for only 14 hours of each day.
A part of a three-hour data set which was collected on Day
203 is shown in Figures 14 and 15. Figure. 14 shows heading
as computed by the 3DF and the ship's gyro. Note the offset
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Figure 13. Day 172
Note that the whole procedure above took only two hours to
complete. This shows how easily the 3DF is installed upon

M
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a moving vehicle.
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(4) Ship Testing:

9_

3,5

'lThe 3DF system was tested aboard a 90-meter ship in the Guilf

to ensure that the first two antennas were mounted along tie
centerline of the vessel. Dynamic calibration of the relative
antennas positions was then puerformed. The antenna spacings were found to be approximately 50 meters between the
first two antennas and 15 meters between the second two
antennas. Since two antennas were on the vessel's centerline,
a heading offset angle did not need to be calculated. The pitch
and roll offset angles were determined to be -11.5 degrees and

3.7

3.8

3.9

4

4.1

49.

4.3

4.4

4.5

..
F'igure 14. Day 203 - Hleading
I-.W(hmr ofdty)

of Mexico on Days 202-204.
The four antennas were mounted as follows: one on the stern
of the vessel, one atop a mast toward the bow, and two on the
side railingsofthe ship's antenna farm, Much care was taken

3.6

Cl (3DF - GYRO) - - 0,38 (deava)

This test was an important verification of the absolute accuracy of the 3DF system. Comparison with the ship's gyro
(which we called "truth") was within a milliradian (0.0573
degrees) for all data sets which were., collected. Note that this
result includes the effect of inultipath.
An equally important result of the test was that on-the-fly
gyro calibration can be achieved. Ships will no longer have
to return to port for gyro calibration.
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Future Applications
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Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) to help speed initial calibration time and mitigate gyro drift rates.
the
Initially aligning the gyros to true north, using aiding from
3DF will save critical time now spent by aircraft on tie
runway waiting - an unaided INS takes about 17 minutes to
calibrate.
Integration of the 3DF with current INS will also provide
dissimilare•un.da n. for attitude measurements. This will
reduce the INS drift over time. Unaided, medium accuracy
INS drift approximately 0.017 degrees/hour - high accuracy
INS drift 0.004 degrees/hour but are cost prohibitive. For
mission times on the order of a few hours, integrating 3DF
with a medium accuracy INS could achieve the same accuracy as a high accuracy, high cost INS.
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Because the future space station will go through much flexing
as it orbits the earth, the 3DF system may be useful as an
attitude control sensor due to its virtually unlimited antenna
separation.
Testing of the 3DF on aircraft so far has been limited to a
Douglas DC-3. In the future, vehicles which experience
higher dynamics, such as tactical aircraft and missiles, need
to be outfitted with a 3DF system and thoroughly tested.
Also, more analysis of the 3DF attitude versus "truth" will be
performed employing a high accuracy INS and a dynamic
platform.

Conclusion
The Ashtech 3DF system, the "GPS gyro", is a complete
thrce.dimensional attitude determination system which has
now been tested in various dynamic conditions. In
summary, key advantages of the 3OF are as follows. The
whole system consists of four microstrip antennas and one
small, ruggedized box which has an attitude and position
update rate of once per second. The antennas may be
mounted almost anywhere to meet user requirements and
dynarnic calibration of their positions is achievable.
Finally, the initial phase ambiguity is resolved quickly and
cycle-slip recovery is extremely fast.
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A Case of Flicker Noise
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Abstract - One type of noise which frequently degrades inertial instrument performance, tie 1/f or flicker noise,
which is often identified by the--1 decade per decade asymptotic slope which itproduces on a log-log plot of
the PSD, has been little understood and difficult to model. In this paper, a sample of oscillator noise producing
the 1/f characteristic is demonstrated to be composed of two exponentially correlated noise processes using
modern system identification techniques. These are simple, linear noise processes which may be modeled
easily in a Kalman Filter, which may be used to great advantage in calibrating systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In testing and evaluating inertial instrument performance, it is necessary to characterize and
quantify noise leveis. One type of noise which frequently degrades instrument performance,
the 1/f or flicker noise, which is often identified by the -1 decade per decade asyrmiptotic
slope which it produces on a log-log plot of the PSD, has been little understood and difficult
to model. Although several intricate models for the noise have been promoted at one time or
another by various factions, few if any have been greeted with widespread enthusiasm,
largely because the PSD result itself is not unique, and whether the given model describes
the actual system under scrutiny or not is inconclusive without further tests.
In this paper, a sample of oscillator noise producing the 1/f characteristic is demonstrated to
be composed of two exponentially correlated noise processes, using modern system
identification techniques. These are simple, linear noise processes which mny be modeled
easily in a Kalman Filter, which may be used to great advantage in calibrating systems.

11.

ANALYSIS

The data which is to be analyzed herein is frequency data collected from an oscillator circuit,
and the deviation ftom its mean is plotted in Figure 1 below, The data has been scaled for the
purposes of this presentation, and the magnitude of the fluctuations does not represent the
performance of any actual instrument.
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The Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimate for the data is depicted in Figure 2. For
reference, the PSD is produced by smoothing the magnitude squared of the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the data, and scaling it appropriately. Thus, if the data is represented by
the set Y = { Yk I k = 0, N- 1 , then the PSD estimate may be represented symbolically by
pf) = 2r smooth(IFFT(Y)12
N

(2.1)

where T is the sample period (8 seconds) and N is the number of data samples available for
processing. Details on how this smoothing might be accomplished may be found in [51.
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As may be observed, the PSD has a marked -1 decade per decade slope. Clues as to how this
slope might have come about are provided by the autocorrelation estimate, shown in Figure
3. This intermediate step to estimating the PSD is often neglected but, in this case, it
provides valuable insights.
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Here, an exponential correlation in the data is apparent, with a time constant of about ten
seconds. The gradual decay of the autocorrelation estimate beyond the point where this first
component damps out is indicative of a second exponential correlation in the data. These
processes are also known as Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Diffusion processes[I,21.
From the above result, it is appropriate to hypothesize the following first order matrix
stochastic differential and measurement equations as representative of the data.

1 0
XW

[0

x(W + w(

(2.2a)

"T2,

Y(0 = [1

1 ]x(0W

E3(w(tj) wi(t 2 )) =
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(2.2b)
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Here 8( t1 - t 2 ) is the Dirac Delta function, and E is the expectation operator. The expected
value of the single-sided PSD for data produced by such a system is
P(f) =-

2q1
2q 2
2q2(2.3)
+ _
2,
2 + (27rf) 2
2
2 + (2•0O
(1/'C2)
(1/,C,)

Equation (2.3) may be expanded in powers of 1/f, i.e., to first order

P(fo) +

P(f)

P(fO)

-•/

(2.4a)

f-=/O

-

o2(1
"" f

=

f

1.)
" fo

(2.4b)

Expanding each term in equation (2.3) separately about its corner frequency and taking the
arithmetic mean then yields

P(2)

1f

1
q1 i + q 2 T2 )"-f

(2.5)

for f in the vicinity of the two comer frequencies, hence the approximately 1/f characteristic
in the estimate of Figure 2 is produced.

Estimates of the time constants may be obtained by discretizing the model and applying the
methods of [4]. The result of this operation is shown below in Figure 4. From this graph, it
may be gathered that 1 --- 12.3 seconds, and 'r2 -, 400 seconds. Using these parameters,
application of the RLSIC algorithm [6] yields the noise intensities
1.2 x 10-16 Hz 2 / sec

ql

3.3 x 10-15

q2

7.7 x 10- 17 + 1.5 X 10- 17 Hz 2 / sec

as depicted in Figure 5 Below. (From this graph, it may be observed that the estimate of q2
2
is disturbed at about 2.5 hours, after having apparently converged to about 9.0 X 10-17 Hz /
sec. Thus, a slight upward revision of this parameter is justified.)
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SIMULATIONS_---

In order to confirm the accuracy of the above model for the data, the model was diseretized,
and a sinmulation was coded in the FORTRAN program listed below in an attempt to produce
data with similar characteristics. Such discretization is discussed in [3]. The subroutine
NORMAL produces approximately independent, unity variance, Gaussian random deviates.
(Thle result of the simulation can be very sensitive to the quality of this process for
generating random deviates.)
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PROGRAM SIMULATEFLICKERNOISE
PARAMETER (N = 2048)

REAL
REAL
REAL
DATA

A 1,A2
Xl, X2, Z
WI(N), W2(N), S1, S2, SEED
Al, A2, S1, S2/0.52, 0.98, 1.2E-7, 2.7E-8 /

PRINT*,,SEED?,
READ*, SEED
CALL NORMAL (WI, N, SEED)
CALL NORMAL (W2, N, SEED)
DO K = 1,N
Xl-= AI*Xl + SI*WI(K)
X2 = A2*X2 + S2*W2(K)

Z=Xl +X2
WRITE (3,*) Z
END DO
END

FORTRAN Program for Simulating !!f Noise
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Figure 6 contains the autocorrelation estimate of data produced by the program, which may
be seen to be nearly identical to that of the real data in Figure 3. The PSD estimate of Figure
7 is equally similar to that of Figure 2, confirming that the equations (2.2) provide an
accurate model for this set of oscillator data.
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The 1/f characteristic of flicker noise may be produced by a variety of interacting noise
processes, and data displaying such characteristics should be investigated on a case by case
basis. The results of this analysis show that such data may be characterizable by a
combination of relatively simple and commonly occurring processes.
Since it is important to know how the existence of such noise will affect navigation schemes,
. may be worthwhile to mention that if a measurement of some quantity is contaminated by
exponentially correlated noise such as examined here, averaging the data will produce little
gain in accuracy until the cutoff frequency of the averaging filter reaches the break
frequency of the PSD of the noise. After this point, the average may be improved by
increasing the averaging time, assuming that other processes do not come into play.

V.
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Self Calibration of Q-FLEX® Sensor Head
for Space Shuttle Microgravity Experiments
by
R. Anderson, R. Peters, B. Scott, C. Wilson
Sundstrand Data Control
Redmond, WA

ABSTRACT
The Space Acceleration Measurement System (SAMS) is being developed by
NASA/Lewis Research Center to provide a microgravity acceleration measurement and
recording system capable of supporting a wide variety of space experiments. SAMS is
designed to measure microgravity acceleration levels on the Space Shuttle and Spacelab
caused by events such as docking, crew motion, gravity gradient, and centrifuge.
The SAMS unit is comprised of several triaxial sensor heads attached to a central
control and recording package. Each sensor head consists of either three Bell Model XI
accelerometers or three Sundstrand Q-.FLEX accelerometers which provide stability to one
micro-g over several hours under benign environmental conditions. The accelerometers are
digitally modelled for bias, scale factor, and misalignment as a function of tem-pe.rature
. o1er
the range of -55 to +95°C. Programmable preamplifiers provide each acceleration channel
with remotely commandable gain ranges from ±0.5g to ±0.0005g full scale.
Calibration and performance testing a microgravity sensor package in earth's one
million micro-g field presents unique problems. Inputs accurate to ±5 micro-g's require
sensor head positioning relative to vertical to within one arc-second and precise compensation
for sensor bias and axis misalignment must be provided. Calibrating three accelerometers at
one time over multiple gain ranges dictates many data points and long thermal soak-times.
Automated testing with a two-axis test table minimizes technician involvement.
A test program was developed using a self calibrating procedure called g-squared
testing. Twelve position tumbles are conducted in each of three orthogonal planes with each
plane nominally parallel to the input axes of two accelerometers. Computer aided examination of the accelerometer outputs permits calibration of biases, scale factors, and misalignment angles without positioning to precisely known angles. Calibration data of the lowest
gain range of each accelerometer is provided. Angle readouts on the dividing head are
calibrated to an accuracy of three microradians one sigma. Calibrated position readings allow
positioning the sensor head for calibration of the high gain ranges.
This paper presents a brief description of the theory of self calibrating tumble testing,
describes the test hardware, and presents a flow plan of the data re×luction process. It also
presents estimates of the accuracy of the entire process and provides typical data to support
these estimates.
J VI

INTRODUCTION
NASA has selected Sundstrand's Q-FLEX® Model QA-2000 pendulous quaitz
accelerometer as the primary sensor in this application for its unique combination of high
performance, wide bandwidth, low power, high reliability and relatively low cost. The QA2000 has traditionally been used in inertial guidance systems for military and commercial
aircraft and missile systems. Hence, QA-2000's are usually delivered individually calibrated
and modelled for scale factor, bias, and axis misalignment versus temperature. The unique
performance goals of the SAMS demand a higher accuracy assembled triaxial sensor head
calibration and temperature modelling technique be developed.
Standard individual four position tumble and coning measurements at various
temperatures provide data for mathematical modelling of individual pendulous accelerometer
error coefficients over temperature. However, because of measurement uncertainties such as
mount to mount repeatability, thermal stability, dividing head runout, dividing head nonothogonality, dividing head tilt, etc. it becomes extremely difficult to reliably model the
individual accelerometers to the accuracy levels required.
A methodology for using the accelerometer triaxial sensor head combined with a twoaxis dividing head with good short term repeatability as an inertially based system has been
developed to meet the requirements of the NASA application. Multiposition equiangular
testing of coplanar accelerometers mounted within the sensor head provides data for
polynomial modelling of error coefficients over the -55'C to +95°C temperature range. A
system of proven linear equations is utilized to reduce this multiposition accelerometer
temperature-tumbie data and calculate error coefficients. These equations are also used to
calculate dividing head non-othogonality and angle positioning errors for use in the high gain
calibration measurements. Additional tumble positions and Fourier fits of the data are
employed to increase the accuracy of the measurements.
Automated data collection and reduction is accomplished with the use of a Personal
Computer. The software program commands the multi-channel voltmeter during data taking,
the two axis station servoes for positioning, and also commands a cycling chamber to vary
the full temperature range of the sensor head during test. The PC is programmed to automatically collect and reduce data at each temperature and position for both high and low gain
testing. Data is summarized for each discrete temperature and includes the raw accelerometer
output voltage at each position, the table angles, the accelerometer and mounting plate
temperature, scale factor, bias, and two-axis misalignment of each accelerometer. The
temperature coefficients of scale factor, bias, and two-axis misalignment are then calculated
and fit to a 4th order polynomial error model for each accelerometer.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
The Space Acceleration Measurement System is being developed primarily to monitor
acceleration levels applied to experimental packages carried aboard the Shuttle. An example
is shown in Figure 1, which is a cutaway view of the European Space Agency Capsule. A
single recorder and command package is cabled to several triaxial sensor heads, which can
be positioned at the individual experiments.
The acceleration environment which is expected in flight is described in Figure 2.
Benign environment stability testing on Earth has revealed that Q-FLEX0 accelerometers are
capable, under ideal conditions, of measuring acceleration less than 10-6 g over several orbital
periods. But SAMS is designed primarily to measure the dynamic accelerations due to
unpredictable Shuttle excitations at frequencies above 0.1 Hz, in areas of the Shuttle and its
cargo which may not be temperature controlled. The accelerations of interest are all less than
lg, so calibration over temperature can be conveniently accomplished by orienting the sensor
heads in earth's Ig field; but the preseace of nearly a million micro-g cross axis when each
sensor is positioned horizontally to have small accelerations along its input axis means that
the positions must be determined very accurately.

FIGURE 2: SAMS EXPECTED ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
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The Specification Requirement to calibrate the SAMS sensor heads called for two
optional test plans. Both of them required that the sensors be rotated to multiple positions
with an accuracy of one arc-second or better, and both required testing at twelve different
temperatures, as shown in Figure 3. Plan A was a minimal test in which each sensor was to
be rotated to four positions in a vertical plane in 900 steps. It was intended to be used on
approximately two-thirds of the heads calibrated to model bias and scale factor for the lowest
gain range over temperature, and to provide a functional check of at least one of the higher
gain ranges. With a few additional measurements at the positions called for, it would also
provide misalignment information.
Test Plan B was much more ambitious. Its goal was to model against temperature the
bias and scale factor of each of the three accelerometers in the sensor head at each of the
four gain ranges, from 10volts/g to 10,000 volts/g, plus all six misalignment angles, plus
indications of linearity and repeatability. To accomplish all of this, each of the accelerometers would be tested at the positions indicated in Table 1, at all of the temperatures of
Figure 3.
FIGURE 3: TEMPERATURE CYCLE FOR TEST-A AND TEST-B
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The temperature cycle calls for an initial cold soak at -55°C, to initialize any
hysteretic effects, followed by twelve temperature points descending from +95 0 C to -55TC,
rising again to +95TC and then closing at +35TC. Combined with the multiple positions and
gains of Table 1, each calibration cycle would require approximately 3600 measurements. In
addition, if a single axis head were used, the tumbles would require at least two runs through
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the temperature profile, with each test unit removed and remounted between rins. With
normal soak times each test cycle would require more than 48 hours, and the 153 triaxial
heads proposed for the entire program could consume nearly a year of continuous testing.
TABLE 1: TEST PLAN B ACCELEROMETER
POSITION VS. GAIN RANGE
GAINS

INPUTS

1

10

1000

00

g

X

+600
±870 8' 2"
+±89042'49"

0.5g
0.05g
0.005g

X
X
X

X
X

X

±.8+89` 58'17"
+90w
+900 1'43"
±900 17'11"

0.0005g
Og
-0.0005g

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

-0.005g
-0.05g

X
X

X
X

X

+920 51'58"

±1200
1800

-O.5g
-lg

X
X

X
X
X

A final complication lies in the setting of the sma!. angles near the middle of Table 1.
For simplicity, these angles were computed as they would be for accelerometers which had
no bias and no misalignment angles. In actual fact, the accelerometers have significant
biases, and their misalignment angles through accumulated tolerance build-ups could be as
much as 3 milliradians. In space, where all accelerations are small, that much misalignment
requires only a small, simple, software correction. On earth, it can result in partial or
complete saturation of the highest gain ranges. It is thus necessary to use computed offsets
from these anles, corrected for bias, misalignment, and all dividing head errors including
angle readout errors, initial levelling errors, and base tilts. These offsets are different for
each accelerometer and may vary from run to run.
The requirements of Test Plan B clearly call for automated testing, and preferably by
means of a programmable two-axis head which would avoid the need for remounting. An
almost suitable head was available at Sundstrand Data Control, with a temperature chamber
big enough to accommodate four test packages per run. Its major shortcoming was that it was
observed to produce errors in commanded position up to 12 arc-seconds with significant
shifts from turn-on to turn.-on.
In fact, the only test stations available at Sundstrand Data Control that consistently
produce positioning errors smaller than one arc-second are the locally manufactured single
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axis heads used for production calibration of QA-2000 accelerometers. These heads use
computer commanded stepping motors to rotate to approximately the desired angle for each
test point, and then determine the exact angle achieved by measuring the output currents of
two Q-FLEX9 accelerometers mounted on the rotating shaft, outside the temperature
chamber. The most recent and most accurate version of these test stands is described in
another paper at this symposium. The key to the accurate operation of these stands is that the
reference accelerometers are continuously self-calibrated by adjusting their estimated biases,
scale factors, and misalignment angles, so that the vector sum of the accelerations they
indicate is always one g, to within a small error which is continuously minimized in a least
squares sense. For pairs of accelerometers which are approximately orthogonal and approximately in a vertical plane, the software to do that is simple, robust, and well developed. This
method, and its variations, have sometimes been referred to as "g" testing, from its ideal
state of A2 + A2 = 1. The particular form developed at Sundstrand has the advantage of
referring all orientations directly to the local gravity vector, so that test bed tilts produce no
error. This is especially appealing in Redmond, Washington, where the prevailing glacial
debris from the last ice age has been observed to shift several arc-seconds over several hours
in response to intermittent ground'-water pumping.
It is observed that each plane of rotation of Test Plan B can be arranged to include
two accelerometers in a geometry suitable for g 2 testing, and that a small increase in test
positions taken will allow each accelerometer to be tested as a member of two different pairs,
with negligible effect on total test time. At the same time, the combination of tumbles
produce enough information to permit two different estimates of each misalignment angle.
When the details are worked out and the software written, the result is a calibration process
which is self-calibrating, self-checking, and sufficiently efficient that Test Plan A has not
been needed.

APPROACH
The g2 technique is a variation on standard multipoint accelerometer tumble testing in
earth's gravitational field. Standard multipoint testing depends on three fundamental assumptions:
1.

That the gravity vector is constant in magnitude and direction for the duration
of the test.

2.

That the plane in which the input axis is rotated is vertical within the accuracy
limits of the test, e.g. 3 milliradians or 1.16 degree for 5 ppm accuracy.

3.

That the dividing head rotation scale is accurate and repeatable to within the
accuracy limits of the test, e.g. 5 microradians for I arc-second alignment
accuracy, or 5 jg input accuracy at low g.
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The g 2 technique makes similar but much less restrictive assumptions:
1.

That the gravity vector is constant in magnitude only, for the duration of the
test.

2.

That the plane of rotation is vertical as above.

Accuracy and repeatability of the dividing head rotation scale; e.g., to .05 degree for
accuracy limits as above, are a convenience for some applications, but not a requirement.
The method can be used with no means of angle read-out other than the accelerometers under
test.
As outlined above, the essence of the technique is the observation that the indicated
acceleration outputs of two or more accelerometers, having their input axes non-collinear but
in a vertical plane, will always add to a vector with a magnitude of 1 local g, provided that
they are correctly calibrated. By observing the difference between the indicated vector
magnitude and Ig for a number of positions in earth's field, and adjusting the calibration
coefficients of the accelerometers so as to minimize those differences in a least square sense,
it is possible to calibrate the accc!zrometers without knowing in advance what the tumble
positions might be, Then, with tc.L optimal estimates of the calibration coefficients installed,
it becomes possible to compute what the originally unknown positions were. This process
results in a test station for accelerometers which is entirely self-calibrating.
The algorithms which describe the outputs of linear accelerometers in such tumbles
are non-linear, and must be manipulated into locally linear approximations to permit solutions
of the classic sets of least squares equations. Iteration of the solutions can be used to
minimize the errors introduced by these approximations. The simplest and most robust
version of the technique begins with two accelerometers which are nominally orthogonal, and
which can be characterized by their two scale factors, two biases, and by the included angle
between their input axes. The geometry of such a pair is illustrated in Figure 4. Expressing
the non-orthogonality in terms of the two small angles 5 provides solutions which are
symmetric with respect to the two accelerometers.
If 6 is of the order of a rnilliradian, the biases are of the order of a milli-g, and the
initial guesses for scale factor are within 1000 ppm, accuracy to the order of I ppm can be
achieved without iteration. The derivation of the operating algorithms for such an acceler[Eq. 1]
orneter pair begins with the model equations shown as Equation 1.
El i
K ___- = B + sin(Oj +6)
KI2(I + E2)

34--B2____.
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where:
E11 (E2j) is the output of accelerometer #1 (#2) at position Oi.
K11 (K12 ) is an initial guess at the scale factor of accelerometer #1 (#2).
E I (E 2) is a small error in estimating Kl 1 (K12 ).
B1 (B2) is the unknown bias of accelerometer #1 (#2).
0- is the rotation angle for position j, and 3 is a misalignment angle as illustrated in Figure 4.
FIGURE 4:g2 TEST COORDINATE AXES
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1, a cost function for least squares minimization can be written as:
[Eq. 2]
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Taking the partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to E 1, E2, B 1 , B2 ,
and 3, respectively, and setting them all equal to zero then produces the matrix equation,
Equation 3.
S40

S22

S30

S2 1

S3 1

E1

$40 + S22 - S20

S22

S04

S12

S03

S13

E2

S22 + S04 - S02

S30

S12

S20

S1 1

S2 1

BI

S21

S0 3

Sll

S02

S12

B2

21 + S0 3 - S01

S31

S13

S21

S12

S22

26

S31 + S13 - S1

= ['/2]

S30 + S 12 - S10

[Eq. 3]

where
j-R

[ Ej Im

j=1

[K,]

E21
2 ]
[K12J

For angles which are evenly spaced through 360' within about +0.05 degrees, with
R total readings, the matrix can be simplified to the form shown in Equation 4.

[Eq. 4]

R

6

2

0

0

0

E1

S40 + 322- S20

2

6

0

0

0

E2

S22 + S04 - S02

0

0

8

0

0

B1

S30 + S12 - SI0

0

0

0

8

0

B2

S2 1 + S0 3 -S

0

0

0

0

2

26

S31 + S 13 - S. I

8
01

Equation 4 is exactly analogous to the simplified version for the Fourier fit which
arises with equally spaced angles, except that the angles themselves do not explicitly appear,
and so they need not be accurately known in advance.
If E 1, or E 2 is greater than 1000 ppm, the error can be quickly converged to nearly
zero (depending on the measurement noise) by simply updating the estimates K11 and K12
and repeating the calculation. Similarly, large values for B1 and B2 can be subtracted from
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the raw data before each iteration. Large values for i add to the complexity of the terms in
Equation 3 or Equation 4, but the method is exactly analogous and converges quickly to the
noise limit of the data.
In any case, after the coefficients have been evaluated, angles can be calculated from
Equation 5.
3 E~j[Eq.

EijB,
Tait j9--

El

_(4B1

-

E 2
- B2
K12( 1 + G 2)

5]

K 12

K
Eli

K,11

An important feature of this last step is that it depends on a voltage ratio, and is
unaffected by changes in the magnitude of gravity or by common mode scale factor drift
(tidal effects, or the dominant effect of temperature).
For the calibration of the SAMS triaxial accelerometer heads, three of these g2
tumbles are accomplished at each temperature using a two axis dividing head as diagrammed
in Figure 5. Four SAMS heads at a time can be mounted on the inner gimbal table so that
their X, Y, Z axes, shown in Figure 6a and 6b, correspond to the table P, Q, R axes,
respectively. The first tumble starts with 02 at 2700 and 01 at 900, and calibrates the Y and
Z accelerometers by stepping 01 through 3600. The second tumble starts with 01 at 0' and
02 at 360', and calibrates the X and Y axes by stepping 02 back to 0'. The third tumble
test sets 01 to 900 and calibrates the X and Y axes by stepping 02 forward to 360'.
FIGURE 5: SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLED TWO AXIS DIVIDING HEAD
TEMPERATURE
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An important feature of the SAMS calibration is determination of the change in misalignment angles as a function of temperature. The g technique by itself is not sufficient to
accomplish that, since the estimated angle, 3, does not change with common mode changes
of alignment of the accelerometers being tumbled. While two accelerometers are undergoing
a Ig tumble, however, the third is being rotated about an axis which is approximately
parallel to its input reference axis. Four additional voltage measurements in each tumble
provide enough information to calculate a set of mechanically based misalignment components which differ from the cerrect ones by the orthogonality errors of the two axis dividing
head. These bring the total to about 3600 measurements over the full temperature range.
When all of the data from three tumbles is combined there is enough information to provide
two estimates of each bias and each scale factor, a mostly gravity based and a mostly
mechanically based estimate of each of the six misalignment components (as shown in Figure
6b), and an estimate of the leveling and orthogonality of the axes of the two axis dividing
head. The redundant coefficient estimates for the test accelerometers can be averaged for best
noise rejection and differenced as a measure of test accuracy. In addition, since the
orthogonality of the table axes is mechanically defined and should not change randomly with
time, its variations provide a further indication of test accuracy, easily monitored day-to-day.
It is an especially sensitive indicator, since its calculation depends on the effects of eight
different angle estimates, four of them gravity based and four mechanically based.
FIGURE 6b: AXIS AND MISALIGNMENT ANGLE DEFINITION
FOR SAMS SENSOR HEADS

FIGURE 6a: TWO AXIS
TABLE AXTS DEFINITION
VS. SAMS SENSOR HEADS
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SOME LIMITATIONS AND REFINEMENTS
Temperature testing typically involves a trade-off between time and accuracy, because
of the lonrg temperature soaks required to achieve low drift rates during the measurement
period. g' testing is not more sensitive to thermal drifts than conventional Fourier analysis,
but it does require reasonably stable coefficient values across a tumble. Alnico magnets
characteristically exhibit scale factor temperature coefficients of about 100 ppm/!C, so to
achieve tumble errors less than _51Ag requires thermal drift less than 0. 1'C across a tumble.
With large test items and fixtures, the difference between 0.5°C and 0.05'C stability can
easily add up to half a day of additional soak time over a multi-temperature run. In the
SAMS calibration procedure, this tradeoff has been greatly reduced in sensitivity by use of
iterative data reduction. A first pass treats all of the voltage readings at each temperature as
though they had been taken at a single temperature, ignoring any drift present. The computer
creates an anproximate temperature model from these calculations, and then refits all of the
data using the model to correct for temperature drifts. The process converges rapidly,
typically in one cycle. Details are in the data analysis section.
Some error has been accepted in this testing by neglecting the effect of non-linear
coefficients, especially K2 and Kip. A straightforward extension of the theory described
above works well for either Kip or K2 , but produces a nearly singular matrix when both
coefficients are included. The partial derivatives give good results for the difference of these
coefficients but appear to be nearly insensitive to their sum. Since values for either K2 or
Kp are about 5L.g/g 2 ,. one sigma for Q-FLEX accelerometers, there seems little point in
adding either of these terms to the model unless both can be accommodated. A preliminary
analysis indicates that the effect on computed 0. due to ignoring either of these coefficients is
zero at the cardinal angles (00, 900, 1800, 270°) and reaches a maximum value of one
quarter of the coefficient for angles midway between the cardinal angles. This result indicates
a small error source for the SAMS application, but it is an area worthy of further development for future systems requiring higher absolute accuracy.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
A precision biaxial station with temperature control capability is needed to meet the
test objective. The test station selected for this test is the Contraves-Goerz Corporation
Model 57CD/30H two-axis index table system with a Model 30H-MPACS controller. This
station is capable of testing four SAMS accelerometers at one time. Vibrational noise during
the test is required to be less than 1001Ag's from dc to 150 Hz. To accomplish this, the twoaxis station is mounted to a 10,000 pound concrete block mass, which is isolated from the
concrete floor. This method is found to reduce seismic disturbances from the floor and
measurements demonstrate compliance with this requirement.
Figure 7 depicts the two-axis station (center), the controller (left), and the I/O
Interface, Scanner and DMM (right). The environmental chamber is capable of producing an
environment of -55°to +95°C by cycling either a heater element or a CO 2 solenoid valve.
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FIGURE 7: SAMS SENSOR HEAD
CALIBRATION HARDWARE
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One problem that had to be
overcome was to thermally
isolate the SAMS units from
the massive mounting head
the test chamber. Temcycling of the
SAMS unit mounted directly

to this head would expend

.

considerable amounts of
Co 2 and time. This problem
was solved by fabricating a
fixture and isolating the fixture from the head
by means of an array of
spacers. In addition, a foam
shroud was placed to reduce
air thermal convection.

.mounting

FIGURE 8: SAMS SENSOR HEAD
MOUNTED ON TWO-AXIS STATION

Figure 8 shows a SAMS
accelerometer mounted to
the test fixture inside the
temperature chamber.Temn.perature is monitored using
Analog Devices AD590
temperature sensors
mounted to the mounting
fixture. The AD590 temperature sensor, being a current
output device, is not affected by cabling and slip ring
resistances. The temperature

.. ....

sensor output is converted to
a voltage (through a load
resistor) neal the scanner
providing an accurate tem"perature signal.

All OUtputs are switched thirough an JI/O interface panel and scanner. Switching, data collection and station operation are controlled by the IBM PC.
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Figure 9 shcws the station block diagram.
FIGURE 9: TEST STATION BLOCK DIAGRAM
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TEMPERATURE TUMBLE TEST BACKGROUND
Since the introduction of temperature tumble testing (T3) for accelerometers,
Sundstrand Data Control has emerged as one of the leaders in fully automated T3 stations.
This technique has allowed the delivery of tens of thousands of Q-FLEX6 accelerometers
complete with fourth order models of bias, scale factor,and misalignment as well as predictable aging characteristics.
Sundstrand's T3 stations use PCs to control instruments via the IEEE-488 interface
and positioning control via RS-232 with resolution and accuracies to the point where diurnal
gravity fluctuations can be seen in the accelerometer data.
SAMS DATA ACQUISITION SOITWARE
As stated earlier, each calibration cycle consumes 3600 data points per SAMS unit.
Multiple testing of up to four units simultaneously creates a large bookkeeping problem. This
problem is minimized with the use of multi-dimensioned arrays. Figure 10 shows the overall
data acquisition flow chart.
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A pre-run check performs a plus and minus Ig tumble confidence test for each X,Y
and Z axis on each head that has been installed. The first unit then undergoes a series of
three twelve point tumbles; one twelve point tumble for each orthogonal axis pair. A least
mean square polynomial-fit is then performed for each pair. From this data, the actual angle
versus the commanded angle offset is calculated. This data becomes the head calibration
data, thus removing the zero order misalignment between the first head and the dividing
head.
The test proceeds next to the first commanded temperature (-55') which is used to
condition the units. Data acquisition starts at the next temperature point (+95*). After the
test units have stabilized and soaked at temperature, three sets of twelve point tumbles are
performed. One set of tumbles is performed for each orthogonal axis (Y-Z, Y-X and X-Z).
Using a least squared tumble fit, raw data is reduced. Resulting data is written to an
ASCII file that is ready to print, and is also stored on disc for post processing.
The high gain test sequence is performed next, positioning each axis in the near zero
g field. The high gain amplifiers are remotely actuated, and the applicable data is produced.
Data is stored in a ready-to-print ASCII file, and is also stored on disc for post processing.
This procedure is looped through each temperature, and data recorded accordingly.

THE DATA ACQUISITION MODULE
The plate that holds the four SAMS units is broken into four sections. Each section
contains a packaged AD590 used for calibrating the internal AD590 in the SAMS units.
Measuring the average plate temperature is the first action in the Data Acquisition module.
Average plate temperature is recorded after each set of twelve point tumbles.
The test data is
number of test angular
sensor (XYZ); and 'LV
in a multi-dimensioned

acquired conveniently within a nested I,J,K,L loop. 'I' represents the,
positions (36); 'J' is the number of test heads (up to 4); 'K' is each
is either the acceleration output or the AD590 output. Data is stored
array with the same subscripts.

This data is processed to produce two independent estimates of bias, scale factor, and
misalignment for each XYZ sensor. These values are averaged along with the average
AD590 temperature sensor data, and stored for post processing. Two-axis dividing head
errors are calculated and shown on the raw data sheet as an indication of data integrity.
Figure 11 shows the high level flow diagram of the above process.
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HIGH GAIN TPHST SEQUENCE
The high gain test steps each sensor axis (XYZ) of each head through two sets of
seven positions at approximately 180' apart. The center position of each of the seven
positions is approximately zero volts output. The least squared tumble fit bias data, plus the
zero order misalignment terms from the previous data acquisition module, plus the dividing
head calibration data is used to 'zero' the accelerometer output.
At each of seven positions, each gain selection is made that does not cause the
amplifier output to saturate. Data is taken at each of these non-saturating points.
After each of the seven points are tested, the two axes are rotated 180 degrees and the
opposite g readings are taken.
This test is repeated for each sensor axis. After completion of each head, the data is
stored into a data sheet in ASCII format so that it can be printed directly to a printer. Figure
12 shows the high gain test sequence flow diagram.

"IHEDATA REDUCTION SOFTWARE
After each temperature acquisition point, the average tumble fit data for each
parameter is stored. When complete, data is retrieved for each temperature; and a fourth
order polynomial model of scale factor and bias is computed.
Raw tumble data is retrieved and broken into twelve point sections, to match the data
acquisition series. The center point of each of the twelve points is assumed to be the closest
temperature to the average data used in the original tumble fit. All of the other points are
then corrected for any temperature drift.
New tumble fit data for each twelve point series is computed. Data is reduced, and a
new polynomial model for each parameter is obtained through an iterative process. This
whole proces•s could be repeated for more accurate models; however, after the first iteration,
further correction amounts to less then 1 micro g bias change. Model hysteresis data is
calculated, and is stored to data sheet files for the unity gain (10 volts/g) coefficients. The
high gain data is then retrieved from disk, and the high amplifier data is converted to scale
factors using the latest models. Amplifier zero intercepts are converted to micro g's, and the
amplifier gain sections are fit to the polynomial model. The final process is to write the High
Gain data sheets to disk. Figure 13 shows the data reduction flow diagram.
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FIGURE 10: •SAMS DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
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FIGURE 11: DATA ACQUISITION
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FIGURE 13: DATA REDUCTION SOFTWARE DETAIL
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ESTIMATED ACCURACY
The elements that determine the overall accuracy of the SAMS calibration process are
summarized in Table 2. Note that all of the entries in this table are three sigma estimates;
i.e., essentially worst case. The top half of the table shows the error estimates for bias, scale
factor, and misalignment for the basic calibration which is performed at a gain of 1, or
nominally 10 volts/g. The lower part shows the factors which affect scale factor accuracy for
the three higher gain ranges. The bias and misalignment estimates apply to all gain settings.
The worst case bias error is estimated to be 5.0 micro-g's, with the dominant error
source being the neglected effect of square law nonlinearities. This is within the SAMS
requirement, but represents an area worthy of further development.
Scale factor error is less than 12 parts per million, with the dominant error being
voltmeter scaling. Temperature drift, even at 100 ppm!°C, is a minor contributor due to the
use of iterative data reduction. Scale factor error is not a major concern in the SAMS
applications because the measurements are almost exclusively at very low levels of acceleration. That fact is particularly evident in the high gain data, where the dominant error source
is measurement noise. At the highest gain setting, Table 2 shows that the estimated scale
factor error is 4200 ppm, primarily due to noise in the measurements. That seems to be a
large scaling error; but at a gain setting that allows only 500 micro-g's full scale, its worst
case contribution is only 2 micro-g's.
The estimates for Input Axis Misalignment (IAM) are based on non-repeatability only,
since it is the variation over temperature that is being modeled. The initial alignment (the
zero order term in the model) is determined inertially with respect to package axes at the
time of installation in the experiment to be monitored. The dominant error source in this
measurement is estimated to be fixture warping, which was not quantified in this setup; but
has been the subject of earlier studies at Sundstrand. There are several test techniques for
cancelling these effects. For SAMS, the test is judged sufficiently accurate without the added
test time.
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II

TYPICAL DATA
Figures 14 through 17 are data sheets typical of those printed by the SAMS software
during each calibration run. Figures 14 and 15 show raw and partially processed data which
are printed at each test temperature. The samples shown correspond to a nominal temperature
of +95'C. Figure 16 is one of six temperature model sheets printed for each tkiaxial head at
the conclusion of a run, based on unity gain (10volts/g) data. Finally, Figure 17 is one of
three temperature model sheets printed for each triaxial head based on a gain of 10, gain of
100, and gain of 1000 data.
Figure i4 shows the fundamental outputs of the system. The measured output of each
of the three accelerometers in a single head is shown for each of 36 positions. Positions 1-12
correspond to the first tumble, about X, The angles listed correspond to theta 1, but are
calculated from the accelerometer data rather than read directly from the Inductosyns. At the
right are the coefficients that can be calculated from that tumble. Positions 13-24 represent
the tumble about Z, and 25-36 the tumble about Y. At the bottom of the page are the
misalignment angles calculated for the nominal temperature, with no correction for temperature drift. These are followed by the average temperature indications for each of the three
tumbles.
Figure 15 shows the raw voltage measurements for all unsaturated gain settings for
each of the three axes for the 42 positions of the high gain series. The positions are calculated for each accelerometer from the immediately preceding tumbles, still with no correction
for temperature drift. With perfect data and no temperature changes, the middle Al reading
in each of the data blocks would ideally be zero. The observed scatter is about 10
microradians, 1 sigma, due to the combined effects of measurement noise, Inductosyn nonrepeatability, and thermal and other drifts in bias, scale factor, and misalignment. The
changing readings for the higher gain ranges show that the programmable amplifiers in the
SAMS heads change bias as well as scaling when they are commanded to a different gain
setting.
Figure 16 is a summary sheet for all temperatures tested showing the X axis misalignment angles at each temperature, and the coefficients of the 4th order polynomials which
describe their variations with temperature. Printed residuals from the fitted curve include the
effects of temperature hysteresis, and not merely scatter in the data. The program produces a
similar sheet summarizing and modelling X-axis bias and scale factor as a function of
temperature, mid corresponding sheets for the other two axes. The data on these sheets are
reduced iteratively and the individual readings which are used to calculate the modelled
coefficients for each set of tumbles are normalized to the corresponding average temperature.
Figure 17 summarizes and modcls the X--axis high gain data. Again, there are
corresponding sheets for the Y and Z axes, not shown.
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CONCLUSION
The calibration requirements of the SAMS triaxial accelerometer heads are not
part: ;ularly challenging in concept, but they have a number of features which, taken
togeL':-.r, create a formidable task when approached by conventional means. They require a
large number of data points taken at a large number of temperatures, and therefore require an
extended period of time. They require that certain positions in a series of one g tumbles (the
ones needed to calibrate the 100 Volts/g, 1000 Volts/g, and 10,000 Volts/g scales) be
computed in real time from measurements taken geveral minutes earlier. They require a two
axis dividing head with a temperature chamber to avoid the need to remount the test units
midway in the test, as remounting would increase several sources of test uncertainty and
double the duratIon of the test. And they require an overall positioning accuracy of 5
microradians, a khvel of performance which is difficult to maintain in commercially available
two axis dividing heads, even with no allowance for tilts and tidal effects; and equally as
difficult to prove on a day-to-day basis. To meet these requirements economically, a software
program has been created, based on g2 testing, which takes advantage of the multiplicity of
accelerometers to be tested and provides a test program with the following special features:
"* Totally automated operation.
"* Direct gravity reference; no tilt errors.
"* Results independent of table accuracy.
"* Needs only repeatability to calibrate accelerometers and table simultaneously.
"* Iteration of temperature modeling speeds testing and improves model
accuracy.
"* Redundant data in bias. ,cale factor, and misalignment calculations
provide greater accura,., as well as continuous estimates of the accuracy
of the measurement proc'ess, while providing table data which are not
asily obtained by conventional means,
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ABSTRACT
Litton Guidance and Control Systems Division has been
developing an Interferometric Fiber Optic Gyro (IFOG) system
to meet medium accuracy applications. Units of a prototype
three-axis design are currently under test. They incorporate
a proprietary solid state light source and additional feaI.

tures which enhance capabilities while minimizing size and
cost. Testing is being done to demonstrate performance to
specifications for particular applications such as AIWS,

SCIT, and AMRAAM.
random walk,

Performance data is presented,

bias and scale factor stability,

including

scale factor

linearity and thermal sensitivities.
II.

INTRODUCTION

The IFOG is

an inexpensive alternative to spinning mass

and ring laser gyros for many rotation sensing applications 1 .
Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS) for aircraft
avionics and tactical missile guidance are the main near-term
applications of these medium accuracy IMUs. Cost, in particular, is a driver of the architecture and manufacturing techniques of these units which must meet adequate performance
over military environments. In this paper we present the
current status of Litton's tactical missile-grade IFOGs, a
prototype triax containing three orthogonal sensing gyros
with a common light source. A earlier design consisting of
three separately packaged IFOGs has previously been reported 2 .
III.

DESCRIPTION OF GYRO
described were performed on two IFOG triaxes
The tests

(units A and B) consisting of three fiber optic gyros with
rate sensitive axes mutually orthogonal. Each gyro consists
phase modulator and fiber
of a coupler, polarizer, splitter,
of
the architecture of each
1
shows
a
schematic
coil. Figure
gyro. A common proprietary solid state light source is used
to provide near-infrared light to the three gyros through

The overall sensor unit is 4" x 4" x
additional couplers.
2". Data from the first two of these Triax units will be
presented.
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IV.

TESTING PROCEDURE

With the exception of the scale factor tests, the gyros
were observed using an open-loop gyro demodulation method. A
schematic of the test set-up for a single gyro is given in
Figure 2. Using a commercial signal source, a square wave of
frequency close to 1/2-r , where "u is the time of propagation
of the light through the sensor coil, and amplitude sufficient to cause a phase shift of n/2 is applied to each gyro
phase modulator. Output from each gyro detector is amplified
and filtered, and input to a lock-in amplifier. The modulation square waves are also input to the lock-in amplifiers
as a reference. The phase angle of the references are
adjusted so that the output of theh lock-in amplifiers are
sensitive to input rates to the gyro. The outputs are calibrated by applying known (small) rates to the gyros along
sensitive axes. Output signals from the lock-ins and other
monitoring points (Eg. temperatures, optical power monitors,
etc) are input to a data acquisition system.
The gyro triax was mounted in a thermal chamber for thermal sensitivity tests. All gyro components and preamplifiers
are subject to the temperature; other electronic
instrumentation is'outside the chamber. Temperature ramps are
applied under computer control.
Scale factor testing is done using a closed-loop demodulation method in which the signal being applied to the phase
modulator is servoed to nullify the phase shift caused by
input rate. The servo signal then becomes a measure of the
input rate on the gyro. The gyro and the electronics are
mounted on a rate table in the thermal chamber.
V.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

A. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE BIAS DRIFT TESTS
These tests generally consisted of segments of data at
least four hours in length during which the test units were
kept at constant temperature in the thermal chamber or under
room ambient conditions ( maximum thermal variation < 3 OC).
An example of such a data run is shown by Figure 3. The data
has been averaged to 3.00 sec.
B. ANGLE RANDOM WALK TESTS
Angle random walk is derived from constant temperature
bias stability tests in which the data acquisition rate and
bandwidth are suffIcient to be sensitive to the short-term
random fluctuations. A variance analysis can be used to separate the Angle Random Walk coefficient which varies as the
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square root of the averaging time from long-term systematic
variations. Figure 4 shows a variance analysis plot of some
of the data shown in Figure 3.
C. BIAS SENSITIVITY TO TEMPERATURE TESTS
Triax unit A was built to operate over a limited temperature range about ambient; unit B was designed to operate over
a full military range. initial testing of these units has
been over the range 12 to 32C for unit A and -55C to +80C for
unit B. These tests expose variations due to birefringence
caused non-reciprocity 3 which is due to the mixing of the
optical polarization modes in the gyro and which produces
systematic variations of bias over temperature. An example of
a run to measure thermal variation of bias is shown in Figure
5.

D. SCALE FACTOR TESTS
Prototype system electronics were connected to the triax
unit A. Stability was measured over a 20 to 40C range at a
rate of 50 0 /sec and linearity was measured at 25 0 C over a
rate range of ±200 0 /sec. Examples of the linearity data are
shown in Figure 6.
E.

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Table I presents a summary of the performance of the Litton Prototype Triax IFOGs which have been tested to date.
VI.

SUMMARY

Litton's IFOG approach is aimed toward minimum cost in
production for systems which meet size, weight, and performance requirements bf AHRS and tactical missile applications.
The prototype units described here were designed to meet
requirements for anticipated applications as well as being
producible in a production environment. Although performance
data on these and other
testing is not yet complete, test
Litton instruments continue to support the prediction that

low production cost IFOG-based systems are capable of meeting
the performance requirements of medium accuracy systems.
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TABLE 1
PROTOTYPE TRIAX PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

PARAMETER:
BIAS (DEG/HR)I
1-Sigma
(12
32-C)
(-55

TRIAX
A

TRIAX
TRIAX
A
A
X-AXIS Y-AXIS Z-AXIS
0.25

0.32

TRIAX
B

TRIAX
B

X-AXIS

TRIAX
B

Y-AXIS

Z-AXIS

0.33

0.52

0.78

0.33

8oC)

RANDOM WALK

0.022
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0.028
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0.017

10
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72

TBD

TBD

TBD

6

12

14

TBD

TBD

TBD

(DEG/RT-HR)

SCALE FACTOR
NON-LINEARITY
(PPM)

SCALE FACTOR
STABILITY
RESIDUAL (PPM)
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Figure 1. Optical configuration of a single-axis gyro in
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measurement schematic.
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scale factor vs rate input
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Abstract

Classical direct imaging angle measuring telescopes appear to have reached a
practical limit when used for the determination of azimuths.
This is so despite
the introduction of sophisticated electronic focal plane sensors.
It is shown
that improvements of an order of magnitude or better are possible using optical
interferometric techniques.
The U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) is now in the
design and prototyping phase of a program to provide instrumentation capable of

making routine interferometric observations with very high levels of precision
and accuracy.
The development of this system is described, including a 'general
discussi.n- of asof etric
intrfeometry
and it is pointed out that such a
system, used with the proper observing strategies and data ceduction techniques,

can successfully solve three, related problems: 1) The rapid production of very
high accuracy inertial positions for special lists of stars, 2) The determination
of ultra-precise azimuths using such stellar positions, and 3) The transfer of
known azimuth bearings to remote stations without significant loss of accuracy.

It

is stressed that "proof-of-principle" and related "test bed" observations have

already been carried out,
operational status.

and that the technique

is

now transitioning to an

Introduction
The application of interferometry to large angle astrometry has been a signal
success in the radio domain, particularly for the determination of polar motion
and UTl.1
extension of this technique to optical wavelengths is a relatively
recent development.
Although heterodyne detection is used at radio and infrared
wavelengths, direct detection is necessary at optical. wavelengths.
The geometrical
and optical principles however, are essentially identical in the two cases.
A
program has been initiated at the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) 2 which, building
upon the experience gained with the MARK III interferometer 3 at Mt. Wilson, is
engaged in designing and building a dedicated, astrometric optical interferometer.
This instrument is capable of producing inertial star positions at the level of
a few milliarcseconds.
Given a star catalog of such accuracy, the use of it to
determine ultra-precise azimuths also requires the utilization of interferometric
.1'Te

techniques.
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Background
Every student of astronomy knows of the famous stellar diameter measurements made
by Michelson using the 100-inch telescope at the Mt. Wilson Observatory in
California. 4 (Actually, the 100-inch was not used as a "telescope" but rather as
a very sturdy mount for two mirrors whose separation could be varied.) It is
particularly appropriate that at the present time, there resides at Mt. Wilson,
within a stone's throw of the 100-inch, an optical interferometer which in many
ways is a direct descendant of that original Michelson interferometer.
This
instrument is the MARK III, the development of which was a collaborative effort
involving, the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, the Naval Research Laboratory and the U.S. Naval Observatory.
"This instrument is based upon earlier work by Shao and Staelins, who successfully
tracked the white light fringe from the star Polaris using a wide-band interferometer
with the first
operational optical defliy line. It is essentially this feature
which distinguishes current instrumentation from the Michelson interferometer
and gives the MARK III capabilities well beyond those of the Michelson device.
A general schematic of such an optical interferometer is shown in Figure 1.
The MARK III has produced star positions, indeed the instrument is unique in this
achievement using interferometric techniques.
Initial results were presented by
Mozurkewich, et al. 6 , which showed that measurements at the level of O'.'02 were
possible using a single baseline, no metrulogy and observing in only one color.
Subsequent observations, made in two colors using two baselines, and including
determinations of the instrumental phase constant in real time, but still
without
7
metrology, have yielded results with precisions measured in a few milliarcseconds.
(Thne significancec of two color obseervation~s, 11e-trology, the instrumental phase
constant, etc. is discussed below.) There is little
doubt that the full power of
the method will be more nearly realized when laser metrology techniques are
included in the USNO instrument.
Table 1, taken from [7], shows the average formal errors usiTng various observing
and reduction modes.
In all these cases the solutions for the baseline(s) were
based upon the FK5 positions of a standard set of stars, and therefore the derived
corrections to the star
positions are applicable within the FK5 system.
Additionally, comparisons of observations made in successive years have shown
than the results are repeatable to 0'008 or better.' The USNO instrument, which
includes metrology and other innovations, will undoubtedly improve this repeatabliity.
TABLE I
MODE

Mean Error
a

One-color
One-color + phase constant
Two-color + phase constant

0.10198
0"0].56
0110092

0.'0121
0.'0095
0.'0056

The MARK III has baselines running N~rth/South and East/South.
The absence of
an East/West baseline accounts to a great extent for the larger errors in a.
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Op.ert j, g Princip.es
The Michelson instiument observed fringe visibility
V = (Imax

9

which is

defined as:

- Imin)/(Imax + Imrin)

(1)

where I 1s the intensity of light observed.
For a particular kind of source, if one measures V as a function of the separation
of the receivers (radio antennas or mirrors), then things may be inferred about
the parameters describing the source.
In Michelson'.-, case, the source was assumed
to be a uniformly illuminated disc and the separation of the mirrors corresponding
to the first minimum of V "'Lowed one to calculate the angular diameter of the
source, The MARK III inte
)meter, and by extension, the coming USNO instrument,
can) make similar measur-ements 1 , including, for example, the measurement of the
separations of spectrooscopic binary stars some ten's of milliarcseconds apart.
In the latter case fringe visibilities are also measured, but the theoretical
deendence on separation is somewhat different than in the case of a disc,
However, tha most significant feature of the type of instrturent to be constructed
by the USNC is tho use of optical delay lines to directly measure the path length
difference between pairs of interfering beams.
As mentioned aboe,,,
in the case
of a wide band instrument, a white light fringe is formed, but only when the path
length difference is zero.
This can be arranged by inserting additional path
length in the approptiate arm of an inter•erometer.
A variable delay line is
utilizod for this purpose, as indicatied in Figure 1.
The realization of such a
delay line has been accomplished by constructing a three-tiered se-rvo. The first,
coar'se stage involves moving a cart alon; precision raols.
The cart carries a
cat's eye retroreflector,

The second stage serwvo uses a voice coil. to move the

retroreflector as a unit, and the finest
moving the nal. . fl]at secondary ot' the
For details of this and other features,
a del'f line is a measure of the optical
frton, Cow receivers,

and last stage consists of a piezo stack
cat's eye with reipect to the primary.
see (3].
Th- path length introduced by
path length difference between the beams

The vector joinJi.,n the
Clocrers of two receivers is known as the baseline vector
and I3
undamontal characteristic of an interferometer.
In Figure 1, the
ba,,seline vector joins'

t-h,

centers of mirrors A end B.

The basic relat.ionship

describing an astrometric interferometer is giv'n by the expression:
d - S -1

c

(2)

,

where d ;1 the dclay, S is the unit vector towards the source, B is thej baseline
vcCLot,
ai:d c is the ,. strumeni
,al
)-ase constrnt,
The latter is ,enasured by
pointing the mirrors back into the imntrfereneter and finding the pox.:.tion of
the. dolay )ines OwCCISSaty to gen.rate a white light fringe. Assuming for the
momeAnt tht,
h 131 I,nown, a moasurement of dc allows one to cal .Cua
to. the angle
I)be tweo(in 1B and S , that is , makae

large a,'glo astromeltrio measuremn•t,
n
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Atmosheric Effects

There is probably no type of ground-based astronomical observation that is not
degraded to some extent by the Earth's atmosphere.
An optical interferometer is
no exception." 2 In some ways an interferometer is even more sensitive to the
atmosphere than direct imaging instruments.
On the other hand, an interferometer
is not sensitive to some common atmospheric effects which plague classical
astrometric instruments and methodologies.
For example, an interferometer is
not affected by the plane-parallel atmosphere component of astronomical refraction.
In addition, by making observations in separate wavelength bands"',
it is possible
to annul the effects of the spherical atmosphere, synoptic wedges and isopycnic
tilts
by making use of the fact that the atmosphere is a dispersive medium..
The effects of atmospheric seeing can be reduced by these multi-color techniques,
but not eliminated.
The atmosphere, at any one site at any one time, may be
characterized by the Fried parameter, ro, which is a measure of the average size
of atmospheric turbulence cells.
'here is a relationship between seeing and ro,
e.g., an ro of 10 cm in visible light corresponds to approximately i"10 seeing
(i.e., a stellar disc of 1" FWHM in the focal plane), 20 cm to about 0"'5; thus
ro's of 10 cm or greater are characteristic of a very good site.
The formal
definition of ro states that ro is the diameter of an aperture over which the
atmospherically induced phase changes of an incoming opcical wavefront are less
than one radian.
Obviously ro is a crucial parameter for an interferometer since
it sets an upper limit on the size apertures one may use to collect the coherent
light necessary to form a fringe. In addition to this spatial variation descrihn-4
by ro, there is a temporal variation depending upon the atmospheric cohe.re
ti.me, 'ro. If one assumes that the relative motions of the turbulence elem•xL_
are much less than the motion of the fluid as a whole, the so-called frozen flow
hypothesis, then To - ro/windspeed.
Typical values of ro are of the order of
ten milliseconds of time.
The delay introduced by the atmosphere is a constant
during an interval of ro.
The action of the atmosphere may be modeled as a
Gaussian variation of the delay. This variation is superimposed upon the regular,
calculable variation due to the Earth's rotation changing the aspect of the
baseline with respect to the sky.
Frirnge Tracking and Multi -to Operation
As may be inferred from the foregoing section, active fringe tracking is possible
only when using apertures of diameter ro or smaller.
In addition, the time during
which the position of the delay line is static, i.e., 0delay difference is
constant, is only of the order of r,.
Shao et al. addrecised this problem by
constructing a three-tiered servo s-'
for tb• delay line as mentioned above.
The actual tracking of the fringe ...
ýoyplished using synchronous detection.
A path length dither )f approximate-y one effective %,_velength of the light
oI)servwJ is produced by introducing a wovable relay mirror into the optical path.
Using a piezo stack, this mirror is moved with respect to the beam it reflects.
The nmovement is driven by a triangular waveform.
The forward and back "sweeps"
of the mirror are accomplished in a time < ro during which the fringe is fixed,
and therefore an unambiguous fringe position is p(. r ed,
Currently, on the
M4ARK III, it is assumed that r. is 0s004 or larger.
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Evidently, if for active fringe tracking one must use apertures of diameter r.
a definite
or less, and can collect "coherent photons" only for a period -r
magnitude limit is inevitable. This limit appears to be about the ninth magnitude,
perhaps a bit brighter, and is highly dependent upon the qualities of the site.
If one wishes to observe fainter objects, an alternative to active fringe tracking
must be found. One such alternative is the dispersed fringe technique (analogous
to what radio astronomers call band width synthesis).
If the light from two large apertures, each containing many ro's, is combined,
Suppose,
a complex fringe pattern is formed which is unsuitable for tracking.
however, that this pattern is imaged onto the input of a two-dimensional bundle
Further, suppose this bundle to be fanned out into a linear
of optical fibers.
array and the light passed into a spectrometer, with each fiber corresponding to
The output of the spectrometer is then a two-dimensional array,
a single ro.
one "coordinate" of which represents ro's and the other the wavelength of light,
A.
Under these circumstances, it may be shown 1 4 that the intensity of light,
observed as a function of optical frequency, v =I/A, is proportional to:
V sin(2nvd)

(3)

This expression is a constant only for an interval To, since the atmosphere -s
But it is the average
constantly changing the value of d, as indicated above.
value of d which is sought, and the Fourier transform of (3) for any singl.e To,
If,
will provide a delta function corresponding to the then current value of d.
for example, the atmosphere is Gaussian, then the envelope of the delta functions
will be this Gaussian, and in particular, the value of d corresponding to the
maximum of this envelope is the quantity sought, i.e.., the effective average
value of d.
In actual practice a somewhat different approach will be used; that
is, the autocorrelations of the photon distributions with respect to A, over a
coherence time ro, for any one ro (an integration over Ir.for an ro is called a
frame of data), are averaged and then transformed directly into a power spectrum,
which again gives the average value of d. This allows one to integrate without
having to calculate a transform until the entire integration is complete, and
more importantly, favors operation in the photon starved mode, where the average
number of photons par r. per r. is < 1, i.e. , some frames are empty.
A thermoelectrically cooled photomultiplier tube is suitable for active tracking,
while a photon camera (PAPA)" 6 may be a good choice for detecting the two
dimensional array produced in the multi-ro mode of operation. Avalanche photo
diodes (APD's), with their much higher quantum efficiency, arc, being very seriously
'-ar (angle)
considered for both star and fringe tracking in the USNO instrument.
tracking is required at the 0"1 level in order to avoid degraded visibility of
the fringes due to misalignment of the inter.fering beams. An array of APD's, if
available for a much reduced cost, could be a superior detector for multi-ro
operation.

I8

Metrology-and Observing-rxgramrs

In practice, it will be
Earlier, it was assumed that the vector B was known.
and use these positions
stars
of
list
selected
a
necessary to assume positions for
case of producing a
the
in
Then,
vector.
baseline
provisional
to solve for a
to star positions
corrections
for
made
be
may
solution
second
a
star catalog,
This procedure assumes that the baseline is fixed for the
and the baseline.
duration of the observations (say one night), and this is not likely to be the
case at the level of stability ideally required for astrometric observations,
on the order of 0.1 Mm. The precision of the
which is to say, stability
interferometer is proportional to AB/B, where AB is the uncertainty in the
For this
baseline's length. A AB of 0.1 am with B = 20 m corresponds to 0".001.
the USNO
into
incorporated
be
will
system
reason a rather elaborate metrology
6
in
changes
monitor
will
system
this
interferometers,
laser
Using
instrument."
the
on
mounted
retroreflectors
eye
cat's
hemispherical
using
by
the baselines
In addition, measurements will be made from siderostat
flats of the siderostats.
At this time, the final reference for these measurements, which
to siderostat.
refers them to the Earth's crust, consists of so-called optical anchors sunk into
bedrock. These are essentially vacuum pipes with retroreflectors rigidly mounted
layout of the instrument is shown in Figure 2.
A "strawman"
at the lower end,
Note that four siderostats are included, This will allow simultaneous observations
on two orthogonal baselines which promotes the efficient determination of two
As indicated above, the constant, c, is determined by
coordinates on the sky.
look back into the system.
to
turning the siderostats
Calculations show that using multi-ro techniques, with siderostats giving a
working beam of the order of 1 m diameter, it is possible to reach approximately
In this case several dozen
m = 1.6 with reasonable integration times, see (2].
quasars will be accessible by the instrumer' . This is an extremely important
consideration since observations of the quasars will help monitor the baselines
with respect to .-he inertial frame defined by these objects, thus rendering the
stellar positiois directly inertial, without the need of other instruments or
If, however, smaller siderosLats become necessary initially due to
techniques.
possibilities exist for alternative methods of referring
considerations,
cost
using brighter
These methods include:
an inertial frame.
to
positions
star
the
radio stars previously referred to the VLBI radio frame, using, somewhat brighter
stars near enough to quasars of known position to permit differential po.,ition
measurement using larger conventional telescopes and CCD's, and possibly, for a
It may aLro becwome
limited period of time, using the I ipparcos reference frame.
detectors 'ifth
advanced
possible to reach the quasars directly by incorporating
is possible.
pm)
(2.2
In addition, operation in the near-IR
smaller sicderocrtats.
case, the
any
In
inscrument.
and is planned for in the design of the USNO
concentrate
will
It
instrument.
production"
inter-i-feroweter will not be a "mass
.i.i.tiall.y or, perhaps a few thousand stars, and produce a catalog of superior
On the other hand, high accuracy, special purpose catalogs
accuracy for them.
of a few hundred stars can be produced much more quickly and accurately than with
As time goes on, morr and more stars will be added to t'he
classical methods.
interferometric star catialog. The ultimate goal is to produce a reasonably dense
optical reference frame as accurate as the radio VLB1 frame.
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Azimuth Determination
Historically, the determination of azimuth bearing has been a prime concern of
DoD for many applications including: launch azimuths, gyro calibration and
initialization, and certainly, test fixture orientations.
The accuracies required
for these unique uses vary widely.
In many cases, errors of 10710 are perfectly
acceptable, while for other needs, errors of 01,`1 or even less are unacceptable.
Azimuths have routinely been determined by observatibns of the star Polaris and
associated angle turning using various high quality, surveying type instrumentation.
Such methods usually pyoduce accuracies on the order of perhaps 0?.15 for single
determinations, and precisions approaching 0'l in the best cases by averaging
over many observing sessions. Real-time determinations of azimuth at an accuracy
level of O?.I1 or even 0?25 are not possible using classical techniques, and further
improvements in such methods are not likely to produce the necessary accuracies.
The situation is entirely analogous to that in astronomy where classical astrometric
transit circles have nearly reached their reasonable limits of accuracy.
In
addition, the use of a single star, Polaris, for azimuth determinations brings
the positional. error of the star into the process with full weight.
What is
needed is a highly accurate angle measuring device which can utilize many stars
in determining azimuth.
A stellar interferometer is undoubtedly the instrument
of choice.
One may envision a single baseline instrument with the baseline
oriented nominally north-south in the horizontal plane, observing relatively
bright stars in the fringe tracking mode, utilizing two small siderostats with
the associated metrology.
Given an inertial, bright star catalog of sufficient areal density and accuracy,
thc determination of an azimuth bearing by such an instrument is straightforward.
Adopting an orthogonal instrumental coordinate system with the z axis parallel
to the Earth's axis, the y axis toward the east point on the horizon, and the x
axis toward the intersection of the local. meridian and the celestial equator,
Equation 2 may be written:
BxcosscosH - Bycos6sinH + Bzsin6

=

d - c

(4)

Where, H - t - a, the hour angle of a star at right ascension a at local sidereal
time t, 6 is the declination, and the Bi are the components of the baseline.
The quantities d and c are known positions of the delay line, hence their difference
is a known length, while the declinations and right ascensions
'' knowlsn from
the star catalog, updated to the times of observation.
By obsecving several
stars at various positions in the sky, values of the BI may be derived from a
least squares adjustment using Equation 4 as the observational equation.
Alternatively, initial values of the ba.ý,elino components may be adopted, and
differential corrections may be derived from the observations.
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A clockwise rotation of the coordinate system (counterclockwise rotation of the
baseline vector) about the y axis of magnitude equal to the latitude 0, expresses
the baseline vector in a horizon coordinate system, i.e.,

Ry(#)

½

Byjt

where,
Ry(

-

0

1

sin#

0

0

(5)

cos4

and,
Aa

tan'-[loy/Lz]

Components in the horizon system are denoted by Li,
the nominal zero azimuth of the baseline.

and Aa is

the correction to

The metrology system monitors the motion of the baseline with respect to the
Earth's crust, and the motions which are sensed can be used not only for improving
the stellar observations, but in addition, for real-time updating of the azimuth
of the baseline when not observing stars, e.g., during daylight hours.
Azimuth Transfer
Once the azimuth of the baseline of an interferometer is known, it can be used
as a reference for determining other, differential azimuths.
Various schemes
may be considered for transferring the azimuth of the baseline to other locales.
In order to maintain the accuracy inherent in the interferometric determination
of azimuth, the most accurate transfer method is probably one involving
interferometric length measurements.
One such method, which is schematically depicted in Figure 3, involves an extension
of the method mentioned earlier for measuring the instrumental phase constant c.
In the first part of this process, white light (from source WL via slide-in
mirror S) is injected into the two arms of the interferometer at the
beamsplitter/combiner (B).
These beams are then retroreflected from the siderostat
flats (ST) (in orientation ".") and the two delay lines are adjusted as necessary
to observe a white light fringe at the detector (J).
Half of the difference in
the delay line settings is the phase constant. The second step in transferring
the baseline azimuth is accomplished by rotating the siderostat flats 450 from
their retroreflecting position (to orientation "2") in order to project white
light beams at right angles to the baseline.
These beams are then reversed by
suitable tetroreflectors (R), rigidly mounted at the required distance, and the
delay lines adjusted once again until the white light fringe is observed, The
observed change in c is then just the difference in the distances of the two
retroreflectors from their respective siderostats.
Since the length of the
baseline has been determined from stellar observations, and because the siderostats
can be rotated to accurately project the beams to the retroreflectors at right
angl.es to the baselrine, the chanrge in c can be used to solve for the azimuth of
the line joining the retrore flectors (AZ),
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A variation of the above scheme involves holding the delay lines fixed after the
first
step in the process, and then, in the second step, moving one of the
retroreflectors parallel to its intercepted beam (as indicated by the double
In this case
arrow in Figure 3), until the white light fringe is again detected.
AZ would have the same azimuth as the baseline.
In practice, these schemes will require careful measurements of and corrections
First, due to both thermal and mechanical
for several sources of systematic error.
For example, when the orientation of a
effects, the baseline is not fixed,
siderostat is changed, the baseline is changed by bearing errors and by systematic
errors in the mechanical construction, the latter arising principally from the
non-intersection of the rotational axes and the offset of the plane of the front
Compensation for
surface of the siderostat's mirror from the elevation axis.
such errors must be made for the stellar observations as well, thus the necessity
to actively monitor the motion of the effective pivot points of the siderostats
by laser metrology in order to determine changes in the instantaneous baseline
vector.
The system being developed for the USNO instrument should determine
variations with an accuracy of approximately 0.1. am, corresponding to an azimuth
uncertainty of 0':001.

A second potential source of error is the accuracy with which the siderostats
The uncertainty
can be pointed to reflect light perpendicular to the baseline.
of the pointing in this case produces an error in the measured distance to a
retroreflector which is proportional to the pointing error squared multiplied by
the optical path length throug1h the syste-.
if the painting is accura.t.e to 5
arcseconds, which is routinely achieved by the MARK III, and the separation
between the baseline and (AZ) is :5 30 m, then no problem exists at the level of
0701 accuracy in the azimuth.
A third source of error is the differential error in the optical path lengths
between the siderostats and the retroreflectors due to differences in the
temperatures of corresponding optical elements along the paths and to temperature,
pressure and humidity differences of the air near the siderostats and retroreflectors.
It should not be difficult to allow for these effects by using standard sensors
In addition, these errors are muen reduced by placing
at approrriate locations.
most of the path in vacuum.
Lastly, the geometric properties of the retroreflectors themselves must be
understood and specified in order to define the "point" with respect to which
Errors in the fabrication
the scheme outlined above is measuring the distance.
of any retroreflector causes the unit to depart from ideal, behavior, however, it
is possible by careful measurment of the unit's geometry to determine a point
These points can then be referenced
with respect to which tne errors are minimized.
to define the line AZ.
If the baseline of the interferometer is 20 m, the sum of the residual errors,
after correcting for the above effects, must be .< 1 am in order to achieve an
This is achievable.
azimuth transfer accurate to 0'Q0l.
Another scheme for transferring azimuth, especially applicable to the case where
the lne
AZ must be rather short in comparision to the baseline, involves the
measuL ient of absolute distances using two-color metrology techniques.-.V As AZ
decreases relative to the baseline length, the siderostat pointing requirements
In such a case, a knowledge
become more stringent and ultimately unrealizable.
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of the absolute distance of each retroreflector from the siderstat pivots would
allow the determination of the azimuth of the line AZ tegardless of its length.
On the other hand, as the distance between the baseline and AZ increases, absolute
distance measurments become more difficult.
Evidently the exact method chosen for azimuth tranfer depends upon the characteristics
of the installation.
However, it is undoubtedly true that in order to best
achieve the accuracy possible and/or required, provision for the installation of
the transfer device should be incorporated into the basic design of a facility.
Retrofits are certainly not impossible, but maximum efficiency and accuracy are
most likely to be possible with up-front designs.
oonclus ion
In keeping with its activities over more than one and one-half centuriesla, the
U.S. Naval Observatory is now embarked upon the development of a most exciting
new astrometric technique. The return from this effort will have profound effects
upon many parts of astronomy. -If one considers positions, proper motions and
parallaxes with accuracies improved by more than one order of magnitude,
spectroscopic binaries measured at the milliarcsecond level and many other similar
developments, the potential gain in knowledge is impressive indeed.
Applied
astronomy, such as the determination of azimuths, will also benefit both
operationally and conceptually through the use of new stellar
data and the
utilization of the associated instrumentation and techniques.
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ABSTRACT
In the first quarter of 1991, Sundstrand Data Control introduced an improved
performance Q-FLEX® Accelerometer, Model QA3000, as a standard product. This paper
describes test methodology improvements which have been employed in characterizing this
improved performance.
A performance goal associated with the test equipment was to develop a test station
capable of measuring the current output of the QA3000 with a one sigma uncertainty of less
than one micro-G. To achieve this level of accuracy, Sundstrand joined with John Fluke
Mfg. and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau
of Standards) in a Measurement Assurance Program which provides resistance and voltage
standards supportive of the accuracy goal. This paper reports on the accuracies achieved to
date with this program.
Another methodology improvement was to provide a test site provisioned with
reference accelerometers. These reference accelerometers provide high accuracy test fixture
attitude and heave data which provides compensation for environmental and seismic
variances. This paper describes Sundstrand's computer-aided automatic tumble test
approach, and reports on the effectiveness of reference accelerometer compensation in
improving test station accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1988 the need for a higher accuracy Temperature and Tumble Test Station was
identified. This need was driven by the planned introduction of the QA3000 accelerometer
which provided an improved performance unit intended for the 0.1 NM/hr. inertial navigator
market. A summary of performance parameters is presented in Table 1.
*
*
*
*
*
*
•

Bias modeling error
Bias T.C.
Bias composite error
S.F. modeling error
S.F.T.C.
S.F. composite error
Linearity

< 15 micro-G's
< 10 micro.-G's/°C
< 40 micro-G's
< 40 PPM
< 120 PPM/Deg C
< 80 PPM
< 15 micro-G' s/GA2

TABLE 1: QA3000 Performance Summary--Maximum Values
The bias data in Table 1 is very conservative. We have seen a significant percentage
of units with bias modeling residuals less than 3 micro-G's over the full QFLEX temperature
range. From this performance dawa, along with some pending performance improvements, it
was
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output to an accuracy of 1.0 PPM, or 1.0 micro-G, was required.
The primary error elements driving accuracy were identified as follows:
•
*
*
*
*,

Digital Multimeter (DM) accuracy errors
Load resistance accuracy
Mounting Plate alignment
Temperature instability
Seismic/environmental noise

A strategy for addressing these errors was proposed which provided for
ultra.precision metering of the output current. The strategy also provided for the addition of
reference accelerometer, on tho test fixture which monitor the test fixture attitude. Additional
reference accelerometers were employed to characterize the seismic noise induced
accelerations. The final element in this strategy was the employment of a test fixture which
provided thermal heat capacity and conductivity to reduce temperature instabilities and
gradienats.
This paper ftcuses on four of the five error elements, where temperature stability
control is left as a separate topic in another paper.
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
There are good news, bad news, aspects to working with a current scaled
accelerometer output. The good news is that current is insensitive to lead resistance or
thermal EMF's introduced by dissimilar metal electrical connections.
The bad news is that there is a national standard for voltage, based on the Josephson
Cell. There is also a national standard for resistance, based on the Quantum Hall effect.
However, the current standard is always a secondary standard, derived from a known voltage
and resistance. Calibration laboratory transfer standards are then precision voltage sources
and precision resistances traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). For further detail on the theory of these standards refer to References I and 2.
Figure 1 provides a block diagram of Sundstrand Data Control's precision current
measuring equipment. The general strategy for the functional interconnection of this
equipment is the employment of the precision voltage standard and the precision resistance
standard in a Wheatstone Bridge configuration to accurately quantify an accelerometer
current output. In this configuration the DVM is used as a high performance null meter.
The precision voltage reference provides a 10 volt output known to within a few
tenth's of a Part Per Million (PPM). The unit and its accuracy development is described in
Reference 3.
A 10K ohm calibration laboratory standard was selected. The two calibration
laboratory primary standards form the core of the intrinsic absolute accuracy inherent to the
design of this station.
The precision reference voltage is fed to a high accuracy 10:1 voltage divider. In
reference 4 the accuracy of this divider is evaluated and an accuracy of 0.075 PPM is
derived. This level of accuracy is achieved by selecting ten very nearly equal valued resistors
with a nominal 1000 ohm value. These resistors are also selected for minimal thermal
sensitivity and they are enclosed in a thermal barrier for minimum temperature gradients
across the bridge.
The key to attaining this level of accuracy in the voltage divider is the employment
of a scanning switch unit designed for the calibration laboratory. The switching unit is
designed to minimize thermal EMF voltages in the switching network. This is achieved by an
output reversal feature which employs low thermal relays. Reference 5 describes the
technical features of this switching unit in detail.
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The final element in Figure 1 is an 8 1/2 digit DM. The DM selected has a reported
linearity of 0.1 PPM. The DM, as configured in Figure 1, serves as a null meter reading the
differential voltage between the 680 ohm load resistor (after filtering) and the 1.0 volt
reference.
Alternatively, the DM can be used directly in measuring the voltage across the load
resistor. The scale factor error of the DM can be neutralized by reading the 1.0 volt
reference output. The bias errors resulting from thermal EMF's are neutralized by reading
the voltage with the input leads reversed and the leads normally polarized.
Summarizing, the key elements in measuring current accurately are as follows:
*

Characterize a precision load resistance using a calibration
laboratory standard.

0

Minimize DM bias errors and thermal EMF voltage cells by
employing low thermal switching equipment.

*

Minimize DM scale factor errors by employment of precision
voltage source.

0

Minimize linearity error with selection of a high quality DM and
narrow span measurements.

To minimize the effects of tumble fixture alignment and seismic noise our tumble test station
has been instrumented with reference accelerometers. The arrangement of these reference
accelerometers is illustrated in Figure 2. There are two accelerometers located on the tumble
plate outside the thermal chamber. These units are an orthogonal pair which measure and
control the tumble fixture rotation.
Inside the thermal chamber there are provisions for five reference accelerometers.
Three of these accelerometers monitor the fixture attitude in roll and pitch. The inclination
angles derived from these reference accelerometers are applied to the Unit Under Test
Accelerometer (UUT) data with appropriate coordinate transformation for optimum accuracy.
The remaining two accelerometers are oriented in the + 1.0 G and -1.0 G planes to
monitor seismic sourced heave micro-accelerations. The DM features an externally triggered
voltage reading cycle which allows a setup as indicated in Figure 3. With this setup we are
able to take a snapshot of acceleration data from several accelerometer sources. These two
reference accelerometers record short term variations, normally the siesmically induced,
vertical accelerations.
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TEST STATION CALIBRATION PROCESS
The calibration of this equipment starts with the calibration of the voltage and
resistance standards. The John Fluke Mfg. Company provides a calibration service which
calibrates the 10 volt reference to an initial uncertainty of 0.5 PPM. This uncertainty level
increases with time and after a 180 day period the uncertainty level increases to +/- 0.66
PPM. This uncertainty includes an approximate 1.0 PPM/year modeled drift term.
To achieve an uncertainty of less than 1.0 PPM for our resistance standard we have
joined with John Fluke in a shared Measurement Assurance Program. This calibration
process starts with a set of NIST resistance standards sent from Gaithersburg, MD, to the
Fluke Standards Laboratory in Metropolitan Seattle. These resistors are stabilized for
approximately 15 days and then compared to the Fluke and Sundstrand resistance standards
over a three to five week period. The NIST standards are returned to the NIST Gaithersburg
primary standards lab and an error term associated with "traveling" these standards is
derived. The resultant uncertainty of the Sundstrand 10k ohm standard is then reduced to
+/-0.42 PPM.
Calibration of the 10:1 voltage divider follows a process described by Bruce Fields in
Reference 4. Summarizing this process, the voltage drop across each 1000 ohm resistor is
measured and the deviation from the 1.0 volt nominal value is recorded. In making these
voltage measurements, bias and thermal EMF's errors are neutralized by reading each voltage with the meter leads reversed and then the source leads reversed. With the forward and
reversed reading, bias terms can be derived which theoretically cancel these offset errors.
Scale factor errors are neutralized by the fact that we are developing a ratio where the scale
factor error appears in the numerator and denominator of the ratio determining equation.
Linearity errors are minimized by the ultra narrow span of the measured voltages. A more
detailed description of the data processing is provided in Appendix A. The error elements
associated with this calibration are as follows:
*
*
•
*
*

DM linearity uncertainty
Voltage standard leakage currents
AC effects and random uncertainty
Scanner switch thermal EMF's
Uncorrected thermal variation
RSS total

0.030
0.006
0.050
0.050
0.050

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

0.104 PPM

The effects of environmental electrical noise are minimized in several ways. First the
divider is enclosed in a grounded, highly conductive case. This package is then mounted in a
relay rack which has been specially designed to minimize EMI/RFI penetration. Finally, the
effects of EMI is reduced by averaging a series of voltage readings for each resistor in the
divider. The average voltage readings are processed as described in Appendix A to develop
a 1.0 volt reference value. Then a group of 1.0 reference values are averaged to derive the
final value. This process of characterizing the 10:1 divider takes up to 24 hours of testing,
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which is all controlled by a computer. Table 2 provides a typical data set for a group of ten
derived one volt reference values.
TABLE 2: Typical 10:1 Voltage Divider Calibration Data

TEST #

1.0 VOLT REF

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.99999214
0.99999227
0.99999221
0.99999227
0,99999219
0.99999222
0.99999235
0.99999230
0.99999220
0.99999223

9
10

Mean
STD DEV

=

I

APPM

+ 0.10
+ 0.03
- 0.03
+ 0.03
- 0.05
- 0.02
+ 0.11
+ 0.06
- 0.04
- 0.01

0.99999224 VOLTS DC
0.053 Micro-volts

Calibration of the load resistance is accomplished by measuring the voltage drops
across the resistor divider network illustrated in Appendix B. These voltages are determined
by employing four terminal resistance elements and again each voltage reading is read in the
forward and in the reversed direction such that EMF and bias offsets are neutralized. The
value for the load resistance is derived using the formulas in Appendix B. In this derivation
the most significant error term is the linearity of the DM. However, for this DM, the error
term is less than 0. 1 PPM. On the other hand, if the linearity error term is determined to be
significant, the 10:1 divider provides a convenient tool for characterizing this error and thus
transferring the intrinsic accuracy of the resistance standard to the load resistance without a
significant error penalty.
Error elements associated with this calibration process are as follows:
"*
"*
*
•
0

DM linearity uncertainty
Reference resistor uncertainty
AC effects and random uncertainty
Scanner switch thermal EMF's
Uncorrected thermal effects

0.10
0.42
0.15
0.05
0.40
RSS
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PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

0.61 PPM

The final step in the calibration process of the current measuring equipment is to
derive bias terms for the thermal EMF's imbedded in the low pass filters. These filters are
necessarily a collection of capacitors and resistors soldered together and therefore represent a
series of dissimilar metal EMF cells. Calibration consists of a series of voltage measurements
of the input and the output of the filters. Two filters are employed, one for the reference and
a second for the load resistance output. They are encased in an enclosure designed to provide
EMI shielding and a dead air trap. Nevertheless, these filters are the largest variable and
should be calibrated prior to each tumble test series.
Calibration of the reference accelerometers begins with calibration of the roll attitude
sensing orthogonal pair. These units are calibrated for bias and scale factor at each test
temperature with a 12 point tumble test. The bias and scale factor coefficients are derived
employing a data redi.uction process outlined in Appendix C. This process is accurate ( 2-3
micro-radians) and minimally time consuming where a 5-7 minute time span is required to
acquire and reduce the data.
A secondary calibration is performed where the difference angle between the
orthognal pair and the fixture UUT test surface is derived. In this case the roll angle from
the two orthogonal reference accelerometer pairs on the fixture are compared against the
orthogonal pair outside the test chamber to derived a roll angle correction value. This
calibration is performed less frequently and a 24 point tumble to derive bias and scale factor
terms is employed.
Calibration of the 1.0 G heave sensing accelerometers consists of a simple two point
tumble at the normal QFLEX test temperatures. The key parameter is scale factor. Bias and
mean 1.0 g levels are subtracted out to derive the effects of seismic variations and to some
extent correlated uncompensated temperature effects.
Calibration of the pitch axis accelerometer requires a three step test process. Thetirst test entails rotating the accelerometer, and its precisely square sub-fixture, 90 degrees
such that the accelerometer is in a one gravity field for two of the cardinal axis. The
accelerometer is then subjected to a standard two point tumble test at each of the standard QFLEX test temperatures. The accelerometer is then returned to its normal zero gravity test
position where the coning error angles at the four cardinal angles are developed. The third
test is a repeat of the previous coning test but the accelerometer mounting block is rotated
180 degrees; however, the accelerometer remains in the nominal zero G field.
With the data from these three tests, the reference accelerometer bias and axial
misalignment terms are separated from the true fixture pitch misalignment angle. The theory
of this process is outlined in Appendix D.
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SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS
In this paper we have described a precision current measurement test setup. A
summary of error elements is as follows:
*
*
*
*

0,66
0.10
0.61
0.50

Precision Voltage Reference
Precision 10:1 Divider
Load Resistor
DM errors
RSS Total

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

1.03 PPM

It should be noted that standard metrology practice assumes a three sigma standard deviation
whereas standard navigation practice normally works with a one sigma standard deviation.
In actual practice we have found that it is convenient to use the DM directly derived
voltage as opposed to the differential bridge voltage measurement. However, the DM
calibration is tested prior to a test cycle--employing the 10:1 Precision Divider derived one
volt reference and adjusting with software the scale factor of the DM.
The employment of reference accelerometers to provide tumble fixture rotation angle
data provides improved accuracy as compared to the index head. Both the leveling errors and
absolute rotation angle errors of the index head are washed out. As a result, we believe the
composite rotation angle error is less than 3 micro-radians. This estimate has been confirmed
by comparing 12 and 24 point tumble data where the 24 point tumble data includes scale
factor nonlinearity quantification.
The effects of seismic noise can be minimized by filtering and averaging output data
with multiple measurements. The employment of reference accelerometers to extract seismic
noise allows a faster data acquisition process without a significant sacrifice in accuracy,
assuming significant resolution exists in the reference instrument.
The first step in minimizing seismic noise is the employment of a low pass filter with
a several hertz cut-off frequency. The filtered accelerometer output is sampled once every
second for a total of 16 samples. Seismic noise is extracted from this data employing the
following algorithm:
n_+8

ansi =a

16 n---8

Essentially, the mean value of the 16 samples from a reference accelerometer output
is subtracted from each of the individual 16 data points and the residual is assumed to be
noise. This residual noise from both the + 1.0 G and -LO.G reference accelerometers is
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averaged and then subtracted from the accelerometer under test. Figure 5 as compared to
Figure 4 illustrates the benefits derived from this process, which includes post process
digital filtering with a one hour time constant. The results indicate less than 0.4ttg's of
uncompensated drift of the QA3000 accelerometer during the eight-hour observation period.
Future improvements in accuracy by utilizing reference accelerometers are expected
with the implementation of software which provides multiple coordinate transformation
capability. Here the true sensor coordinate system; i.e., the coordinate system aligned to the
instrument axis alignment angles, is converted to an earth level coordinate system. In the
process most cross-axis terms can be adjusted out of the accelerometer under test output, to
provide higher accuracy multi-point tumble data.
Another planned improvement is the expansion of the algorithm employed to calibrate
the bi-axial pair to account for the non-linearity coefficients, K2 and Kip. This will allow
characterization of rotation angle with less than a 0.5 micro-radians uncertainty.
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Figure #4: Accel Output Without Siesmic Noise Filter
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APPENDIX A: PRECISION DIVIDER CONCEPTS

Apply Kelvin current loop to precision divider schematic in Figure A-I.
VFLK

=

VLD + V1 A-V 2 + -...

V10

ILRLD + JLR1 + 12 R2 ---

VFLK

-

VLD

V 10

ILRlO

IL (R 1 + R2--- Ri 0 )
ILR1O

V10
VFLK - VLD =

(R1 + R-2

.RIO)

RIO

(VFLK - VLD) Ri 0

R , + R 2 - - -R IO

Multiplying numerator and denominator by IL
(VFLK - VLD) V10
V1 + V?2--- VI0

Then the ratio of the 1.0 volt reference to 10 volt FLUKE reference is given by
V I OR E F = V- 0

(VFLK - VLD) Vl0
...... ...... ......
-=-...
VI + V2 --- VIO
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Figure A-i: Precision 10:1 Divider Circuit
1

/2VLD

1.OK
R,

R2

1.OK

IZ]'] .OK
R3

VFLX]10

R4
1.OK

V FLUKE
1.OK
Ro

10oK
R7
1,OK

10OK

LI

43.2

1.0 \0LT RE1F

Note that a. DVM scaling error Ke does not affect the ratio

V I .OREF

-

(VFLK - VLD) V10 Ke
(VI + V 2

VIO) Ke

It is also convenient to use the, algebra of small numbers

let

1.0 + b4

Vi

(VFLK - V lf)) (1 + 6,10)

V IOREF

NOT'E,

-

10 + 61 + 62 ...

6 10

The linearity of the DVM minimally affects accuracy because of the narrow
range of 6j, -- roughly ±-100 ppm from nominal 1.0 volt. Similarly the lead
voltage drop is dependant on DVM linearity, but only over a ±,150 ppmn from
the nominal 10.0 volts.
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APPENDIX B: LOAD RESISTOR CALIBRATION

Assume a test setup per Figure 1-B:
1/2 RLD

IL
SVREF

RSTrD

VSTD

I0•'

]

.

1/2 ALD

FIGURE 1-B: Calibration Circuit
VSTD
Observe that

IL

=

---- 1..-..--

(1)

RSTD

and

V1
-

R1

(2)

-

RSTD VI
Equating (1) and (2) R 1

VSTD

Average twenty-five tests to minimize AC effects and random uncertainty
=R

Rva-R

STD

25

414

i=25
i=

V~

VSTD1

YS5
V1

NOTE A:
In making this measurement, each DVM voltage reading is measured once
with leads in a standard connection and then reversed connection to provide DVM Bias and
thermal EMF cancellation with the following equation:

(VFwD - VREV)
VFINAL

= VFWD

/

2
NOTE B:
The derived value of resistance is independent of lead resistances and thermal
EMF voltage associated with the voltage reference and test circuit. This results from
quantifying the loop current with the resistance standard and DVM.

4.15

APPENDIX C: A METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
OF SCALE FACTORS AND BIASES
OF AN ACCELEROMETER BIAX
Consider the case of an instrument consisting or two orthogonally mounted linear
accelerometers rotating in the uniform gravity field. The figure below illustrates the initial
position of the accelerometer input axes, which are, due to misalignments, not exactly
orthogonal, but rather form an angle of 90' - 26 when projected on the vertical plane (3 is a
small unknown angle)

IIA2

-4-

0026
9Q

IA,

if rotated by angle Oj in the mathematically position direction (counterclockwise), the
accelerometer outputs will be
Elj = K1 (1 + qj) 131 + K1 (1 + q-) sin (O + 6)
E2 j = K 2 (1 + c2) B2
where

K2' (1 + E2) cos (O-

B1 and B2 are biases in g (unknown)
K1 and K2 scale factor estimates in V/g
ql and E2 scale factor errors in ppm (unknown)

Assuming the unknown variables are small enough, e.g.
B1 , B2 < 500 ttg1
(I, c2 < 500 ppm
43< 500 /Arad
the following set of approximations will hold ti ,e (wilhin <.2ppm):
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.

sin (Oj

+

6) =EL~ 13

K1 (I

cos

(Oj + 8)

:

el) B

(ii

sin ~ 8)

E 2 2 -K 2 (I+e?)
12
K2 (1 4 62)

-E-

2_(

(1-e)

K,

-

K2

-EB

.

j

e2 ) -

B2

sin 2 (0. - 6) + cos 2 (Oj- 6- =
2
= (sin 6 cosb + cosO sinS) + (cosO cosb + sinO sinS) =
= sin 2 o cos 2 0 + cos2 0 sin 2 b + cos2 0 cos 2 6 + sin 2 0 sin 2 b + 4 sinO cosO sinS cos3 =
= (sin 2 0 + cos 2 0)(sin 23 + cos2 S) + 2 sinO cosO (sin 26) =
= 1 + 2 sinO cosO (sin 25)
Also:
sin 26 -=23

(within .0002)

sin0 cosO =
E._j

K,

(

(

BK(1. + el)K21+e
C

e(2)

acos)
(2

-

+

(

B2 - 8sinO

21

6sinO) -

(BE

+ 6cosO) ;

iK

K2

I + 48 sinO cosO - 1 + 4

-'LEJL .8

K11.K2

(within < lppm)
Ideally

(E~2

(i1- el) - B•+
-Eli
:
KB,+)

C

±

2j)2

(i
(1

e2 ) e

2)"I+4!'K

1

+ 4

-L

K K2

6

(with about lppm)
We, therefore, can define a cost function:
cost = -

-RKL1K

2 (.B
I - e.) -BB.(.
2
2K
e)

2

)i-4

KiK22 3 6 1
1K

Here E2 represents a sum of terms for a total of n positions, corresponding to n approximately
equidistant angles O.
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Expanding and dropping terms less than 0.2ppm:
Cos t=

E_2
(1-2e,)-

--_j

lK,

K

+
2El'JBI+

)

K

I'

EZ 2 (1

2e _E2j B 21-

K2 )

4_E~jjE2j
K,12214K

X2

2

The kernel of the cost function is now a linear function of e 1 , e2 , B1 , B2 and 5 with known
(i.e., measured) coefficients. It should, therefore, be possible to form a system of five linear
equations with five unknowns by differentiating with respect to each of the variables, and
find the precise correct values for two scale factors, two biases and angle between the sensor
input axes. Then any required number of angles can be computed from:

0j = W (Edj,

E 2j)

W (Elj, E2 j)

sin-' (/K

I

OS-

( '

K2

+e 2 )

)

-

-

B2

B)

-

+

where W (Elj, E2j) is a weighting function which emphasizes the sensor which is not near
+/- 1g.
The five equations obtained by partial differentiation are:
1

1
2

c3 COSt

(cost). (-2

acost

( cost). (-2

ae.

I

2

acost
a BI

I Ocost
2

(•

)2)

0

E- )

00

K2

=

_

, (cost).

([ 2

K )

c"ost). 4(-2LL"
K2 K2 )

B
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0

0

I1

S4 0

S2 2

S39

S2 1

S3 1

S22

S0 4

S122

S03

S 13

S3 0

S 12

S2 0

SI 1

S2 1

B1

$30 + S12

S21

S03

Sit

S0 2

S12

B2

S21 + S 0 3

-

SOI

S31

S 13

S2 1

S12

S22

28

S3 1 + S 13

-

S11

S4 0 + S 2 2
S2 2 + S04
S2

$S2 0
-

S02
S10

where

~

=~

SMn

To determine an expression for rotation angles Oj, we use the approximate equations:
E1 i = K(l+c1 ) B1 + Kl14-c) • sin(Oj+ 5) q KI(I+ 1 ) B1 + K,(1+c 1 ) sinG1 4- KI(I+E1 )
E2j = K2(1 + 2 ) B2 + K2(1 +E2 ) •cos(j

-

5)

K12(1+e

2)

. cosOj

B2 + K2(1+6 2 ) cosOj + K2(1 +E2) 'b cosOj

To a good approximation:
E_9

0j

tan'-

-

B= + sinO

8

___KL__2)

K, (i+e1 )

K2 (1+6 2 )

E'j
- B2 + cosO + 6
K2 (1+e 2 )

K, (!+el)

1

K (1+e)
K 2(

T+e2)
B2

K2 (1 + e 2)

-6

JE
+

(-1)

,

)(I

K, (1+e3.

K, e(I

where
gn (E
2[ s

j -1,

2

-- B,

,1
(i + eK)
2 (K

- 8
+

.. ,n
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APPENDIX D: CALIBRATION OF THE Z-AXIS
REFERENCE ACCELEROMETER
Given accelerometer conical misalignments 6. and 5y where

8.X = A,*

A,,,, = Pendulous axis misalignment
2XS. F.

2 (S.
F.) = Hinge axis misalignment
- A27(S.
Y =S A90
The above equations are defined in Reference 6, Paragraph 10.3.4. These misalignment
angles are illustrated by solid lines in Figure D-1.

x
z

(INPUT AXIS)

yy

FIGURE D-1: Accelerometer Axial Misalignment

Assuming a perfectly level mounting fixture and rotating the accelerometer 180'
about the input axis results in the Sx and 6 terms changing sign, but maintain equal
magnitude as indicated by dashed lines in ý'igure D-1. Note the algebraic sum equals zero.
On the other hand, if there is misalignment angles Ex and e associated with the test
fixture, then we have a situation as illustrated in Figure D-2.
420

Exx

dx 6dy

'

FIGURE D-2: Combined Fixture and
Accelerometer Axial Misalignments
Next, rotate the accelerometer, but not the fixture, 180', and then repeat the
misalignment test. Summing the misalignment terms for both axis yields:
(6-1 + x)+ (-5 , + E_) = 2,c
K~i
+ I&& A l+ ) 2
(6yl + Ey) + (-6y2 + cy) = 2cy

There are some error elements which remain unquantified. These include bearing
eccentricity and the surface flatness associated with the sub-fixture mounting surface. These
error elements are estimated to be on the order of 50 micro-radians.
In measuring the accelerometer misalignment terms, we can also account for bias by
adding them up as follows:

A0 + A9 0 + A1 8 0

ABIAS

+

A27 0

This fixture pitch attitude angle deviation is derived by

9

-

(Aoma - ABIASma)

_

6XC

where 0 is assumed a very small pitch angle, and the small angle approximation
Orad = sinO applies with K1 the two-point tumble derived scale factor, and the Sxc term is
the reference accelerometer misalignment angle after correcting for fixture misalignment o-..
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ABSTRACT
One of the most challenging problems encountered in the design of multi-axis active
stabilization systems is the minimization of the interaction or coupling between the controlled axes
of motion of the system. If a multi-axis stabilization system is coupled, it will exhibit non-zero
responses in two or more axes of motion when exited in a single axis. The result is that commands
to actuators which are intended to stabilize the motion of the system in one axis will cause
undesirable motion in other axes.
This paper is a discussion of several methods which can be used to minimize such coupling.
The methods presented, are specific to systems which employ independent classical control loops to
stabilize each axis of i-notion separately. The advantages and limitations of each method are
discussed, and results are supported by the appropriate simulated or real data.
INTRODUCTION
Modern and optimal control techniques can be employed in the control of some multiinput/multi-output (MIMO) systems (Ref. 1). Several methods have been developed for
decoupling the axes of motion, or "modes" of systems described in this form (Refs. 1 and 2).
However, most multi-axis stabilization systems are designed so that each mode is controlled by an
independent "classical" control loop. This is because unmodeled or time-vaxying poles in the plant
model can cause modem and optimal controllers to become unstable. Furthermore, when a
modern or optimal controller is found to be unstable or inadequate, it is not always intuitively
obvious how the controller should be adjusted in order to correct the problem. The coupling
problems associated with the implementation of parallel classical control loops have not been fully
addressed.
The Seismically Stable Platform (SSP)l is a three-axis active stabilization system which
employs three independent classical control loops. Coupling between the three axes of motion
reduces the values of the loop gains which can be tolerated without causing nstability, and thus
limits the performance of the system. Several methods for minimizing the coupling in this system
have been investigated over the course of the project. Iteration and improvement has resulted in an
automated procedure which effectively reduces the coupling with a reasonable expenditure of time.
SYSTEM COUPLING AND ITS IMPACT ON PARALLEL CONTROL SYSTEMS
Consider a linear system having two inputs, U 1 and U2, and two outputs, Y 1 and Y2 . The
relationships between the inputs and outputs of the system can be written in matrix form as
follows.
Y2

I H 2 1 H 22

U2

(1)

In the frequency domain (the domain in which most stabilization analysis is performed) the Hij
in equation (1) are the transfer functions from input to output for the system. If this system is
decoupled, a single input will affect only a single output. If it is desired to influence only Y1 when
U1 is changed, and to influence only Y2 when U2 is changed, then the transfer functions 1-l1 2 and
H21 are required to be zero-valued for all frequencies.
i'lhe Seismically Stable Platform is located in the Advanced Inertial Test Labcratory (AITL) on Holloman Air

Poire Base in Alamogordo, New Mexico.
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Figure 1 shows the signal-flow diagram for two parallel feedback control loops, operating
simultaneously when H12 and H21 are non-zero. These loops are intended to control the
quantities Y I and Y 2 . Both of the loop outputs are functions of both inputs.
Y1 =[(1 + H 2 2 )HII - H12 H2 1]U1 + H1202
(1 + H11X1 + H22) - H2 1H12
2

Y2

1H21U1I + [(1 + H, )H 2 2

-

H21H 12]U 2

(2)

(1 + HII1 +i-H212)- H 2 1H 1 2

"Theresponse of a MIMO linear system to one of the multiple inputs to that system is the
response of the system to that input with all other inputs set to zero. The off-diagonal transfer
functions H 12 and H21 in equation (1) can be derived from equation (2) by setting the appropriate
inputs equal to zero and solving for the ratios Y1 /U 2 and Y2 /U 1 , but it is more instructive to
employ Mason's Gain Rule.
Figure 2 is much like Figure 1, except that two paths through the network are traced by the
dashed line and the solid thinner line. The dashed lino traces the forward path gain from U I to Y2 ,
and the thinner line outlines the loop gain from U1 to Y2 , and then back to U1 again. By Mason's
Gain Rule the closed-loop transfer function from U1 to Y2 is given by the ratio:
G

=forward path gain
1 ± loop gain

(3)

The sign in the denominator depends on the sign of the feedback. This exercise is actually not
intended to explore all the means available for obtaining the transfer function Y2 /UJ 1. What is
important to recognize is that in tracing the loop gain path (the thinner line in Figure 2), the
algebraic sign of the signal returning to the U1 summing junction is positive. The signal has
passed through two successive minus signs. This is positive feedback. Positive feedback implies
instability. In fact, coupling between system modes has a destabilizing effect on parallel control
systems which are intended to control those modes.

~~H2
v,

(+2
H,

H1 2

Figure 1.

Y1,

4

Signal-Flow i)iagram for Two Parallel Control Systems
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H,,,

H12

H

(4)

Y2

Figure 2. Forward Path and Loop Gain Trace for the System Shown in Figure 1
It should be noted that a real system has the ability to tolerate a certain amount of coupling
without going unstable. However, it is important to minimize the magnitude of coupling terms
such as H 12 and H 2 1 in the above discussion, in order to achieve the best possible system
performance.
SSP SYSTEM MATRIX DESCRIPTION
The relationships between the system inputs and the system outputs for the SSP can be
described by an equation similar to equu-ation (I). TIhe three
,npuiS
t
,the,
systm -i,•dA the ,v,..r-a!,1
force input Fz, and the x- and y-axis moment inputs Mx and My. The three system outputs are the
vertical acceleration of the primary mass, and the angular rotations of the primary mass about the xand y-axes.

de
H1

x=
E@y

1112 H131 Fz
H21 1122 1H231 Mx
H31 H32 11331 My

yI

In this system there are a total of six off-diagonal terms which we desire to minimize.
In the following sections several methods to minimize these terms, which have been
investigated over the course of the SSP effort, are presented.
DECOUPLING IN SOFTWARE
One of the more innovative approaches investigated was a method by which the coupling in
the system was taken out "in software." Consider the block diagram in Figure 3. In this figure,
the matrix [III is the same as the matrix [HI in equation (4). It is the 3x3 matrix of transfer
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(4)

i: (+).-

Figure 3. Block Diagram for the Decoupling in Software Method
functions, and it is measured on the real system. It therefore exists as two sets of nine data files.
The first set is vectors of magnitude data, and the second set is vectors of phase data.
The matrix [Q] will also be composed of nine magnitude data files and nine phase data files.
This matrix must be calculated such that the following relation is true.
y/r =[(id]

(5)

In equation (5), [Hd]Lis the dynamics matfix [H] as the designer would like it to appear. It
can be anything the designer pleases, but most sensibly it is a diagonal matrix having on its
diagonal the diagonal elements of the matrix [11]. After some matrix algebra has been performed,
it turns out that equation (5) is true when:

[Q] = [tl] 1 .. [H]"'(6

(6)

inc.e 11
rd
-diAh .... se by
V
the•
.known.
r., it is
It must be made avaiab.,,le in the same
"data file format" in which the matrix [Hi was stored (i.e., nine magnitude data files and nine
phase data files). The matrix [Q] is calculated point-by-point using equation (6).
The matrix [Q] will indeed decouple the system perfectly if implemented as it is shown in
Figure 3. Unfortunately, data files are in themselves difficult to implement digitally. There are no
mathematical expressions which describe the data in these files as explicit functions of frequency.
To circumvent, the magnitude vectors are curve-fitted in the frequency domain. It is usually the
case that when the magnitude vectors are fitted correctly in this manner, the resulting (curve-fitted)
phase vectors closely approximate the actual phase vectors as well (and vice versa). Figures 4 and
5 show plots of the "actual" magnitude and phase vectors of the entry Q23 as calculated by
equation (6). Overlayed on the "actual" data are curve-fitted approximations of the data.
The dynamics matrix [It] must also be curve-fitted so that functional relationships are
available to describe the data making up its magnitude and phase entries. The curve-fitted version
of this matrix will be denoted [H*].
Once all 18 filters (curve-fitted versions of IJ*ij and Qij) have been obtained, they are mapped
to the z (discrete) domain so that they can be implemented digitally. The implementation of the
matfices of filters [H1*and [Q] is yet another issue. Let the vector of inputs z and. the vector of
outputs y, be represented as follows.
!r = [ri r2 r3]

Y = [Y1 Y2Y3]
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(7)
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Figure 4. Matrix Entry QI2, Actual and Curve-fitted Magnitude
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The vector y is given by:

(8)

Y
Suppose that the output of the matrix [Q] in Figure 3 is the vector y*. The vector of error
signals t is then given by:
t= -- *

(9)

In typical stabilization applications the reference input r is zero, since the desired output is
zero. The vector of error signals g, which become the commands to the actuators, are simply
negative feedback of the output'. The vector of voltage signals sent to the actuators is then:
C. = -y

(10)

Each of the elements of y)*are functions of all three error voltages ei, and the filters Qij and
H*ij. For example, the command voltage to the vertical axis controller is given by:

f(e1)kH* 12 + (e 2)kH* 2 2 + (e.,) 1H* 3 24Q
21
-((l)H*13+ (e2)kH*2 + (e 3)kH*33)Q31
1o"

method is interesting from an academic standpoint, it has serious shortcomings.
OWhile
flry arethis
h ~ t th(a
h t I,li UMta U
-- 1 . .
r : .
i L" t 1')) ...
O ttl
tiiC 1.
~1,tert .are
a a t ¢•
only
there118 fi•t'ers
.......
1- inipemented
digitally
(H*ij aa"
bt

relatively complicated. For example, the curve.-fitted filter shown in Figures 4 and 5 is 10th-order.
The method is computationally expensive.
But there is yet another problem with this method. The dynamics of the plant change daily.
This means that eveiy time the plant changes significantly, the matrix [IH] must be measured again.
and the digital filters H*ij and Qij must be generated again. The modified filters must then be
mapped to the discrete domain once again for implementation. This task requires a sizeable
expenditure of time.
DECOUPLING BY TRIAL-AND-ERROR
While the title of this method suggests a cumbersome process, this method has afforded some
of the best coupling performance in the history of the SSP project. In this method, the magnitude
functions of the off-diagonal responses are observed using a spectrum analyzer as various system
parameters are adjusted. If the magnitudes of these undesirable responses drop with a certain
adjustment, then that adjustment had a beneficial impact on the system coupling.
This method differs fundamentally from the last in that it seeks to improve the dynamics of the
system rather than accepting them, and then compensating for the imbalances inherent in the
1 Such systems are often called regulators because, unlike servo systems it which the desired system behavior is
commanded as a reference input, these systems appear to have no reference input. Technically speaking, a
stabilization system intended to suppress motion does havc a reference input, but the input isalways zero.
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existing dynamics. Before proceeding with the discussion of the trial-and-error method, the
physical parameters which contribute to the coupling must be identified.
Although many factors, both electrical and mechanical, contribute to the coupling in the SSP
system, there are.only a few sets of parameters which are adjusted easily in software. The
parameters which are optimized in the decoupling methods hereafter are listed below.
(1) Electromagnetic (EM) actuator scale factor bias gains;
(2) Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) position sensor bias voltages.
The EM actuator scale factors are known to vary from one actuator to another. In addition,
one cannot be certain that the actuators are aligned to any specific accuracy. Variations in the scale
factors and alignment of the actuators introduce coupling into the system.
The LVDT sensors measure the relative displacement between the primary and secondary
masses, and between the secondary mass and the base. The masses are raised pneumatically by
closing a low frequency proportional-integral (P1) control loop around the LVDT readings. The
control law seeks to obtain a desired voltage output from the LVDT sensors. By adding or
subtracting from the volume of air enclosed by the pneumatic isolators, the primary and secondary
masses can be raised or lowered. When the desired LVDT readings are obtained, the masses are in
the desired position.
The pneumatic isolators have associated with them spring constants which are a measure of
the force that a given isolator imparts on the masses, as a function of the distance by which the
isolator is compressed. A given isolator spring constant can be affected by adjustment of the
amount of air enclosed by the isolator. These spring constants dictate much of the dynamics of the
system and when imbalanced introduce significant coupling.
Eight system parameters which are adjusted in the following discussion are identified above.
They include, four EM actuator biases and four LVDT sensor biases. Clearly, a sensible,
systematic means of optimizing all eight parameters is required because a parametric study of the
effects of varying each parameter separately would be formidable.
The EM actuator bias gains and the LVDT sensor bias voltages are iterated in pairs. Consider
the configuration shown in Figure 6. The ends of the rigid rod are labeled N for north and S for
south. Forces Fn and Fs act on the north and south ends of the rod, respectively. If F11and Fs are
equal, the rod will translate and no rotation will occur. However, if the two forces are not exactly
equal, the rod will rotate as well as translate. The translational and rotational modes of this system
are coupled in this case.
N

_

Fn

Figure 6.

North-South Force/Reaction Diagram

The force imparted by an electromagnetic actuator is directly proportional to the curient in the
coils, If it is assumed that the current amplifier use= tco provide the current in the coils is perfect,
such that it provides a current that is directly proportional to the input voltage, then the force

4.30

generated by the actuator can be assumed to be directly proportional to the current amplifier input
voltage. The scale factors of electromagnetic actuators vary from one. actuator to the next, so that
two seemingly identical actuators may produce different forces, given the same current amplifier
input voltage. Such imbalances can be compensated for by adding a bias gain, k*, to the scale
factor of the "weaker" actuator, and by adding the negative of this gain to the scale factor of the
"stronger" actuator.
Fn

(kn + k*)Vn

(12)

In equation (12), kn is the scale factor of the north actuator (lbfN), and Vn is the voltage
command to the current amp that drives this actuator. On the SSP, equations like (12) are written
for the east-west pair as well. The pair of biases (k*,-k*) is referred to in this analysis as an "EMdelta," and distinction is made between the north-south EM-delta, NSEM_DELTA, and the eastwest EM-delta, EWEM_.DELTA. These "deltas" are iterated by trial-and-error, over a range of
negative as well as positive values, and the effects on the system coupling are observed. The
optimal values for the two deltas are obtained. It should be noted that differences in the alignment
of tie actuators are also reflected in the optimal values of the deltas obtained.
The spring constants associated with the pneumatic isolators, ki, are directly related to the
volume of air enclosed by the isolators, v.
ki = (v

(13)

For small movements of the primary and secondary masses, the forces imparted on the masses
by the isolators, Fi, are directly proportionai to the isolator spring constants, ki.
Fi ---1ki

(14)

The output voltages of the LNDT sensors, V, are related by a similar relation to the volumes of
air, V enclosed by the isolators.

V--v

(15)

Combining equations (13), (14), and (15) results in a linear relationship between the forces
imparted on the masses by the isolators and the voltage outputs of the LVDT sensors.
By introducing biases to the voltages, an equation similar to the biases in equation (12) can be
written for the LVDT sensors.
Fn =k1 1(V + V*)
F, =ks(V - V*)

(16)

In equation (16), kn is the sensitivity of the north LVDT sensor (V/in), and Fn is the force
imparted on the mass by the north isolator. T'he PI controllers employed to raise the masses will
now attempt to satisfy the relations
VD

=; V±V

VDF.S - VACf = 0
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(17)

In equation (17), VDES is the desired voltage output from the LVDT sensors, and VACT is the
actual voltage output from the LVDT. As was done for the EM actuator iterations, deltas are
defined to denote the voltage pairs (V*,-V*). The north-south and east-west deltas pertaining to
the LVDT sensor biases are denoted NSLVDT DELTA and EW_LVDTDELTA, respectively.
These deltas are iterated by trial-and-error, through a range of values until optimal values have been
obtained.
The upper and lower-bounds on NSEMDELTA and EWEMLVDT are set by the
maximum voltage inputs that the current amplifiers can tolerate before blowing fuses. Limits on
NSLVDTDELTA and EW_LVDTDELTA are fixed by the geometry of the platform. If the PI
controller attempts to raise the platform with an excessively large value of say NSJ[LVDT_DELTA,
then the the separation between the two sections of the LVDT (core and housing) becomes too
!arge and out of the linear range of the sensor. In this situation there is also a risk of damage to the
sensors when the masses are returned to the stops.
The trial-and-error method is an ongoing process, since the optimization of NSEMDELTA
and EWEMDELTA cause the optimum values of NS_.LVDT_DELTA and EW•_NDT_DELTA
to change and vice versa. Fortunately, the process converges and the overall system coupling is
reduced through successive iterations of the LVDT and EM bias voltages.
In theory, there is nothing wrong with the trial-and-error method. The method has proven to
be effective. But in practice the process is very time consuming. Each time art adjustment is made,
plots of the six off-diagonal transfer function magnitude functions must be obtained with a
spectrum analyzer. An assessment of the current coupling in the system must then be made based
on these plots. The decoupling process must be perfobmied at regular intervals because the
dynamics of the system change over time. A more efficient method must be developed.
DECOUPLING BY MINIMIZATION
In the trial-and-error method of decoupling, the relative amplitudes of the magnitude functions
are used to assess the overall system coupling. Obtaining frequency response information requires
data acquisition capability, signal processing software, and time to acquire the necessary data.
When only the relative amplitudes of the responses are requhied, a faster, simpler method can be
used to obtain the needed information. The time histories of the three system outputs are collected
for each of the three system inputs and are manipulated as they are collected to form a "coupling
error." The coupling error is just a number which is large when the coupling is large and small
when the coupling is small.
The coupling error is formed by obtaining the time histories of the outputs of the vertical, xtilt, and y-tilt loops for each of the three input commands. Recall that the three input commands are
the vertical force command and the x- and y-axis moment commands. The standard deviation of
the ith output time history, due to the jth input, is calculated as follows.

(7j

11)

k=1 (Vk
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-

])

(18)

whem:
N
ýtij =(l/N) Y,
Vm

n,=1

__
(19)

The standard deviation of the input signal (o (which is, in general, a band-limited white noise
sent to one of the three input commands) is also calculated using a set of relations similar to (1) and
(2). A matrix equation involving the relative magnitude terms Gii is the result.
d2 (Z)
dt 2
G1 2 G13 I Fz
MX
G3 2 G 33 1 My

Gil
=

G 2 1 G22 G2 3

G3 1

(20)
where:
Gi

ij
(To

(21)

The coupling error is then a function involving the G(;.
V

G3 + G22G33]
G 11lG33
G 21 +-I_L
err = GlIG22

(22)

(22)

The function is squared so that the change in the function is more pronounced as the three
constituent ratios change.
A minimization algorithm is employed to seek out those values of the parameters
NSEMDELTA, EWEM__DELTA, NSLVDTDELTA, and EWLVDT DELTA which result
iln the lowest obtainable value of the coupling error. The algorithm used in the minimization
described in this paper is the Nedler-Mead "Amoeba" routine (Ref. 3).
The minimization algorithm searches for the optimal values of the parameters through
successive iterations. Figure 7 is a plot of the coupling error versus the iteration number. In this
plot, the parameters being optimized are NS_EM_DELTA and EWEMDELTA. Notice that the
optimization converges rapidly and then ceases to improve.
The problem with this method is that the coupling error to which the algorithm converges is
not small enough. The values of NSEMDELTA and EWEMDELTA corresponding to the
convergent coupling error yield coupling performance which is only slightly better than that
obtained with both parameters set to zero. The reason for this is that the repeatability of the rms
measurements used to calculate the coupling error is poor. Two successive measurements of the
same Gij will differ by as much as 20%. Increasing the time duration over which the rms is
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calculated improves the repeatability, but significant improvement requires prohibitively long time
histories. It has been determined that most of the repeatability problem can be attributed to no~ise
corruption of very low and very high frequency measurements, so a digital bandpass filter has
been implemented to isolate only the frequency band containing the system resonances. But even
with this modification, the minimization code does not converge to an acceptable coupling error.
Apparently, even the slightest noise in the measurement of the coupling error degrades the
performance of the minimization algorithm.
MODIFIED GRID SEARCH METHOD
The trial-and-error method yielded good coupling performance. The heights of the offdiagonal resonant peaks were reduced by as much as 15 dB using this method. A similar method
can now be employed in which the acquisition of the six frequency response plots is replaced by
the calculation of the coupling error.
Software, is written to automatically produce plots of the coupling error versus
NS.EMDELTA and EW_EM-DELTA. Examples of these plots are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
The minima in these plots are well pronounced. The EM actuator bias voltages are set to the values
implied by the minima in Figures 8 and 9, and similar plots are obtained of the coupling error
versus NSLVDT_DELTA and E1W_LVDTDELTA. These plots are shown in Figures 10 and
11. The minima are not as well pronounced as they were in the EM delta plots, but they are still
discernible. The LVDT bias voltages are set to the values implied by the minima in this set of
plots. However, in searching for the optimal LVDT bias voltages, the optimal EM actuator bias,
voltages have likely changed. They must be iterated again, but iterating these values affects the
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LVDT biases, and so on. As in the trial-and-error method, the process is repetitive and must be
carried out through convergence.
Figure 12 shows three iterations of the EWEM.DELTA. Improvement can be seen with
each iteration. However, the coupling error by itself is not a particularly meaningful number. The
true measure of the worth of the decoupling is the effect that it has on the cross-axis transfer
functions. Figures 13, 14, and 15 are magnitude functions of the following cross-axis transfer
functions before and after the optimization process.
d2(Z)/dt2 ''
andd
Mx'
Fz'
Mx
The process had not quite finished converging when these plots were obtained, but it is
believed that these responses show approximately the best decoupling performance available using
this method. The modified grid search method is the method now used to decouple ihe SSP.
CONCLUSIONS
'Tlhe development of a decoupling algorithm for the Seismically Stable Platform (SSP) has
been an iterative process. Concepts introduced in the Trial-and-Error method were employed in the
Minimization method. The calculation of the coupling error developed in the Minimization method
was incorporated into the Modified Grid Search method. The Modified Grid Search method was
found to be the most effective in reducing the coupling in the SSP system. This method makes
good intuitive sense, and is easily implemented.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show that the off-diagonal terms of the transfer function matrix can be
reuced by as much
as 20 10
dB atLcertain frequencies using the .tModi' 1id(31
CuV,
Searc 1nidmetho.,. As
Also
t •LClu SIlIC
evident in these figures is that the coupling cannot be eliminated completely by varying only the
EM actuator scale factors and the LVDT bias voltages. There are apparently other factors which
contribute a great deal to the overall system coupling. Unfortunately, many of the contribators
such as geometric and dynamic imbalances cannot be altered easily in software. Minimization of
these coupling effects must be addressed by some other means.
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ABSTRACT
TAXICAL. is a software mechanization which corrects initial turn-on gyro bias errors. In particular,
it corrects the initial east gyro bias error and its associated azimuth error. These are byfar the principal sources of navigation error in a strapdown IRS, since north gyro bias error is corrected during
initial or extended alignment. It corrects these errors while the aircraft is taxiing and does not require the aircraft to stop. These corrections also make the Z gyro bias more observable at the end
of the flight.
This paper presents the results of a feasibility study on TAXICAL. The principal conclusion is that
TAXICAL is feasible. It can correct initial east gyro bias errors and will not degrade normal IRS performance. The TAXICAL mechanization will be tested in the Boeing Advanced Avionics Test Bed
(AATB) aircraft starting August 1, 1991. Test results will be available by mid September for presentation at the Fifteenth Biennial Guidance Test Symposium, September 1991.

INTRODUCTION
TheTAXICAL mechanization was first described in Reference 1, where itwas proposed as a means
of achieving minimum velocity error. This paper considers a different application in a transporttyep aircraft where it is desired to achieve an accuracy of oniy 2 nautical mile/hr., 95 percent.
The paper consists of these sections:
I. TAXICAL Cross-Heading Model
I1. TAXICAL Cross-Heading Simulation
Ill. Conclusions
in Section I, the theory of TAXICAL Cross-Heading observations is described. In Section I, the
mechanization is analyzed and it is shown that very large east gyro bias errors can be corrected,
and that normal IRS performance would not be degraded. In Section III, it is concluded that TAXICAL is feasible, and recommended mechanization equations are presented. The definitions and
error model for Section III are derived in Reference 2.

Reference 1. J.W. Diesel, "Calibration of a Ring Laser Gyro Inertial Navigation System for Minimum Velocity Error." Proceedings, Fourteenth Biennial Guidance TestSyrm!p osium, CIGTF, Holloman AFB, New Mexico, Oct. 3, 4, 5, 1989.
Reference 2. J.W. Diesel, "GPS/INS Integration for Civil Aviation." IEEE National Telesysterns
Conference ProceedirgS, Atlanta, Georgia, March 26, 27, 1991.
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I. TAXICAL CROSS-HEADING
MODEL

total velocity at each wheel points ina direction

i.1 Cross Body Zero Velocity Observation
During aircraft taxi, the initial east component
of gyro-bias error and the associated azimuth
error will be estimated. These are by far the
principal sources of navigation error for a
strapdown system during the first few hours of
flight, since the north component of gyro bias
error will be estimated during initial alignment
or extended duration alignment. The Z.-gyro
bias error is only significant after many hours
of flight with no intermediate stops, since the
TAXICAL Filter 4 mode would correct errors
during intermediate stops. Even for long
flights without stops, the Z-gyro bias will be
more observable post--fight because of TAXICAL.
Obsefvation of velocity error reres a velocity reference so that it may be compared with
the erroneous IMU inertial velocity. Since yeIocity is a vector, 3 components of velocity reference are needed. When stopped, all 3 cornponents of velocity are zero (and known to be
zero if it is known the aircraft is indeed
stopped). When taxiing, the forward velocity
is clearly not zero, but the up-body and crossbody velocity at a specific point on the aircraft
will always remain zero. We will exploit the zero
cross-body velocity, as explained next.
The wheel structure of most large aircraft resuits in motion which can, to first order, be approximated as that due to atricycle (Figure 1.1).
In this simplification, there are two main landing gears, which do not steer, and one nose
wheel which steers, With such a model, all
three wheels of the tricycle experience pure
rolling motion (no slide-slip at any wheel)
whether taxiing straight or whiie turning (ir;
heading) as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 shows the wheels in a turn during
taxi. The velocity vectors are drawn in length
proportional to the vehicle speed at the point
of the vector tail. Clearly, different points onthe
vehicle experience different velocities, but the
443

inwhich that wheel isrolling. The normals to
each wheel intersect at point C, the instantaneous center of rotation.
The first equation in Figure 1.1is the well known
vector equation relating the velocity at two
points on a rigid body experiencing simultaneous translation and (planar) rotation. Point
R is a point in the body halfway between the
rear wheels. The second point is the IMU located at lever arm Lfrom R. The second and
third equation of Figure 1.1 give the y and x
components of the first equation. The
y-component equation is of no use because
the forward velocity of point R is unknown.
However, ifwe assume point Rhas zero velocity in the x direction, (which, to first order,
seems reasonable since non-zero velocity of
R in the x direction would require the rear
wheels to side-slip instead of roll), then all
quantities on the right side of the third equation
of Figure 1.1 are known: The x velocity component of point Riszero, the y component of the
lever arm can be pre-measured and is thus
known, and the turn rate can be measured by
the IMU gyros. Thus, a reference for the
cross-body velocity of the IMU has been obtained. This reference is compared with the erroneous inertial system cross-body velocity,
the error passed to an error controller (Kalman
filter), with resulting correction to system velocity, level axis gyro bias errors and azimuth.
The third equation in Figure 1.1 can also be
used by the Kalman filter in the reverse direction: Ifthe left side isknown, then the right side
can be estimated. For example, upon start of
taxi, immediately following initial IMU alignment with the aircraft stationary, the inertial
system velocities have small error. Thus the
left side of the third equation isknown, and the
y lever arm appearing on the right side may be
found.
Small errors due to tire flexure, structure bending, etc. will cause the y lever arm to vary slightly under different conditions of taxi. The norninal y lever arm itself will vary with different
aircraft installations. Thus, we are motivated to

THIS PAGE

INTNTIONALLY

LEFT BOLAIN'K

include a bias and correlated bias y lever arm
error states in the Kalman filter.

angle states in the Kalman filter.
Finally, with the IMU located in the vehicle at

The vehicle body may not line-up with the rear
axle (discussed in the next section) or the IMU
may be mounted in error in azimuth. Both of
these effects may be lumped into a taxi "crab"
angle. The crab angle will vary slightly under
different taxi conditions. Thus, we are motivated to add bias and correlated bias crab

significant height above the ground, a vertical
lever arm correction, used when rolling, is required. To avoid pre-measuring this lever arm,
a vertical lever arm bias state is added to the
Kalman filter.
The next sections discuss the crab angle in
more detail.
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Due to manufacturing tolerances, the airframe
centerline will not be exactly normal to the axis
of rotation of the wheels. This misalignment
angle, which we have called 030, is shown
(greatly exaggerated) in Figure 1.2. The IMU
would be mounted parallel to the airframe
centerline. Thus, under normal straight taxi,
the IMU will be crabbing at the angle 13o. This
is modeled as a bias term in the taxical mechanization.

1.2 Crab Angle Model
The Taxical mechanization corrects the onboard Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) velocity
errors before take-off by exploiting the fact
that, when the aircraft is taxiing or under tow,
the aircraft main wheels tend not to sideslip.
Therefore, during straight taxi, the IMU should
experience zero "crab" angle. Any crab angle
actually measured by the IMU is therefore a
measure of IMU crosstrack velocity error,
which can then be corrected.
During turns, while taxiing or under tow, the
IMU will experience a non-zero crab angle
since the IMU is mounted at some distance
from the main wheels, but this crab angle at the
IMU can be accounted for by a lever-arm compensation. Any residual crab angle is again a
measure of IMU crosstrack velocity error,
which can ormain be corrected,

1.2.2 Crab Angle 01 During Nominally
Straight Taxi, with Cross-Wind
Figure 1.3 shows the aircraft taxiing straight
(zero turn rate) along the taxiway centerline.
The direction of motion of the aircraft (velocity
vector) is along this line. The velocity of each
wheel is also parallel to this line but the main
wheels are side-slipping by the angle AP3, required due to the cross-wind blowing from
starboard.

Any errors in the assumption fo a zero crab
angle at the main wheels will degrade the correction capability. The following addresses
some of the mechanisms that cou!d produce
a non-zero crab angle during straight taxi,
turning taxi and towing.

The aircraft centerline is shown rotated from
the direction of motion by the angle 031 > 300
where 030 is the original crab angle of Figure 1.2
(with no wind). Thus, the crab angie has
changed due to crosswind by AP3 = 01-00>0.
This is modeled as a correlated noise source

1.2.1 Crab Angle 130During Nominally
Straight Taxi, Trimmed, No Wind

in the taxical mechanization.
1.2.3 Other Wheel Configurations and
Effects of Turning and Being Towed
Figure 1.4 shows configurations for other
wheels that are being considered in the taxical
whelstnh
analysis.
Figure 1.5 displays an aircraft in a circular turn.
Effects of a small turn radius, slippage of
wheels and varying turn radius that may impact the lever arm and $ are being analyzed.
Effects while being towed (Figure 1.6) are also
being studied.

Figure 1.2 shows the aircrafttaxiing in astraight
line (zero turn rate) along the taxiway centerline. The aircraft is trimmed and there is zero
wind. The direction of motion of the aircraft
(velocity vector) is along the taxiway centerline
with all wheels purely rolling (no wheel sideslip). The axis of rotation for rolling of the nose-wheel and the axis of rotation for rolling of
the main wheels are thus perpendicular to the
direction of aircraft velocity,
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II. TAXICAL CROSS-HEADING

period of time, 0.05deg/hr was used inthe sys-

SIMULATION

tem for gyro bias.

A simulation to verify the feasibility of the ta.xical mechanization when the aircraft is taxiing
was performed using the RADES program.
RAIDES is a complex Monte Carlo simulation
program that has been used at Litton Guidance and Control Division for proposals and
studies for more than 20 years.
Figure II.1 displays thetwo taxi profiles (A1 and
B1), that were simulated. The aircraft aligns at
then proceeds
minutesrunway
headingtofor
a north
for
4 minutes
the20take-off
without

The calibrated system errors are generally
largee than the Kalman filter covariance because more errors are modeled at the system
than in the fitter to reflect all known and significant real world errors. Figure 11.5 shows the
sensitivity from all the modeled errors to accelerometer bias and gyro bias. The major contributions to accelerometer bias are acceleromeaccelerometer
noise,
correlated
ter
misalignments, x gyro bias, and gyro misalignments-. The major contributions to y gyro bias
are y gyro bias itself, gyro white noise, and
gyro correlated noise. The x gyro is not as well
calibrated because it is not as observable as
the y gyro, but still is reduced to about 0.02
deg/hr which is equivalent to a 2 nm/hr error.
The system responses to the 52 errors for trajectory Bi are similar to the results obtained
from trajectory Al. Figure 11.6 shows the sensitivity to accelerometer bias and gyro bias. Figures 11.5 and 11.6 also show that ii the crab
angle and lever arm errors are pessimistically
increased 2 to 3times that which has been simulated, little effect will be observed on the final
calibrated values.
Previous simulations have shown that if, during taxi, the aircraft stops a second time and
aligns at a different heading, alignment and
calibration benefits obtained while updating
during taxi are negligible. However, ifthis second stop does not occur, taxical cross heading
updating does enhance calibration. The gyro
biases and accelerometer bias-is get callbrated, shifts in turn-on bias and trends can be
observed and removed, and improvements
can be made on the calibration parameters estimated during post flight updating.

stopping. The simulation ends when take-off
velocity reaches 20 kts. These profiles are
conservative in that typicaily there is a longer
taxi time, frequently the aircraft stops again on
the runway, and the simulated profiles contain
a minimum number of turns. As discussed below, longertaxi time, more stop;.., ormoreturns
will improve the error estimates,
Figure 11.2 lists the 16 Kalman filter states that
were simulated and their initial covariances.
Figure 11.3 shows the cross track velocity error
observation mechanized in the filter. Note that
x and y velocity errors, crab-angle error, and
lever arm errors are observable. The latter two
orrors have bias and correlated noise components as listed in Figure 11.2.
Fifty-two system errors were simulated with
the 16 state Kalman filter. The error budget is
shown in Figure 11.4. A turn-on gyro bias of
0.01 deg/hr, which represents the expected error after a 10 hour flight from an error in trend
of 0.025 deg/hr/day, was used to model the
gyro bias in the Kalrnan filter. In the system, to
refiect a pessirnistic gyro bias and to determine ifthe mechanization can handle a large
gyro bias created by gyro trend over a longer
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Simulated Kalman Filter
Error State

Covarlance

1. X Position
2. Y Position

(100 ft)2

3. X Velocity
4. YVelocity
5. X Tilt
6. Y Tilt

(0.3 ft/) 2
(0.3 ft/s)2
(0.017 deg) 2
(0.017 deg) 2

7. Azimuth

(2 deg) 2

(100 ft) 2

8. X Gyro Bias
9. Y Gyro Bias
10. Z Gyro Bias
11. X Accelerometer Bias
12. YAccelerometer Bias

(0.01 deg/hr)2
(0.01 deg/hr)2
(0.01 deg/hr) 2
(40 micro-g) 2
(40 micro-g) 2

13. Lever Arm Bias

(10 ft)2

14. Lever Arm Correlated Bias
15. Crab Angle Bias
16. Crab Angle Correlated Bias

(0.5 ft)2
(10 mrad) 2
(0.5 mrad)2

Figure 11.2. Simulated Kalman Filter

Kalman Filter Observation
OBS = Cross Track Velocity Error
= 8Vx COSi -. Vy SIN,- V
V{j3

-

{Ri-8R

Where:
V= Velocity Error
= Heading

V = Velocity
80 = Crab Angle Error
81= Lever Arm Error

Figure 11.3. Kalman Filter Observation
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Simulated Error Budget
Budget

Error Parameter

Units

Gyro
Bias
Scale Factor
Misalignments
Compliance
White Noise
Correlated Noise
Thermal Transients

deg/hr
PPM
arcsec
arcsec/g
deg/,/hr
deg/hr
deg/hr

0.01*
5.0
1.5
0.25
0.0015
0.03 (30 min. CT)
0.008 (80 sec. TC)

Accelerometer
Bias
Scale Factor
Asymmetry
Misalignments
Non-linear Scale Factor
White Noise
Correlated Noise
Thermal Transients

9g
PPM
PPM
arcsec
PPM
hig!./hz
Aig
jig

40
120
20
2
10
10
10 (1.5 hr CT)
10 (3 min TC)

Initial Tilt
Initial Azimuth
Null Velocity Reference
Gravity Disturbance
Gravity Anomaly

deg
deg
ft/sec
arcsec
1Ig

0.0,17
2.0
0.01
5.0
25.0

feet
feet

10.0
0.5 (60 sec CT)

mrad
mrad
ft/sec

10.0
0.5 (60 sec CT)
0,01

Errors During Taxi Updates
Lever Arm
Bias
Correlated Noise
Crab Angle
Bias
Correlated Noise
Velocity Reference
*

Example: 0.025 deg/hr/lday trend causes 0.01 deg/hr change on a 10 hr flight
Figure 11.4. Simulated Error Budget
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Error Sensitivity for Trajectory Al

Y - Accel
(Micro-g)

Error
Accel Misalignment

X - Accel Y - Gyro
(Micro-g) Deg/Hr.

X - Gyro
Deg/Hr.

9.5

9.6

15.6
0.4

13.9
0.3

.0014
.0012

.0017
.0005

Y Gyro Bias
X Gyro Bias
Gyro Misalignment

0.9
8.7
7.1

0.2
0.4
7.2

.0034
.0008
0.0

.0008
.0222
.0002

Gyro White Noise
Gyro Correlated Noise

2.2
0.7

2.9
0.6

.0020
.0022

.0025
.0015

Reference Velocity Error
Stopped
Taxi

1.6
1.8

1.0
1.1

.0005
.0001

.n007
.0018

Gravity Disturbance

1.2

1.0

.0002

.0027

Lever Arm CN
Crab Arm CN

0.8
1.8

0.5
0.6

.0003
.0002

.0013
.0021

Others

1.6

0.0

.0004

.0021

21.9

18,7

.0050

.0230

Accel Correlated Noise
Accel Thermal Transient

RSS

0.0

Figure 11.5. Error Sensitivity for Trajectory Al
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0.0

Error Sensitivity for Trajectory B1

Y-Accel
(Micro--g)

X-Accel
(Micro-g)

9.5
15.5

9.6
13.8

0.0
.0015

0.0
.0011

Y Gyro Bias
X Gyro Bias
Gyro Misalignment

0.4
5.8
7.1

0.0
1.2
7.2

.0034
.0003
0.0

.0003
.0203
0.0

Gyro White Noise

2.1

2.3

.0020

.0020

Gyro Correlated Noise

0.5

0.2

.0022

.0014,

Gravity Disturbance

0.8

1.3

.0002

.0022

Lever Arm CN

0.9

0.6

.0002

.0035

Crab Arm CN

1.2

0.5

.0002

.0015

Others

2.5

1.6

.0011

.0025

20.7

18.6

.0049

.0211

Accel Misalignment
Accel Correlated Noise

RSS

Y-Gyro
(Deg/Hr.)

Figure 11.6. Error Sensitivity for Trajectory 61
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X-Gyro
(Deg/Hr.)

II. CONCLUSIONS
formance. Because of these assumptions and
the results of the simulations, it is concluded
that the TAXICAL mechanization is feasible.
The recommended mechanization for the
TAXICAL Kalman filter is summarized in Figure
111-1, and Tables Il1-1 through 111-5, which are
self-explanatory. However, the parameters
given here are preliminary, and it is assumed
thatthese parameters will befine-tuned during
at least 6 months of taxi and flight tests for data
collection and analysis.

The pararmeters used in the Kalman I•ter were
selected to ensure that the mech, :.,-ation
could not degrade the IRS performance, r'could only improve it. This was done by u
error values for crab angle and lever arm ei.
fects which are larger than can reasonably be
expected, based on discussions with pilots
and with Boeing Aircraft Co., which is the
world's leading supplier of transport aircraft.
Also, the bias errors assumed in the Kalman filter were selected to be smaller than the expected values for the IRS, to ensure that the

Kalman filter would not degrade the IRS per-
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Table I1i-1. Basic IRS Error States and Initial Variance

State
No.

Symbol

0

box

I

Square Root
Initial
Variance

Definition of
Error State

1.0e- 4 rad

Position about x

1.0e- 4 rad

Position about y

2

6/i

100 meters

Altitude

3

6Vx

0.1 m/s

X velocity

4

6V

0.1 m/s

Y velocity

5

6VZ

0.1 m/s

Z velocity

6

Ox

1 rn rad

X tilt

7

O.

1 m rad

Y tilt

8

O

10 m rad

Azimuth

9

CA

0.01 deg/hr.

X Gyro bias

10

E

0.01 deg/hr.

Y Gyro bias

11

CZ

0.01 deg/hr.

Z Gyro bias

12

Vx

40 rnicro-g

X Accel bias

13

Vy

40 micro-g

Y Accel bias

,40

micro-g

Z Accel bias

)4

.
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Table 111-2. Taxical Cross-Heading Error States and Initial Variance

State
No.

Symbol

Square Root
Initial
Variance

Definition of
Error State

15

60,

10 m rad

Fixed crab angle

16

PC
1

0.5 m rad
(60 sec.)

Variable crab angle
(correlation time)

17

Rye

10 ft.

Fixed longitudinal lever arm

18

&
rR,

0.5 ft.
(60 sec.)

Variable longitudinal lever arm
(correlation time)

19

Rzo

10 ft.

Fixed vertical lever arm

20

Rz,

0.5 ft.
(60 sec.)

Variable vertical lever arm
(correlation time)
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Table 111-3. Taxical Cross-Heading Observation Matrix

State
No.

3

Symbol

6VX

46V

15

flo

16

fi%V

17

R,-

18

Ry-

19

z

20

z

Observation
Matrix
Element

cos

--

- sin(

I

-V0
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Table 111-4. Coefficients of Dynamics Matrix and Observation Matrix

x, y, z (subscripts)

Local level wander azimuth coordinates (reference axes)

R

Earth radius, rn

Ax, Ay, Az

Non-gravitational acceleration, m/s2

Qx, Qy,

eQ

Craft rate, rad./sec.

X,
,Q

UZ
£4.

Earth rate, rad./sec.

9

0)., wy, w=

Spatial rate, rad./sec.

CIj

Direction cosines of, body axes .•,vth respect to (w.r.t)
reference axes
Heading wAit. reference axes
Roll w.xt. refere,,nce axes

VG

Ground speed
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"Mable111-5. IRS Plant Noise and Taxical Observation Noise

03 = 1.0e- 7 (m/s) 2/8s
04 = 1 .0e- 7 (m/s)2/8s
Q5 = 1,0e4- (m/s)18s
1I.0e-14 (rad/s)2 /gs

06

Q7

=

1.0e- 14 (rad/s)2 /8___

Q8= 1.0e-14 (rad/s)2 /8s
Rdvc = (0.01 F/S)2 s
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Honeywell's GG1308 Ring Laser Gyro Inertial Measurement Systems
Test Results
Michael G. Secord
John G. Messier
Loroy 0. Thielman
Honeywell Inc.
Military Avionics Division

ABSTRACT
.1i

Honeywell's family of low-cost GG1308 Ring Laser Gyro
Inertial Measurement Systems are designed to provide

.___

inertial guidance, mid-course navigation, and vehicle
stabilization functions for tactical missiles, standoff

n

weapons, torpedoes, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs),

and manned aircraft. Two members of this family awe a
stand-alone Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and an
Inertial Measurement Module (IMM) configured as a line
replaceable subsystem installed in Honeywell's Integrated
Vehicle Management Unit (IVMU). This paper presents
results of testing to date which shows that thle
demonstrated performance of these packages makes them
candidates for these applications. A brief description
ideal
of the functional design of these tw~o systerns, as wvell as

_

H

the special test equipment and procedures used to test them
are also presented,
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT
OVERVIEW

5

r

M

m

G50IerilMaueetUl

iue!

(IMU) is loss than 125 cubic inches

in volume and weighs less than 6.0
lbs.

SYSTEM

Honeywell's family of GG1308 Ring lAser Gyro Inertial
Measurement Systems provide fully compensated
incremental angles and incremental velocities with very
small errors, fast reaction times, and high rate capabilities.
These features are offered with standard RS-422 serial
output formats in small volume, light weight, low-cost
packages. Two members of this family are a standalone ,,
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and an Inertial
Measurement Module (IMM) configured as a line
replaceable subsystem installed in Honeywell's Integrated

,

..-

Vehicle. Management Unit (IVMU). The HG1500 IMU

•*

(Figure 1) is a self-contained unit providing fully
compensated incremental angle and incremental velocity

."
4.

"

with a single power input of 28 volts. The HGl608

IMM (Figure 2) is a line replaceable module providing the
identical output as the IMU, but deriving the low voltage
conditioned power required for operation from a power
supply in the host system. From both a form factor and
performance perspective, each of these devices is well
suited for most tstandoff
tctical missile s
oweapon, torpedo,
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), and manned aircraft
applications.

Figure 2. HG1108 Inertial Measurement
Module (IMM) is less than 110 cubit c,
Inches In volume and weighs less
than 5.5 lbs.
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An extensive market survey was performed focusing on
applications for which these products would be best
suited. From this survey, a set of design requirements
was established for each device. Although form factors
between the two units are slightly different, the
performance requirements defined by the market were
identical, Key package performance characteristics are
shown in 'able 1.
Table 1.

Key IMU/IMM Characteristics

Volume
Weight
Power
Angular Rate Range
Angular Rate Bias
Angular Rate Scale Factor
Angular Random Walk
Angular Rate Misalignment
Acceleralion Range
Acceleration Bias
Acceleration Scale Factor
Accelerometer SF Asymmetry
Acceleration Axis Misalignment

<110'/125"* in3
< 5.5*/6.5"* lbs
<15"/20* Watts
± 1000 dog/sec
1 dog/hr (lo)
100 ppm (Ia)
< 0.125 dog/Vhr
100 gRad (lo)
± 30g
1.0 mg (1o)
1000 ppm (lo )
300 ppm(lo)
500 [Rad (lo)

IMM requirement
NIU requiroment
Along with increased performance over that currently
,vailable, these packages are designed to meet the low-cost
ýjuircmcnts of their applications. The IMU and IMM
,vere developed using a common module approach to
achieve low cost. Commonality helps to achieve low
cost through manufacturing economics of scale, reduced
development dul)lication, reduced production tooling and
capital equipment, reduced configuration management, and

n:implified

logistics andI

support

IMU/IMM TEST RESULTS
Many IMUs and IMMs have been built and evaluated
against the requirements of Table 1 through both
laboratory and field testing. The data presented herein is
the result of extensive laboratory testing evaluating both
performance and environmental capabilities. The
IMU/IMM design has also undergone many successful
field and flight tests as part of Honeywell's Integrated
Vehicle Management Unit (IVMU). 2 The following
results demonstrate that Honeywells low-cost 0G1308
IMU/IMM designs deliver performance which consistently
meets or exceeds most tactical missile requirements.
Performance Data
The charts of Figures 3 and 4 compare GG1308 Angular
Random Walk (ARW) and bias stability of a sample of
gyros built in 1990 as measured during the gyro
Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP) and IMU test. These
charts show the close correlation between the individual
sensor and IMU performance. This permits the use of
sensor measured coefficients for IMU compensation,
thereby further reducing the costs associated with IMU
calibration. Figures 3 and 4 also show the steady
improvement in GGl308 performance, as increasing
channel number also represents increasing time. The
average ARW for the first eight gyros in the sample is
(I to 0.085o/4ihr for the last eight. The
0. 105°/qhr, cow.
bias stability s
s a similar trend toward improved
performance. The average bias stability of the first eight
gyros is 0.740 /hr, compared to 0.47°/hr for the last eight
in the sample.

I'.J

reqluirements,

Commonality between the IMU and IMM is maintained at
the highest level: the Inertial Cluster Assembly (ICA)
and the Sensor Support Electronics (SSE). rhe IMU also
includes a Low Voltge Power Supply (LVPS) module to
cotnv.ert 28 volt in•put power to the low voltages required
for olperation. These basic modules are the same building
blocks used for several members of Honeywell's GG 1308
Inertial System f~anlily.I

..

..

.

.
Figure 3.

1 For a more complete description of Honeywell's low-cost
common module approach to the GG1308 RLG Inertial
Measurement Systoms, 5-ee J M.Oolschlaecger & L.0. Thielman,
"Tho GG1308
I
Ring Las,.r Gyro Inertial Measurement Systems Honuywell's Low-Goest Solution for Tactical Applications," ILE
1990- EQ~
N-vi
d
ti
$ymy..
p. 528-36, March
1990

__..

GG1308 Gyro and IMU ARW
correlate very well. 26 out of a
sample of 30 IMU channels satisfy
the 0.125/'Jh ARW specification.

2 Data from field and flight testing of the IMU/IMM design is being
presented in Douglas 0. Happo, "Field Tests of the Miniature RLG
Intograted Vehicle Management Unit," I.M._D
it ._ oi'.
.
.
October 1991.
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The later GG1308 RLGs exhibited
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consistent angular random walk in

Figure 4.

the 0.075-0.10o/qhr range.

GG1308 Gyro and IMU bias stability
correlate very well. 27 of a sample
of 30 IMU channels satisfy the 1/hr
bias stability specification.

IMU /IM M C h a n n el P e rfo rm a n c e
Throughout design verification testing, the IMU/IMMsM
have typically performed better than their design
specification. The four key performance characteristics are
presented in histogram form in Figures 5-8 for the gyro
channels and Figures 9-12 for the accelerometer channels.

40
45

R

ui , ,,,

30-

•
6

•

2

,

A multi-position tumble test was used to extract each of
these errors through addition and subtraction of velocity
and rotation vectors. In all cases, except for gyro ARW,

tile data represents the standard deviation of each channel's
performance parameter over teimperature. Channels that
exceed self-imposed requirements were typically from
earlier vintage IMUs or IMMs. Data from more recent
devices has consistently met requirements, the result of
build process maturity. The distribution of these
histograms shows the margin against the IMM/IMU
requirement necess,1y for high yields and therefore lower
unit cost.
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Figure 5. Eighty percent of the gyro channels
meet the misalignment stability
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Figure 8.
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GG1308 RLG Turn-on Transient Data
well-behaved turn-on transient characteristics of the
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S*
/..•

0-0

150-200

These IMU/IMM performance parameters, with the
exception of gyro ARW, are compensated using simple
first or second-order temperature compensation algorithms.
Applications that require lower performance than that
specified in Table I will realize even loveer costs. This is
because generic sensor family compensation terms can be
used in the IMU/IMM, reducing required sensor testing in
to the IMU/IMM calibration cost.
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.• 5

100.150

Plgure 12. Ninety percent of all accelerometer
t w scale factor
channelst
asymmetry stability at less than

The accelerometer bias stability f
all channels is less than halt the
requirement.

Figure 9.
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gyro channel p2eriormnance is showS in
Jr,
teturn-o
transient plot of bias pictured in Figure 13. This data was
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taken during the first five minutes after power was applied
to the IMU and after a one-day dormancy. The U, V, and
W channels were oriented East, North and Down,
respectively. The data was taken at Honeywell's Inertial
Instruments Operation in Minneapolis, Minnesota. This
facility is located at45 degrees latitude which accounts for
the 10.6 0/hour symmetrical offset from zero on the V and
W channels. The trend of the gyro turn-on bias transient
is typically less than 0.1O/hr/min over the first fiveminute WPriod.
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Figure 10. Accelerometer misalignment
stability of all channels meet the
requirement - the majority are
under 50 micro-radians,
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Figure 11. The scale factor stability of ail
accelerometer channels Is less
than hall the requ~rement,

Figure 13. GG1308 gyro channel turn-on
transients are nearly
imperceptible.
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GG1308 RLG Scale Factor Range and
Linearity
As was demonstrated by the histogram of Figure 8, the
GG1308 RLG has excellent scale factor characteristics.
The device is capable of operating well beyond 2,0000/s
and its scale factor linearity is excellent. Figure 14 shows
uncompensated scale factor linearity out to 2,5000/s.
Figoue 15 shows thermally compensated scale factor.
Again the performance is excellent. Scale factor accuracy
and dynamic range are inherent characteristics of the RLG.
Competing technologies typically fall far short of these
performance levels.
r-

1.0o
0.8

rmu, was 0.0650/4ihr. The gyro bias stability for this run
was 0.29°/hr. The specifications for these two parameters
arwe 0.1251/0Ihr for angular random walk and 1.00/hr for
bias stability.
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Figure 14. GG1308 scale factor linearity to
2,5000/s easily meets 100 ppm
requirement.

Vibration
The operational random vibration requirement for the
IMU/IMM is 15 grins in a spectrum ranging from 20 Hz
to 2000 11z. Figure 17 shows a gyro channel output as

vibration machine was repetedly switched on and off.

Sthe

That is, during each 15-minute on period, the vibration
machine is applying 15 grms random vibration; and
during each 15-minute off period, there is no vibration
input. As can be noted in the figure, there is no
perceptible difference in gyro channel bias or angular
random walk between on and off periods.
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Figure 16. Outstanding uncompensated
GG1308 RLG channel performance
over -55 0C to +85 0C thermal
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Environmental Data
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Temperature
The IMU/IMM design is fully capable of operating over
the entire Military Specification temperature range.
Figure 16 shows data from a gyro channel as temperature
is varied from 200C to +85°C to -55'C and back to 201C
in two cycles. The angular random walk during this entire

30
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90

121)

150J

Time inMinutos

Figure 17. No perceptible change In GG1308
RLG channel output during
repeated on/off cycling of 15 grins
random vibration environment.
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Shock
The shock requirement for IMU/IMM is a composite
shock response spectrum combining the effects of a 250
g, I msec shock and a 200 g, 6 msec shock. The
spectrum is shown in Figure 18. This spectrum was
applied three times in each of three axes using a vibration
machine. Five minutes of data were recorded prior to the
shock application and five minutes were recorded after.
Table 2 shows the change in bias of two gyro channels
after shock application in each axis. As can be seen, there
is no appreciable bias shift as a result of the shocks.
..-
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coefficients and to interrogate internal variables not
normally avwalable in the standard data output format.
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Figure 18. Shock response spectrum,
composite of 250 g, 1 msec shock
and 200 g, 5 msec shock.

Table 2.

No appreciable GG1308 RLG bias
change after shock exposure.

nput Axis
Long Axis
ross Axis

with this capability, since adjustments to the
code can be quickly downloaded and evaluated in a fully
assembled unit.
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-

--
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The DACS takes advantage of the flexibility that has been
designed into the IMU/IMM to allow for extensive
testing, calibration, and troubleshooting to be performed
through the serial data bus without having to disassemble
the unit. Standard serial communication interface boards
are used to communicate with the IMU/IMM via their
RS-422 serial bus. This interface not only allows the
collection of data from the individual inertial devices, but
provides access to internal IMU/IMM program
memory to load executable code and calibration

-also

-

2

the PC, Honeywell has been able to effectively implement
the off-the-shelf test philosophy to yield inexpensive, yet
extremel.y capable test equipment for the GG1308 Inertial
Systeras prod..ct family.

ChannelA
A Bias

Channel B

0.ia
0.01

-.01 8

-0.03

-0.07

A Bias

0.44

TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
The low-cost theme in the development of the IMU and
IMM was pervasive. The test equipment and test
procedures were (level )ped with the same goal in mind:
off-the-shelf test hardware and software would be use(d
test
wherever possible. By following this philosophy,
equiplment development costs were kept to a minimum
and, more importantly, recurring costs associated with
replicating test stations were minimized. The IMU/IMM
test station, called the Data Acquisition and Calibration
Station (DACS), is based on the power of the common
Personal Computer (QC). By utilizing the vast number of
interface circuit bxoards and software programs available for

p00
rocedures are also consistent with the low-cost
theme. A simple fifteen-point tumble test performed on a
two axis position table was designed to measure all the
significant IMU/IMM error sources such as sensor bias,
scale factor, and misalignment. The tumble test is used
both for the calculation of calibration coefficients used for
comm-ns-1ion within the .M1J/!M_ and for determining
performance of a calibrated unit by measuring residual
errors. This test consists of a combination of static and
dynamic test points in which data is collected by the
DACS foi a fixed period of time while the unit is
subjected to static inertial inputs and angular rotations
over temperature. Once the data is collected, the DACS
post-processes the data and calculates compensation
coefficients scaled appropriately for the unit. These
coefficients consist. of scale factor, bias, and misalignment
error terms for both the gyro and accelerometer channels.
The coefficients are then ported into the unit through the
serial bus and are stored in the appropriate EEPROM
locations. Once calibration is completed, additional
tumble tests are performted to determine the performance of
the unit. The DACS has been designed such that this
entire sequence can be automated, thereby reducing
operator interactionand, ultimately, unit cost.

Throughout the evaluation testing of the IMU/IMM,
several other capabilities of the DACS were exploited.
Cormmercially available analog-to-digital and digital-toanalogCconversion boards and discrete input-output boards
were integrated into the DACS environment to collect
special interest data. For example, extensive vibration
testing was performned to evahlate structural resonances
within the designs. During these tests, several miniature
accelcrometers were secured to various components within
the units and were monitored by the DACS analog-to-
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digital inputs at rates sufficient to resolve resonant
frequencies up to 2kHz. A similar technique was used to
monitor the IMU/IMM response to mechanical shock
inputs. Collecting the data in this manner permitted it to
be conveniently analyzed within the same environment as
all other IMM/IMU data, utilizing commercially available
software. These are but two of the many cases where the
flexibility of the DACS was exploited to collect and
analyze specialized data over and above that required by the
normal calibration and performance evaluation procedures.
CONCLUSION
Two designs in Honeywell's family of low-cost GG 1308
Ring Laser Gyro Inertial Measurement Systems have
demonstrated performance which consistently meets or
exceeds most tactical missile requirements. The designs
are also capable of performing through the severe

environments characteristic of mission scenarios
applicable to these devices. Both the HG1500 Inertial
Measurement Unit and the HG 1108 Inertial Measurement
Module designs have been extensively tested to support
these claims. The performance margins demonstrated in
these tests clearly show a cost advantage. The generous
margins not only ensure high yields, but also reduce
calibration and test costs of the products by the ability to
use sensor family compensation terms, simple first-order
compensation coefficients, or no compensation terms at
all. Combining these advantages with the low-cost test
equipment and procedures approach has resulted in
economies over and above those realized by the common
module design philosophy. The result is inertial
measurement units which meet both the cost and
performance requirements of tactical applications of the
1990's and beyond.
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Approach for the Evaluation of Alternative Cleaning Solvents and
Techniques to Replace the use of Ozone Depleting Solvents in Inertial
Instrument Production
John W. Agopovich and Ann L. Hynes
Abstract
The ozone depletion issue is well publicized and various directives have been
mandated to phase out ozone depleting chemicals before the end of this century. These
directives include the Montreal protocol, (shown in table 1) US EPA guidelines, the UJS
Clean Air Act, DOD Directive 6050.9 and Air Force Regulation 19-15. In the precision
cleaning required for the production of inertial instruments, solvents such as Freon®-I13
and to z lesser degree 1,1,1 -trichloroethane are used. Both solvents are scheduled for
phaseout per above directives. To date no universal replacement solvent or cleaning process
has been developed or proposed to supplant the use of ozone depleting CFCs
(Chlorofluorocarbons) such as Freon- 113 and 1,1,1-trichloroethane. This presents a
serious problem in the inertial instrument production because Freon-i 13 is widely used.
The stringent cleaning needs for inertial instruments require subsequent verification testing
to introduce any change in the manufacturing process. The upcoming deadlines for
phaseout of these solvents dictate that this problem be addressed immediately.
The approach taken to solve this problem was to propose implementation of a three
phase study to eliminate the use of Freon- 113 and 1,1,1 -trichloroethane usage on Air Force
programs. The specific programs include the Peacekeeper accelerometer and gyroscope.
This problem is not going to be completely solved by the chemical companies therefore the
various Air Force contractors must work together to address this issue. The first phase of
this program includes a survey, review, and experimental evaluation of the current and
emerging cleaning fluids and processes. The application of alternative methodologies to
instrument assembly starting at the subcomponent level, and an evaluation of options for
the manufacturing operations would be addressed in the second phase of the program.
Verification by instrument build with the proposed changes, would be validated in the final
phase. It was proposed that this approach would be taken by Draper as the coordinating
agency. Draper would work with the inertial instrument manufacturers, the industrial
producers of the cleaning agents and equipment, and the Air Force to evaluate alternatives
and place them into the production facilities as quickly as possible.
The use of Freon-i 13 cleaning operations inertial instruments is separated into three
types of operations: 1) power spray cleaning of parts, fixturing, etc. during the assembly
process for particle removal, 2) power spraying of instrument hardware in teardowns for
fluid and particle removal and 3) areas where lesser quantities are used such as Freon- 113
ultrasonics, wipes, scrubing, soaking, etc. It was estimated that 75-80% of Freon- 113
volume used in inertial instrument manufacture is tied directly to power spraying in the first
two applications mentioned above.
Due to the many desirable properties of Freon- 113, it will be difficult if not
impossible to find one drop in replacement. These properties of Freon- 113 include
476

availability of high purity grades, high density, low surface tension, nontoxic and
nonflammable, solvent for gyro fluids and high volatility. This paper will discuss the
following alternatives to Freon -113 shown below:
Alternative solvents
1) FCs (Fluorocarbons)
2) HCFCs (Hydrochlorofluorocarbons) and a mixture of HCFCs and other
solvents
3) Aqueous Systems
4) Semi aqueous systems
Alternative¢Ianing methods
1) SCF (Supercritical fluid extraction)
2) U/S and tuneable ultrasonics with alternative solvents
3) Plasma and UV ozone cleaning
This paper will outline the details of alternative solvents and cleaning techniques
that are available to the gyro community and how these are implemented in a coordinated
plan. The application and advantages/disadvantages of each alternative cleaning technique
will be discussed in relation to instrument build processes.
Introduction
The destruction of the ozone layer by CFCs v,as suspected for several years. Due to the
high stahility of these class of chemic-als, the CFCs are not broken downin the troposphere. CFCs
eventually make their way up to the stratosphere where UV radiation causes the breakage of
carbon-chlorine bonds to yield reactive chlorine radicals. The chlorine then reacts with ozone to
produce oxygen and chlorine monoxide. The simplified chemical reaction is shown below using
Freon- 12 as an example:

CF 2 CI 2

CI.

CF 2 CI-

-``

+ 03 -)D'-

+

CI.

CIO • + 02

This process is even more damaging than appears because the reaction of the chlorine and
ozone is catalytic. One molecule of chlorine can destroy several orders of magnitude more
molec les of ozone. The presence of "reactive" chlorine has been proven by the measurement of
the inrease CIO with a corresponding decrease in ozone 1 . The effects of bromine containing CFCs
are even more damaging. The global impact of the depletion of the ozone layer is obvious and
extensive. The effect on the human -opulation as far as increased exposure the UV radiation will
eventually lead to a higher amount of skin cancers.

1 Chemical and Engineering News, May 30, 1988 pages 16-25.
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A list of ozone depleting substances commonly used on Air Force programs taken from
Air Force regulation 19-15 is shown below:
SUBSTANCE
Trichlorofluoromethane
Dichlorodifluoromethane
1,1,2-Trichloro- 1,2,2-trifluoroethane
1,2-Dichlorotetrafluoroethane
Chloropentafluorcethane
Bromochlorodifluoromethane
Bromotrifluoromethane
1,2-Dibromotetrafluoroethane
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
-Tetrachloromethane

ABBREVIATED NA
CFC- 11
CFC- 12
CFC-i 13
CFC- 114
CFC- 115
Halon 1211
Halon 1301
Halon 2402
TCA
Carbon tetrachloride

'M
CHEMICAL STR. OID
CFC13
1.0
CF2C12
1.0
CF2 CICFCI2
8
CF2 CICF2 CI
1.0
0.6
CF 3 CF2Cl
CF2BrCI
3.0
10.0
CF3 Br
CF2BrCF2Br
6.0
CCI3 CH3
0.11

CC14

1.11

CFC- 113 and TCA are the substances of concern as far as precision cleaning in inertial
instrument manufacture. Later discussions will involve proposing alternatives to replace these two
solvents.
Backgound
Freon- 113 has been by far the major solvent used in cleaning required for the
assembly of precision inertial instruments. Freon- 113 has unique properties that make it
ideal for this application. These desirable properties include:
1) High purity grades are available at low cost. (i.e. Freon PCA from Du Pont)
The Freon- 113 is not only is pure chemically but is available in grades that contain very
low non-volatile residues. (<1 ppm by weight). This low nonvolatile residue requirement is
crucial when large quantities of solvent are used in precision cleaning of instrument parts.
2) Freon-1 13 is nontoxic and nonflammable. This is important as large quantities
are used in some power spray cleaning applications and hazards to personnel must be
minimized.
3) Freon-i 13 has a high density, low surface tension and low boiling point making
it ideal for removal of particles from instrument parts, hardware assemblies, gyro and PIG
fill stations, etc.
4) Freon- 113 is a solvent for T-17-2 (TGG damping fluid), BTFE (SFIR and Mod
G damping fluid), FC43 (SFIR and Mod G fill fluid) and L- 11512 (proposed FC 43
replacement fluid). Freon- 113 solvent properties are especially critical for the FC43 and L11512 fluids as few solvents adequately dissolve these fluorinated fluids. The Freon-i113
cleaning for fluid removal from hardware is critical for instrument disassembly.
The use of Freon- 113 cleaning operations inertial instruments consists of three
types of operations:
1) Power spray cleaning of parts and fixturing during the assembly process for
particle removal
2) Freon-113 cleaning involving ultrasonics, soaking, etc. for soil removal
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3) Freon power spray cleaning and power spray for fluid removal,
IFREkU

Q

II.X

I

ON ALI RNA= S-IVEU

This pmoosed study will focus on three maibr areas, 1) the evaluation of alternative
solvents to replace Freon-I 13 as it is3 used in inertial instruments and 2) the evaluation of
alternative cleaning methods and 3) a combino- of 1) and 2)
Alternative solvents to be stadied include the following:
1) Fluorocarbons (iC72 and VertreTfM 245)
2) HCFC's blends (Allied's Genesolv 2000 seides., Dupont Vertrel 400 series)
3) Aqueous Systems
4) Semi aqueous systems
Alternative cleaning methods include the following:
1) SCF (C0 2 )
2) U/S and tuneable ultrasonics with aliernatve solvents
3) Plasma and UV ozone cleaning
There are various considerations for choosing a'It;xnative solvents/techniques. A
summary of technical and nontechnical issues are shown ii table 2.
ALTERNATIVE CIEANI
Fluorocarbon Candidates
The use of Freon- 113 in of inertial instumrrkents is unique from other industrial
applic:, -s of this solvent in that most of the solvent usage is for particle removal from
hardware and tooling. Because the particle removal is one of the critical requitements of the
use of Freon- 113, fluorocarbon selvents, that is s--cies containing only carbon and
fluorine could be adequate replacements due to thei.' low surface tension and high density.
"Thesematerials are also solvents for the gyro and fill fluids therefore fluorocarbons will be
proposed replacements for power spraying and rnay solx-u = 75-80% of the Freon-113
elimination problem. Two fluorocarbon solvents are currently available to evaluate as
replacements for Freon-i 13. These include aw: experimental Du Pont solvent, Vertrei 245
(structures shown below)

CF 3
F

/CF 3
and

%CF3

CF 3
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This material is a mixture of the 1,2 and 1,3 perfluoro.iinnhyleyclobutane •sorners.
The otter catdidate is FC 72 (perfluorohexane) which is commerc.4i1ly available f!'om 3M.
3M is currenty evaluating a "cheaper grade" of FC72 that has tLo 3M product designation
PF-5060. These so!'ents should be adequate replacements for Freon-1 13 In maany areas of
inertial instrument manufacture.
fF

,QM•. artýnjf Prqr_.iUSý
Solvent
.

. .

.

.

Freon-1 13

FC 72

Vem,6 245

n

Surface tension

17.3

Density

1.57

Cost

I
Jn-l-_YIM24

Verr

12.0

'618

7b."i

-__-__'-_____--_'_2/_b_'-

-1.67
_

Fluorocarbons have advantages as replacement solvents because of some of their
similarities of physical properties to Freon-1 13.
1)The absence of chlorine atoms in these compounds results in a zero ODP (ozone
depletion potential)

2) Low toxicity and nonflammability
3) Solvents for FC43, T-17-2, BTFE and L-11512
4) Volatile, low surface tension and high density (advantageous for the removal of
particles)
5) Inert, Not likely to have comnpatibility problems
Disadvantages
1) Cost is high- can be, reduced by containunent and recycling
2) Not as good solvent as Freon-i 13 (inay be, an advantage sometimes,
disadvantage other times) In gene,-al, fluorocarbons are poor solvents thus they are
not good candidates fox, the remova, of oils, greases, hydrocarbon contaminants,
etc. This property will not lead to cornpatioiity problems however.
3) May have a global warming problem because they don't breakdown in the
atmosphere
.HCECs as!cleaning solvents in inertial instrunents
I-ICFCs are chlorofluorocarbon zomlounds similar to the CFCs with hydrogen
atom(s) present in the molecule. The effect of hydrogen in these compounds are many.
First, these are attractive solvents in that the ozone depletion potentiml (ODP) is less than the
CFCs on the near term phaseout list. These compounds breakdown lower in the
atmosphere before they reach altitudes where chlorine radica!s are genexated as with the
high ODP CFCs. Because these are hydrogen containing mraterials, the sojvent character of
HCFCs will be better Freon-I 13 and much better than the fluorocaubons discussed earlier.
This may be advantageous in removal of machining oils, flux, etc. HCFCs have higher
volatilities as compred to Freon- i 13. Also ,he cost of the HCFCs will likely be lower than
the fluorocarbon candidates mentioned earlier.
Examples of tCtCs,', under consideration include HUGC. 141 b (CCI2FCH3) and.
HCFC-,123 (CC02HCF3). Both Du Pont and Allied Signal supply these materials, but
recent information revealed that Du Ponr may no longer l:e a source of iCFC--141b due to
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new analyses that yielded higher ODP values. Also recent toxicity studies with HCFC-123
fodrnd the formation of benign tumors in rats. These results may limit the availability of
these materials in the future.
Du Pont and Allied have marketed Freon replacements that are mixtures of the
above two materials. Du Pont's Vertrel 400 series materials are cleaning agents containing
various blends of HCFC- 123 and HCFC- 141b. Allied's Gensolv 2000 series are also
blends of HCFC- 123 and HCFC- 141 b. Some HCFC blends contain small amounts of
methanol and stabilizers.
Specific examples of HCFC blends are as follows:
Vertrel 400 series (Dupont)
Vertrel 434 (62% HCFC-14 ib, 35% HCFC-123, 3% MeOH)
Genesolv 2000 series (Allied)
2004 - (96% HCFC- 141 b, 0.1% nitromethane, 3.9% MeOH)
2010- (86% HCFC-141b, 10% HCFC-123, 0.3% nit'omethane, 3.7 % MeOH)
2020 - (80% HCFC- 141 b, 20% HCFC- 123)

Unfortunately, the presence of hydrogen in chlorofluorocarbons give these
compounds properties that are undesirable. These properties include:
1)Toxicity problems, long term availability unknown
2) May be flammable
3) Phase out scheduled in - 30 years, only temporar- fix
4) Good solvents may lead to compatibility problems
Aqueous Solvents
Aqueous systems such as high purity water with detergents or surfactants will be
evaluated. These may be especially useful in the gas bearing assembly area.
emi AueouSystens
Semi aqueous solvent blends such as Du Pont's AxarelTM 32, 38 and 52 will be
studied. The Axarels are complex mixtures of polar and nonpolar components. These
include aliphatic hydrocarbons, aliphatic esters, a surfactant and aliphatic alcohols., This
cleaning blend is especially proficient in removal of solder fluxes. This material forms an
emuision with water so a final water rinse is used as a part of the final cleaning process to
remove traces of ionic impurities left from soldering processes. The use of this material has
several advantages:
1) The material is commerc.ally available from Du Pont
2) Low toxicity, low vauor pressure, low flammability, odor levels are lower than
terpenes
3) Water is used in the final rinsing process
Appoa1Lflj~alatonof altern-ajt§ive

P

oovn
n-I1relarI

lent

A) Evaluation of solvent purifies, recycling and recovery, methods and long term availability
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Significant vendor interaction will be required to ensure grades of solvents
produced meet the requirements of precision cleaning. Specific areas of concern are the
presence of nonvolatile residues such as plasticizers and silicones. The presence of these in
cleaning solvents must be kept to an absolute minimum. Other general impurities such as
hydrogen containing species must be controlled. Particle content of the solvents is
obviously critical and methods must be developed at either the vendor or the instrument
manufacturer or both to make sure the solvent is free of particles.
'Ihe immediate and long tenn availability of these solvents needs to be established. Also
issues as far as containment/recycle of the expensive fluorocarbon solvents must be addressed.
The containment question can be addressed by the use of various contained power spray
apparatus available.
B) Compatibility Verification
It is riot expected that fluorocarbons and instrument hardware will be incompatible
but these still must be evaluated. The HCFC's and the aqueous or semi aqueous
alternatives require closer scrutiny. Exposure of the solvent(s) and instrument part for a
given period at room and elevated temperatures must be performed. After exposure the
following analysis must be done:
1) Inspection of parts first with an optical microscope and then surface evaluation using
FTIR and SEM/EDAX.
2) Analysis of fluid for changes in composition and extractables from the respective
instrument hardware.
C) Power Spray Cleaning/Particle Remova.l
Instuument parts will be spray cleaned with the fluorocarbon or other replacement
solvents at each subassembly/component step and the process will be subsequently
evaluated by Tyndall and surface analysis of the parts.
D) Fluid Removal/feardowns
As mentioned earlier, a significant quantity of solvent is used in teardown of
instruments. Instruments parts (can use scrap parts) will be exposed to the various flU ,ds
were applicable and cleaned with the replacement solvents. A surface analysis technicue
such as FFIR is very sensitive in detecting the presence of trace levels of organic spcu .es on
a surface. The cleaning efficiency will be evaluated whether the fill fluids (FC43 or L-11512) and dcamping fluids (T-17-2 and B'TFE) remain on the part surface after cleari -g.
ALTERNAfqalrLELJANN

TECHNIQ1JES

The several non-solvent techniques that are available are attractive options tc solvent
cleaning. Often where trace contaminants are not satisfactorily removed,these techniques can
complete the task left unfinished by solvent cleaning. Ultraviolet (UV)/ozone and plasma cleaning
are two "dry'," processing techniques that are used for the removal of organic contamination from
surfaces. Limited use has been made in the build of inertial instruments. These approaches are used
in the processing of optics and semi-conductors. To date, there is no application of SCF "-traction
cleaning in inertial instrument production. Preliminary studies show that this technicu,.N may be
particularly useful where removal of damping fluid is required. Thesc three techniqu,., hal.'c the
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capability for ba~ch processing, reduction in the individual handling of piece parts, and greater
control of the process.

Plasma cleaning is a dry processing technique in which a gas is excited in an electrical
field forming free radicals, ions, and other reactive species. These excited species react with
organic surface films breaking chemical bonds and forming smaller molecules that ire removed in
the flowing gas phase. Oxygen, argon, and fluorine/oxygen mixes ,aethe gases most frequently
used in cleaning applications. This technique has found wide application hi the optics, electronics,
and semiconductor fields where surface cleanliness is important. The process is applied to Air
Force inert: I instrument programs in the preparation of surfaces prior to bonding, the removal of
excess e'x
)nlaminations and limited use for removal of contaminants from the surface of gas
bearings, Auger/ESCA analysis of gas bearing surfaces before and after plasma cleaning has
sho v; a reduction in surface contamination. As with UV/Ozone cleaning, plasma cleaning is
effective for removal of organic contaminants only, and generally requires removal of gross
contamination by a prior proces.. using wet (solvent) cleaning, The process is used on Air Force
build programs in tile preparation of surfaces prior to bonding, for the removal of excess epoxy on
laminations, and limited application for removal of contaminants from gas bearing surfaces. The
effectiveness of plasma cleaning was established by Auger/ESCA analysis. As with any process,
the interaction of the cleaning agent and build materials. must be cmpatible. There is sufficient
experience among the agencies and in literature references, to guide selectivwe use of reactive gases
such as oxygen and CF 4 .

UV cleaning is a simple process that is inexpensive to set up and operate, and is easy to
use, The cleaning meehan
is a photosensitized ipro0cess initiated with the absorption of UV
radiation, The absorption of U\' (below 300 nmi) radiation is responsible ft)r producing
photochemical changes neeessce.y fbr the removal of absorbed species. Molecular oxygen in air,
dissociated by short wave radiation, ~185 Im, leads to the generation of oxygen radicals that
corribine with oxyge., to form ozone, Ozonv. is dissocimted by radiation at a higher wavelength, a,
254 urn to produce atowic oxygen which is strong oxidizing species. UV radiation at 254 nm also
breaks the chemical bonds of surface species creating free radicals that ar- readily oxidized by the
alomic (oxygen to volatile species such -"water and cwabon dioxide, The efficacy of this process
has been evaluated by surface analyst; such as Atiger/ESCA and is documented in the literature.
Limited inhouse studies on the clt,ý..ning of gas bearing surfaces, c.m'pared favorably with the
literature evaluations of the process, UV cleaning does have some, limiting aspects. It cannot
reimove gross contaminants, and requires some precleaning(solvents, detergents, etc.) of the
surface to rem, ve bulk contamination for 'fie procedure to work reliably. UV cleaning would be
consiuo ed a finhai ,J.aning step, A chlmber could be iwerface'd with an autornated assembly
,s.tation.

1Whea a gas is sultjccted to pressures and ýiyliperatures above itS critical point, a highly
compressed gas, referred to as a supereritical fluid is formed. Sutperciitical fluids have properties
that are intermnediate to ordinary liqtuids ind gases huaving gaslike diffusivit; band liquid-like
dcns:. tics. With high dii'fusivity and low vi.(co:.itie,-, svfpercriticail fluids have been established to be.
particiularly, eff%,' 1,,, fo' removal of"materials,
dsuch as machining(cooiants, damping fluids, and oils
ftrolln con) ,oncnt,. ol c:omplex configuration Solhubility Stuldies perfornmied by Hi and Draper
(thriough I 'ha,scy:c r)). ) have Cstabliishcd th1t S1('V carbon dioxide, ail environmentally acceptable
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solvent, can dissolve many materials. These include halocarbon and triazine damping fluids,
Krytox fluids, silicone oils, and many other materials indigenous to the inertial instruments, as
well as processing aids and contaminants. SCF extraction is a particularly attractive approach for
the processing of rebuilds which currently requires high volumes of solvents to remove damping
fluid, because of the ability of SCF CO2 to remove damping fluid from micro-clearance interstitial
regions and pores of gyro parts. This approach would eliminate the time consuming bake out
procedure required due to solvent absorption. A drawback with respect to SCF is personnel safety
and the integrity of instrument hardware. There are defined regulations for high pressure
operations to minimize personnel hazards. The integrity of the hardware to high pressure exposure
would have to be established. Limited evaluation of SCF extraction was successful in removing
damping fluid from a gyro with minimum disassembly with no precleaning and no obvious
damage.
Eýipiiiii• - for Altrn alive Cbaning Technig.i
Facilities for plasma cleaning, UV/ozone cleaning and SCF extraction already exist among
the agencies although some may be adequate for only ;esearch studies and not for production
application. An assessment of scale.up requirements for production, and associated capital
expenditure required would be done. Safety issues such UV/ozone exposure, gases, and high
pressures operations would be reviewed. These techniques are directed to batch processing with
red'iced handling and greater control than is experienced with current individual piece part/operator
subjectivity. The point, in instrument build w.iere these techniques can be introduced will be
identified,
j.paijiti'

Vrifiqation for AltcrwtiyIv_ýaning Techniques

As with the alternative solvents, the compatibility of materials with UV radiation and
plasma gases must be established. These techniques are generally applied only to surface cleaning.
The following areas of compatibility must be evaluated.
1) Reactivity of the substrate with the active gas species
i.e. is the surface ox~dized?
2) Etching of the surface
3) Effect on organ ics
With respect to SCF extraction, the effect of uxposure to high pressure rmust be evaluated.
Areas to be evaluated in-n'. '..-": follov, ig:
1) Physical integrity of laminations
2) Stability of the electronics
3) Adhesivc bonds
4) Effcct on turethanes, epoxies, elastorners

tic the

,The reluirIlie Isf'()r cleanlliness mt$ust be defined. It is intended that comparison testing will
f)r c,•rI.l Ihitig whetCIer alternative intih(KIs arc equal (o current methods using Freon-

hai.,
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113. Test pieces will be doped with processing contaminants such as machining coolants, solvent
and water-based lapping compounds, grit blast compounds, lubricants, and damping fluids.
Plasma and UV cleaning techniques will be used on test pieces with subsequent evaluation for
surface cleanliness. Parameters for time, gases and power for plasma, and distance for UV
cleaning will be established. Temperatures and pressures of SCF, required for effective removal of
organics will be established.
The following tests will be amnong those used to establish relative cleanliness levels:
Inspection - white light and UV light
Water break test
Extraction with NVR, GC/MS or FTIR testing
Ionic cleanliness
SEN.

<

Surface analysis
Hardness and expansion tests for organics/elastomers

PHASE I1
Those alternatives that successfully tested with the controlled samples, will be applied to
the cleaning of subcomponents and assemblies to establish the most effective cleaning sequence
with the alternatives. Test methods established in the. evaluation of the alternative fluids and the
cleaning of test samples, would be used in evaluating the processing of the instrument hardware.
Processes will be redefined at this stage, if required, to minimize any fluctuations of the process
and to ensure duplication of the processing in ft,ture operations. An assessment of the options for
the production lines, would be considered. Criteria will be established for the cleanliness standards
for each component or level of build, Performance testing would be conducted on individual
components, such as the gas bearing, to verify the processes at the subassembly stage.

Examples of assembled subeomponents:
Gas bearings
Ball bearings
Slip ring Assemblies
Gyro fill stations
Glassware/tooling
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P~HASE III
Validation of the Freon- 113 free procedure considered to be the most optimum by instrument build,
will be addressed in this phase. This would be, done as a qualification effort. An assessment would
be done to determine the requirements for transfer of the processes to the production. Some issues
to be considered for production implementation are as follows:
New equipment required for alternative processes
Lead time to incorporate changes
Adaptation of production facilities
Safety requirements
Organic vapor proofing
DI water systems
Energy requirements
Availability

Cost
Installation
Personnel trainin..
AF Documentation changes
Some of the above mentioned issues will be partially addressed in phase 1 and phase 2.

Alternative solvents and/or methods must be found for the use i"':atl industrial
applications including the production of inertial instruments. Beeoe of the large usage of
Freon-i 13, the replacement of the use of Freon- 113 will require dtailed s",,"
to validate
that alternatives do not compromise the quality of the precision instix.,eit. it wIll not be
possible to find one direct replacement for Freon-i 13.
The elimination of Freon- 113, the single most widely used solvent on the Air Force
programs, will require a concerted and coordinated effort to achieve any degree of success.
Altheugli the program p)roposed to achieve this is presented as defined stages, the preparadion for
the change's must begin from the start. Assuming development of Freon-free processes, it must be
recognized that there will be n. operator experience base. More quality control testing will be
required to ensure that implementation of the new process does not compromise the product.
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Table 1
MONTREAL PROTOCOL*

solvent

1993

1995

1997

2000

CFC-1 '13

20%

50%

85%

100%

30%

70%

1,1,1-trichl,

2005

2020

100%

100%

HCFC-123

100%

HCFC-141b

'Also have Clean Air Act, EPA, USAF regulation 19-15 per DOD dir. 6050.9 with
their respective phaseout dates/protocols

4

8

7_

Table 2
FACTORS/CRITERIA CHART OF REPLACEMENT SOLVENTS
Technical

Non-technical

requirements (purity and particles)

cost

reproducibility of material

toxicity, vapor pressure, flash point

compatibility issues

available commercially

density

# of sources

viscosity

storage requirements

surface tension

long term availability (corporate)

new equipment purchase required

long term availability (phase out)

global warming

volatility, heat of vaporization

solvency

universal or limited applications

stability vs. time

waste disposal

can it be recycled

how can it be recycled
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ABSTRACT

gram and Guidance and Controls' LN--!00 System
for the LH program and the Apache liicopter guidance system update. More than 100 ,18.-4 proto.types have been fabricated in engineeing with preproduction units currently in fabrication in the
factory.

The design and performance of Litton's second generation aircraft navigator grade multioscillator ring
the Zero-lock Laser GyroTM
laser gyroscope,
(ZLG), is described, The S 18--4 ZLG is intended to
meet the size, weight, and volume constraints
expected for next generation aircraft and helicopter
ineitial navigation systems. The ZLG, a nonmechanically dithered ring laser gyro, offers advam..
tages for strapdown navigation system applications,

THEORY OF OPERATION
T•ie cavity modes in a planar ring resonator are fou,fold frequency degenerate. The fourfold degeneracy
is removed by use of a reciprocal (nondirection
dependent) rotator and a nornreciprocal (direction
dependent)
rotator.
Figure 1 shows the elements
is
'7Tfýrt,
-eciroallfro-n~ucy
sp:litting of

The theory of operation of a 7ZL(; is briefly
described, gyro readout and control fiuctions are
described',

design tracdoffs ar.c

discussed,

a rZLG.

and

instrument and system level perfonnance data are
sunmlarized relative to required performance for a
0.8 nmph inertial system. More than 300 instruments have been fabricated and tested during the last
six years of intensive company--funded develop..
ment effort.
INTRODUCT!OCN
Litton Guidance and Control Systems has been
(leveloping a second gerncration ripg laser gyroscorpe
(RLG) capable of aircraft navigator grade performance using a dit!.eless multioscillator RLG.
Development of this instrument, the 7Zro-lock
l.aser Gyro (ZLG), has been under.vay at Litton
since 1975. An accelerated development program
was begun in 1984 when the Raytheon mnuitiosciiiator technology was purchased by Litton.
Since that time, four generations of ZLG:s have been
(lesigned and fabricated. The S 18-4 ZLG is a
fourth-generation, 18-.cm pathlength instnument
currently in production to suppoi. Litton Aero Products Division's Flagship Global Positioning Air
Data Inertial Reference System (P11ADIRS) pro.-
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achieved by use of a nopplanar ring resonator which
removes the degeneracy between the right circular
polarized (RCP) cigenmode and left circular polarized (LCP) eigenmode (circular polarization modes
are required in a nonplanar ring resonator to ensure
cavity resonance). Frequency splitting is determined 'by the image rotation which is dependent on
the out-of--planwness. Since each polarization can
oscillate as a ccw or a cw traveling wave, the possibility of four-f'equency operation is open. Typical
reciprocal splitting is hundreds of MHz.
A nonreciprocal rotator is also required. The nonreciprocal rotation is supplied through the Faraday
effect which introduces a directionally dependent
phase shift. Figure 2 shows the resulting four ftequencies. Typical Faraday bias is of the order of I
MNHz.
Removing the direction dependent frequency
deogeneracy by the Faraday effect creates two opposite biase, two---frequency gyros (RCP an( L.CP) in
one cavity. Application of a rate increases the frequency splitting of one gyro wvhile the other gyros'
frequency splitting is decreased, A diflerential gyro

to mode pulling, is proportional to their distance
from the center of the gain curve and their loss. This
affect will create a ZLG bias in general and a sensitivity to cavity detuning. A longitudinal magnetic
field oil the gain media will shift the gain curve for
LCPcw and RCP ccw opposite to the gain curve for
the LCPccw and RCPcw relative to the zero rnagpnetic field gain curve center. This will cause a ZLG liias
and a sensitivity to magnetic fields in general. A
tech-nique may be employed, called dispersion
equalization, in which a longitudiral mnagneiic field
is applied to the gain media and a patlhiength control
offset is selected which will desensitize 0i16 ZL.. ,o
The
'Ftiol.
magnetic field or pathlength offset var
dispersion equalization parameters are detl, -nined
during calibration.

is achieved by taking the difference between the two
two-frequency gyros
F = (f., - f3)

-

(f 2 -- f)

With differentiai output, the fluctuations in the optical bias are common rnoded out while twice the rate
sensitivity is achieved. Lock-in problems are
a-"zided because the Faraday splitting is larger than
the typical Sagnac splitting even at rates of
400 degrees/second.
READOUT AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Figure 3 is a block diagram for the ZLG. The main
functions are cain media excitation and control,
pathlength control gain media dispersion equalization control, and gyro readout. 'remperature sensor
outputs are provided for system level thermal cornpensation.
The ZLG utilizes a split de discharge He- Ne plasma
to provide laser gain. A high voltage power supply
(HVPS) is required along with plasma current regulators to provide constant current operation in each
of the two discharge legs. A split discharge is utilized to mitigate bias caused by gain media motion
relative to the gyro body as in an RLG.
Since the geometryof theringresonator determines
the conversion factor between gyro output and rotation pathilengs control is required. The ring resonator is made from an ultralow thermal expansion
material. Diaphragm mirrors, in conjunction with
piezoelectric transducers, maintain pathlength control over the range of enviromnental conditions
expected for a military aircraft. An error signal is
required as a discriminant such that feedback is
provided to the piezoelectric transducers when environmental effects cause cavity length changes. By
ac modulating the cavity length, an amplitude modulated reciprocal splitting frequency signal is
obtained on the uncombined output beam. This is a
verysharp discriminant-- the RF powerat the reciprocal splitting frequency falls rapidly as the cavity is
detuned away from equal i:tensity.
Gain media dispersion control is required in the
ZLG. Mode pulling affects will create a ZLG bias in
the absence of dispersion equalization control. The
frequency shift of each of the four frequencies, due
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The gyro readout method employe. is to use a corm
bining prism in conjunction with a dua! spot photo-.
diode and electronic signal processing. The photo-,
diode outputs are double sideband suppressed
carrier signals which can be electronically processed
to obtain the two difference frequencies, The two
frequencies are counted- the multioscillator output
is the difference between the two frequencies.
DESIGNTRADEOFFS
Design of the S18-4 ZLG was primarily driven by
system performance, system size and weight constraints, and cost. The 18-cm pathlength ZLGC
selected is the minimum pathlength instrument still
expected to be able to meet the requirements of a
medium accuracy aircraft navigator system. The
S 8-4 ZLG weighs about 1.5 pounds and dissipates
about 1.5 watts of power in an envelope 3.92 inches
in diameter and 2.05 inches high. The instruments
are designed to be nested together on a sensor block;
the three instruments mutuatly orthogonal to each
other. Figure 4 is a photograph of the S 18-4 ZLG.
A ZLG-based navigation system has the advantage
of reduced coning and sculling errors relative to a
dithered RLG navigation system. Low angle randora walk makes fast alignment times possible.
High bandwidth is achievable if required. Increased
angular resolution is possible due to the fact that the
ZI.G is not mechanically dithered.
Cost and reliability were estimated to be closely
comparable for RLG and ZLG technology. Marketability of the ZLG was judged to be superior;

_=

Litton ZLG--based systems flights, The average
radial error for these 1i flights is 0.42 nrmph. Flight
11 is of particular interest as it was a long distance,
cross-coMntry flight of six and one-half hours, from
Lambert Field, St. Louis, to Van Nuys Airport, Los
Angeles. For this flight, a high accuracy Litton
LN--94 RLG navigaon system was used as a refer.,
ence system and allowed to warmnp for 20 minutes
before being aligned for 10 minutes, in parallel with
the LN-100 navigation system. The terminal radial
error of the LN-94 navigation system was less than
0.6 nm and the velocity errors less than 1 ft/sec so it
was decided to difference the two systems outputs to
get an indication of LN-100 inflight performance.
The differericed radial and velocity errors are shown
inFigure8. Radialerrorofabout0.5nmphCEPwith
velocity errors of less than 2.5 ft/sec rms overall are
observed. In fact, for the first two hours the errors
are more like 0.2 nmph CEP and 1.5 ft/sec rms.

appSikabili!.v ooI'the.L3.( was alsojudgcd to be wider
,araing. vx,,aicuklarly in pointing and tracking applifor fi.uter pefoimance ira-,
1:aticns. Oo•:u..i
provenent 0dis.s,
!.STPUM-ENT

PEWr-02

ANICE RESULTS

More than W00 SI 8-4 ZLGs have b,.n fabricated.
TIbe data base from dtcse instruments provides a
good indication ot the expected system level pCrform ance. TPypical aircraft navigators require bias
residvals of less than 0.01 deg/hr, 5-ppm scale factor
stability and linearity, and angle random walk ot
about 0,0055 degtVN" for fast alignment time.
i i,.rc 5 shows the distribution of angle random
walk data collected on prototype SI 8-- ZLGs. The
angle random walk is determined from triangulany
filtered high-speed gyro data. The mean angie random walk of the gyros built te date is
0.0013 deg/1Vh-r, with more than 80% of the population less than 0.0015%t1/iwr. The numbers agree
well with angle random walk predicted from
calculations.

One advantage of a ZLG-based strapdown inertial
navigation system is iow inherent noise which
makes gyrocompassing faster and smoother. A
series of alignments were performed in the lab to
investigate LN-100 gyrocompassing capability.
The first gyrocompass was from cold turn-on, the
restweredonewithvariousoffperiodsrangingfrom
10 minutes to an hour. Results are shown in Figure
9. As can be seen, the heading comes in smoothly,
and is below a milliradian 1y even at two minutes.
Four-minute alignments to less than 0.05 degree
were readily achievable and even faster alignment
may be possible due to the low angle random walk

Scal..f.c.or.linearity.of......is.excellent. -. ean.ty
from 0-400 deg/sec is always well under 1 ppm.
Scale factor thermal sensitivity is less than 0.2
ppm/PC. Table I shows scae factor linearity and
temperature sensitivity fora numberofS 18-4 prototype ZLGs along with the scale factor thermal residual after a simple linear temperature model
(SF=A+BT) is applied. Residuals of less than 1.1
ppm are observed.

of the ZLG.

Bias turn-on to turn-on stability was evaluated by
making six drift rnms of one hour each at laboratory
ambient temperature. The gyro is off for 15 minutes
between each test. The average bias of each onehour run and the standard deviation of the six biases
are computed. A histogram of bias turn-on stability
for 20 ZLGs is shown in Figure 6.Ththoyooprinad
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESULTS

'lie theory of operation and performance of Litton's
rfnueofLtn'
second generation gyroscope, the
ZLG, has been
reviewed. Instrument and system level data supporting the instruments capability to fulfill the requirements of a medium accuracy aircraft strapdown
navigat'on system have been presenied.

Figure 7 is a photograph of the LN-100 preproduction prototype system. Table 2 is a summary of
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TABLE 1. SCALE FACTOR DATA ON S18-4 PROTOTYPE ZLGS
(RATE RANGE 0± 400 0 /SEC)
Scale Factor Asymmotry

Scale Factor Linearity

S/N
1003
o008
1050

Scale
Factor
Thermal
Residual
(ppm)
0.12
C.16
0.18

Scale
Factor
Thermal
Sensitivity
(ppm/°C)
-0.07
0.090.08

1052

0.47

0.12

0.32

0.30

0.14

0.34

0.18

0.19

1055

0.12

-.0.01

0.11

0.16

0.11

0.13

0.18

0.14

1056

0.11

0.02

0.10

0.17

0.13

0.12

0.21

0.15

1058

1.08

--0.07

0.33

0.40

0.38

0.41

0.59

0.57

1077

0.24

0.01

0.29

0.28

0.29

0.31

0.33

0.29

1078

0.30

-0.04

0.21

0.20

0.32

0.23

0.19

0.30

1080

0.40

0.17

0.19

0.21

0.25

0.08

0.19

0.15

0.28

0.41

0.29

0.30

0.44

-0A2

1202 ".01

@ 25 0C
(ppm)
0.11
0.07
0.o0

0.12).

@ OOC
(ppm)
" 0.17
0.06
0.11

@ 50 0C
(ppm)
0.13
0.07
0,05

@ 25 0C
(ppm)
0.15
0.03
0o.2

@ 50 0C
(ppm)
0.13
0.07
0.15

@ 0WC
(ppm)
0.18
0.06
0.16

0.39

-0.03

0.13

0.27

0.09

0.11

0.21

0.10

1215

0.50

0.00

0,12

0.14

0.19

0.17

0.18

0.20

1217

0.28

0.01

0.05

0.0.

0,07

0.06

0.07

0.08

1219

0.

0.20

0.19

0.2,9

0,16

0.14

0.25 '

0.18

U230

0.24

0.0'"

0.28

0.30

0.27

0.26

0.38

0.30

1233

0.37

0.08

.10

0.06

0.10

0.10

0.06

1242

0.47

-0.09

0.28

0.22

0.27

0.26

0.12

0.22

1248

0.18

0.00

0.16

0.32

.18

0.12

0.34

0.20

1249
1005
-1-017-"
MEAN

0.64
0.24
0.21
0.359

-0.04
-0.03

0.48
024

0.3i
0.47

0,4•

031

0.062*

0.41
0.37
0.34
0.202

0.240

0.216

0.38
" 0.52
" 0.221

0.080

0.104

A.118

0.120

0.141

1214

-

0.257

-

.-3.10

-

*Average of absolute value
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1

0.55

0.41
0.50
0.248

0.51

0.72
0.276

j

1_
_

0.185

1

0.150

TABLE 2. LN-100 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
Performance,

Flight
No.

1

nm/hr
CEP

Date
5/10/90

Duration,
hrs min

0.3 run/hr

2 hr

2

5/11190

0.5 mn/hr

1 hr, 25 mrin

3

5/11/90

0.3 mn/hr

1 hr, 20 min

4

5/14/90

0.7 nm/hr

1 ir. 20 min

5

5/14190

0.3 nm/hr

2 hr, 15 min

6

8/7/90

0.3 nm/hr

I hr, 20 min

S 8/8/90

0.4 nm/hr

1 hr, 20 rin

8

8/8/90

0.6 nm/hr

1 hr, 40 min

9

10/22/90

0.5 mn/hr

1 hr. 25 min

10
11

10/2400
10/25190

0.3 nm/hr
0.5 nm/hlr

I fr, 45 min
6 hr. 30 min

-

G

OPTICAL

,
RECIPROCAL
RESOATOFPOLARIZTION
ROTATOR
R"
ROTATOR

NONRECIPROCAL
POLARIZATION
ROTATOR

Figure 1. Elements of a Multioscillator

Laser Gyroscope. In the ZLG, the
rec.proca! polarization is supplied
by a nonplanar geometry while
the nonreciprocal polarization
rotation is supplied by a
Faraday element
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"The gyro readout is referenced to the fixed stars since the readout loop is

mechanically coupled to the telescope pointed at the guide star Rigel (the

readout loop plane is aligned parallel to the telescope axis) and ta a star
blipper looking approximately normal to the telescope axis. The spacecraft
Logether with the readout loop rolls about the line-of-sight to the star Rigel
with a roll period of 10 minutes. The SQUID output is modulated at the 1.67
r..*iz roll frequency. The amplitude of the 1.67 mHz output is proportional to
the angle between the gyro spin axis and the roll axis, and its phase is
related to the position of the stars in the field of the star blipper.
Misalignment between the roll axis and the line of-sight to Rigel can be
subtracted from the SQUID output using the two-axis telescope readout
signals, finally yielding an overall gyro readout.
The opening of the dewar is a necktube where the vacuum probe for the
quartz block housing containing the gyroscopes is emplaced. The design
of the vacuum probe and necktube represent a formidable physics and
engineering challenge. First the assembly must survive launch loads. In
addition it must meet the following abbreviated list of requirements:
(1) Maintain stable quartz block temperatures of 1.8 'K, (2) Remove spinup gas rapidly to prevent electrical breakdown, (3) Create an operat.•i-a,
vacuum of better than 10-1 1 torr (gyro spin-down time constant is 4000
years), (4) Reduce the magnetic field to 10-14 gauss, (5) Minimize the
heat leaks into the payload so the superfluid helium lasts 1 to 2 years, (6)
Allow "rapid" assembly and disassembly, and (7) support all the
interconnecting electrical cabling for the instruments of the stable quartz
block assembly, readouts, heaters, thermometers, and other instrume ntati on
(approximately 400 wires).
The evolved design supports the Quartz- Block load with a cantilevered
aluminum cylinder. This is within the vacuum shell, both of which are
attached at the base of the neck tube assembly. The neck-tube is wound of
alumina fibers and bonded with epoxy. This composite material has
particularly high thermal resistance combined with high strength over
the entire temperatLure range.
In order to spin up the gyroscopes a system supplyinrb .,tch gyroscope with
low temperature (50 - 7°K) helium gas through an in line class 100 articulate

filter. Exhaust lines then vent most of the spin up gas to an external thrust
nullifier located on the spacecraft. Five heat-exchanger stations allow the
warm gyro spin-up gas to be efficiently cooled by the exhaust gas.
Leakage gas is pumped out of the neck tube. A large gate valve on the
front of the probe is open during spin up to vent to space a residual gas
leaking into the piobe. After spin.-up the probe gate valve is closed and
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ASICs AND BIT/TESTABILITY IN NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
by Jacques A. Tazartes
Litton Systems Inc.
Guidance & Control Systems Division
5500 Canoga Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-6698

ABSTRACT
Embedding effective BIT and Testability in Navigation Systems could require significant added hardware in
discrete circuitry. But ASICs, together with the IEEE P1149 Test bus, have opened new opportunities for BIT and
Testability with very little hardware penalty. This paper examines the inherent advantages of BIT/Testability in
digital ASICs, and the techniques used. A hurdle to be overcome is the lack of familiarity by many ASIC
designers with the P 1149 Bus. A method for designer education is described, as well as the types of trade-offs
performed, for the BIT definition and assessment process. Some guidelines are also provided. The problem of BIT
and Testability in highly integrated circuits is addressed, because of the high circuit density and the need for
numerous test points, then BIT and IEEE P 1149 serial Test Bus concepts are reviewed. A Test controller (TAP)
inside the ASIC will reconfigure long counters in small registers which can be tested much taster. It will create
some loops to rapidly test the ASIC. Trade-offs on the Boundary Scan technique are performed.
The use of a digital ASIC as a board level BIT and Testability controller is then discussed. Circuitry needed to
form external test loops is included in the ASIC, BIT effectiveness is evaluated, and guidelines are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Designing Testability and Built-in-Test (BIT) in a system or on a board could bring out the best (or the worst) in a
Concurrert Engineering team. The Electronic designer is trying to minimize the additional BIT circuits and Test
Points, the Reliability and ESD protection engineers might be cheering him on to minimize the impact on
Reliability and ESD. On the other hand, the Testability engineer is presenting a list, reduced to the bare
minimum, of 350 Test Points. The BIT and Systems engineers are pushing for a "wall-to-wall" BIT which will
automatically test everything and eliminate Test Points, but which requires another dozen chips and the design of
a sophisticated additional controller. The Mechanical and FMC engineers are siding with the "minimum test
point" group, because of the serious (if not impossible) layout and crosstalk burden brought about by the
additional hundreds of traces for those test p.ints and Test connector. Somewhere in the middle is the
Manufacturing engineer who is campaining for In-Circuit Test (ICT) pads. Thoge pads will eliminate the need for
the Test point traces. But the Mechanical engineer senses a new threat to the extremely valuable real-estate
available for the Surface Mounted devices (SMD). The Logistics and Maintainability engineers get preoccupied
with the ftact that those pads may be coated or somewhat unavailable in Field Repair! and so on.
Ott the face of it, this could be a recipe for internal -warfare within the Concurrent Engineering team. And yet, at
Litton G/CS, harmony and cooperation manage to emerge from all those conflicting requirements. While making
good use of undeniable diplomatic skills, this group has discovered a near-magic potion to spread contentment in
the Testability camp: ASICs, Scan testing and Test busses.
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The above scenario describes the daily challenge in designing modern military electronic systems and reflects the
multiple conflicts to be resolved while designing-in BIT and Testability. Thliese conflicts are being amply
documented in the trade literature and in many Design-for-Testability and BIT conferences and workshops, This
paper does not intend to retrace the same ground, but focuses on practical solutions used in today's avionics.

PRESENT BIT AND TESTABILITY CHALLENGES
To start with, BIT Fault Detection and Isolation, Testability and Diagnostics performance requirements have been
steadily rising to the point of near perfection. Performance requirements of 98%, 99% and even 100% are
commonly encountered. As a consequence, BIT and Testability design features have to be more elaborate and
have a greater impact on the structure and design of the hardware. In previous generation electronics, with many
ICs and components on a single board, a few analog and digital multiplexing chips strategically located on the
board provided a major portion of the BIT wraparound test circuits. Similarly, a good solution to Testability was
the use of hundreds of Test Points and one or more large Test connectors on a board. With moderate clock speeds
and 0.1 or 0.05 inch pitch (component pin center spacing on board), the cross-talk or noise problems were
manageable. This is not the case with the present densely packed boards, with Surface Mount Devices (SMDs),
0.02 inch pitch arid cloak speeds nearing the microwave frequencies. An inch long open test point trace could be a
noise antenna! What is the Testability Engineer to do? First solution: In-Circuit test, which applies hundreds of
delicate probes ("Bed of nails" fixtures) to the board, with no long traces going to Test Points. But SMDs and
0.02 inch pitch make those fixtures very costly. In addition, pads have to be placed near every component pin
being probed, because SMDs cannot be directly probed. Second solution: let the board test itself through BIST
(Built-in Self-Test). Such solution is appealing, since it eliminates test points. But additional test circuits, paths,
controls, tcst vector generators must be added, through added components. Cost, Reliability and weight will
probably be adversely affected and one should abandon this solution, unless all added circuitry is housed in one
chip: an ASIC. Better yet, the ASIC which has replaced dozens of ICs, Processors, RAMS, etc. on the board,
radically reduces the number of nodes on the board, since many o them have ben moved inside the single ASC.'
The ASIC can then be the test controlleron the board, the test vector generator and the component under test. It
can even perform feats of near magic: it can modify the circuit to shorten the test process then it can restore it to
its operational configuration. But how can the Test engineer, with just a handful of test pins, completely test the
whole board? Use a P 1149. 1 (JTAG) test bus to introduce in a serial fashion as many test vectors as needed, and
configure each IC with Boundary Scan cells.
It should be noted that, similarly to the Testability evolution, BIT faces the never ending challenge of increasing
circuit density, In the recent past, it was sufficient for each board to include a few BIT lines allowing an external
Maintenance Processor board to remotely run BIT tests (wraparounds, Test words, "canned" operations).
Presently, with the considerable increase in gate and transistor density afforded by Very Large Scale Integration,
such BIT processes would be either too slow or too superficial. For example, to test to a high degree of
confidence a 50,000 gate ASIC, an externalBITprocessor, would be nearly 100 times slower than an internal test
structure using ASIC reconfiguration (because of the greater number of test vectors). It should also be noted that
the considerable advantage provided by internal digital ASIC reconfiguration is not presently available to the
analogdevices.
With the ASIC, test points are considerably reduced, cross..talk is minimized, BIT performance is much faster and
more thorough, board real-estate is saved. Where is the catch? Test Busses, such as the 4-line serial bus described
in IEEE Standard P 1149.1, must be introduced, Boundary and Set Scan circuits and cells must be designed in
A lCs. Additional silicon must therefore be added inside the ICs to accommodate the test circuitry. Structural
chllanges must be introduced, the inipact of the embedded test circuitry on performance must be considered.
Additional design effort is required too. Semiconductor manufacturers must acquire a new test philosophy.
Additional training is required in all the user and design disciplines.
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BIT AND TESTABILITY DESIGN FLOW
MIL-STD-2165 specifies the approach needed to design BIT and Testability into a system. A similar discipline
has been in place for many years at Litton G/CS (later formalized in the BIT and Testability sections of the Litton
G/CS Best Practices manual). A dedicated Testability Engineering group exists, which is the focal point of all
related activities. One of the important features of the BIT/Testability design process is the establishment, from
the proposal stage, of a Testability Team. A very condensed version of the BIT/Testability design flow is
provided in Table 1.

TABLE 1
BIT AND TESTABILITY DESIGN FLOW
"* FORM TESTABILITY TEAM
"* ISSUE BIT/TESTABILITY DESIGN GUIDELINES PER CUSTOMER
REQUIREMENTS

"* TRAIN DESIGN ENGINEERS IN LATEST TESTABIIATY TECHNIQUES
(TEST BUS, SCAN, ETC.)

"* PERFORM TRADE-OFFS AT EVERY STEP OF THE MANUFACTURING
AND FIELD FLOW

"* ESTABLISH TEST AND BIT PHILOSOPHY AND CRITERIA AT EACH
STEP OF TIlE MANUFACTURING AND FIELD FLOW

"* DESIGN BIT ARCHITECTURE AND TEST FEATURES IN HARDWARE
AND SOIFTWARE

"* PERFORM BIT/TESTABILITY ANALYSES TO VERIFY REQUIREMENTS
COMPLIANCE
N VERIFY BIT AND TESTABILITY PERFORMANCE (TEST)

TESTABILITY TEAM
Because of their present sophistication and wide application levels, BIT and Testability cannot be confined to a
single discipline. They require a Concurrent Engineering process from the proposal stage. This is why a dedicated
Testability Team is formed at Litton G/CS for each major project. It is headed by the Testability Engineer and
includes, among others: the Systems, Electrical, Mechanical, Maintainability, Test Equipment, Manufacturing,
Reliability, Factory Test and Logistics engineers. The team has the specific mission to provide in real time all the
requirements and guidance needed at all stages of Hardware and Software design and Verification. The team
reports directly to the Project Technical Director.
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TEST AND MAINTENANCE CONCEPT DEFINITION AT EACH STEP OF THE LIFE
CYCLE FLOW
One of the first Testability Team tasks is the definition, at each step of the Life Cycle flow, from component
procurement to Field maintenance, of the Test and Maintenance concepts. They are the source of the BIT and
Testability design architecture, partitioning, test point vs BIST distribution, Test busses, ASIC characteristics,
etc. Some examples of the considerable importance of such definitions are provided in Table 2.

TABLE 2
EXAMPLES OF TEST CONCEPT INFLUENCE
ON BIT AND TESTABILITY DESIGN

Repairablevs throwaway module: Isolation to the piece part level may or may not be
required. This may considerably reduce the need for test points, BIST, or other
test overhead.
Best point in the flow for testing a particular feature. An examination of failure modes,
yield, cost, etc., may lead to the addition of a particular test during the assembly
flow. This may require additional stimuli at the lower level, but may eliminate
the need for test points at the higher assembly.

In-Circuittest application:possibility of ICT may reduce the need for additional BIST
features.

Speed and/or thoroughnessof Power-Up BIT: If very fast, very thorough BIT is
required at Power-Up, an internally reconfigurable ASIC may provide an elegant
solution.
If emphasis is on In-FlightFault Detection, ASIC reconfiguration is not a priority.
Long wraparound loops within the system are a better solution.

TYPICAL BIT AND TESTABILITY DESIGN TRADE-OFFS
In any carefully designed product, a considerable amount of design trade-offs must be performed for BIT and
Testability. Examples of parameters considered are given in Table 3.

SOME SCAN AND TEST BUS STRUCTURES
Hundreds of papers and many volumes have been written on the Scan Path, Boundary Scan, Test Busses, Linear
Feedback Shift Registers, Parallel Signature Analyzer, the ITAG and the IEEE P 1149 Test Bus standards. A very
brie" bibliography is given at the end of this paper. An attempt is made here to place those test structures in the
context of this paper.
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TEST CONCEPTS
EXIIAUSTIVE TESTING: For any type of complex device, this type of test is impractical, as it requires 21 test

vectors, where n is the total combined number of input signals and internal states
FUNCTIONAL TESTING (OR GO-NO GO): It generally exercizes the equipment along its functional GO paths. It is
often not sufficiently thorough. An exhaustive functional test requires a considerable amount of test vectors and is
generally quite expensive.
FAULT GRADING: It is an analytical technique, implemented in CAE, and designed to measure the eftfctiveness
of test vectors in functionally testing a circuit. The grade, which can reach 100%, is the ratio of faults detected to
the total number of faults modeled.
IN-CIRCUIT (OR "BEI)-OF-NAILS") TESTING (ICT): This technique applies to Printed Wiring boards (PCB) only.
It uses an elaborate fixture carrying hundreds of delicate probes which inject local stimuli at the pins of each piece
part. This method is limited by access problems in high density, small pitch PCBs. This is one example of the
"Divide-and-Conquer" concept implemented by the Scan techniques.
SCAN PATH TESTING: It is a serial partitioning method which allows control, stimulus and observation of a circuit
along the scan path. A major reason for its success is the economy in test pins and test vectors and its modularity,

which allows the test vectors to be reused at several levels. It has a drawback, however: its is slower than the
other conventional methods.
BOUNDARY SCAN TESTING: It is a particular application of the Scan Path testing, where each IC I/O pin is

equipped with a Scan cell. The latter allows multiplexing of a Test Input stimulus with the normal signal at that
pin. This test is particularly advantageous for isolation to the failed component with a minimum number of test
points.

TABLE 3
EXA'MPLES
PLA.E" OF

PAAMlE'Itv

RS

FOR BIT AND TESTABILITY DESIGN
NUMBER OF SYSTEMS PRODUCED:
For a small system quantity, elaborate isolation to the component level or the
SRU level may not be needed.
BOARD DENSITY:

Low board density, and/or use of DIPs might favor ICT over Scan methods
APPLICATION:
An I/O intensive board may already have sufficient test points provided by the
I/O signals, while a Processor or a Power Supply board may require many
internal test points.
ASIC PACKAGE LIMITATIONS:
The internal test-related gates added to the ASIC may cause it to go to the next

size, which may be too large to fit or is not available.
ASIC RECURRING/NON RECURRING COST VS SAVINGS:
Cost of designing-in the Scan cells, TAP and test vectors (although the vectors
are usually automatically generated) must be traded for the recurring and nonrecurring cost savings (Savings in next level Test vectors, in ATE test vectors,
test point design, etc.)
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THE "DIVIDE AND CONQUER" APPROACH TO ASICS (INTERNAL
RECONFIGURATION)
Reference(!) cites the following general rule of thumb to estimate the cost of ATPG and Fault Grading:
3
(1) Circuit Size 2 < Fault Grading + ATPG Costs < Circuit Size

If one applies the above formula to a 10,000 gate ASIC, a 60,000 gate ASIC and a 120,000 gate board (which
includes the 60,000 gate ASIC), and assumes that 30,000 test vectors provide at least 95 % Fault Grading to the
10,000 gate ASIC, then the number of test vectors needed to arrive at the 95 % level, for each of the three cases,
is listed in Table 4. The right-hand column of the table also lists the estimated number of test vectors which would
be required if the ASIC or board were partitioned in 10 or 100 subgroups. Conservative estimates based on
formula (1) were used.

TABLE 4
INFLUENCE OF RECONFIGURATION
ON NUMBER OF TEST VECTORS
DEVICE/GATE
NUMBER

GATE VECTORS
NEEDED

VECTORS NEEDED IF
PARTITIONED IN
10/100 SUBGROUPS

Small ASIC/10,000 gates

30,000 vectors

2000f1000 vectors

Large ASIC/60,000 gates

2,700,000 vectors

90,000f9000 vectors

Board/120,000 gates

15,000,000 vectors

500,000150,000 vectors

P 1149.1, BOUNDARY SCAN, SCAN CELLS, TEST ACCESS PORT (TAP)
A breakthrough in High Density logic PC boards testability was achieved when the Joint Test Action Group
(JTAG) and the IEEE P 1149 commnittees established the present JTAG or P 1149.1 Standard. It defined a 4-line
test bus and structure which would essentially multiplex hundreds of parallel test points and dozens of control
lines within a PC board into a 4-line bus. It would also allow testing at various levels with the same reusable
serial vectors. This enormous economy in test points and more efficient usage of test vectors come at the expense
of slower test and additional silicon overhead in each of the logic ICs involved. The merits of such a concept have
been widely discussed. This paper will briefly describe the bus elements.
SCAN CELL

It is illustrated in Figure 1 and provides the basic mechanization of the P 1149.1 bus. The Scan Cell multiplexes
the Input between the normal functional signal (Normal Data Input, or NDi) and the test signal (Test Data Input
or TDI) It also simultaneously multiplexes the Output between the normal functional signal (Normal Data Output,
or NDO) and the resulting test signal (Test Data Output or TDO) Note that Figure 1 shows a Boundary Scan Cell
(BSC) at an Input pin and another at an Output pin. Every pin including in the scan path requires such a BSC.
Each IC involved must also include a Test Clock (TCK) and a Test Mode Select (TMS) pin.
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BOUNDARY SCAN ARCiHITECTURE

Boundary Scan allows the introduction of Test vectors at any input pin, and the examination of a test output at any
output pin. Figure 2 illustrates a typical ASIC Boundary Scan architecture The test input stimulus is introduced by
exercising the Test Clock (TCK) and the Test Mode Select (TMS), which control the Test Access Port (TAP). The
latter, in conjunction with the contents of the Instruction Registers (IR) embedded in the ASIC, route the serial
test vectors injected in the TDI through an internal path, which can be as complex and as extensive as the designer
wishes. The complete ASIC can therefore be covered by the serial test vectors. Internal reconfiguration is also
affected by the TAP, which partitions the IC in small groups much more amienable to rapid test with few vectors.
Use of Linear Fleedback Shift Registers (LSFR), and other signature readout methods, among other methods,
enable thorough ASIC BIST testing. In fact, it is as if the ASIC contained its internal tester. Since a large ASIC
virtually participates in all board activities, it is possible that a series of serial test vectors stored in its ROM or
even an external PROM (located on the same board) will perform a set of board level tests, involving the great
majority of its components. The ASIC can then essentially test the complete board. In addition, some internal
instructions or additional ASIC test pins might place all tile ASIC outputs in a High Z state, allowing a
microprocessor on that board to run component isolation tests.
It is therefore incumbent upon the Testability/BIST and Electrical design engineers to carefully map the specific
ASIC-embedded test circuits (Scan cells, TAP, Instruction and Data registers, internal partitioning, fault detection
schemes, such as signature analysis or other).
Some disadvantages are listed below:
The added design effort, which is substantial
The added training required
The added silicon (increased chip size, but not necessarily package size)
The added small increase in ASIC failure rate
The added 4 bus pins
The generation of the serial test vectors
The additional small delay associated with the Boundary Scan pin. For a 1 micron process, it is
approximately 0.5 nanosecond per pin. In designs where propagation delays can be in
the order of 20 nanoseconds, this will require an additional 5 % timing margin. The
designer has of course the prerogative to forego testing at pins which are in the timing
critical path, which will slightly degrade Testability.
But the following advantages more than compe.sate for those drawbacks:
Major ASIC vendors now provide "turnkey" scan cells
Major ASIC vendors provide design assistance for TAP and other testability features
Major ASIC vendors provide tools for Automatic Test Program Generation (ATPG) which
greatly simplify vector generation
The vectors generated at ASIC level, used for ASIC validation, can immediately be reused at
board level, thereby reducing the considerable effort of Board level test generation.
Reliability is virtually not affected by the added test circuits.
ASIC test and isolation are much more thorough.
To achieve the sarre level of BIST at board level, many additional ICs would need to be added,
together with many test points.
Lower Life Cycle cost is achieved through simplification of the Test process
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A COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF ASIC AND NON-ASIC TESTABILITY
SOLUTIONS
NUMBER OF TEST POINTS
A very simplistic version of the savings afforded is illustrated in Figures 3A and 3B. In Figure 3A, a sample of
logic is presented, with intermediate test points required to observe the internal connections between ICs. In
Figure 313, those test points have disappeared, since they are now inside the ASIC. It is no longer necessary to
observe them, since no isolation within the ASIC is required. Controllability is of course still required. This is
where internal Scan paths provide small partitions which can be controlled with few test vectors.

THE FAILURE RATE DILEMMA
Consider a 50,000 gate digilil ASIC. To obtain a very high level of testability, according to Industry estimates,
the Test "overhead" in the ASIC ranges from 10% to 20%. Litton experience confirms that a 10% to 15 %
overhead is more than adequate. The classic questions are then:
Ar'e the 5000 to 7500 gates added to this ASIC going to significantly degrade the system
Reliability?
If Testability is not embedded in the ASIC but scatteredamnong 10 externalLSI chips,
will Reliability be more or less impacted?
To answer this question, a PC board example was selected, with a 50,000 gate ASIC, as described below, and the
conclusions are presented in Table 5. The ASIC Failure rate is calculated under a typical Airborne Inertial
Navigation System environment. The simplifying assumptions are indicated in the Table. The conclusion is
striking and not surprising: the testability added to the ASIC has an insignificanteffect on system Reliability. By
contrast, use of multiple external chips clearly degrades Reliability (5%, in last line of Table 5).

TABLE 5
COMPARATIVE TESTABILITY FAILURE RATE IMPACT

OF ASIC EMBEDDED AND NON-EMBEDDED BIST
ASIC
GATES ADDED FOR
TESTABILITY

ASIC
FAL.. RATE
(FPMII)

ASIC
% FAIL.
RATE
INCREASE

BOARD
FAIL. RATE
(FPMII)

BOARD
% FAIL RATE
INCREASE

0

2

0%

20

0%

2500 (5% ovhead)

2.022

1.1%

20.022

0.10%

5000 (10% ovihead)

2.042

2.1%

20.042

0.21%

7500 (15% ovhcad)

2.064

3.2%

20.064

0.32%

0 AS1C gates
10 external ICs added (1.0 FPMH
total added)

2

0%

21.0

5.0%
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LIFE CYCLE COST IMPACT OF SCAN/ATPG ASICS VS NON..SCAN/NON-ATPG
ASICS
As indicated in Table 4, small ASICs can be adequately tested in conventional ways, without scanning, TAPs or
dedicated embedr',•d bus features. Internal ad hoe BIST still needs to be included. But for larger ASICs (i.e.
50,000 gates of more), it is highly advantageous to structure BIST in Scan and TAP format, with extended
internal reconfiguration possibilities. Some of the cost trade-off elements involved. in the decision are listed in
Table 6

TABLE 6
SOME COST TRADE-OFF ELEMENTS IN ASIC
SCAN/'AP USAGE
RECURRING/
NON RECURRING
COST

SCANITAP/ATPG
SOLUTION

CONVENTIONAL
SOLUTION

Non-Recurring Cost

Design or purchase of Scan
cells

None

Non-Recurring Cost

Design or Purchase of TAP
and other ASIC test logic

None

Non-Recurring Cost

Purchase of ATPG CAE tool

None

Non-Recurring Cost

ATPG generation of test
vectors

Conventional generation of
test vectors

Non-Recurring Cost

Reduced test program cost at
PCB because of test vector
reuse

PCB test program independent
of ASIC vectors

Non-Recurring Cost

Designer training

None

Recurring Cost

Individual ASIC test using the
serial test bus.

Individual ASIC test using
numerous conventional
parallel vectors

Recurring Cost

Small loss in System or Field
due to escapes of defective
ASICs

Greater losses in System or
Field due to escapes of
defective ASICs

R wurring Cost

Simplified Isolation test to
defective part on PCB

Complex, less efficient
Isolation test of defective part
on PCB
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The following comments apply to Table 6:
Due to the great number of gates in the ASIC, the number of conventional "parallel" test vectors, particularly if
they are not generated with some automatic tool, becomes prohibitively large for a 95 % confidence level.
This probably results in a compromised test effectiveness and greater subsequent cost to correct escapes.
Such a cost might become too great if high production rates are involved.
Reuse at PCB and system level of most of the serial vectors generated for the ASIC is a major cost saving, and it
probably enhances component isolation performance.
Figure 4 illustrates a qualitative assessment of the influence of ASIC testability philosophy on Life Cycle cost, for
a 10,000 and a 60,000 gate ASIC, versus number of systems built. For a 10,000 gate ASIC, the Scan Cell
arehitecture may not be significantly superior, but for a 60,000 gate ASIC, the Scan structure is an economic

necessity.

INFLUENCE OF ASIC DESIGN ON SYSTEM BIT CHARACTERISTICS
Table 7 considers the various System and other user requirements and provides a surmmary of the design solution
for an ASIC and a non-ASIC configuration.

TABLE 7
ASIC VS NON-ASIC TESTABILITY FEATURE COMPARISON
NON ASIC SOLUTION
o Additional ICs
(Wraparounds, Multiplexing).

ON
ASIC SOLUTIh
o No additional ICs (Wraparound
loops embedded in ASIC).

o BIT Failure rate: 2% to 5%

o BIT Failure rate: 1% to 3%

o On-board Test Vector storage.

o Reduced number of Test Vectors

o Slower self-test (no reconfiguration):
Seconds

o Storage in ASIC
o ASiC reconfiguration allows very

On-Aircraft LRU isolation

o No significant ASIC impact

o No significant ASIC impact

Off-Aircraft Fault Detection

o Major effort required to generate
ATE Test Vectors

o Use of P 1149.1 ASIC Test Vectors
may reduce Test Vector effort

Board level Fault Detection

o In-Circuit (ICT) and Functional tests
are satisfactory
o Test Vector generation is major task

o Boundary Scan is partial substitute
for ICT
o ASIC P 1149.1 Test Vectors may be
reused (reducen cost)

Board level Fault Isolation to

o Test Connectois and Hundreds of

o ASIC Boundary and Level Scan

effort

isolate ASIC

o Standard tests performed at the
Component Vendor. No Cost impact.

o Additional cost to design Scan cells,
Test Access Port (TAP) circuits and
serial Test Vectors for ASIC.

PARAMETER
On-Aircraft Fault Detection
inFlighlt

On-Aircraft Fault Detection

at Turn-on

piece-pad

Component level test

Test Points
o Significant 'rest Vector generation

51.4

fast self-test: Milliseconds

sharply reduce Test Point count
o P 1149.1 Test Vectors reused to

60 K NON SCAN NO ATPG

0
rj)
C.)

6EK ATPI.;/SCAN

K NON SCAN

K0

K SCAN

--

SYSTEMS BUILT

FIGURE 4 - NFOUIENCE OF ASIC TEST PHIIIOSOPHY ON LIFE CYCLE COST

OPTIMIZATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF TEST'BUSSES
There are surely more efficient dedicated alternatives to the P 1149.1 Test Bus; ftr example, with a couple of
additional MODE pins, various preletermined selftest configurationf; can be attained, without the 4low process of
loading the P 1149.1 Instrincion register in a serial fashion, arid without some of the additional burden piacej on
(he TAP to re/zonfiguro the whole ASIC. Another very substantial way to speed up the ASIC test is to use. many of
the, functional control and address, or even data bus lines, to load In pa;-allel (much faster operation) the Test
addresses, vectors or controls. Those lines already exist and generally number ii the hundreds Ror a very complex
ASIC. But the above very powerful enhancement and speed-up techniques come at the expense of staidardization,
iince the resultant mechanization does not meet the P 1149.1 standard (i.e. the Test Clock, Data In and Out must
be completely indeperident of the ftinctional circuit s. That is, when the P If 49.1 .M0DE (TMS) pin is set in the
"Test position, no fuctional pin or olock can influence the test).

!5;:1.

The question is then lia a higlaly e•Ticatvd and specialized application where a single ASIC is used on a special
purpose board, what advantage does tihe P 1149.1 staadard provide? This is where the initial Testability Team
ground work be.cromes ciucial, in the definition of the Life Cycle Test concept. If in this concept the opportunity
of P 1149. 1 use is minimal, then ilt is advawtageows both for the Contractor and the Customer that an enhanced
test configuration be used.

T'RAINING THlE DESIGNER
Most Systems and Electrical design engineers havc been exposed to the classic temt concepts of test points and
some BIT, but they are somewhat uncomfortable with the latest concepts of BIST and of Testabifity designed in
ASICs. The Test bus and Scan techniques are a field in themselves and need to be learned. T'his would happen,
given enough time. But the need is immediate, and the procescjs must be "jurapstarted". Litton G/CS created a
"P 1149 Team" composed of a selcted set of representatives of different disciplines. The results were extremely
good: beside a detailed understanding of the P 1149 standard, this group is enthusiastically propagating the
Testability conrcepts in ASICs. It also serves as a panel of experts which are called upon during the Testability
design ireviews.

BIT AND TESTABILITY EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
The1BIT and Testability eva, uation methods are important for complex ASICs, ,sincetheir size is too extensive for
a completely manual ases.ment. New CAT tools are starting to appear, to supplement the ones already in use.
The following it, an overview of the BIT and Testability assessment techniques:

Fault Grading:This is; a standard method

by which ASIC test effectiveness is measured, wnd is routinely used
at Litton (./CS. For t giwven 'et of test veclors, it inspert, faults irn the ASIC m.odel and dclares detection if any of
the output conditions has changed. But several drawbaeks make this method less than satisfactory for accurate
deteri-ohiation of BIT/Testability performance.
This process is dependent on the test Pecto;s telected. The ones used fr stand-alone ASIC test ale completely
inappropriate fbr simulation of Flight conditions. Actual In..Flight vectors must be used, which are often
a small subset of the Component test vectors, and will probably yield a poor detection. Is this result
crelible? Certainly not, because the system test vectors are the only ones that matter In-Flight. The first
concluision is that.. ihe In-Flight Fault Detection Ratio (FDR) must be normnalized to its test vectors only.
But aanother obijection can be made: to determine Fault Detection performance, the CAR model verifies, for each
fault inserted, if any change appears at the outputs,. But th */sternBIT imy not be looking at all the
changes, and rmay therefore miss somen. System BIT design d behavior must therefore be accounted for.
Arid yet another problem appears: Not allfaults are createdequal. A least significant bit in a data word with 4
bit accuracy is essentially irrelevant .from a I•ault Detection viewpoint, since no system performance is
loist. A Fault Grading assessment is therefore too pe:simistic here. As it is by now apparent, a more
System oriente4d approach is required.

)''stemotiented I . " .aalysU: A System oriented f-PIT analysis conducted in an FMECA fasbion is
desirable, but is not practical on on ASIC, because of the, high (devic, cormplexity. A combination of Fault
Grading and System oriented 'BIT analysis can be conducted on a randora sample of faults. For each fault, a
system level analysis will be conductd to deteraxine the System and. BI1, responses, This is a tedious but
achievable task.
Mixed level/Mixed signal Systetm Fault Silinakltion: There is presently no prv',,"al Mixed
Signal/Mixed level Fault Simulation w' -ch can accurately sinmulate an Inertial Navigat.,
that in the ineor future a combination
;ystemn High level language rr'. 'c,.ing and A!'.;!-vwill be achiev(d. This w;ilil prov;ide .. most accurate a,.e;sment.
S1. 6

..*
._.._..__.__.__.._..__.__.__.._.._

;tem. it is conceivable
, Fault Simalation

CONCLUSION
The advent of high density packaging and high gate count ASICs have precipitated a series of technical solutions
and innovations in the areas of BIT and Testability, which in turn have favored even higher densities. The JTAG
and the IEEE P 1149 committees have defined effective solutions to the ever spiraling test point problem. They
include: use of highly testable and reconfigurable structures within the ASIC, providing the device with a 4-pin
serial Test bus, with embedded Test Access Port, Scan cells and other test functions, and reusable test v6ctors.
The significant problem of educating tho designer in the advanced testability concepts was successfully resolved
by creation of a team. It is accurate to state that such solutions are presently the best path towards highly testable
and BIT capable Inertial Navigation systems.

GLOSSARY
ASIC
ATE
ATPG
131ST
BIT
CAE
EMC
ESD
ICT
PCB
P 1149.1
SMD
TAP

Application Specific Integrated Circuit
Automatic Test Equipment
Automated Test Pattern Generation
Built-In-Self-Test
Built-In-Trest
Computer Aided Electronic design
Electromagnetic Compatibility
Electrostatic Discharge
In-Circuit-Test (Often called "Bed-of-Nails")
Printed Wiring board, Printed Circuit board
IEEE Standard for a 4-line serial bus
Surface Mounted Device
Test Access Port
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Honeywell

INS AND GPS
COMPETITIVE OR SYNERGISTIC?
,AN OVERVIEW,
BY
MICHAEL J. HADFIELD
GLENN R. QUASIUS
HONEYWELL MILITARY AVIONICS
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA
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Honeywell
GPS/INS APPLICATIONS

Missions
- Aircraft Navigators

"*

-

Land Survey Systems

Land Vehicle Navigators
STactical Missiles/RPVs
"*
Inertial Navigator Types
-

- Strapdown
- Gimballed

GPS Types
- C/A Code to P-Code
- Single to Multi-Channel

"*
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Honeywell

DEGREES OF GPS/INS INTEGRATION

Simplest
Hardware

o- Complex

Separate INS/GPS
hI IC
#-%I nn"V
1,Umblb
s

Integrated or
.,oxes d

Integrated
Contru,
Displays,
Steerable
Antennas

Functions
GPS Provides Position
INS Provides Velocity and Attitude
Bootstrap Velocity
Integrated But Separate Filters
Aided Acquisition
Aided Tracking
Adaptive Tracking

Antenna Control
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Honeywell

GPSIINS SYNERGISM ISSUES
* Errors of Integrated or Combined System Better Than Either on a
"Stand-Alone" Basis
"Combined" GPS/INS /
IMU/ISA
Receiver
&Processor & Processor

"Integrated' / GPS/INS
Receiver
IMU/ISA
\ Shared/
Computer(s)

* INS Aids GPS and Reduces:
- Jamming Effectiveness
- Vehicle Maneuver Sensitivity
-

Velocity Errors

* GPS Aids INS In Longer Term Navigation Performance Even If GPS Only
Intermittent
- Good Kalman Filtering
- INS Error Source Trimming

* GPS Improves INS Airborne Align Time and Accuracy
• INS Can Improve Pointing of Narrow Beam GPS Antennas (Especially a
Strapdown INS)
* INS Speeds Up Acquisition or Re-Acquisition of GPS Signals
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Honeywell

INS ADVANTAGES

* Totally Self-Contained, Autonomous Operation
* Autopilot Functions With Strapdown INS
* Three Axis Attitude Outputs
* Fast Reaction Time (Particularly With Ring Laser Gyro
Systems)
* Continuous, High Frequency Data
o Insensitive to Vehicle Maneuvers and Environments
* Faster, More Productive Land Survey - Positioning and
Pointing
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Honeywell

INS DISADVANTAGES

* Error Growth vs Time and Distance Traveled
- Position
- Velocity
- Attitude
* Needs Initialization (Starting Coordinates and Alignment
Technique)
* Accuracy vs Cost Sensitivity
* Generally Higher Cost Per Unit Than GPS User Equipment
(At Least On a Projected Future Cost Basis)
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MEMNON

1

Honeywell

GPS ADVANTAGES

"*Bounded
"*Velocity
"•

High Accuracy Position

Data Available

Relatively Lower Cost for User Equipment

"*Anticipated
"

High Equipment Reliability

Can Establish Land Positioning/Survey Control Data Where
None Otherwise Available (vs INS Function as Basically an

Interpolator or Extrapolator)
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Honeywell

GPS DISADVANTAGES

* Fade-Outs or Blackouts
-

Urban Areas

- Mountainous Terrain
-

Heavy Forests and Jungles
Some Geographical Areas

-

Antenna/Satellite LOS Shading With Vehicle Maneuvers

-

Deep Sub-Surface Operation

--

*
*
*
*

Attitude/Attitude Rate Measurement Limitations
Vulnerability - Dependence Upon Satellite Availability

Jammabie - From Signal Deterioration to Complete Loss Is Possible
Can Stand Alone in Benign Environment But Needs Help In a Dynamic
and/or Noisy One
* Relatively Low Information Rates
* Limited Availability of Military Channel (P-Code)
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"Honeywell

FACTORS IN GPS/INS INTEGRATION

"*Stand-Alone

Fallback Capability

Tagging and/or Synchronization
* Sensor, Data and Algorithm Resolutions
* Update Rate vs Navigation Filter States
"*
Time

* Functional Partitioning
* Inertial Sensor Technology and Mechanization
* Single vs Multiple Channel GPS
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Honeywell

NAV PRECISIONIGpS TRADES

GPS With High Precision (0.1 NMPH) INS

- INS Performance Monitoring
-- intermittent Use Practicai
. In Flight Upgrading/Trimming
- Aiding of GPS Code Loops
Land Survey Implications

"--"Bootstrap"
--

"*GPS

Primary Control
"*INS Densification or Secondary Control

S2

Honeywell

NAV PRECISION/GPS TRADES (Continued)

With Moderate Accuracy (<1.0 NMPH) INS
- Aircraft Nav Accuracy vs Weapon Delivery Accuracy,
Complexity, Seekers
- Operations With Adverse Jamming Conditions
"• GPS With Low Accuracy (10 + NMPH) INS
- Trim Nav Accuracy vs Terminal Seeker Basket
Size/Complexity
- Operations With Adverse Jamming Conditions

"*GPS
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Honeywell

GPSIINS USE INTACTICAL MISSILES
(10 TO 300 NMPH INS'S)

"-Characteristics

-

-

Short Rlights - A Few Minutes
-Fast GPS Acquisition Is Critical
Small Size - Low Weight

Often Have Terminal Seekers
- INS Used For Guidance, Nav, Fit Control
GPS Aiding Allows:
- Bounding Position Error
- May Eliminate Terminal Seeker or Significantly Reduce
Its Complexity/Acquisition Basket Size
- Trim of INS Errors/Calibration/Alignment
Use of Far Less Precise INS For Lower Overall
Avionics Cost
-

"
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Honeywell

INS VERSUS GPS UPDATE RATE

INS
PERFORMANCE

BETTER
SLOWER
GPS UPDATE RATE

For INS Position Error Clamping
* Low GPS Update Rates
* P-Code Improves Trimming/Damping
e Single Channel GPS More Usable If An INS Is Available
Good Velocity Needs More GPS Channels
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Honeywell

DIVISIO n

COMBINED GPS/INS
SYSTEM ADVANTAGES

INS AIDS GPS AND REDUCES:
* JAMMING EFFECTIVENESS

*0
VEHICL MANIURVIEWRSEITVT
* VELOCITY ERRORS
GPS AIDS IN LONGER TERM NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE
* GPS INTERMITTENT
* GOOD KALMAN FILTERING
* RLS ERROR SOURCE TRIMMING
GPS IMPROVES INS AIRBORNE ALIGN TIME AND ACCURACY
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Honeywell

SUMMARY

* INS And GPS Are Synergistic Not Competitive, (Each Can
Compensate the Other's Shortcomings)

PTh
Sp;0 eCafic Applicatol1nr*r
Drvs the Complexxity, Degree,

and Cost of Integration or Combination
* Need for Autonomous Operation and High Speed
Continuous Data Are Key INS Advantages
* Low Cost, High Accuracy Positioning Is the Key GPS
Advantage
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FLIGHT TESTING A TERRAIN REFERENCED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Roger Blasius
6510 Test Wing/DORN

Air Force Flight Test Center
Edwards AFB, California 93523
Terrain Management and Display System (DTMDS)
and the SPARTAN algorithm hosted by the GEC Digital
Terrain System (DTS).

INTRODUCTION

The AFTI/F-1 6 program conducted a limited
evaluation of the SITAN algorithm during the
Automated Maneuvering Attack System (AMAS) phase
from 31 July 1984 to 2 April 1987. The SITAN flight
testing was not the primary objective, but data was
collected on parts of six flights totalling about 2 hours of
usable data. At the conclusion of the AMAS phase, the
DTMDS and SITAN were immature and experienced
many integration problems. The results from the
AMAS phase were documented in the AFTI/F-16
AMAS Avionics Evaluation and System Integration
Technical Report (Reference 4) and the AFTI/SITAN
Final Report (Reference 5).

This paper discusses the testing techniques
and challenges involved In flight testing Terrain
Referenced Navigation (TRN) systems for tactical
aircraft, There are many algorithms in existence which
utilize a radar altimeter, inertial navigation unit, and a
digital terrain data base to perform a terrain profile
correlation for a navigational position estimation. The
most well known algorithms are Sandia Inertial TerrainAided Navigation (SITAN), Stock Pot Algorithm for
Terrain Aided Navigation (SPARTAN), and 'Terrain
Profile Matching (TERPROM). The Advanced Fighter
Technology Integration (AFTI)/F-16 has flight tested
two of these systems, SITAN and SPARTAN, and will
be testing an Enhanced SITAN (ESITAN) within the
next year. This paper focuses on the knowledge
gained on TRN systems and some of the problems
encountered in flight testing these types of systems.
This paper also discusses the future testing techniques
for ESITAN and TRN systems in general.

The AFTI/F-16 Close Air Support (-AS) I
phase began 15 January 1988 and built upon the
AFrl/F-16 AMAS design. The overall objectve of the
AFTIIF- 13 CAS flight test prog.ram was to examine,
develop, and demonstrate individual technologies and
integrated systems for the CAS mission. The Harris
DTMDS and SITAN continuec; to be utilized during the
GAS phase. Some effort was ,iade to fix the
Integration problems with SITAN and the DTMDS,

The primary gri'! of these TRN algorithms is to
provide autonomous and accurate navigation for terrain
following and/or target acquisition. These systems

allow the aircraft to traverse the data base in any
direction. The algorithm must also be robust and
capable of handling the performance envelope of

although it was minimal. All of the SITAN data
collected during the CAS I phase was to investigate
the Integration problems.

modern tactical fighter aircraft.

Testing of the GEC DTS with the SPARTAN
algorithm began with the GAS IA phase in December
1988. The test program consisted of 45 flights that
were conducted between 14 December 1988 and 12
December 1989. The major objectives of these tests
were to evaluate the TRN and terrain following (TF)
performance and the color map display. The results

Although, many papers have been written on
these TRN systems and studies have been conducted
in the simulators, actual flight tests on these systems
has been limited. The AFTI/F-16 program has
produced a large part of the flight test data on these
systems.

from these flight tests were documented in AFTI/F-16
CA$ Block IA DTS Evaluation (Reference 6) which
contained about 2 hours of TAN data.

in general, each system is based on one or
more Kalman filters which compare the measured
terrain profile from the radar altimeter with a digital
terrain elevation data base. Each system somewhat
differs In acquisition logic and the parameters which
are used by the Kalman filter. See References 1, 2,
and 3 for a detailed description of each algorithm.

Some data for a follow-on SITAN evaluation
were also collected during the CAS 1A phase, although
the results were still corrupted by the integration
problems. The flight tests for SITAN were oriented
towards research and development, whereas the
SPARTAN flight tests were an evaluation of a complete
system. The SITAN and the DTMDS did not support a
TF function.

HISTORY
The AFTI/F.16 program tested the SITAN
algorithm which was hosted by the Harris Digital
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altimeter footprint became larger. The radar altimeter
gave the closest return within the footprint, which may
not have been directly beneath the aircraft. The higher
profile as
and consequently
a degraded
altimeterground
by the radar
measured
altitudes caused
algiteroance.
degred the rN
degraded the TRN algorithm's performance.

FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUE
The flight testing of SITAN and SPARTAN

vr
rcdgacrc accuracy over
th
evaluating
the tracking
t
began with
wthevalutigt

different terrain types. The TRN navigational accuracy
was considered the overall performance measure and
was evaluated by comparing the TRN position to radar
time, space, and position information (TSPI) data. The
TSPI data was accurate ground based radar or optical
time for
withaircraft
correlated
aircraft position
of theanalysis
tracking
onboard
with the
flight
post
post tavalsil
ra the
tordairckgast
parameters. The available routes,
extremely limited for most low-level routes.
The TRN, TSPI and inertial navigation unit

One of the TRN algorithms was mechanized to
not accept AGL altitudes above 2000 feet, so the
notorithm Aid aotiude above 2000 feet so The
AbL. 2000
The
2000 feetbelow
update above
did not performed
satisfactory
algorithm always
feet AGL over moderate and rough terrain. An
interesting result was the average accuracy at 1000
feet AGL and below was fairly consistent (141 feet), but
the average tracking accuracy at 2000 feet AGL was
over twice as much (325 feet). This AGL altitude effect
was a function of the AGL altitude sensor (radar
on of be AGL altitude sensor (rad
afti
altimeter). A narrow beam AGI altitude sensor could
improve this performance and perhaps offer a medium
altitude capability.

(INU) positions were converted to the same geodetic
coordinate system. The respective errors in degrees
latitude and longitude were converted to feet. The INU
errors were useful in identifying poor TSPI tracking.
The INU error should have resembled a Schuler cycle
and any sharp deviations from a smooth curve were
identified as possible TSPI drop outs. The time slices
of TSP! drop outs were removed from analysis. Runs
with repeated drop outs were not used.

Tracking Convergence
A TRN algorithm must converge quickly to a
tracking solution to be operationally useful. The
tracking convergence time is an aspect in which TRN
algorithms may differ, because of the different
acquisition approaches and logic. There may also be a
trade off of how quick the algorithm converges to a
tracking solution and the chance that it may be the
wrong solution or false track. This aspect of a TRN
system was probably one of the most noticeable
system characteristics and had the greatest chance of
potential mission impact,

GENERAL PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS
Terrain Vailation
Neither SITAN nor SPARTAN operated
satisfactorily in the flat terrain in the immediate
Edwards AFB area. Each system had the ability to
coast while traversing flat terrain, but this was only
possible once a track had been established over
moderate or rough terrain. Extended periods of time
over flat terrain severely degraded the accuracy and
even caused the systems to reinitialize because they
lost track. Neither system could acquire track if
reinitialized and flown over only flat terrain due to the
ambiguities in the comparison of the measured terrain
profile to the stored data base. The flat terrain in the
Edwards area was usually much less than 2 percent,
and there were no transitional terrain types, such as
gently rolling hills, between the extremely flat and
moderate terrain profiles. Terrain types such as gently
rolling hills need to be tested. Different terrain types,
especially in the smooth to moderate range, may be
one of the areas in which the different algorithms might
exhibit different performance characteristics in
transitioning to satisfactory tracking.

The SPARTAN algorithm usually converged to
an accurate tracking solution in about 30 seconds over
moderate and rough terrain. This convergence time
was acceptable for most CAS scenarios, although the
pilot had to manually fly the airplane without the help of
the TF system until high confidence in the tracking
solution was reached. The TF system did not provide
TF cues until TRN high confidence was reached. The
SITAN tracking convergence was not specifically
tested.

Confidence Factor
The SPARTAN TAN algorithm also supported a
TF function with an estimation of the accuracy of the
THN position. Tracking convergence as discussed in
the previous paragraphs was characterized by a
horizontal TRN confidence factor below 426 feet (130
meters). The confidence factors were computed as a
linear distance and meant the TRN algorithm was 90
percent sure that the TRN horizontal and vertical

Altitude Effects
The height above ground level (AGL) of the
aircraft was important to the performance of each
system. As the aircraft altitude increased, the radar
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The TRN vertical confidence and accuracy was
not adversely affected by flat terrain. Even with poor
horizontal confidence and accuracy over flat terrain, the
TRN altitude was accurate because the flat terrain
generated a relatively constant terrain elevation.

positions were less than their respective confidence
factors. The SPARTAN computed a horizontal and a
vertical confidence factor for the TAN horizontal
position and TAN altitude estimation.
The confidence factors were almost as
important as the accuracy itself. False fixing or high
confidence in a bad position estimate was considered
poor performance and may have produced a
catastrophic effect during TF. The TRN horizontal
confidence factor and accuracy were evaluated and
verified before TF testing was started. The SPARTAN
TRN confidence factors satisfactorily supported the TF
function. Figure 1 shows the SPARTAN tracking
accuracy and confidence factor during tracking
convergence.

There were many factors that could have
influenced the accuracy of the TRN altitude (data base
accuracy, pressure altitude, radar altimeter
characteristics). The effects of these factors
individually or in combinations will be extremely
important if the TAN altitude estimation is used for
digital data base TF.

Characterizing the Digital Terrain
Data Base

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

Both SITAN and SPARTAN used the Defense

Evaluating The TRN Altitude
Both SITAN and SPARTAN also computed a
TRN corrected mean sea level (MSL) altitude to correct
the pressure altitude for nonstandard day conditions,
The following is a simplified description of the principles
involved in calculating a TAN altitude. In general, the
pressure altitude was sufficient to generate a ground
profile with the radar altimeter. However, once the
TRN horizontal position was established, the heiht
AGL from the radar altimeter may be added to the data
base elevation at the TAN position to generate a
corrected TAN MSL altitude. The TAN altitude was
one of the parameters used to generate the TF
command in the SPAPTAN algorithm. Poor
performance of the TAN altitude would have had a
direct Impact on TF performance.
Accurately evaluating the TAN altitude was
difficult at the AFFTC. The TSPI radar was not
accurate enough to evaluate the TAN altitude, and the
accuracy required was only available over flat terrain
with cinetheodolite (optical) TSPI. None of the SITAN
altitude testing was performed with cinetheodolite
TSPI. The SITAN altitude data that was collected with
the radar TSPI Indicated the SITAN altitude error was
less than or equal to the order of magnitude of the error
of the TSPI radar (approximately 25 feet).
2shows the TAN vertical accuracy of the
Figure 2aghowith TRNetita acry ov the

SPARTAN algorithm with cinetheodolite TSPI over the

Haystack Butte route which was flat terrain with an
isolated obstacle. The vertical accuracy was
satisfactory under these flight conditions, although this
was only a small portion of the all possible
combinations of terrain types and aircraft flight
conditions.
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Mapping Agency (DMA) Level I Digital Terrain
Elevation Data base (DTED). The Level I DTED was
the least accurate elevation data base, but it had the
most complete area coverage. Level I DTED was
designed to be used on simulators and mission
planning stations. The DTED Level I Incorporated data
from many sources from cartographic (digitized paper
maps) to more modern methods. 'The DTED Level I is
updated quarterly as more accurate data becomes
available. More detailed information on Level I DTED
may be found in DMA Digital Date. Information Sheet
for DTED Level I (Reference 7),
The Level I DTED has been suitable for proof of
concept testing of these TAN algorithms. However,
direct comparisons between the algorithms may not be
valid, because each algorithm was tested with a
different release of the DTED. Also, the operational
capability and performance of these algorithms cannot
be evaluated unless operational type data is used for
the flight test. The need for a new DTED standard or a
change to the Level I standards is even more evident
considering that the data bases are also used for a TF
function. The TAN and TF algorithms must be
developed In parallel with data bases that they will use.

Data Base Manipulation
The DTED contained 1.44 million elevation
posts in a I by I degree cell of latitude and longitude.
The data bases used by SITAN and SPARTAN were
roughly 2 degrees of latitude by 3 degrees of longitude.

The SITAN algorithm was designed to work in a
Transverse Mercator gird coordinate system instead of
a geodetic system. This required the 3 arc-second
DTED to be interpolated to a 100 meter Transverse
Mercator grid, The data was then compressed through
a software algorithm and loaded onto two cartridge
tapes. Figure 3 shows the SITAN data flow including
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the data manipulation and the conversion of the on
board parameters for SITAN operation. These data
base compressions, coordinate systems and earth
model conversions may have introduced errors into the
data base. An apparent bias was evident in all SITAN
results, and it was probably caused by an error in the
data base manipulation. The process was so
complicated that tracing down the source of the error
was extremely difficult, and the source of tho bias was
not identified,
The SPARTAN elevation data base was stored
on solid state memory. This greatly increased the
speed of the data retrieval over a tape storage method.
The TRN algorithms by themselves did not require a
fast data base retrieval, but TF and map display
functions did have a time critical requirement. The
GEC DTS data base handling and manipulation steps
were proprietary. All GEC DTS data handling was
satisfactory.

FUTURE TECHNIQUES
We will be testing ESITAN with the Advanced
Range Data System (ARDS) which is a differential
Global Positioning System (GPS) TSPI source. The
ARDS pod is shaped like an AIM-9 missile body and
contains a 5-channel GPS receiver, an inertial
reference, a solid state recorder, and a telemetry
paiagrs. 'Ile, accuracy of the ARDS TSPI information
using differential GPS should be 3 to 5 meters. This
capability will allow us to test the TRN system c ver a
much wider variety of terrain and flight conditions. The
quality of the TSPI data should also be much better,
because there will not be multiple radar drop outs
normally experienced during low level flying.
The ARDS pod will enable an almost unlimited
coverage of TSPI data over any type of terrain. Testing
in the rough terrain of remote areas will novi be
possible. Of particular interest will be the testing of the
altitude aciuracy with dynamic maneuvering in the
rough terrai•n. The continuous coverage will enable an
indepth examination of the long term transitioning
characteristics between the different terrain types. As
a result. there will be orders of magnitude more data
collected than previously acquired which will lend much
more statistical significance to the test results.
We are also developing new methods to
characterize terrain types to correlate to TRN system
performance. In the past, testing was performed on
specific TF routes which were designated rough,
moderate, or smooth depending on the standard
deviation of terrain slope on the route. One of the most
promising new mthods is to characterize the terrain by
the power spectral density of terrain slopes. This
method should allow a much better characterization of
the terrain.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Prototype TRN systems for tactical fighter
tacticaltfighter
yotem
for
a
Ten
Prototype
aircraft have been around for a long time, although they
are still relatively unknown and untested. The testing
that has been accomplished has not produced
conclusive results and has only scratched the surface
as far as determining the full potential of these
systems. These types of systems offer advantages
and capabilities that other systems and sen%3ors cannot
provide, so research and development efforts should
continue to exploit the full potential of TAN systems.
All three systems (SITAN, SPARTAN, and
bethoroughly STed und
ARO sho
"ERPROM) should be thoroughly tested Wider the
same conditions (data base, INU, Ralt, central air data
computer) to investigate the advantages and
disadvantages of each approach. This would be best
accomplished by flight testing ali three systems on the
same aircraft at the same time. If the systems are not
flown at the same time, a large amount of data would
have to be collected on each system to make the
results statistically significant and comparable.
The TRN algorithms should be tested to
determine:
1.

Navigationalaccuracy.

2.

Time to acquire or tracking convergence

3.

Coasting performance over flat terrain

4.

Reacquisition and recovery from data base
errors

5.

Vulnerability to false track

6.

Terrain content requirements for
satisfactory performance between flat and
moderate terrain

The TRN algorithms must perform well (or at
least consistently) in each category in order for them to
be satisfactory during operational usage. Research
and development of TRN systems should continue in
flight test. Simulations have not been able to
accurately model the radar altimeter characteristics
over varying terrain profiles or properly characterize the
errors in the elevation data base. Fight test is the only
way to adequately test TRN systems.
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(BIFFS)

SUMMARY

The ,.i ive to reduce the unit cost of the basic electronic package
which forms the foundation of GPS navigation systems has now been
joined by similar volume and cost reductions in combined video
camera and radio transmission systems. This will have a dramatic
effect upon the cost of and thus uses for military navigation
systems. More fundamentally, -they will have a dramatic effect
upon the availability of smart, passive devices in the battle
We are now entering the age where the prospect of a rock,
field,
a bamboo shoot, or other camouflaged small object having both
you where it is, becomes
eyes and ears and the ability to tell
Systems (BIFFS) have
Forward
Information
Battlefield
reality.
arrived.
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None of you will need reminding how rapidly the physical size and
purchase cost of satellite
navigation electronic systems have
been decreasing.
A system previously costing $80,000 and filling
several suitcases can now be placed in the palm of the hand for a
few hundred dollars.
There is every reason to expect that this
process will continue to the point where the technology to define
the location of any object is going to reduce in cost at least
one order of magnitude further.
Some of you by now will have become aware of the development of
my own patented ideas for the GPNS navigation system and for my
video fax security system.
With both of these ideas, state of the art experts believed i.
1989 that neither would be physically possible within a
reasonable time scale, to make it worth while proceeding.
Both
of these assumptions have been shown to be wrong and have proven
my personal belief in the power of the free individual to
innovate.
With GPNS (Global Portable Navigation System) we show you how you
can have a conventional printed map display, with all the
attendant advantages, while at the same time enjoying much, if
not all of the features of a modern electronic navigation system,
at a price, moreover, perhaps 90 times less than the comparable
CD disc driven LCD display.
It is important that you understand that we are talking about the
display of a conventional map image.
We propose that the chart, map or road atlas is printed upon a
suitable thin plastic film held between two rollers and encased
within a sealed plastic cassette;
the cassette dimensions being
any suitable size to suit the needs of the user.
The operation
is simple.
Reeling the map from side to side under a single line
marked down the centre of the cassette gives you longitude.
Making the longitude line a piece of thread with a mark upon it
and reeling that up and down gives you latitude.
A lot of people went that far with their thinking years ago.
What. we proposed next was considered impossible just three years
ago.
We put the entire electronic gui.dance system as a standard
removable module, or "box" between the rollers in the cassette,
complete with two stepper motors to drive the map and the
indicator line.
J'n addition, we added elect:conic storage in the
cassette and as it turned out, more crucially, outlined how the
map and indicator :Line had to interact with the integral
tiavigation system.
The system must know where the map and
indicator line are relative to each other arid be able to adjust
these relationships accordingly.
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The GPNS cassette creates a global standard display system giving
the highest quality visual display in a form with which the user
In addition the GPNS
is fully familiar, the printed map.
cassette can hold both electronic and printed display
information, the electronic information being displayed on the
With the normal
LCD screen on the navigation system "box".
commercial product, the GPNS cassette forms the foundation for a
Tourist maps will now, for example
very large publishing market.
not only display where the user is, but all the local places of
But, most
interest, times of opening, price of entry.
importantly of all, the user's navigation system thus stays with
The GPNS road atlas cassette stays in the vehicle but
the user.
the navigation system "box" stays with the user who may carry the
GPNS system box anywhere, walking, riding a horse, sailing a
boat, flying an aircraft, anywhere using the appropriate GPNS map
cassette.
GPNS HIGHLIGHTS
high quality printed map.

-

familiar,

-

global standard system.

-

pocket sized portable.

-

creates a new advertising medium.

-

addresses existing road atlas market.

- wide tourist market potential.

You may all well ask why should I give you information about a
cheap consumer product?
I believe that GPNS suitably
The answer is quite simple.
modified for military requirements will be seen as an
For a start, you will be
indispensable tool in the battlefield.
able to consider providing a navigation system for every
individual in the field. That system will provide a high quality
map display which shows each individual where they are in real
In addition, significant local terrain information, for
time.
example, can be pre programmed into the cassette's electronic
A pilot brought down in enemy territory could be
storag•.
provide6 with information on known military installations to help
An inviting open door may not be so
him eva6e capture.
attractive if your personal navigation system tells you it is the
Perhaps
front door to Sadam Hussein's palace guard barracks.
we must remember that under intense fire
more importantly still,
Having
the ordinary soldier frequently becomes disorientated.
his own navigation system in his pocket will improve matters
inmensely.
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These developments will become possible economically due to the
vast volume manufacturing requirement for this product as a
consumer product - we expect to be selling between two and ten
million units per annum from product launch - and can expect to
deliver the basic navigation system "box" for perhaps $500 or
less each.
The map cassettes may well come out at something
around $5 or $10.
The size and shape of a GPNS Navigation System will make it
extremely useful as, in its smallest version, it will fit
inside
the pocket of a conventional jacket.
The basic navigation system "box" will also drive larger
cassettes.
Not only will this make an economical navigation
system for troops, it also opens up a whole host of uses which
need a low cost historical copy of position.
The question - "Where have you been for the last two hours
airman?"
becomes for example, "Show me on your GPNS where you
were when you were fired upon."
I am sure your own imaginations will conjure up numerous other
uses.
But remember, the system will display the map even if the
batteries are flat or the electronics are damaged.
I turn now towards my other idea, The Video Fax Security System,
again, originally considered physically impossible.
By
physically I mean it was considered impossible to put the
electronics into a small enough package at a low enough cost.
In essence I proposed a PORTABLE (perhaps pocket sized or less)
unit combining a video camera, a transmission system such as a
radio telephone and a GPS Navigation System.
The technology to place a video camera, and radio telephone
communications electronics all on one single chip have now been
announced and this, combined with the very low cost navigation
receivers, opens up an enormous range of options for both
military and civilian use.
The civilian use is primarily targeted towards individuals
carrying a module which will. fax a photograph of any impending
dangerous situation --I leave you to exercise your own
imaginations as to what that might be - direct -to a local
franchised security monitoring service who would receive a
However, because we integrate cheap
photograph of your problem.
satellite navigation into the system, the security monitor knows
exactly where the user is and because of the manner of
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transmission it means they may also have immediate real time
direct verbal communication with the user.
I know everybody says it - so the guy shoots your user dead!!!
Well, for the first
time you have something you never had before,
which is a photograph of the guy pulling the trigger.
I am not going to elaborate any further on the commercial uses
but I will now give some ideas I have personally for military use
that go beyond the obvious civilian/military applications.
Once you have a small electronic unit that can take a photograph
and transmit that photograph over long distances, where the
receiver knows exactly where the transmitter is, then the
applications become really quite interesting.
You give the
opportunity for a battle field commander to drop what I call
BIFFS (Battlefield Information Forward Systems), in whatever
pattern or form he feels appropriate over a proposed battle field
area.
He will get a photograph of what is in the surrounding
area no . He can organise the electronics to give him updates as
and when he wishes.
The device can be as small as you would
reasonably wish.
A potato shaped rock for example.
Or it could
be encased in a plastic spear that once imbedded in the ground
would look like a blade of grass or bamboo shoot or an old fence
post giving you just some examples of your opportunities. At the
start of a battle if you have these devices available you can
place one at every military crossroad, at every hilltop
promontory, in any area where you would like to know what was
going on.
It would be rather handy for example to leave one in
amongst a bombload on a runway perhaps outside the hangars to
find out exactly what happens after your attacking force leave.
Do personnel come out and from where? An hourly watch on some
particularly interesting prospective locations for mobile rocket
launchers, for example would give you immense opportunities to
redefine the whole concept of war in the modern battle field.
I have to assume that everyone will recognise that the potential
capability to fax a single frame photograph out of a battlefield
presents some interesting technological challenges, not the least
from the point of view of integrating with existing battlefield
communications systems.
The old adage, if you can see it you can
hit it,
if you can hit it you can destroy it,
takes on a whole
new meaning when you can place a device onto the battlefield
which will not only tell you where it is but show you what lies
around it and be cheap enough to be considered as expendable as a
round of ammunition.
The day of the intelligent allseeing cow pat has arrived and I
intend to supply it.
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ABSTRACT
The Wideband Angular Vibration Experiment (WAVE) was flown to measure vibrations and
their influence on pointing and tracking functions in the Relay Mirror Experiment (RME). The
technology exploited in the WAVE instrument provides 6-DOF vibration measurements on an
orbiting spacecraft at unprecedented levels of accuracy. The broadband (1-1,000 Hz) measurement
noise for the WAVE is less than 0.1 microradian RMS in each angular axis and less than 25 microg RMS in linear acceleration. Amplitudes of individual angular vibration frequencies can be
measured to levels of a few nanoradians. The instrument includes 16 individual sensors: three
angular displacement sensors, six magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) angular rate sensors, and seven
linear accelerometers. The WAVE instrument was mounted on the optical bench and supporting
structure to which a laser beacon tracking assembly and mirror pointing servo subsystems were
attached. By performing coherence analysis between the vibration data and the residual tracking
errors, one can obtain a quantitative measure of how base motion influences the performance of the
system. Results during self-check modes of operation show that base motion is the dominant
disturbance to tracking subsystem performance. Active attitude control system elements,
specifically the horizon sensors and the reaction wheel, excite the structural vibrations of the optical
bench and result in residual tracking errors. After a year of on-orbit operation, the WAVE
instrument continues to provide 6-DOF vibration data for correlation with RME tracking
performance.
INTRODUCTION
In 1985, a program to conduct space pointing and tracking experiments (TPE) in support of
the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) was initiated. After a period of development and rigorous
ground test verifications, two TPE experiment payloads were carried into orbit by a Delta
expendable launch vehicle on February 14, 1990. Since launch, the Relay Mirror Experiment
(RME) has performed successfully its two essential functions: 1) electro-optical tracking of a pair
of cooperative beacons; and 2) stabilization of a mirror to accomplish relay of a laser beam between
a source site and a scoring site (Ref. 1). RME provides an on-orbit research system to explore
technology issues critical to strategic defense directed energy concepts. Associated with the RME
is a second experiment, the Wideband Angular Vibration Experiment (WAVE). It functions to
measure the vibrations of the structure to which RME trackers and stabilization components are
attached. It also validates performance and operation of the MHD angular rate sensor in a space
environment. This paper focuses on the results from the WAVE by reporting on three issues:
1) The ability of the WAVE system to measure base angular motion of the RME tracking
system with measurement noise of 100 nanoradians RMS or less over the frequency range
1-1000 Hertz;
2) The verification of MHD sensor technology for precision vibration measurements in space
applications;
3) The determination of quantitative influences of base motions on the RME beacon tracker
performance while in the self-check mode.
The WAVE system provides measures of vibrations on the RME spacecraft in six degrees of
freedom at levels of precision and range of frequency heretofore unavailable. The reader will find
additional information on the RPME and WAVE in technical presentations given at the 1991 SPIE
Symposium on Optical Engineering and Photonics in Aerospace Sensing (Ref. 2).
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WIDEBAND ANGULAR VIBRATION EXPERIMENT
The WAVE was developed in response to the TPE program announcement on the premise that
base motion constitutes a significant disturbance in most precision tracking and pointing
experiments. The ability to measure angular motions to levels of 100 nanoradians or less had been
recognized as significant requirements for a variety of SDI systems and applications. Suitable
instrument packages and sensors to resolve low level angular motions did not exist and the main
focus of the WAVE was to address this gap.
Key motivations for proposing and flying WAVE were rooted to the history of problems
caused by base motions during previous experiments to demonstrate pointing and tracking
functions to levels required in laser airborne defense scenarios. The Air Force funded a program to
develop an advanced angular sensor (AAS) for utilization in airborne ,aser pointing and tracking
breakthrough emerged from
systems. Shortly before the TPE program was solicited, a techn:
the AAS effort in which it was demonstrated that angular motions of a few nanoradians could be
measured (Ref. 3). The new inertial rate sensor operated in a broad frequency range and employed
the magnetohydrodynamic (MlD) principle to sense angulax rate. The two objectives of WAVE
are to provide base motion measurements of the RME beacon tracker optical assembly and to verify
performance of the MHD angular rate sensor in a space environment. The RME spacecraft houses
optical trackers whose purpose are to acquire and track two ground based laser beacons. The
beacons originate from two ground sites, separated by about 20 kilometers, on the island of Maui.
The 60 cm relay mirror is positioned by the optical tracker to bisect the angle between the beacons,
allowing the relay of a third laser from one ground site to the other. WAVE sensors provide
information on how the vibrations on the spacecraft affect performance of the beacon trackers and
the ability to perform a beam relay. A drawing of the RME beacon tracker with the WAVE sensor
is shown in Figure 1.
The WAVE hardware is comprised of two elements: the sensor package, which houses all
motion sensors and their preamplifier electronics, and an encoder package which provides the
functions of power supply, signal amplification, anti-alias filtering, time stamping, digitization,
and interface to the spacecraft's telemetr, system. The sensor package is designed to measure
vibration in six rotational and translational degrees of freedom over a frequency band of 1 to
1,000 Hz. The sensor suite consists of seven linear accelerometers, three angular displacement
sensors (ADSs), and six MHD angular rate sensors.
Sensor position and orientation in the package are indicated in Figure 2. The package itself
was designed so that the first structural mode of the sensor box occurs at 1,800 Hz. Below this
frequency, the sensor package can be considered as a rigid body.
The MHD transducer was specifically designed for applications, such as the RME, in which
angular vibration measurements on space-based precision optical pointing and tracking systems are
required. The sensor measues angular rate by employing an MHD generator (Ref. 4). A
pem-anent magnet near a constrained annulus of conductive fluid produces a constant magnetic
field with flux lines perpendicular to the fluid annulus (see Figure 3). As the sensor moves, the
fixed permanent magnet moves with the case. The fluid will tend to remain inertially stable about
its rotational sensitive axis but to move with the sensor in all other directions in both translation and
cross..axis rotation. A rotation of the sensor about its sensitive axis results in a velocity difference
Uj between the fluid and the applied magnetic field density 1. This induces an electric field E that is
radial in direction and proportional in amplitude to U and 1:
E =U x B
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In a magnetohydiodynamic angular motion sensor, the magnetic field moves with the
angular vibration of its housing. A relative velocity between fluid and magnetic flux
density creates a voltage across the fluid and the electrodes. The relative velocity is
proportioaal to the input angular velocity and the radius of the fluid annulus.

where:

eletric field (V/m) produced in the radial direction
U - crcuirnferential velocity (n/s) of fluid relative to the magnetic field
x:magnetic flux density perpendicular to fluid annulus acting along the Z direction
'l:• 6b:ýumferential velocity is determined by

wher:
rr., root mean square radius of the channel (in meters)
W= input angular velocity of the sensor (rad/s)
The voltage generated radially across the annulus of fluid is tht integration of the induced
electric field over the width of the fluid channel. The MLD sensors, flown i, WAVE, have a scale
factor of 100 V/rad/s.
In order to evaluate WAVE performance, the spacecraft was conifigured for the quietest
possible base motion environment. The spacecraft was on orbit number 476.5 at about 450 km
altitude, in a nadir pointing attitude and performing no specific maneuvers (Ref. 5). The attitude
control magnetic torque rods were disabled during this time; however, the reaction wheel was
actively maintaining attitude control in pitch.
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In this quiet envir-onment it can be shown that residual vibrations in the spacecraft were greater
than tie sensor noise floor. Parallel sensor techniques were employed to extract the noise floor
spectra from that of the spacecraft base motion (Ref. 6). Sensor performance can be effectively
evaluated using a paxa~lel sensor approach which assumes equal input noise to two sensors
subjected to the same angular motion.
The parallel sensor technique can be used to estimate autospectra of the noise equivalent angle
for each sensor in the package. The noise autospectra are generally broadband with increasing
amplitudes at lower frequencies and a root mean square (RMS) level at approximately 100
nanoradians between 3 and 1,000 Hz. Figure 4 illustrates the chatacter of the MHD angular rate
sensor noise spectra derived from measurements taken during a typical on-orbit experiment. This
is typical for this model of the MHD sensor and is comparable with measurements taken during
ground testing (Ref. 7). The ADS shows lower noise levels than either MHID sensor or
differenced linear accelerometers in the 1-10 Hz band. The best measurements were achieved by
blending measurements from the three types of sensors - ADS measurements in the 1-10 Hz
frequency band, measurements from MUD augular rate sensors in the 10-100 Hz band, and
measurmients derived from differenced outputs of linear accelerometers in the 100 - 1000 Hz
band. By processing the simultaneous, parallel measurements, the noise floors listed in Table 1
were derived.
Frequency B/aun_

1znanorad
1-10
i0-100
100-1000

Noise
.ns._rFs Floor.
_.gres
RM

".

29
8
4

ADS and MHD Rate Sensors
MHD Rate Sensors and ADS
Differenced Accelerometers & MHD

[Rate Sensors

Table 1. Estimates of WAVE Sensor Package Noise Floors
A best estimate for angular motion of the WAVE package during this data interval is obtained,
again taking advantage of parallel sensors processes to separate motion measurements from noise.
The composite beacon tracker angular displacement autospectra in the x-axis is shown in Figure 5.
The estimate comprises the ADS between 1 and 10 Hz, the MHD sensors between 10 and
100 Hz, and the differenced linear accelerometers between 100 and 1,000 Hz. These are the
bands over which each group of sensors has the least noise. The total RMS angular motion is
about 200 nanoradians over the I to 1,000 Hz band and shows discrete frequency components
that above the measurement noise spectra. This level is typical for the RME spacecraft whiie
maintaining a nadir pointing cruise attitude.
SPACECRAFT BASE MOTION SOURCES
RME spacecraft mechanical systems, specifically attitude control systems (ACS), are the
principal sources of base motion to the beacon tracker optical bench. ACS mechanical systems
include two horizon scanners and an angular momentum wheel. The beacon tracker employs three
movable mirrors, a fast steering mirror, a relay miiTor, and an offset mirror, to stabilize beacon
images on the tracking sensors.
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Spacecraft attitude is controlled by two different classes of angular actuation: 1)magnetic
torque rods for three-axis, low authority control; and 2) one angular momentum wheel for high
authority pitch control. The ACS is digitally implemented by an Intel 8086 based on-board
computer. It uses data from various sensors to derive spacecraft position information. Two earth
horizon scanners determine spacecraft pitch and roll. A magnetometer that measures magnitude
and direction of the earth's geomagnetic field vector contributes to yaw determination.
The two infrared horizon scanners are located on either side of the roll axis of the spacecraft.
Each has a small rotating mirror which conically scans the field of view across the detector looking
for the cord and phase of the earth's limb. Both scanning mirrors rotate at a constant rate of 4 Hz.
The horizon scanners rut continuously.
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The momentum wheel provides the ability to perform a pitch maneuver, rapidly rotating the
spacecraft in the pitch axis, keeping the relay mirror's normal vector pointing to a fixed spot on the
ground as the beacon tracker engages the ground sites. Operating range for the momentum wheel
is typically between 1,700 and 2,500 revolutions per minute. When the spacecraft is in cruise
mode, the ACS is maintaining a nadir pointing attitude. In this mode the momentum wheel
maintains a fixed angular rate. When the ACS is performing a pitch maneuver the momentum
wlieel ramps through a range of speeds, rotating the spacecraft by exchanging angular momentum
between the wheel and spacecraft body. Wheel imbalance and bearing rumble are sources of base
motion to the beacon tracker. In addition the ACS is digitally commanding momentum wheel
electronics with updates at a 4 Hz rate. This results in torque updates to the wheel at the 4 Hz
rate, the same as the horizon scanner rotation rate.
Autospectral density functions calculated from orbit number 476.5 data reveal the effects of
angular vibrtions generated by the momentum wheel. Figures 6 through 8 show angular
displacement autospectra from the MIlD sensors in all three axes for this data interval. These
autospectra have been processed with the parallel sensor techniques in order to remove incoherent
sensor noise from the coherent angular motion signal. Dominant frequencies are noted at 35, 70,
and 140 Hz. The 35 Hz disturbance is believe,! to be generated by the momentum wheel spinning
at 2,100 RPM, and the 70 and 140 Hz oscillatioos are present as harmonics of the fundamental
frequency. Note that these spikes appear in all three axes.
STRUCTURAL INTERACTION
Primary structural resonances of the beacon tracker and relay mirror assemblies were
measured in vibration tests during ground characterization of the spacecraft. Results of these
measurements are tabulated in Table 2. In the previous figures the magnitude of the first harmonic
of the momentum wheel at 70 Hz seen is larger than the fundamental 35 Hz frequency. This may
be attributable to the 70 Hz support plate resonance listed in Table 2.

Nmga Mode

Frequency (Hz)

1
2

42
48

3
4
5
6
7

70
77
87
88
170

Desrition
Y-Axis, Beacon Tracker
Z-Axis, Relay Mirror
Y-Y Rotation, Fast Steering Mirror
Z-Z Rotation, Relay Mirror
Z-Axis, Support Plate
Z-Axis, Beacon Tracker
Y-Axis, Relay Mirror
X-Axis, Relay Mirror
Z-Axis, BT and Support Plate
Z-Axis, BT Plate Mode

Table 2. Primary Resonance of the Beacon Tracker and Relay Mirror
The ADS in each axis registers base motion similar to the MHDs for this interval. Figure, 9
through 11 show the characteristic 35, 70, and 140 Hz spikes measured by the ADS. The dotted
lines in the plots are the integrated power in the autospectral, density functions. Two additional
features are revealed in these plots. The x-axis ADS is dominated by low frequency motion from
1-3 Hz which is not present in the other two axes. This axis corresponds to the pitch axis of the
spacecraft, in which the momentum wheel has authority. This low frequency motion results from
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the spacecraft ACS pitch errors coupling angular momentum between the momentum wheel and the
body of the spacecraft. Also of notice is a spike with significant power at 4 Hz in the z-axis
autospectra. This frequency correlates with that of the horizon sensor scan and momentum wheel
update rates. It is interesting to note that there is no significant power at this frequency in the other
axes. The z-axis corresponds to the yaw axis of the spacecraft.
TRACKING PERFORMANCE DURING SELF-CHECK
The beacon tracker employs a self-check collimator and laser diode which simulate both
ground beacons to test functional operation of the system. In the self-check mode, the beacon
tracker acquires and tracks the internal diode. The relay mirror is positioned off to one side: it does
not participate in the tracking of the diode beacon. The beacon images are acquired by the coarse
acquisition sensors, then control is handed off to the fine pointing sensors which are Silicon
quadrant detectors. Fine track is maintained until the self-check is terminated.
A self-check was performed on orbit number 294,5. The spacecraft was in cruise mode with
ACS torque rods disabled. The effects of base motion on beacon tracking performance during
self-check is analyzed for this interval. Fine pointing sensor residual errors are examined to
determine their sources. It is expected that in self-check mode, quadrant detector noise and optical
bench base motion will dominate residual track error.
For this analysis, only the source pitch channel of the fine point sensors is presented.
Figure 12 shows the auto spectra and integrated power of the residual source pitch track error in
arbitrary units. The plot indicates that the dominant power is in the 70-200 Hz band. Figures 13
and 14 are autospectra from ADSs in pitch and roll axes over the same time interval. Note that the
low frequency power below 10 Hz seen in the pitch axis ADS does not appear in the residual track
error. At these frequencies, the beacon tracker acts as a rigid body; there is no relative motion
between diode source and track sensor at these frequencies and thus, no contribution to track error.
It is desirable to know what fraction, if any, of the source pitch track errors are due to
unrejected base motion. Multiple and partial coherence functions can help quantitatively evaluate
this (Ref. 8). Two-input, single-output coherence analysis was perfornmed with the x and y ADSs
as inputs and source pitch track sensor error as output. Figure 15 shows the resulting multiple
and partial coherence functions. The first plot is the partial coherence between the track error and
the x-axis ADS. The coherence is high in the frequency band of 60 to 170 Hz, indicating that a
large fraction of the unrejected track error can be attributed to bench base motion in the pitch axis.
The second plot is the partial coherence function of the track error and tie y-axis ADS with the
linear contribution of the x-axis ADS removed. It shows additional contribution around 70 Hz
and significant coherence at 200 Hz. Both of these frequencies can be identified as structural
modes of the beacon tracker and relay mirror assemblies. The last plot in the figure is the coherent
contribution of both pitch and roll ADS signals with the track error indicating that a majority of that
signal between 60 and 200 Hz can be accountedl for by base motion disturbances. Figure 16
reinforces this conclusion in the form of integrated autospectra. The solid curve is the unprocessed
source pitch track error. It represents the unrejected error before any base motion effects are
removed.. The long dashed curve, third from the top, is the residual track error after the effects of
pitch and roll base motiodn have been removed. The result is significantly less power than the raw
signal, indicating that beacon tracker performance in the self6-check mode is limited by non-rigid
body optical bench base motion,
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CONCLUSIONS
"The WAVE provided on-orbit vibiational environment of the RME beacon tracker from 11000 Hz from sixteen WAVE sensors. A new inertial sensor for precision angular vibration
measurements based on the MHD principle was flow for the first time. The MIIID sensor
perfonns as designed in the space environment and operated reliably for ovcr 12 months during the
data collection phase of the RME. WAVE measured optical bench motion in. two typical and
distinct vibrational enviromnents: a nadir pointeng spacecraft with no beacon tracker activity and the
beacon tracker performing a self-check. In the first situation, measured benen vibration signatures
have been correlated with the fundamental speed of the momentum wheel, horizon sensor scat) rate
and wheel command update rate, and structural resonance modes of the beacon tracker and relay
mirror assemblies. In self-check mode, multiple and partial coheitnce methods were used to show
that unrejected beacon tracking error was dominated by lase motion whose frequencies corr'elated
to known resonance modes of the beacon tracker and relay mirror assemblies. The capability of
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WAVE to provide accurate, broadband measurements of angular vibrations to levels less than 100I
nanoradians was demonstrated with considerable margin.
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ABSTRACT
Over the last 20 to 30 years, the performance of free-inertial airborne
navigation systems has progressed from 10 miles per hour (mph) to 1 mph
and now to 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 and even 0.1 mph in position drift. This progress can
be largely attributed to advances in gyroscope technology since the main
limitation in Inertial Navigation System (INS) performance has always
been gyro drift performance. The old days of "degree an hour" platformstabilized iron wheel gyros have given way -to strapped-down ring laser
gyros that are 200 times more stable (i.e., 0.005 degree per hour bias
stability). Gyros are so good today that now accelerometer error sources are
becoming more prominent in inertial navigation performance. Specific
force measurement errors result in average position errors rather than the
average position error rates that result from gyro drift. Thus it is becoming
much less meaningful to specify free-inertial performance as simply 0.8
mph.
Further complicating this issue is the widely held misconception
industry about the statistical measure of Circular Error Probable
Many INS users, and in fact many INS producers, are perplexed,
example, when presented with the fact that a system could be off
after one hour, yet meet a specification requiring 0.8 mph CEP
performance.

in the
(CEP).
for
by 0.9 mile

In the last ten years, sub-m-ile-per-hour (e.g., < 0.2) airborne systems have
been deployed in the field and many controversies have arisen in
attempting to certify compliance with specifications. Statements such as
"We can meet the 0.2 nmi/hr spec after the first hour, but we can only do
0.3 in the first hour," have circulated around many conference tables.
Attempts to resolve the controversy have lead to breaking the specification
up into different time phases using different numbers for each phase.
While helpful, this approach fails to address position er'or at the source:
inertial measurement error.
In 1984, the Air Standardization Coordinating Committee in Washington,
D.C., drafted several international agreements, which fifteen Army, Navy,
and Air Force departments of five western countries ratified.
These
agreements provided a standard method of performance evaluation, but
while the methods are sound, they provide little direction as to how to
specify system performance.
Given knowledge of inertial navigation error sources and a standard
method to evaluate performance, a systematic approach to INS performance
specification can be put forth. This paper presents one such approach in an
effort to convince the users and producers of inertial systems of the need
for a standaroized specification. This interface between customer and
supplier is critical if there is to be confidence that the end-item system will
be supplied an inertial unit that satisfies its needs.
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TILE PROBLEMS

CEP IS

Problem
#1
WIDELY MISUNDERSTOOD

It seems that many people in the industry believe that "CEP performance"
for a free-inertial system means an average rate (so many mph) by which
the INS position drifts. Strictly speaking, this is incorrect. By standard
definition, CEP performance is a position (riot rate) performance measure.
Without correct understanding of this principle, it is possible, and even
likely, that degraded performance systems could be mistakenly certified as
compliant and fielded for operation. So for the user as well the producer, a
thorough understanding of this principle and its governing standards is
crucial if there is to be confidence that the end-item user will be delivered a
system that meets the top-level requirements. The following briefly
outlines this principle and its governing standards.
Given a bullseye plot of position errors, a circle can
reference point which encloses half of the observed
of the plotted observations will fall outside this circle.
circle becomes the 50 percentile radial position error
is illustrvated in Figure 1.

be drawn around the
errors. The other half
Thus the radius of the
(RPE).
This principle

SIMUL•TED TERMINAL POSITION ERRORS FOR 60 FLIGHTS
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Figure 1. Sample Bullseye Plot of RPE

If the inertial navigator (IN) in this example had been specified to provide
terminal position accuracy to 2.0 nautical miles (nmi) CEP, 1.17 nmi would
have easily passed. Note however, that even though this system passed the
2.0 nmi CEP specification, there were several flights that exceeded 2.0 and
567

one at nearly 4.0 nmi. So for a typical system that operates at about "half
spec," occasional measurements above the CEP specification number are not
only allowed, but expected.
This is why an IN, allowed a CEP error of 0.8 nmi after I hour, can be off by
0.9 nmi at that time and still be an "in-spec" navigator. As a matter of fact, it
can be shown mathematically that the probability is better than 50% that
the system really is within specification. The cause for this scatter in
position performance is traced to the statistical nature of the normal day-today and random variations in the inertial instruments. The actual numbercrunching methods used to compute CEP have long ago been worked out and

are well defined in an international agreement to which the United States is
a signatory.
In 1984, the Air Standardization Coordinating Committee (ASCC) in
Washington, D.C., drafted several international agreements, which fifteen
Army, Navy, and Air Force departments of five western countries ratified.
One such agreement that is often cited in USAF specifications is the ASCC
AIR STD 53/16, "The Specification for Evaluation of the Accuracy of Hybrid
Navigation Systems," dated 24 October 1984. This is the spec that requires
that data from a minimum of six flights be collected in order to compute CEP.
Further, it requires that data be sampled no less frequently than every 12
minutes.
Thus there is a new CEP data point (time, distance) computed every ten
minutes or so during the mission, and therefore there must be a
corresponding CEP limit specified for each point in time. The collection of
those specified points is called "the limit curve" in ASCC AIR STD 53/11B
which further declares, "The user will specify the values di and tl
governing the initial error limit and will define the remainder of the curve
which in the simplest case will be a straight line of specified slope through
the point (tj,dj)." See Figure 2 for a reproduction of the Figure 2 in that
ASCC Air Standard.
The "specified slope" mentioned above is the x mile/hr parameter that we
are all so used to hearing about. However, the point (tl,dl) is rarely
mentioned. It is sometimes described in specifications by saying that the
line of specified slope should be forced through the zero intercept at time
zero (0,0), Being the origin of the graph, the point (tj,dj) is easily neglected
in conversation and over the years has virtually disappeared from the
vocabuiary of the INS community. New people coming into the field thus
never become aware of its existence, much less that it is a requirement.

Problem

#2

CEP PERFORMANCE IS COMMONLY TIME AVERAGED
C.EP time averaging is not only a direct violation of international
agreement,

but is a practice which cCa,

systems being accepted

result in degraded performance

and fielded for operation.
.)
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SPECIFIED LIMIT•

//

;/

(nmi)

1YPICAL

ACCEPTABLE RESULT

di-

TIME FROM SWITCHING TO NAVIGATE MODE
Figure 2. ASCC AIR STD 53/11B Figure 2, Error Limits
Oitentimes we see CEP data collected and plotted correctly in accordance
with ASCC AIR STD 53/16, but then a time-average is obtained by drawing a
....
est fit•
though th. plotted, data and this line is forced hrogh the,
origin. The numerical value of the slope of this best-fit line is compared
with the numerical value of the slope specified for the limit curve and
compliance is pronounced based on this comparison alone.
This time-averaging scheme is explicitly prohibited by ASCC AIR STD 53/16,
unless it can be demonstrated that "there is no time-dependent or distancetraveled-dependent trend in [the CEP data]." In other words, time averaging
is permitted only if there is no correlation between CEP and time; and that is
rarely, if ever, the case for free-inertial systems. Hybrid or aided systems
are a different story and are beyond the scope of this paper.
The origin of the practice of time averaging probably comes from the
following equation commonly used to describe single-axis position drift
over time, given a constant level-axis gyro drift:

(1)

s = RSgb[t - sin(Ot)
where,

s
R
6gb
t
(a

=
=
=
=
=

position error
Earth radius
gyro bias error
time
Schuler frequency
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(nmi)
(nmi)
(r'ad/hr)
(hours)
(rad/hr)

This equation describes a straight line, of specific slope, added to a small
sinusoid as illustrated in Figure 3. Tbe slope of the "average s" line is simply
RSgb (Earth radius times gyro drift rate). The dimensions of this slope are
nmi/hr. Since the 50 percentile gyro drift rate is one of the characteristics
of an INS, it is easy for people to make the mistake of just scaling that
number by the Earth radius and giving out the resultant as the INS
characteristic for position drift, the so-called Radial-Error-Rate (RER). The
fallacy here is that Equation (1) comes with several assumptions not always
These assumptions include:
valid in practice.
1) Zero azumith drift
2) Zero specific-force measurement error
3) No 24-hour effects (which can come into play after
approximately 4 hours)

POSITION ERROR vs. TIME
gyro bias = 0.01 deg/hr
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Figure 3. Single-Axis Position Drift with Constant Gyro Drift
While this approach to CEP data analysis does produce roughly correct
results under these three assumptions, it ends with significant error in the
case of an azimuth coatrol problem. It has been long studied and is now a
well-understood fact that a constant gyro drift in the azimuth channel
causes average position error to grow proportional to time squared for the
first few hours and proportional to approximately time quadrupled in the
first hour. Some systems are specified for slightly higher performance in
the first hour than in subsequent hours, so often in the nair of cost-
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effective test, CEP is measured only in the first
averaging scheme and then it is assumed that if
stringent initial requirement, it must be able to
less stringent requirements. Figure 4 illustrates
hour.

hour using the timeit passes this more
pass the subsequent and
the problem in the first

BEST FIT LINE OVER 1 HOUR PERIOD
Azimuth Gyro Drift 0.1 deg/hr
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Figure 4. Problem of Best-Fit Lines in the First Hour

If a. user required an IN good to 0.3 nmi/hr CEP for one hour, the system
represented in Figure 4 would pass using the best-fit line scheme since that
came out to approximately 0.3 nmi/hr. But in the field the user would find
position errors at the 1 hour point exceeding 0.6 nmi for half the time
period, That would be twice the specified limit and the performance of the
user's next-higher system would be significantly degraded.
Further, the position performance degrades more dramatically
quickly over the next three hours as shown in Figure 5.

and more

RPE grows to nearly 12 nmi after 4 hours which would just barely be
contained by a 3.0 nind/hr limit curve passing through the origin. This is
one full order of magnitude greater than the 0.3 nmi/hr requirement;
however, the system could have passed using the best-fit line scheme in the
f>"Ai hour.
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RADIAL POSITION ERROR
Azimuth Gyro Drift = 0.1 deg/hr
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Figure 5. Radial Position Error Over Four-Hour Period

Problem #3
CEP SPECIFICATION CURVES ARE RARELY

DRAWN

In a typical specification, we see words like, "0.8 nmi CEP per hour of
navigation time." So the all-important position error specification for an
INS is not a constant number, but the number varies as a function of time
and, in the general case. is not necessarily linear with respect to time. This
is probably the single*±M.ost commonly misunderstood concept among INS
users, purchasers. and even the vendors themselves.

Alt- .ugh a position error specification can be given in words only, a
picture is really essential if the specification is to gain wide understanding
by the variety of specialists whose work is involved with the INS. As an
example, Figure 6 illustrates the words found in typical medium-accuracy
military INS performance specifications.
The picture is quite complex. It is broken up into three time phases, mixes
50 and 95 percentile parameters, and mixes radial errors with along-track
and cross-track errors. However, by collecting and plotting the data in
accordance with AIR STD 53/16, the average reader needn't have a full
engineering background in order to quickly assess system compliance. As
an example, Figure 7 shows hypothetical INS performance, 95 percentile,
against a 2 nmi/hr, 95 percentile zero-intercept specification. The curve
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POSITION ACCURACY SPECIFICATION
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Figure 6. Graphic Representation of Position Accuracy
Specificationaccurately represents what the six-flight 95 percentile
performance would be for an ideal INS with a constant azimuth gyro drift
error. Just prior to the five-hour point, the INS performance curve crosses
the dotted 2 nmi/hr "limit curve." It is at this point that the INS is declared
failed. Failure is not based on a best-fit line. It should be noted that even if
the INS performance curve had exceeded the limit curve only briefly and
then fallen below the limit curve for the remainder of the time, the INS
must still be declared as failed in accordance with ASCC Air Standards.

Problem

#4

STRAPDOWN INS CEP IS A FUNCTION OF FLIGHT PROFILE
Systems in the 90's will consist almost entirely of strapdown instead of
gimnballed platforms. However, the added reliability gained by removing the
gimbals comes not without penalties. Not only are the strapdown systems
typically less accurate, but analyzirg, measuring, and predicting strapdown
performance is no longer the simple pad-and-pencil operation enjoyed by
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Figure 7. Hypothetical INS Performance
gimballed platform users of the past.
For the local-level wander-azimuth platform systems, the gyros and
accelerometers remain approximately fixed in space (always pointing along
local-vertical) for slow-moving vehicles no matter what rocking and
rolling the vehicle might execute. Thus it is a simple matter to predict
position performance based on known sensor performance. And the
reverse is true as well. Given measurements of performance and the
assurance of sensor stability in space, relatively simple analytical
techniques can be used to derive (and troubleshoot) sensor performance.
For the strapdown IN, where the inertial sensors are essentially "strapped
down" to the vehicle frame, only in the case of constant vehicle attitude
(e.g., parked) can those simple techniques be applied. As the vehicle pitches
and rolls I.id yaws, the sensors are pointed in varying directions and errors
measured in a particular direction will be composed of errors from
different sensors at different times. This makes for a very difficult task of
decomposing position performance data into sensor performance or
predicting navigation performance given sensor performance.
Let's take a look at a very simple example to illustrate this principle: A
strapdown IN, with a typical level-axis gyro bias err,)r of 0.01 deg/hr
pointed east, is flown north for 84 minutes, a quick U-turn is made, then it
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returns south for another 84 minutes. In theory, the position error at the
end of this flight scenario is exactly zero. Figure 8, however, represents
what really happens during the flight.
STRAPDOWN RPE Gyro Bias = 0,01 deg/hr
1

Fly Straight for 1.4 hours, U-Turn, Return

0.8

0.6
(nmi)
0.4

0.2

0
0.5

2
1.5
I
Navigation Time (hours)

2.5

3

Figure 8. Strapdown CEP Sensitivity to Flight Profile

Equation (1) as expected
Position error builds north in accordance with
during the first 1.4 hours. Then, because the offending gyro is strapped
down to the aircraft frame, the U-turn causes effective gyro bias in the
navigation frame to reverse from pointing east to pointing west. Now
position error builds in a southerly direction which opposes the northerly
error built up during the first leg of the flight.
In this example, position error varies on average at 0.6 nmi/hr (RSgb), But
if the best-fit line scheme were applied here, a slope of only about 0.3
nmi/hr would be obtained. Again, a good example of why the ASCC Air
Standards prohibit that practice.

Problem

#5

STRAPDOWN INS CEP CAN DEPEND UPON MOUNTING
ORIENTA TION
If a particular gyro is going to spend. most of its time aligned vertically with
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respect to local-level, INS designers can allow slightly less stable gyros to be
installed in that slot. This is true of gimballed platform as well as strapdown
systems. The rationale is sound, that position performance is significantly
less sensitive to vertical-axis gyro drift than to level-axis gyro drift. The
incentive for the designer is in cost savings.
The problem arises when an IN is performing well in one aircraft but is
installed in another aircraft requiring a different mounting orientation
such that the normally vertical gyro is flying in the level plane. Now,
position performance might be significantly degraded.

Problem

#6

HYBRID INS USERS ARE CONCERNED
PERFORMANCE

WITH SHORT-TERM

Global Positioning System (GPS) aided navigation systems are sure to
become prominent in the 90's. And with position fixes coming in as
frequently as every second, free-inertial performance "by the hour" is of
little interest. The GPS/INS designers are more interested in what happens
during a 3-4 minute loss of signal (LOS) from the satellite when the
navigation system will be dependent upon the free-inertial performance of
the IN.
Equations are available to describe position performance over time for a
variety of error sources such as accelerometer bias, gyro random walk, and
heading error. Given the system error budget for the INS, standard
deviation position performance can be predicted as a function of time.
Figure 9 shows free-inertial position uncertainty for a representative
medium-accuracy IN over a period of four minutes.
This curve is far from linear with respect to time; in fact, it is
predominantly parabolic in shape driven by specific force measurement
error. The GPS/INS hybrids in the 90's will be measuring accuracies in the
centimeters in a time frame based in seconds. So it is apparent that it will be
insufficient to specify position performance as linear with respect to time
(i.e., x nmi/hr) as was the case in days gone by when INS performance was
viewed on an hourly basis and gyro drift was the dominant orror source.
Position specifications will have, at the very least, to be quadratic with
respect to time (e.g., ft/s 2 ) in the short-term. These dimensions are those of
specific force measurement error, so we find ourselves getting to the very
basic core of INS performance analysis - inertial measurements.

THE SOLUTIONS
This paper makes no attempt to provide all the answers or even all the
problems. In fact it is hoped that others will be inspired to write about the
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Figure 9. Short-Term Free-Inertial

Position Performance

problems they have encountered and offer th 'ir ideas for solutions.
Perhaps in the near future ASCC will convene to draft a standard that will
provide the same leadership in INS specification that AIR STD 53/16 and
53/11B are providing in INS evaluation.

Define

Performance

Evaluation

Conditions: The

end-item
user's mission profile need not necessarily be invoked to evaluate
performance, especially if it is long and complex. Relatively simple and
short flight maneuvers can be used effectively instead. For example,
multiple S-turns can be used to quickly evaluate gyro misalignment
accuracy. Straight and level flight for an hour and a half, a U-turn, then
another hour and a half of straight and level flight can isolate gyro bias,
heading, and accelerometer bias error sources. Specialized laboratory test
environments
equipment can simulate temperature/altitude/vibration
encountered in the mission profile.
In the case of gimballed platform systems, evaluation conditions such as a
flight profile are not so critical. But the INS of the 90's will most certainly
be predominantly strapdown and thus this point must be stressed.

Draw

Limit Curves: Using the apparent system-level sensor

performance parameters

derived from the mission profile
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and the

evaluation conditions decfined, expected position performance can be
projected and drawn on a graph against time. Evaluation data assessment is
greatly simplified and compliance with international agreements is
preserved.
The user should be careful to include expanded limit curves for time
intervals of specific interest. For example, the GPS/iNS user will want to be
able to view the limit curve in fine detail in the 3-4 minute time frame.
Such detail might not be discernable in a graph covering the 24-hour time
frame. Perhaps three views of the limit curve might be in order. These
would include:
1) short-term (3-4 minutes)
2) cross-country (1-4 hours)
3) long-term (24+ hours)
Where,
short-term views would expose accelerometer-based errors
cross-country views would expose gyro bias errors
long-term views would expose gyro random-walk and azimuth
gyro drift errors

CONCLUSION
The advent of the strapdown IN brings with it the need for a more
disciplined approach to INS specification and evaluation. Research into
these areas uncovers standards that already exist to provide direction in INS
evaluation, but many in the INS community are apparently unaware of
their existence or the requirements that they impose through international
agreement.

Diligent study and edu;ýation of the INS community could certainly provide
one path to improvemeit in the INS procurement process which stands to
benefit all parties involved. It is hoped that this paper can provide one step
in that direction.
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Aerial Cable Test Capability
Precision Testing in a Controlled Environment

INTRODUCTION
The Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) began the use of
aerial cables as a testing device in 1968.
The original
installation was a steel cable stretched across a canyon.
It was
used to support items that were dropped for test purposes.
The
technique proved to be a cost effective testing method.
The
Sandia Facility has evolved since the initial cable erection.
A
location that permitted a longer span and greater ground
clearance was identified and a cable erected.
The new facility
provided improved drop testing capability but was limited to the
velocities that could be achieved by gravity from an altitude of
800 feet.
A rocket sled was added to the facility in order to
achieve greater downward velocities.
This was accomplished by
attaching a line to the test object suspended on the overhead
cable. This line was threaded through a pulley anchored to the
ground and then attached to a rocket sled. Simultaneous release
of the test object from the overhead cable and ignition of the
rocket sled permits achieving a desired impact velocity.
This
velocity can be varied by altitude of the overhead cable and the
impulse of the rockets used on the sled. Methods of propelling a
t-rolley alon an overhead cable were also developed.
Propulsion
by rockets and gravity have been used successfully by SNL.
This
aerial cable facility was developed by Sandia for the testing of
nuclear material containers as a part of their mission for the
Department of Energy (DOE).
Various elements of the Department of Defense (DOD) have made
use of the aerial cable facility at SNL.
A wide variety of drop
tests ranging from submunitions to fuel-air explosives have
utilized these overhead cables as a drop platform.
Short range
air defense missiles have used targets moving along the cable to
perform inexpensive developmental tests.
The cables have also
been used as a platform for countermeasures testing.
Initial
tests of new Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) concepts have also
been conducted on the cable facility by elements of DOD.
All]
three Services within DOD have made extensive use of the SNL
aerial cable facility at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Continued frequent use of the SNL facility by various
elements of the DOD has created congestion among the various
customers.
It has caused some interference in completing the DOE
mission for which the facility was developed.
The facility is
near the Albuquerque International Airport which has raised
questions about the safety of conducting short range air defense
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missile tests there.
The canyon utilized for the Sandia aerial
cable facility
is narrow and deep and therefore presents only one
engagement angle for air defense missile firings.
After
reviewing the status of the SNL aerial cable facility,
the Deputy
Director of Defense Research and Engineering for Test and
Evaluation (DDDRE(T&E)) made the decision in 1988 to develop an
aerial cable test
capability for the DOD.
SNL was tasked by DOD
to survey the areas of land controlled by the Department and
for an expanded aerial
recommend the three most favorable sites
cable testing facility.
The three most favorable sites
identified were all
located on White Sands Missile Range (WSMR).
As a result, in August of 1989 the Instrumentation Directorate at
WSMR was assigned the responsibility for the development of a DOD
Aerial Cable Test Capability (ACTC).
AN AERIAL CABLE RANGE

(ACR)

CONCEPT

The experience of the SNL cable testing personnel was used to
identify the desired parameters for the new DOD cable facility.
The new facility needed expanded capabilities over the
Albuquerque facility
in order to meet the needs of DOD testers.
The need for these expanded capabilities had been identified by
interaction with DOD customers at the SNIL cable facility.
Based
on the available information, the sites
selected will accommodate
a cable span of approximately three miles.
This cable is
expected to support moving loads of up to 20,000 pounds at
velocities up to 550 knots.
The sites
chosen provide a wide
range of variation in target aspect angle with both sky and
cluttered backgrounds.
In addition, it was desired that cable
heights of 1000 feet be provided if a suitable location could be
found.
The sites that were identified will permit the development of
an Aerial Cable Range (ACR) that meets these requirements.
Only
one site was located that would provide the 1000 feet of ground
clearance.
The ACP concept has been developed based on the
concepts outlined
" SNL.
A 2 1/2 inch diameter KEVLAR cable
spanning an unsupported distance of 15,500 feet is planned.
The
cable is expected to have a breaking strength of 450,000 pounds.
This cable is expected to be the longest .!nsupported cable span
in the world.
Tension in the cable will be varied to change the
height of the cable.
Maximum tension is not expected to exceed
140,000 pounds.
The KEVLAR cable may be jacketed to protect the
KEVLAR from heat, abrasion, and ultra violet exposure and the
reduce sliding friction on the surface.
Motorized equipment to
control. cable tension will be used for quickly raising and
lowering the cable.
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Supporting facilities
will be. constructed to make the ACR a
fully functional self--contained testing facility.
Service areas
wil.l be provided at each end of the ctable and at the low point of
tne cable span.
The service area at the low point of the cable
will be used for insta' llng trolleys or targets onto the cable.
The service areas ft either end of the cable will be used to
service objects that are already installed on the cable for
conducting specific tests.
Installing rockets, instrumentation,
and control equipment are examples of services that might be
performed at the ends of the cable.
Manual arming of rockets and
other pyrotechnics may also be functions performed at these
service areas.
A control bunker will be constructed that will be
used for housing personnel conducting tests.
It will be hardened
to provide protection from test
objects that may go astray.
Cable target control, tracking instrument control, test
sequencing, countdown, and test
management are functions planned
to be housed in the control bunker.
A target/trolley assembly
building will be located near the control bunker.
This building
will provide shop facilities
for servicing targets and trolleys
that are used on the cable.
It will also include office space
for personnel managing and servicing the ACTC.
Explosive storage
and explosive assembly buildings will be located at a safe
distance away from the rest of this area.
Rocket motors,.
missiles, and other pyrotechnics will be stored in approved
explosive storage bunkers.
Equipment using these components will
be assembled in the explosive assembly building and then
transported to the cable target /trolley or launch site for
testing. A metal hangar building is included in the ACTC plans.
It will be used to house trolleys and targets when not in use.
Roads, power, and communications will be installed to permit the
ACTC to be a functional test
facility.
An aerial cable can be used to support a wide variety of
targets and trolleys.
The simplest example is a fixture that
hangs on the cable used to suspend objects above the ground.
Trolleys that move along the cable add another dimension to the
testing possibilities.
A simple box carrying instrumentation
and/or sensors provides an inexpensive testing platform for a
variety of applications.
Past examples have included electro
optical countermeasures, miss distance measurement systems,
captive carry seeker tests,
and decoy evaluation systems.
High
speed rocket powered trolleys provide a further expansion of the
types of tests
that can be performed at the ACR.
Prototypes of
bombs and rockets that would normally be dropped from aircraft
can be tested.
UAV concepts can be verified using this high
speed capability.
Captive carry of seekers and sensors can be
carried out economically and repeatability.
Air-to-ground
munitions tests
can be conducted under highly controlled
conditions to aid in verifying proper function.
In addition to
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these types of trolleys, mockups of full-sized, fixed, and rotary
These cable craft may
winged aircraft may be used on the cable.
be used for targets in short range air defense missile testing.
These vehicles must be light weight and cannot use standard
This means that it is practical to fabricate
aircraft engines.
the cable targets to be threat realistic in both shape and
it is expected that these targets will be repairable
signature.
and therefore reusable making them very cost effective in short
range air defense missile testing. Mockups of U.S. aircraft are
planned for use in the study of separation dynamics for a wide
variety of aircraft stores. Repeated tests under the same
High
conditions make this an attractive ACR application.
precision remotely controlled instrumentation will provide high
quality test data that cannot be achieved using current testing
methods.
A dedicated suite of instrumentation is being proposed for
the ACR. The limited range for tests conducted using the cable
permits instruments to be located optimally for highly accurate
The plan is to collect Time, Space, Position
measurements.
Information (TSPI), miss distance, and telemetry from an array of
Each tracking mount will be
remotely controlled tracking mounts.
equipped with infrared and video image trackers, laser range
The present proposal
finders, and telemetry receiving antennas.
It is planned that these
is to accquiire three mounts so equipped.
tracking mounts will be networked to the control bunker using a
This will permit real-tinme utiliz-ation of
fiber optics system.
the TSPI, imaging, and telemetry data for immediate test
evaluation results. A real-time three dimensional image
It will provide three
processing system is also proposed.
dimensional views of both target and interceptor from a vantage
TSPI, attitude and associated
point chosen by the customer.
rates, and miss distance will be computed and displayed in realtime. Playback at reduced speeds and from other vantage points
will be available at the conclusion of each test. A real-time
distributed computing system is part of the same proposal to
provide final test reports at the conclusion of each test.
PRECISION TESTING APPLICATIONS
The ACR configuration will provide the opportunity to conduct
A
testing programs in an efficient and cost effective manner.
testing program will be able to use this compact range with less
interface expense and time as compared to using the :'egular WSMR
This will permit a customer to come
test documentation process.
to the ACR, conduct a test, and receive test results without
experiencing the delays that WSMR Users normally experience;
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unless extensive post mission processing and data reduction are
the types of
The following paragraphs illustrate
necessary.
the ACR.
testing programs that are expected to utilize
Short range air defense missile testing has made effective
This was demonstrated over
use of the SNL cable facility.
could accommodate
programs even though the facility
several test
will provide
facility
WSMR
The
azimuth.
only a single firing
backgrounds,
target
azimuths,
firing
in
flexibility
greater
The ACR
target altitude, target dynamics, and target variety.
at threat
will permit short range air defense systems to fire
These
targets moving at expected combat speeds.
realistic
Cable
targets will display signatures that replicate the threat.
mounted targets are expected to survive most hits, be easily
The quality
cycle cost.
repairable, and provide a very iow life
data expected to be available at the ACR for testing
of test
short range air defense missiles is shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Short Range Air Defense Test Data Quality
Measurerient Type

Accuracy Tolerances

TSPI

+ 1 ft,
Pos:
ft/sec
Ve.:*+
2
+ 2 ft/sec
Acc:

± 0.5 ft

Range.

Miss Distance

Dir:

+ 5 deg

Target Attitude

+ 2 deg

Missile Attitude

± 5 deg

Data of the quality shown is expected to be available in
Most of the testing requirements are expected to be
real-time.
The ability to view
satisfied without further data processing.
the missile-target intercept from any required viewing location
is expected to provide a powerful diagnostic tool assessment of
results.
test
The ACTC provides an opportunity to perform drop/separation
weapons
types include submunition drop tests,
These test
tests.
The use
certification.
stores
and
tests,
drop
systems component
of the cable permits the tester to choose the release point
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The same release point can be repeated very
accurately.
This reduces the number of variables
accurately for each test.
in the test; permitting the isolation of the test parameters of
The cable facility allows developmental objects to be
interest.
dropped without incurring the time and expense of aircraft
The use of the ACR for stores
modification and certification.
certification permits the collection of very accurate test data
It provides an opportunity to
under' repeatable conditions.
perform these tests without the danger to personnel that is
The quality of test data
attendant when using manned aircraft.
that is expected for drop/separation tests is the same as shown
in Table 1 for short range air defense tests.
An aerial cable ")nge provides the opportunity to perform a
types of tests in a cost effective manner.
wide variety of oti
Examples include captive carry tests, countermeasures tests,
Each of these
seeker function tests, and signature measurements.
applications benefits from the attributes of repeatable test
conditions, high quality measurement data, and reduced cost by
The use of a non-eliminating the use of manned aircraft.
metallic cable is particularly attractive for -ignature
measurements due to its minimal interference at the freq•uencies
of interest.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
The development of the ACTC at WSMR requires tie application
A steel
of new technology in several sci.entlific dis(iplines.
c(ab'e cannot be used for this application due to insufficient
tensile strength,. This means that a synthetic cable must be
Synthetic cables have not; been used for this type of
utilized.
The ACTC application reguires a cable that has hiigh
application.
te"sile strength, light weight, heat resistance, abrasion
There do not appear to be
trý.4sta~ice, and weather resistance.
any currently manufacturec synthetic cables that possess a:l1 of
An inves'tigation of large diameter
the characterist;ics.
synt" tic cables has identified some limitations that the us', of
The investigations
a synthetic cable w:ill impose on the AM'TC.
have considered K1.VLAR (aramid fiber) as the most promising
Various types of jacke(ting material. are
candidate material.
Trade offs to be nade include abra...n
being cnrisi.cered.
resistance, c.oeffic ient of friction, and heat resi-t',ce.
Polyester fiber, extru ed polyester, and ceramic fibers have been
suggested as pot,ý-Itial] c;,7,.-idates for "Iacketing materials"
KEV1AR. cables havew been shown to fall when eXposed to a. :-Aort
This means that objects must be supported on
bendincg radius.
such a cable with large radius s:.J.idrs or sheaves.

The low abrasion resistance of synthetic cables will require
the development of new methods of cable erection.
The method
must permit moving a 2 1/2 inch diameter cable across a three
mile span without touching the ground at any point.
The
preferred site includes some rugged terrain between the end
points.
This makes the erection of the cable an even greater
challenge.
One of the planned uses of the ACR is to present aerial
targets for use in testing short range air defense weapons
systems.
An advantage of using the cable system is that the
targets are recoverable, easily repairable, and reusable.
Since
cable targets of the type described are not available, a cable
target technology development has been initiated.
The program
was designed to determine the feasibility of constructing
lightweight, easily repairable, threat realistic targets that are
flight worthy to speeds of 550 knots. Two target development
efforts have been completed,
The first was a theoretical
feasibility study to determine the practicality of constructing a
full sized composite model of a threat realistic aircraft.
The
study identified achievable weight and speed, propulsion and
braking maethods, and control surface requirements.
It appears
that a composite aircraft using surplus rockets for propulsion
and braking can be fabricatzd at a weight of approximately 10,000
pounds.
It also appears that aerodynamic control surfaces will.
such as ailerons, flaps, rudder, and elevators will be requir-"to prevent the a.ircrafft. A
•r..
exertring excessive pressure on t"
cable.
Speeds of approximately 700 ft/sec at mid-cable appear _o
be achievable.
The study also indicated that UV, IR, and radar
signatures can be matched within reasonable limit-.
The cost of
such a target appears to be competitive with the cost of
converting obsolete U.S. aircraft for drone use.
Droned aircraft
are normally destroyed when hit by air defense missiles and
therefore are not reusable.
The second target development effort was to construct a 1/4
scile model of a candidate target aircraft to be used for concept
testing on the SNL cable.
The model was constructed of composite
materials.
Three 5 inch rocket tubes were installed underneath
the tail
to provide propulsion.
The cable carriage was installed
inside the vehicle with the cable entering thv .ign the wind
screen and exiting below the vertical stabilizer.
The top of the
model. is removable for cab]..talla•;ion and service.
The scale
model

is

supported on the c w.

at the front by a steel slider

and by a 12 incl, aluminum pu]..Ly at the rear.
The model was
mournted on the 1 1/4 inch standard steel cable at the SNL.
Rockets used to propel the model included 2.75 inch and the HVAR,
Zuni, and Super Zuni 5 inch rockets.
The model. was propelled
along the cable at speeds from 80 feet per second to 380 feet per
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second using the various types of rockets.
The model exhibited
stable flight without dynamic control at all of the speeds
achieved.
This was true in the presence of wind gusts as high as
25 knots.
The 1/4 scale model sustained major damage when the
brakes failed due to vibration on the highest speed run.
However, inspection of the model showed that repair could be
effected for approximately 1/3 of its original cost. This
experience demonstrated effectively that composite structures can
be repaired after sustaining significant damage.
The viability
of the concept of reusable targets was established by this
unplanned test.
PROJECT STATUS
The first
action in the development of the WSMR ACTC was to
initiate the completion of an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS).
All of the f4 -1 surveys for the EIS have been completed.
The Draft EIS has b.
,mpleted and staffed through Army
channels to Headquartt. , Department of Army.
The cur-rent plan
predicts a Record of Decision on the EIS early in 1992.
Final
design of the ACTC cannot be completed until the Record of
Decision has been signed.
The SNL has been tasked to design the cable, the cable
erection system, and the cable tensioning system for the ACrQC.
This task will provide the complete design for the cable and all
of the supporting equipment.
This will include end supports,
anchors, and tensioning equipment.
The tensioning equipment are
the devices that are used to raise and lower the cable.
The
design for this part of the ACTC is expected to be complete in
the fall. of 1991.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has been tasked to design
the remainder of the ACTC.
This will include the required roads,
buildings, power lines, anchors, and supports.
Preliminary
design work is underway but final design cannot commence until
the EIS Record of Decision has been signed.
Buildings planned
for the ACTC include a control building, an assembly building,
explosive storage, and explosive as.sembly.
A hangar building to
house targets will be constructed if funding permits.
Current
schedules call for completing construction late in 199?.
Initial.
operating capability is planned for mid 1994.
Continue.A emphasis
at very high levels will be required to execute the ACTC Project
according to the schedule indicated.
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SUMMARY
The Aerial Cable Test Capability is a miniature test range
being developed at White Sands Missile Range at the request of
It is a scaled-up version of the aerial cable
DDDRE(T&E).
testing facility at the Sandia National Laboratories,
The Aerial Cable Range provides an
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
opportunity to perform high precision developmental testing in a
Test conditions can be replicated as
controlled environment.
to
permit effective diagnostic
many times as necessary
Threat realistic targets can be presented in a cost
evaluation.
effective manner by using easily repairable targets that are
suspended on the cable and can be reused. The test arena is
limited in size permitting the collection of highly accurate test
On site image and data processing capabilities will permit
data.
immediate evaluation of test results.
Cable and target technology are being developed as a part of
New designs for synthetic cables
the acquisition of the ACTC.
are being considered that will optimized for the aerial cable
Studies and technology demonstrations have been
application.
completed to establish the feasibility of using full sized threat
These investigations
representative targets on an aerial cable.
have demonstrated the durability and repairability of composite
aircraft targets for cable operation.
The "T Pr-jet is curre.t.,l,, funded and ix progress. The
Environmental Impact Statement has been drafted and is being
The design of the cable system is underway and should
stFAffed.
-inal design of the remainder
be completed in the Fall of 1991.
of the Facility will begin as soon as the EIS Record of Decision
"'he planned facility Initial Operating Capability is
is signed.
mid 1994.
The ACTC truly represents a flexible, low cost method of
It has the
precision testing in a controlled environment.
additional advantage that high speed threat realistic tarqets can
be utilized. All of this capability will be available In a.
compact, cost effective test facility.
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ABSTRACT
The Gravity Probe B Relativity Gyroscope Experiment (OP-B) will provide a precise
and controlled test of Einstein's General Theory of Relativity by observations of the
precession of nearly perfect gyroscopes in Earth orbit. For a 650 km polar orbit the
two effects predicted by the theory, known as the geodetic and frame-dragging
precessions, are orthogonal with calculated rates of 6.6 arc-s/yr and 0.042 arc-s/yr
respectively. The goal of the experiment is to measure the geodetic effect to better
than .001% and the frame-dragging effect to better than 1%.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the Stanford Relativity Gyroscope Experiment has
proceeded since 1964 following a proposal by L.I. Schiff for a new test of
the General Theory of Relativity (Reference 1). The geodetic and framedragging precession rates, 6.6 arc-s/yr and 0.042 arc-s/yr respectively, wil!
be measured with respect to the line-of-sight to a suitable guide star (Rigel),
corrected for the star's proper motion and the difference between its
apparent and actual positions . By fabricating the gyroscope to exacting
standards, and by careful control of its environment, an absolute Newtonian
drift rate (due to all known non-relativistic disturbance torques) of < 0.3
milliarc-s/yr is achievable. Combining this with a similar error expected in
the readout-chain yields a total measurement error in the relativistic drift
rate (excluding proper motion of the guide star) of < 0.43 milliarc-s/yr as
shown in figure 1. In fact, the error is expected to be lower than this and
thus the primary experiment objective, that of measuring the geodetic effect
to < 0.01% and the frame-dragging effect to _<1%, seems achievable with
margin. Other experiment objectives and a comprehensive discussion of
other aspects of GP-B are described in a number of papers. (References 2-

4)

Ao = 6.6 Arc-Sec / Year
(Geodetic)

Rigel

Ao

.042 Arc-Sec / Year
(Frame Dragging)

Figure I - The GP-B Experiment will use gyroscopes to measure the
effects of relativity (curvature and rotation of inertial space) in the vicinity of
earth.
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THE GYROSCOPE AND EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD

The unique gyroscope design and fabrication is now complete. Error terms
are controiled by the manufacturing process and environmental control.
The laboratory test program of these devices is ongoing before
commencing with the final fabrication followed by a shuttle flight test
program followed by the satellite mission. The total integrated absolute
Newtonian drift error expected of these instruments after a one year
uninterrupted science mission is expected to be .0003 arc seconds.
The gyroscope rotors are made from jewel-like spheres of solid fused
quartz, roughly the size of ping-pong balls (1.5-inch diameter), each coated
with a very thin (15 nanometer), very uniform, chemically pure,
mechanically robust, electrically stable layer of the metal niobium. The
rotor spheres achieve "near zero" extremes of homogeneity, mechanical
sphericity, and electrical sphericity.
Homogeneity is achieved through the choice of material. Quartz is stable,
has good inherent uniformity and shrinks uniformly on cooling; being
transparent it can also be optically selected to near-perfection. Density
variations in these quartz spheres will be minute, parts in ten million,
thousands of times less than in typical metal spheres. Equally severe
constraints apply to the uniformity of the niobium coatings. To yield a
uniform coating, the rotor is moved to 32 orientations corresponding to the
faces and vertices of a regular icosahedron with an equal amount of niobium
deposited for each orientation. Typical density homogeneity of the quartz
rotor to better than 2x10- 6 Ar/r is achieved.
Mechanically, the 1.5-inch diameter rotors are within 40 atomic layers (0.8
millionth-inch) of a perfect sphere, rounder than anything within many lightyears distance from us. If the Earth were smoothed to a proportionate
sphericity, then the corresponding radial span, from towering mountain top
to deep ocean trench, would be 20 feet. Only neutron stars are rounder.
Electrical sphericity, more subtly, requires that a quantity known as the
electric dipole moment, fixed by the rotor's surface properties, be
vanishingly small. Its value, scaled against the maximum allowable charge
on the rotor, must be held to parts in ten million.
Attaining this triad of manufacturing extremes has demanded the invention
of new methods fbr lapping, polishing and coating the spheres, and of new
instruments for selecting the material and measuring the rotor's diameter,
sphericity and surface properties. (References 5-7)
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Each rotor spins inside a stator quartz housing, made in two halves to form a
spherical cavity with clearances to the rotor of barely one thousendth of anl
inch. The matched housing halves are fabricated from the fused-quartz
blanks into their final shape by ultrasonic machining, diamond grinding,
lapping, and polishing. rflhe stator surface is required to be spherical within
250 nanometers peak-to.-valley. To achieve this requirement, approximate
hemispheres are formed in the two halves by ultrasonic machining and hand
lapping, the halves are precisely joined with tapered fused-quartz pins, and
the assembled pair is tumble lapped. Tumble lapping is a process in which a
weighted lapping element and slurry of grinding compound and water are
located in the spherical cavity formed by the assembled housing, then the
housing is randomly rotated about the lapping element.
To build a gyro absolutely accurate, early in the program four findamental
issues had to be resolved:
1) Suspension: How could the gyro rotors be suspended in mid-air
(or mid-vacuum) without disturbance?
2) Spin-up: How could the rotors be set spinling and be kept
spinning isolation for many years without disturbance?
3) Readout: Most baffling, how could the spin direction of a perfect
unmarked sphere be observed and read out without disturbance?
4) Environmental Control: How could the environment be contolled
sufficiently so that no torques effect the rotating member?
In part, the answers lay in a separation of functions---electrical
suspension, gas spin-up, and magnetic readout. In part, they lay in
exploiting phenomena of superconductivity. And in part, they lay in
precision control of gravity, magnetic and thermal environments.
I...evitation is electrical with voltages applied to three pairs of saucer-shaped
electrodes inside the spherical cavities, and the rotor stays centered to a
few millionths of an inch while spinning at 10,000 rpm. To lift the rotor il a
one g field takes 1,000 volts and resultant suspension torques. Massunbalance distnrbance torques (where the mass unbalance is ineasured by
the difference between the rotor center of support and center of mass) and
the other disturbance torques coming from the suspension electrode
voltages need to be further reduced. However if the gyroscopes are place
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in a controlled orbiting satellite, only micro-g levitation is required and only a
fraction of a volt is needed for suspension.
Spin-up is by a scheme much like an old-fashioned water-wheel. A stream
of helium gas is pumped past the ball at nearly the speed of sound, through a
chanmel of sophisticated design cut in the inner surface of the stator housing.
Full rotor speed is reached in half an hour. Again if this is accomplished in
an orbiting satellite, evacuation to space is easy and the gas can be
diminished to a pressure lower even than that of the space around the
satellite, and the rotor coasts freely in vacuum. The subtleties lie in
preventing electrical arcing during the spin-up cycle from the suspension
system and in reaching final pressure--a pressure so low (10-11 torr or
1/100,000,000,000,000 of an atmosphere) that in 1,000 years the gyroscope
will barely lose 1% of its starting speed. (Reference 8)
S_V

Figure 2 - Four quartz gyroscopes as shown above left are housed in
a quartz block shown above right.
For a readout, the problem is to measure---to 1.milliarc-second---.the
direction of spin of a perfect unmarked sphere, and do so without disturbing
it?
The answer comes through superconductivity, a phenomenon first seen in
metals at low temperatures by the Dutch physicist H. Kamerlingh Onnes in
1911, and now known in some ceramic materials at higher temperatures.
Superconductivity provides a spin pointer--one that is neither optical nor
mechanical as in conventional gyroscopes but magnetic. It requires a
sensitive noninterfering instrument, the SQUID (Superconducting Quantum
Interference Device), to read the pointer. It also provides a region of very
low and stable magnetic field for the gyroscope to minimize any magnetic
error sources.
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One property of superconductors is that when cooled below a specific
"transition temperature" they completely lose their electrical resistance.
Hence their name; they become not just "great" conductors, but for steady
currents, perfect ones; currents have been shown to persist for many years
absolutely unchanged.
Another phenomenon, equally surprising, is that when a superconductorniobium, for example-spins, it generates a magnetic field effect known,
after physicist Fritz London, as the London moment. Picture the niobium
coating on the quartz gyro rotor as a crystalline lattice of positively charged
atoms containing a sea of infinitely slippery electrons or to be more exact,
electron-pairs. As the rotor starts turning, the niobium atoms move with it,
but not the electron-pairs-not at first anyway.
Each circling positive charge, like a small electric current, generates a
magnetic field parallel to the rotation axis. The total field thus produced
would be very large, were it not that the paired electrons themselves
respond to it. Nearly all are forced to keep up with the lattice, generating a
cancelling field of their own except in a shallow surface layer about 100
atoms thick. In this layer they lag slightly behind the charged lattice leaving
a small difference field--the London moment-proportional to spin speed
and exactly alig1,ed with the spin axis. Here is our pointer for the readout.
Readout of gyroscope is accomplished by detecting changes in the direction
of the London magnetic dipole moment which is co-aligned with the spin
vector of the gyroscope. It results because the surface of the spinning rotor
has a superconducting coating (- 2.5 mm Nb, Te = 9.2 K).
To measure the spin direction, the rotor is encircled with a thin
superconducting loop connected to a SQUID. As the gyro rotor tilts relative
to the case (stator), the London moment tilts with it, changing minutely the
magnetic field through the loop. So sensitive is the SQUID that a field
change of 5 X 10-14 gauss (1/10,000,000,000,000 of the Earth's magnetic
field), corresponding to a gyro tilt of 1 milliarc-second, is detectable within a
few days ,of data collection.
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Figure 3 - The sensitive Squid measures the gyro spin axis by
using the London Moment
The suspension, spin-up and readout stator housing features are produced
by sputter deposition. These include the six suspension electrodes, the
support lands around the electrodes, the spin-up land, and the gyro readout
loop. The first three coatings are all thin copper films with a titanium
bonding layer. The electrodes are about 3.5 mm thick and the lands are 13
mnm thick. The readout loop is produced by depositing a 400 nm thick
niobium layer overcoated with a 20 nrn gold layer to assist in bonding wires
and then by patterning the loop using either photolithographic or laser milling
techniques. All of these coatings have successfully undergone multiple
thermal cycles between room temperature and 4*K. (Reference 8)
The exquisite sensitivity of the SQUID plus other constraints require that
the gyroscope be operated in a magnetic field that is both very low and very
stable. The field trapped in the rotor when it goes superconducting has to be
p, actically zero; effects from the Earth's field varying from a spacecraft roll
has to be attenuated by a factor of 10,000,000,000,000 before reaching the
gyroscope.
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One property of superconductors is that a closed superconducting shell
cannot be penetrated by external magnetic fields. Long lead bags are used
for shielding.-the "balloons"-are applied first to pump magnetic fields out
of the space containing the scientific instrument and then to keep them out.
Four folded bags, known as lead balloons, are successively inserted each
into the one before, cooled to superconducting temperatures and expanded.
Each expansion lowers the field. Already large bags, containing operating
gyroscopes, have been made with the lowest stable magnetic fields ever
produced.

Figure 4 - Magnetic shielding is provided by superconducting lead bag

enclosure of the gyroscope

Attenuating the magnetic fluctuations by 10-12 for the SQUID readout
takes, in addition to the lead bag, an outer shield of special iron alloy, local
superconducting shields around each gyroscope, and finally the selfshielding action of the superconducting rotor within its own readout loop.
The Science Instrument Assembly consists of a block of fused quartz, 21
inches long, bonded to a quartz telescope and containing within it four
gyroscopes plus a drag-free proof mass. This gyro-teles,:ope structure is
kept at vacuum within a nine foot-long cigar-shaped chamber ("the
probe"), which is inserted into a large dewar vessel filled initially with 400
gallons of superfluid helium The dewar maintains the instruments at a
temperature of 1.8°K above absolute zero.
The drag free proof mass housed in the quartz block is a 1.5.. inch quartz
sphere in a slightly larger spherical cavity than that of the gyroscope. The

proof mass, being shielded from external accelerations, tends to follow an
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ideal gravitational orbit; and by sensing its position and applying thrust
forces to make the spacecraft chase after it, the satellite can be made dragfree. The Helium gas boiling off from the dewar is expelled thin thrusters to
maintain the proof mass at the center of the cavity. Because the mean
acceleration on the gyroscopes is thus reduced to 10-11 g's by controlling to
the proof mass, the gyroscope performance improves by a factor of 1,000.
The drag free concept was developed at Stanford and demonstrated in 1972
by flight on the U.S. Navy's Triad Transit navigation satellite.
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Figure 5 - The GP-B spacecraft proportional thrusters use the dewar
exhaust gas to maintain attitude and drag free control of the
spacecraft.
The flight telescope is used as sensor for the spacecraft attitude control
system and for the measurement of the total gyro drift. The telescope
provides the signal to maintain the satellite's roll axis pointing in the
direction of the guide star to milliarc-seconds. Any small deviation in
pointing is compared with the gyroscope readout signal to determine the
spin-axis direction of the gyroscopes relative to the reference. The
telescope is also fabricated from fused quartz and is operated at a nominal
1.8°K. It has a physical length of 14 inches and a focal length of 150 inches.
It's precision is 0.1 milliarc-second over a linear range of 70 milliarcseconds. The total acquisition range is 2 arc-minutes. The readout of
star direction is rigidly attached to the gyro readouts through the quartz
block.
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The gyro readout is referenced to the fixed stars since the readout loop is
mechanically coupled to the telescope pointed at the guide star Rigel (the
readout loop plane is aligned parallel to the telescope axis) and to a star
blipper looking approximately normal to the telescope axis. The spacecraft
tocyether with the readout loop rolls about the line-of-sight to the star Rigel
with a roll period of 10 minutes. The SQUID output is modulated at the 1.67
mHz roll frequency. The amplitude of the 1.67 mIlz output is proportional to
the angle between the gyro spin axis and the roll axis, and its phase is
related to the position of the stars in the field of the star blipper.
Misaligninent between the roll axis and the line of-sight to Rigel can be
subtracted from the SQUID output using the two-axis telescope readout
signals, finally yielding an overall gyro readout.
"The opening of the dewar is a necktube where the vacuum probe for the
quartz block housing containing the gyroscopes is emplaced. The design
of the vacuum probe and necktube represent a formidable physics and
engineering challenge. First the assembly must survive launch loads. In
addition it must meet the following abbreviated list of requirements:
(1) Maintain stable quartz block temperatures of 1.8 'K, (2) Remove spinup gas rapidly to prevent electrical breakdown, (3) Create an operating
vacuum of better than 10-11 torr (gyro spin-down time constant is 4000
inhe(he
years), (4) Reduce the magnetic field to 10-14- gauss, (5) M miiniie
heat leaks into the payload so the superfluid helium lasts 1 to 2 years, (6)
Allow "rapid" assembly and disassembly, and (7) support all the
interconnecting electrical cabling for the instruments of the stable quartz
block assembly, readouts, heaters, thermometers, and other instrumentation
(approximately 400 wires).The evolved design supports the Quartz- Block load with a cantilevered
aluminum cylinder. This is within the vacuum shell, both of which are
attached at the base of the neck tube assembly. The neck-tube is wound of
alumina fibers and bonded with epoxy. This composite material has
particularly high thermal resistance combined with high strength over
the entire temperature. range.
an gyroscope with
In order to spin up the gyroscopes a system supplyh.
low temperature (50 - 7°K) helium gas through an in line class 100 articulate

filter. Exhaust lines then vent most of thte spin up gas to an external thirust
nullifier located on the spacecraft. Five heat-exchanger stations allow the
warm gyro spin-up gas to be efficiently cooled by the exhaust gas.
Leakage gas is pumped out of the neck tube. A large gate valve on the
front of the probe is open during spin up to vent to space a residual gas
leaking into the probe. After spin-.up the probe gate valve is closed] and
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an innovative "bake out" scheme is used to attain the operating vacuum.
To mount and demount the probe, a quick disconnect mechanism called
an axial-lock is used. Gold-coated windows and radiation baffles further
restrict the amount of stray heat that is admitted to the payload.
The helium dewar maintains the space telescope/quartz block assembly at
a low temperature of less than 2 *K for 16 1/2 months. The helium boil off
gas is used as a propellant by the spacecraft force and torque system to
maintain the 10- 11 g 's on the science gyroscopes.
The dewar is a toroidal, 1580 Liter SFHe tank made from 6061 -T6
aluminum. Its neck-tube section is also constructed of alumina-epoxy. In
addition to the main tank a special guard-tank with 63 liters of normal
helium is used to simplify launch pad operations by intercepting heat
before it reaches the main superfluid helium. 1Ihis avoids the necessity.,
of complex helium transfer or pumping operations while on the
launch pad. Insulation is provided by four vapor-cooled shields,
multilayer insulation and 12 Passive Orbital Disconnect Struts (PODS)
which offer high resistance heat paths in space, but stiff and strong
capacities when placed under launch loads. The piping allows the normal
filling, venting and burst relief through a system of remotely actuated
valves.
spacecraft attachment point

probe gate valve

sunshade--

-dewar

spin-up exhaust valves
star sensor/gyro platform
Figure 6 -. TIe dewar contains the liquid heliun for the, Science
Mission. "Thedewar arid contained components weighs
approximately 4500 lbs.
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Table 1. Key GP-B technologies.
1.

ELECTROSTATICALLY SUSPENDED GYROS
USING GAS SPIN-UP SYSTEM
- Precisionquartz housings, rotors, and thin film
coatings
2.
GYROS IN NEAR-ZERO AVERAGE
ACCELERATION (__ 10-11 g);
- Satellite controlled by proportionalthrusters to follow
"proofmass"
3.
ULTRAHIGH VACUUM (< 10-11 tolT); DIFFERENTIAL
DAMPING NEGLIGIBLE
- Low temperature "bake" at - 7°K; incorporate
cryopump into probe
4.
"AVERAGING OUT" OF RESI)UAL TORQUES ON
THE GYRO
-- Satellite rolled with - 10 minute period around line of
sight to star
5.
ULTRASTABLE MECHANICAAL ENVIRONMENT
(GYROS, QBA, TELESCOPE)
-- All quartz construction at - 2 WK within superfluid
helium dewar
6.
LONDON MOMENT READOUT OF GYRO
PRECESSION USING DC SQUIDS;
-- -. 5 hr integrationtime to achieve 1 milliarc-s
resolution
7.
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC SHIELDING OF
GYROS AND READOUT
- Lead bag surroundingprobe plus local Nb shields
aroundeach gyro
8.
INTEGRATION OF WARM PROBE INTO
CRYOGENIC DEWAR
- exchangers
Thermal/mechanicalcoupling via indium coated links at
heat

THE SIU'RInT.E TEST UNIT (S'FT.J)
Shown in Figure 8, is the Shuttle Test Unit (STU) coi.Isisting of the STU_
Vacuturn Assembly (SVA) "probe", containing a scaled down q(.UaI.tz block
with two operational gyroscopes, together with caging and spin.-up gas
mianagement assemblies (GMAs) and a complement of suspension a

-i(l
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control electronics. These will be mounted on two plates which attach to
the top and side of the Microgravity Program Experiment Support Structure
(MPESS). Insulation and heaters will control the thermal environment of
STU to approximately room temperature. Two flights of essentially the
same payload are presently planned for 1995 and 1996.

ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLVY

!"GMA"

ISMTI

ASSEMBLY
M
O
FSUEXPERIMENT PAYLOAD

S

NIMPESS
[

QBA

STU VACU UM ASSEMBLY

ISOMETRIC OF STU MOUNTED ON MPESS

Figure 7. The Shuttle Test Unit mounted on the MPESS. This
experiment will test non-cryogenic gyroscopes in low-acceleration
and provides valuable experience applicable to the GP-B Science
Mission.
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The purpose of the STU missions are to verify (in a low-acceleration
environment): (i) gyroscope suspension system performance, (ii)
gyroscope spin-up methodology, (iii) high vacuum gyroscope spin-down
performance, (iv) prototype data acquisition performance and (v) physical
integrity of the quartz block assembly through the various space mission
environments.
The basic mission operations time-line will consist of: (a) uncaging and
suspension of the two gyroscopes, (b) spin up of both gyroscopes to -50 Hz
in mission 1 (-170 Hz in mission 2) for -2 hr, (c) spin down of both
gyroscopes to - 1 Hz and pump out to high vacuum, (d) collection of
gyroscope spin data for 5 to 10 days, including measurement of the
response to shuttle-induced accelerations and (e) final spin down, desuspension and caging for the return trip to Earth.
Many key GP-B team members are working on both STU and the Science
Mission payload development. This provides a number of benefits
including: (1) simplification of the design and fabrication process resulting
from the adaptation of equivalent parts of existing probe technology, (2)
natural cross-fertilization of solutions to technical problems- in-common,
and (3) valuable flight program experience for the Science Mission team.
THE SCIENCE MISSION
Currently two contractors are performing definition studies on the
spacecraft for the Science Mission with a selection of a single contractor
planned during 1992.

Figure 8 - Generic spacecraft design planned to be launched in 1988
for the Gravity Probe 13 Science Mission.
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To accomplish this a GPS Receiver provides the high precision required.
The GPS will determine the position of the satellite to 5 meters and velocity
to better than 0.1 meters per second. It also allows timing synchronization
to better than 20 nanoseconds for all of the science data. NASA is
sponsoring the project for a flight in 1998.
THE ERROR BUDGET
By controlling the gravity forces to 10-11, all mass and balance and
compliance terms are reduced to near zero. By controlling the magnetic
field to 10-14 gauss, magnetic terms approach zero. By controlling the
dewar temperature very accurately and adding micro temperature
controllers where required, and keeping all heat from the passively rotating
gyroscope, these thermal terms approach zero. With precision
manufacturing, many bearing terms approach zero. All bias terms are roll
averaged to zero by a. 1 revolution per minute of the experiment. The
gyroscope is analyzed accurate to 10-11 degree per hour in inertial space.
Because the gyroscope can not be tested to the necessary accuracy on the
ground before the flight test, in-flight calibrations are used to ensure the
accuracies are attained.
Unbalance effects. The effects of linear accelerations on the massunbalance of the gyroscopes shall be measured by applying "large", known
translational accelerations along various axes of the satellite before and
after the main science experiment. The accelerations will be applied in two
different modes, in body fixed coordinates and in inertial coordinates.
Gyroscope Suspension test. The performance of the gyroscope rotor
suspension system shall be verified by applying known translational
accelerations along various axes of the satellite. The applied acceleration
levels will be compared with the estimated levels determined by the
suspension system.
A known translational acceleration level at the gyroscopes may be set up
by establishing angular dither. The amplitude of the dither is controlled by
the gyro. The center of rotation shall be the Proof Mass (PM), as tile result
of drag-free operation. With known angular dither and known radii of
rotation., the linear accelerations at the gyroscopes are known. An
acceleration level of 10- 6 g is set up at 0.2 In from the PM by sinusoidally
dithering at a rate of 1 rad/sec and an amplitude of 10 arcsec. The dither
frequently must be sufficiently lower than the bandwidth of the drag free
control system so that the radius of rotation indeed approaches the known
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center of the PM. Care must be taken not to subject the gyroscopes to an
excessive acceleration regime during calibration.
Gyro (SQUJD) calibration. The precise calibration of the SQUID outputs is
an essential issue. The calibration shall be based on known basic physical
processes, such as the aberration and the bending of starlight. The
movement of the satellite tracking the precisely known apparent motions of
the guide star serves as the input against which the SQUID outputs are
calibrated. The telescope signals provide the pointing errors, which are
used as a correction term in the calibration.
The aberration and bending of starlight have characteristic, distinct, known
spectral signatures. As the earth orbits the sun, there is a ±20.408 arcsec
variation in the apparent position of the guide star. As the satellite orbits the
earth, there is a ±5.5 arcsec variation in the apparent position of the guide
star. The directions, amplitudes and dynamics of the variations are well
known. JPL ephemerides gives annual aberration to 0.07 milliarcsec, or 3
parts in 10 6. Orbital aberration is known from tracking data to about the
same precision. The deflection of light has an amplitude of 14.4 milliarcsec.
(Reference 9)
Parallax is ±7 marsec 90 deg out of phase with annual aberration.
Roll reference calibration. The well defined inertial direction of the
aberration of starlight processes permits the calibration of the Roll reference
system will be used because of its relatively fast dynamics.
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FORT BELVOIR
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
HOLLOMAN AFB
EGLIN AFB
CAMBRIDGE
HAWTHORNE
MELBORNE
TETERBORO
SAN BERNADINO
WOODLAND HILLS
EGLIN AFB
NORFOLD
HOLLOMAN AFB
HOLLOMAN AFB
ALAMOGORDO
ST. LOUIS PARK
CAMBRIDGE
STENNIS SPACE CENTER
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
FT BLISS
WRIGHT-PATTERSON APB
HOLLOMIAN AFB
FORT MONMOUTH
SAN BERNADINO
GOLETA

NM
CA
MD
CA
CA
CA
NM
FL
FL
NM
CA
SW
NM
NE
NM
NM
FL
NJ
CA
NE
OH
NM
NM
OH
MA
CA
NM
NM
NM
FL
VA
OH
NM
FL
MA
CA
FL
NJ
CA
CA
FL
VA
NM
NM
NM
MN
MA
MS
OH
TX
OH
NM
NJ
CA
CA
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OLSON
OMDALEN
OTT
PALMER
PAYNE
PERLMUTTER
PERRY
PETERS
PIECZULEWSKI
PORDY
PORTER
PORTNEY
POTH
PRICE
PUBLICOVER
QUEEN
QUIGLEY
RAMIREZ
RAMIREZ
RANDALL
RAQUET
RATER
REDMAN
REED
REID
RETA
REYNOLDS
RICE
RICHARDSON
RIGG
RIGGINS
RITTER
RITTER
ROBERTS
RODGERS
RODRIGUEZ
ROHRS
ROSS
ROSSO
RUFF
RUFF
RYBAK
SANTANA
SARVADI
SCHAUER
SCHREIBER
SCHWEITZER
SEBESTA
SECOP.D
SELLERS
SHARP
SHAW
SHEARD
SHIINOKI
SHOOK

PAUL
CARL W.
PAUL W.
RICHARD H.
DEAN A.
MICHAEL S.
RONALD B.
REX B.
DAN
SHELDON H.
DAVID, DR.
JOSEPH N.
TIMOTHY R.
JOSEPH K.
JOSEPH
PHILLIP D.
JACK
DONALD M.
FRANCISCO J.
JACK
JOHN F.
LONNIE M.
WILLIAM A.
TOM
CHRISTOPHER C.
MARIA L.
REID G.
ROBERT
LOREN W.
KENNETH W.
ROBERT N.
JOHN W.
WILLIAM T.
PAUL J.
CHARLES
JESUS A.
DICK
CHRISTOPHER C.
PAUL G., DR.
DENNIS
DEREK A.
FRANK J.
ME•LCHOR A.
ROD
S. TONY
FRED
ALAN R.
HENRY
MICHAEL G.
MARK D.
H. C. TED
GERALD L.
KEITH
CARL Y.
BRIAN J.

AVRADA
DELCO SYSTEMS - GMHE
APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVER
NORTHROP CORPORATION
BMO/MYEG
SUNDSTRAID DATA CONT
A.G. DAVIS GAGE & EN
ROCKWELL INTERNATION
COLEMAN RESEARCH
LITTON GUIDANCE & CO
WL/MNSI
HARRY DIAMOND LABORA
C.S. DRAPER LABORATO
LITTON GUIDNACE & CO
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
TRW
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
BENDIX FIELD ENGINEE
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
MC DONNELL-DOUGLAS
SMIT'HS INDUSTRIES
R.G. BROWN ASSOCIATE
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
TRW
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
LOCKHEED MISSILES &
BOEING MILITARY AIRP
AFIT/ENG
TELEDYNE SYSTEMS COM
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
CARCO ELECTRONICS
ADROIT SYSTEMS
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
HONEYWELL, INC.
WL/MNAG,
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
6585THl TEST GROUP/GD
DELCO SYSTEM OPERATI
COLSA, INC.
NR-AR-A
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
DELCO ELECTRONICS
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY A
HONEYWELL MAVD
TRW/BMO
NORTHROP, ESD
PHILLIPS LAB/LW
BRITISH AEROSPACE SY
BMO/14VEG
AFOTEC/OL-BC
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FORT MONMOUTH
GOLETA
SAN MARINO
SAINT LOUIS
LAUREL
NORWOOD
NORTON AFB
REDMOND
HAZEL PARK
ANAHEIM
LAUREL
TARZANA
EGLIN AFE
ADELPHI
CAMBRIDGE
WOODLAND HILLS
HOLLOMAN AFB
SAN BERNADINO
HOLLOMAN AFB
MESILLA
HOLLOMAN AFB
HOUSTON
GRAND RAPIDS
CHIRLTON
HOLLOMAN AFB
HOLLOMAN AFB
CARSON
HOLLOMAN AFB
SUNNYVALE
SEATTLE
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
NORTHRIDGE
HOLLOMAN AFB
MENLO PARK
ALEXANDRIA
HOLLOMAN AFB
ST. PETERSBURG
EGLIN AFB
CHINA LAKE
HOLLOMAN AFB
HOLLOMAN AFB
GOLETA
EL PASO
WHITE SANDS MISSILE
HOLLOMAN AFB
HOLLOMAN AFB
GOLETA
ALBUQUERQUE
MINNEAPOLIS
SAN BERNADINO
HAWTHORNE
HANSCOM AFB
PLYMOUTH, DEVON
NORTON AFB
VANDENBERG AFB

NJ
CA
CA
MO
MD
CA
CA
WA
MI
CA
MD
CA
FL
MD
MA
CA
NM
CA
NM
NM
iM
TX
MI
MA
NM
NM
CA
NM
CA
WA
OH
CA
NM
CA
VA
NM
FL
FL
CA
NM
NM
CA
TX
NM
NM
NM
CA
NM
MN
CA
CA
MA
UK
CA
CA

SHO
SIMPSON
SINHA
SIROKA
SITOMER
SMITH
SMITH
SNODGRASS
SOKOL, CAPT
SPAULDING
SPEISER
SPICER
STACEY, CAPT
STAFFORD
STANLEY
STARKEY
STONEKING
STRATING
STROUD
STURDEVANT
SUGERMAN
TADDER
TAMBARA
TAN!
TAZARTES
TEITT
THOMPSON, JR.
THORVALDSEN
TIPPS
TOUCHBERRY
TREROTOLA
TRUNCALE
TRUNZO
TWEEDY
VESTGARD
VOLK
VOROS
WALDIE
WARD
WASKIEWICZ
WATANABE
WELLS
WENTZEL
WERNLE
WHEELER
WILKINSON
WING
WINGLER
WISE
WISSLER
YAD.AMOTO
ZAGONE
ZELTNER

JULIUSJ
C.
PHILIP
PRASUN
MURRAN
JAMES
ARNOLD J.
BRAD
F. BRIJTT
CHARLES W.
SCOTT
MARIO
BENNY R.
RICHARD
D.E.
TIM
O.D.
DON
JOEL W.
ROBERT A.
REESE C.
LEN
DAVID A.
CILARLENE J.
H. HENRY
JACQUES A.
ROBERT
CLAY
TOM
BEN
ALAN
RON
ANGELO
ANGELO
MICHAEL J.
BERIT KATARINA
CHARLES H.
ARTrHUR R.
HOWARD
PHILLIP W.
LEO'f
YASUHIRO
RANDY L.
DAVE
KENNETH R.
RAIIIE
BILL
KEVIN
RANDY L.
JOHN P.
RICHARD LT.
AKIYOSHI
PETER V.
RUSSELL J.

LOGICON, INC.
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
INTERMETRICS, INC.
NORTHROP
C.S. DRAPER LABORATO
CS DRAPER
6510TH TEST WING/DOR
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
BMO/MVEG
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
TRW
NAVAL AVIONICS CENI'E
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
CATERPILLAR, INC.
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
TELEDYNE GEOTECH
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
BMO/MVEG
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
6S85TH TEST GROUP/GD
PHYSICAL SCIENCE LAB
HONEYWELL, INC.
LOGICON, INC.
LOGICON, INC.
LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.
LITTON INDUSTRIES
HONEYWELL, INC.
C. S. DRAPER LABORATO
LITTON GUIDANCE & CO
HONEYWELL SRC
CUBIC CORPORATION
ROCKWELL INTERNATION
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
LITTON GUIDANCE & CO
DEFENSE MATERIEL ADM
LITTON GUIDANCE & CO
DELCO SYSTEMS
GMHE
LOCKHEED
TEXAS INSTRUMEFNTS, I
6585TH TEST GROUP/DO
JAPAN RADIO CO., LTD
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS
SUNDSTRAND
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
INTERMETRICS, INC.
CIGTF
6585TH TEST GROUP/GD
PHILLIPS LABORATORY/
WL/MNAG
BMO/MYEP
JAPAN RADIO CO., LTD
RETIRED
CONTRAVES USA, INC.
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HOLLOMAN AFB
HUNTINGTON BEACH
HAWTHORNE
CAMBRIDGE
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EDWARDS AVE
HOLLOMPAN AFB
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HOLLOMAN AFB
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HOIALOMAN AFB
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HOLLOMAN AFB
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